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Your hair matters significantly to your SMV - do the best you
can for it.
102 upvotes | April 6, 2018 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link

TL:DR :- Hair matters. The world's most attractive men know it. But having a full head of styled
hair or a buzz cut or a bald look or whatever suits you best, depending on where you are on the
scale, is no substitute for all round mediocrity in personality, physique, body language, game or
status. While a guy with a full head of hair has more options, note this. Baldness ain't the end of
the world by any stretch of imagination, and you can rock a bald look. But also, if you can do
something about your hair and look better, you should.
Men have way more options for their hair and style today than ever before, better than just
finasteride. So do not allow yourself to get insecure.
There's one thing that matters far more than your height ever will. It's your hair. I've been there. I've
seen it.
Hair anxiety among men is a real thing, because if you've got the baldness gene, your hair is going to
hit the wall (the only part of the male body that will, your muscles can be strong even at 80-90 if you
keep up the work). If you won the genetic lottery, congratulations! Still, style it well.
If there was one physical part of you that women are drawn to apart from your muscles and body
language, it's your hair and how you style it. It matters more to your SMV than most people are
willing to admit.
Females hit the wall everywhere else, but they never bald in the way a man does unless they're on
chemo.
A good hairstyle is significantly attractive and the most significant passive form of attraction - it's the
most groomable part of your body. Nothing boosts Passive SMV more than a good head of hair, well
styled. Your hair is key to a large part of passive confidence, and men do lose confidence and attitude
when they see their once abundant hair receding. Guys who have hair can go for a buzz or bald look
if they wish, but not vice versa.
If your hair was one of the factors that made you attractive in the past, losing it over time will have a
noticeable impact - something that married men and men in LTRs should note. In fact, if someone
were to see your photo or your face the first time around, the first thing they'll see is your hair. And
first impressions matter.
Bald guys do get rejected a lot, guys who're balding can testify to how things were when they had
more hair. But there are some people who do look better (and can rock a badass look) with buzz or
bald.
You have no control over your height (so DGAF). But the good news is that today we can do a lot for
our hair than ever before.
1) Scalp exercises. Massages. Cardio. Do not allow sweat and dust to accumulate on the scalp. Lots
of water. Sleep. Meditate. Sunlight. Natural night light. Get enough protein and fix all micronutrient
deficiencies (calcium, vitamins, iron, magnesium, etc...). Prevention is the first line of defense. Stress
causes hair to fall.
2) Warm oil massages in the scalp + onion or garlic juice, before showering. Only use soft RO water
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for your hair (makes it much easier to lather too). Mild shampoos, ketacanozole shampoo, or natural
stuff like shikakai powders. Shower frequently in cold water, keeps the dandruff away. Indian women
have used only natural stuff to keep their hairs long, thick and jet black well into their 50s and even
60s.
3) A good barber and hairstyle. A dense head of hair properly styled can add as much as 2 inches to
your height. Get a good barber -- it's night and day. If you have good hair, do not for the sake of God,
get a bad haircut. I did that once in middle school, my best friend still calls me 'egghead' to this day.
4) Hair transplants. In some places like India for e.g, there are good clinics (e.g. Medispa, Enhance,
Dermaspa) that can do it for like $2000, if you want medical tourism (cause medical costs in the US
are insane as fuck). The good news is that the technology's now light years ahead, and it's permanent.
But get it done by a reputed surgeon!!
5) Hair systems (non surgical). They can work extremely well. But actually in Asia it's cheaper to get
a transplant than one of these...and I hear they're quite a pain in the ass as far as the maintenance
goes. I'd prefer a timely transplant by a good surgeon over this.
6) Dye your hair if it's going gray, but don't do it too soon in life, that causes premature whitening.
Edit : Don't create an unnatural look, anyone can spot it a mile away.
7) If you have to shave it all off, make sure you're well built and dress like a rugged badass. It can
rock when done properly. Try a bald look for a while well in advance just to see what impact you can
have and how you can make it work, then grow back your hair if you wish. That way, you won't feel
sorry for yourself every time you see the guy in the mirror.
http://cdn02.cdn.justjared.com/wp-content/uploads/headlines/2017/07/amazon-ceo-jeff-bezos-buff-bi
ceps-have-started-a-meme.jpg
EDIT : But in fairness, I warn you, do not try bald style when you still have all your hair, to end up
like this guy. This is an example of how NOT to do it.
Before : http://www.ganeshkumaresh.org/img/parallax-slider/images/slide%20two.jpg
After : https://ichef.bbci.co.uk/images/ic/960x540/p05vr215.jpg (YIKES!)
For god's sake, none of that DHT inhibiting finasteride, etc! They've made quite a few guys I know
suffer from ED and impotency. You need your testosterone. You've got better options now.
A lot of people do look better with buzz cuts or bald, but it might not suit everyone. Bald guys must
need good muscles to compensate. The worst look is the horse-shoe combover, just shave it off if it
gets that bad.
If anyone's looking for a hair transplant and can afford it, do it before you get to Norwood 3 or 4 at
max. Do it too soon, and you'll still lose hair from the natural part, but wait too long and you'll never
be able to get back your hairline as there won't be enough donor hairs. About 3000-4000 grafts need
to be transplanted, that's the sweet spot.
Hair ain't no substitute for game, muscles, or status or wealth or clothes or skills (and those things can
totally offset a bald head and turn the equation around totally), but as an example, for the average boy
in Asia it matters as Asians have a lot more hair density on average and bald much later in life. I've
seen Asian girls pass up many guys just because he was showing MPB.
So is it a deal killer? Not if you have all the other tools in the kitty. I mean a well built bald guy who
knows how to smile can steal the thunder with his body language. But is hair a significant game
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changer? Hell, yes!
And before JBY guys come to rationalize this, just note - the world's most attractive men have all
worked on their hair. Actors (nearly all of 'em), sports stars, politicians, royal families, businessmen
(like Elon Musk) have all done it. My own uncle works out and is an actor, no one can believe he's
60. Everyone thinks he's 30 something.
And I don't buy the "improvement as insecurity" crap -- whenever a man tries to improve on any
front, that's what he usually gets, especially if he's trying to shed an unattractive image. It's more of
an indicator of what the world already thinks of him. If he was high value, they'd just talk about how
cool he looks after.
I could pepper this post with examples of before and after. There are hundreds of pictures and videos
of before and after that could easily show what a massive difference it makes when done right. Here's
one for a replacement system - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pdfPvy_LJGQ Or look up Lewis
Hamilton or George Clooney. Or Jeff Bezos, if that's the look that works best for you.
But I can tell you that where I come from, there is not one actor that hasn't done a hair transplant. Not
one. Again, they made a living in the days where they had a lot of hair, so HT and hair systems have
given some of them a second wind.
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Men's brains and women's brains - the quirks
101 upvotes | April 24, 2018 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link

Tl:Dr - Men are from Mars, Women are from Venus. Read the book.
Women are emotional creatures first - so they by default assume there is always an emotion behind
anything that you do or don't -- this is often a big bone of misunderstanding in LTRs and marriages.
As men, we know that's not the case. It's why relationships between women are always personal and
polarizing and why men often get described as 'uncaring'. Men can actually choose to DGAF about
other men.
It's also why women can't simply analyze impersonally and just discuss the point - for them it's
always personal, especially the sidebar stuff. So if a guy states the result of his observations, he's not
stating the facts as a seeker of truth, no he's a misogynist, sexist creep! And this is exactly why
explaining to a woman never works. In everything a woman does, there is an emotional investment
that makes it personal every time.
Now here's where it gets interesting. In a man's brain, there is an actual region that's called the
"nothing box" -- it's where a man goes to cool off after a certain level of intensity and IMHO it's more
predominant in introverted men - a space dedicated for silence. No wonder men have their man caves
and become meditative monks more often and can handle being single better (if they aren't lazy).
https://www.littlethings.com/mens-brains-vs-womens-brains/
Women aren't wired this way. They simply can't understand why a guy simply quietly eats his dinner
("God. He didn't say it was good. Maybe something was bad -- I forgot the salt?. Maybe he's upset.
Maybe he doesn't want to hurt my feelings. I wish he'd say what's on his mind.") And while they're
going crazy, the man is just being peaceful ("Ah dinner after a hard day at work! Satisfaction...").
Now this is what that guy doesn't tell you in that video.
You see, women actually have something called the "everything box" - they think about everything
and everyone around them all at once, with everything on the same priority, and get overwhelmed
when the to do list becomes too great - and then blame the man that he's not thinking enough about
the house, kids, car, parents, her, etc... Then everything is a problem and they need to vent (or have
the man step up and take control and show that he can face anything like a boss).
In a woman's mind, silence is literally "I don't love you." In fact, a man's intimacy cycle is to go off
and on (his mind works like his penis), while a woman's mind goes up and down (mental holes are
the reason why women shit test, get insecure, often feel unworthy, need validation, worry excessively
and get overwhelmed, suffer more from peer pressure, suffer shame, have to vent and talk, get
nervous, or why they think men are always hiding insecurities, and why passing the shit tests makes
her feel more attracted -- a mental vagina).
There is one more angle to this - it's how the sexes handle stress. When a man is stressed, his mind
contracts to the point where he could suffer from 'tunnel vision', focus on the most important thing to
the elimination of all other less important things. A woman's mind does the opposite, it expands. As a
result, everything becomes equally urgent and sometimes the effect is like viewing the whole world
through tinted glasses.
When men feel they're giving too much, they tend to relax and give themselves a break before
another round of work. Women on the other hand, if they are giving or having things to do, just do
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and do and do out of feeling, till they reach their limit and then down they go. Most men never see it
coming - it's ductile vs brittle. The first one gives ample warning, the second never shows a sign on
the outside and then just fails dramatically. How many times have you heard women complain about
men relaxing while she does all the work? Well, this is actually what's going on.
The thing I want to bust here is that men aren't inherently less caring or loving or that (all those
typical man put downs, even in the most orthodox relationships) -- it's just that nature put thinking
before feeling in them and put feeling before thinking in women.
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Male strategy - Freedom vs Sex (and commitment)
41 upvotes | May 7, 2018 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link

TL : DR - Men need both women and freedom. While the sex drive is biologically stronger, it is
in freedom that a man has full access to his power. Treat your freedom like your time and
energy.
Men need freedom, and men need women. These 2 are as contradictory as women needing both lover
and provider and it sums up male strategy in a nutshell. The drive for freedom and autonomy in a
man is strong, though in all men, the sex drive is biologically much stronger -- this is why becoming
a master of one's sexual impulse is always a high value man's ultimate freedom. This follows from
men being the gatekeepers of commitment. Hence women draw men to commit to them by using sex
as the carrot. However, all female strategy is totally powerless against a man who chooses freedom.
This is why dread works.
Men who cross a certain level of abundance to the point where women no longer have much to offer
in comparison to what they seek or find (it's subjective, but it exists) end up becoming monks or
uncommitted for this reason. A less extreme version of that is sex without commitment. But you can
go read any old religious book (the bible, Hinduism, Buddhism), it's quite obvious that there is a
small subset of men that in some form or the other prefer freedom over sex and the associated
enslavement. Old books on dance and music talk about heroes and heroines and their strategies and
separation game is a key tool in the male arsenal. In fact, anyone who was hit by the Red Lightning
will find it hard to disagree on this point.
A free man with high value is in fact much sought after. This man basically has himself as his point
of origin, therefore by nature he's more attractive and sought. I mean think of all those articles in the
media that talk about rich and eligible bachelors in the top 1% not settling down - this shaming tactic
actually indicates how much they're sought after.
A man's freedom is his source of personal power and after his time and energy, it is his most
valuable asset, and his simplest and most powerful weapon against all female manipulation
Now here's one more thing to know -- All the technology that set women free also set men free as
well. You as a man have far more freedom than your ancestors in conservative, religious and
technology-less societies ever did.
The real sufferers of feminism, technology and women's liberation are women wanting family and
commitment (before they get it) and committed men. And believe me, women still want commitment
(wait till the party years finish, then you'll see).
I was reading Franco's manual of seduction, where he talks about a PNP (Positive Negative Positive)
cycle of addiction and how women use it in sex, alternating between giving (P) and withdrawing (N),
which usually becomes more withdrawing with time. Well, men have a PNP cycle in commitment too
- it's noticed when men pull away or seek 'me time' in LTRs or marriages. Dread and separation
games is basically this in action.
In fact I'd go on to say that the feminine is cute and sexy and sweet alright, but over time the
influence of the feminine begins to act as a shackling limiter on the male, as apart from other things,
he needs to work using a paradigm of thinking and feeling totally opposite to his own. This usually
causes pent up tension at some point - hence the need for man caves and male spaces. It has actually
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been proven that too much oxytocin tends to suppress testosterone.
In the event where a man starts to feel that women, marriage or sex aren't worth it (like in most
western nations), he'll choose freedom. This is what TRP is basically trying to seek - maximize
sexual access as well as freedom. A solitary man has few needs apart from the essentials and what
supports his mission. The technology that set women free in the last 200 years also makes life equally
easier for men. This however hasn't changed our instincts in the least.
A free man is powerful, and can walk out of a relationship even if it means blowing up everything he
built in the process -- and this is scary. True freedom is as amoral as sexual strategy and it frees you
from all sorts of one-itis - even one-itis for this lifetime. Women actually do fear losing their man on
a subconscious level, and even the most blue pilled guy being treated as a complete loser will find
their woman freaking out and doing all sorts of things to make him come back when he decides to go.
This occurred to me when I came across a post on Red Pill Women (RPW) lamenting the state of
modern marriage and so many articles written in the media about men being 'afraid of commitment'
(the usual man as coward shaming tactic), I mean just google it and see how many results you get on
'commitment phobia' - and as usual the answer is always something very different from (cough,
cough) 'insecurity'.
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Attraction is a very pure instinct. LTRs, marriages and
mundanities only adulterate it.
16 upvotes | May 8, 2018 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link

Sexual attraction is one of our purest instincts. Not "pure" in any moral sense, but in the way it works.
The time just after puberty is when sexual instincts and attraction are at their purest, having just
awakened, not yet muddled up by social conditioning and the daily grind.
Chores are actually mundanities of life just getting in the way of attraction -- logically, they divide
our energy. Therefore, marriage will always decrease attraction from it's pure, unadulterated level.
Stressed and relaxed are BOTH NOT equal to = aroused.
In fact, I'd say you lose an opportunity to create space and separation needed for fresh escalation the
next time you meet. It is this in particular that causes the quality of sex to go down right after the
honeymoon.
It used to be a best fit solution covering most of the boxes needed for a complete life, but as a sexual
strategy it serves society and not an individual's uncensored fantasies.
Anyone who claims that mundanity management has anything to do with attraction is either ignorant
or lying.
Where do you find chores, dirty laundry, ungroomed hair, bad breath, snoring, washing machines,
toilet seats, pot bellies, bills, money, body odour, poop, dusty houses, dirty dinner tables, acne or
periods in any thing involving a hero and his girl(s) and pure romance and attraction - novel, story,
old literature, movies or even TV shows?
You don't.
Hell, you won't even find nerds as the heroes (no, the social awkward autistic nerd hero with a weak
body, poor posture and what not, has not a smudge on a badass hero whose confidence approaches
nonchalance).
You will not find the hero doing mundane stuff. Or even the heroine.
Wanting is better than having -- this is why old books on dance and music talk so much about star
crossed lovers unable to meet due to so much getting between them and pure romance -- these stories
are always some combination of hypergamy, dread and separation and the whole tension created by
wanting, but not having because other stuff and even people are in the way.
In most classic stories composed to conservatively acceptable standards, marriage and kids usually
represents the END of the story, for a reason. The whole adventure all happens before the LTR.
You won't therefore even find kids in the hero-heroine archetype of romance stories. Some of these
books are older than Jesus.
PS : This does not mean everything you see or read is RP truth, but the older stories really got that
right.
The lower the mundanity involved, the stronger and purer the attraction.
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32 more RP and relationship tenets - learned the hard way
62 upvotes | May 24, 2018 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link

Know the betaization process and how to counter its phases. Even if you don't read anything1.
else in this list, know this.

Testing - Exclusivity - Vulnerability (communication) - Domestication and Servitude - Loss of
attraction - Nothing's good enough - I'm independent - Cheat - Divorce or breakup - Rinse and repeat
In this process an alpha male sought by multiple women gets turned into a slave and in the process
attraction is lost. There is no male equivalent, because no man gains anything that involves his mate
becoming unattractive.

Know the betaization process! No seriously, KNOW the betaization process!2.
Dating gives you the space and a dedicated environment to start a fresh cycle of escalation - it3.
separates the sex from the other mundanities. LTRs don't give you that space, unless you create
it. Too many men forget the whole sequence of attraction and treat sex like masturbation just
before bed. That kills it.
We rely much more on the environmental setup to assist us than we realize. You cannot4.
escalate in an environment that does not help you kick start the attraction process. You have to
create a setting dedicated to your story. The good news is, if you're clever, all the world can be
your stage, just as you can find women everywhere.
Sex, despite producing pair bonding chemicals is the least trustworthy emotion. Conservative5.
societies had to force restraint and morality down people's throats for a reason. This is true even
if you're a sex god.
The pill fucks with women's emotions and their mate preferences - it interrupts their natural6.
cycle (leading to pregnancy, childbirth and oxytocin) and their ability to pair bond. It's so bad
that a woman who loved you while on the pill can get totally repelled by you off it, and vice
versa.
Even the most beta guy will find his girl suddenly pleading with him to stay if he decides to opt7.
out of a lost cause.
Don't allow a woman to define a man for you. First, it's betaization. Second, women have no8.
idea what it's like to be a man.
Women are compartmentalized, fluctuating, confused and highly cognitively dissonant - more9.
than a time paradox. But underneath all waves, there is a tide - and that unerringly follows
AWALT. Most of a woman's behaviour and instincts are actually subconsciously and
biologically driven, despite all their attempts to blame it on social conditioning and their
favourite cliche' - stereotype. (These cases are often AWALT on steroids).

BTW : Stereotype is a NAWALT argument. All women will say that not all women are like that - get
it? AWALT QED.

Overcome your fear of old age / loneliness / poverty / disease and death. Lift, do yoga,10.
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meditate, cook, eat right, strengthen your mind - most of your neediness will be gone. Modern
healthcare is a black hole - prevention is the best medicine.
NEVER stop lifting. NEVER stop reading. NEVER stop improving. Your attempts to keep11.
yourself alpha will create sexual tension in the relationship. Don't let that tension slack or your
sex life will be like a flaccid penis.
Let her move in only if you plan on marrying AND having kids.12.
Have a second life planned in the blueprints that doesn't involve her, you will need it.13.
As she uses a positive-negative-positive (PNP) feedback cycle for getting you dependent on14.
sex, you should do a PNP for commitment. You have a built in cycle ("men are rubber bands")
for this already. Make her hungry for you, but do not go so far that she starves to death.

*Use dread and separation to make her miss you or give her subconscious tingles. Subtle is powerful.

Equality is a goddamn lie! Women only want equality for themselves, never for men. Feminism15.
makes ugly women, ugly thoughts, ugly beliefs, ugly men, ugly kids, ugly families, uglier
societies and even uglier nations, because beauty is apparently a social construct. It's a
philosophy of ugliness, inside and out. The greatest damage done to women has come from
feminism and other women.
See what she does, not what she says. If she wants you to watch a movie with her, but falls16.
asleep on your shoulder within minutes, what she really wants is for you to cuddle her snug -
the feeling is more important than the end result. Use stuff like this to tease her and build up the
sex factor.
Men have a nothing box - their own inbuilt man cave. Women have an everything box, which is17.
why they're always thinking about the house, you, kids, friends, etc. getting overwhelmed and
thinking men are lazy and have no vision. And if you don't talk, she'll assume every other
reason in the world except the fact that you don't have anything to talk about. If you need her to
get aroused by you, you have to get her out that box first.

Note : The everything box is what often kills her sex drive in an LTR, because women don't master it.
They prioritize poorly, spend the day thinking about all the stuff that causes stress and kills arousal
(i.e. everything else other than her man and her attraction to him), and usually keep at it till they get
too overwhelmed. It's a bad habit. To understand this as a man, try getting an erection thinking of
bills, dirty laundry and dishes. You can't.

Never depend on her money, her car, her whatever. You're a man. Have wealth of your own.18.
Have a vision and style for everything, EVERYTHING. Your pride exists for a reason, wear it
like armor.
Subtle is powerful. E.g. A few seconds of silence and a mere look can communicate emotion19.
more powerfully than going overboard like a child.
Women strongly feel for the man they want, but cannot have. Love in separation and obstructed20.
love is a staple of romance stories. Familiarity breeds contempt.
Cheating is addictive. Once a cheater, always a cheater. If she cheats once, she's done it before21.
in her teens and 20s and will do it again. We can all control our minds, but our brains evolved
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for hard times, to treat pleasure like sugar (i.e. very scarce) - the kind of easy dopamine rush we
get today is truly unprecedented. Pleasure addiction is the mental analogue of obesity. It's sweet
poison.
If you hear the words 'Open relationship', it's over and you're the beta. Get out. This is an22.
artifact made possible by contraception. Women are only polygamous briefly for alpha seed
and in their fantasies, at all other times they're hypergamous. (Hilariously, she'll totally lose her
mind if you actually follow through and bring the competition home).
Do not chase an ex who got disgusted by you. Women might not love you forever, but they can23.
stop loving you for good. There is actually an event horizon as far as loss of attraction goes.
Low trust and pleasure addiction in a society are signs of the end times.24.
DO NOT get into an LTR/marriage to a woman with Borderline Personality Disorder! Run for25.
the hills if you see 'em. They're crazy extremists with no limiters whatsoever - a force of
destruction. It's the one thing a man must actually fear.
Attraction is a very pure instinct (not morally, but in functioning). Stuff like the mundanities of26.
life will kill it. Don't believe the media BS. Dirty laundry and snoring is not sexy. Comfort is
not aroused. Sex is pure - pure sexy.
A married woman's love is divided between you and many other things on her mind, especially27.
the kids. That wasn't the case when you were pure alpha and she purely desired you. So get her
out of that everything box if you want the old flames back. Men can easily separate the sex
from the other stuff, women are not so good at it.
Women always blame men and the world as a first instinct. In a giant extension of the sexual28.
principle, women feel that the world is acting on them, while idealistic men want to change the
world. The greatest pressure, hate and jealousy on women however, come from other women
(and incels).
You must stand up for what's right even if it means disappointing and frustrating her. Always29.
trying to please her and go her way is a huge mistake, especially when she's testing you and her
subconscious wants you to hold up your frame and stand up to her -- for this your frame, your
view of reality should be very clear. It also keeps you just out of her reach.

Yes, pleasing isn't everything. Women like to feel all the emotions - almost as if life is a big movie
for them.
30)Women love to fight for play and drama, just like their favourite animal, the cat. It's a shit test.
Meow.

Testing never ends. Just like you never get tired of the urge to touch her. The nature of the tests31.
will change as needs change over time.
Last but not the least - man is the gatekeeper of commitment. Sex is a need and therefore also a32.
weakness. Freedom however IS power. After your energy and time, your freedom is your most
precious resource. Respect it.
Respect is EVERYTHING to a man. And Frame.33.

This was from another thread, which the OP took down (I intended to write 5 points and ended up
with this wall of text). Yes I got the idea of the nothing box from Patrice O'Neal, but it made me
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realize the existence of the everything box in women. Suddenly a lot of things made sense.
The book : Practical Female Psychology for the Practical Man, is available here. You don't need it to
get a woman, but if you're considering LTR and marriage you'll need it.
https://archive.org/details/pdfy-vXiSrVKID8X2y4pD
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You have less than 30,000 days to live - so value your time and
energy and quit pleasure addiction!
1 upvotes | May 27, 2018 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link

TL DR : If you're able to read this, here's news for you, you don't have even 30,000 days left. Don't
waste 'em.
https://understandinguncertainty.org/why-life-expectancy-misleading-summary-survival
As a man, you're most likely to die by the age of 86. Let's go nature's way and assume you hit puberty
by the age of 12-13 (which is when nature expected you to start manning up, till then we can forgive
you for being dependent). Do the math and you've got just 27,028 days remaining, including leap
years.
When I change my unit of time for a life lived from years to days, it totally changes my perspective.
When you see how quickly a day flies, you'll respect how small this number is. And you WILL find
your days and weeks absolutely blasting by when you're binging in pleasure addictions - the internet,
porn, masturbation, video games, unproductive time, busy for just filling time.
I'm turning 30 in a year and a half, and in a way it means where I stand, over a third of my life is gone
- not one second, one minute, one hour, one millisecond of that is gonna come back.
Every minute you spent on unproductive shit that felt pleasurable but made you depressed at the end
of the day because you look back and realize you didn't make a damn piece of progress? Not one
second is gonna come back. You'll never be 18 and feel immortal again. I think back to vacation days
in college where after the exams, I'd binge watch shows and realize it was 2 a.m., go to bed, get no
good sleep, spend the next day at half strength -- well, it's been 10 goddamn years since then. 3652
days, 88000 hours.
If the 10,000 hour rule was correct, and I only spent half of my 24 hours working and sleeping 8
hours a day, I could have mastered 4 different domains by now since my 18th birthday and almost
half way through a 5th. But did I?
That depression is your inner soul trying to warn you to evolve. Our brains evolved to treat pleasure
like white sugar (it's very scarce). Even an 80:20 split of your time assuming you're awake for 16-17
hours means over 3 hours of pleasure - TV, internet, porn, games, wasted gossip - daily. The amount
of pleasure we're bombarded with daily is way too much for our minds these days. It's made our
brains obese and sick, just like our bodies.
Wanna lift, spend time with your loved ones, read, improve your SMV, date girls, make money,
create opportunities for yourself, do yoga, build an empire, whatever? Quit pleasure and get
productive. Get out of the internet and those smartphone apps - they're making us autistic. I am sorry
to say that when I look back, I was most productive only in the gym where no BS was entertained -
they do not allow phones inside for a reason.
Say I only saved Sunday for enjoyment - even if I worked my ass off and was 100% productive for
all the 16-17 hours I was awake, that's still an 85:15 split between productivity and pleasure. In
reality, no one's 100% productive all the time, not even 75% of the time.
Why? Because we've got finite energy - physical (the body), mental (the mind), emotional (the heart),
spiritual (the motivation, the why). If we need to manage our time well, we must manage these
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energies better.
Pleasure ain't the purpose of life - we've got 1000x more pleasures than any of our ancestors ever did
- my grandparents didn't see electricity until 1950. And with all these pleasures, I can't smile like my
1 year old niece who has no idea how to binge on netflix. Happiness is already within.
The purpose of a man's life is simply - becoming the best version of himself.
I realized this when the world labelled me 'low value' for the first time in my life, when I lost
attraction and got divorced - the shit hit me like a freight train at 100 mph when guys with less than a
quarter my ability mocked the old beta me as not 'half a man' - and I wasn't even a slacker. But
somewhere along the way, the pleasures of the world tempted me, and while I did make progress, I
became unproductive enough that when I look at the guy in the mirror, I see the chasm between what
he could really do and where he ended up.
If you really wanna be happy in life, you need to feel proud of the guy in the mirror. I don't need any
more spirituality for the why.
At 28, I'm not nearly old, and yet I have only 21000 days before I will most likely be dead (if modern
lifestyle hasn't killed me sooner). If I don't quit low value activities that don't make me better than
yesterday, there's no chance I'll have this energy when I'm 70 and still have 16 more years to go.
I don't have a minute to lose. Or a calorie to waste. Neither does anyone else.
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How long do you think you've got? Not much, it's not even
30,000 days.
14 upvotes | May 27, 2018 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link

TL DR : If you're able to read this, here's news for you, you don't have even 30,000 days left. Don't
waste 'em.
https://understandinguncertainty.org/why-life-expectancy-misleading-summary-survival
As a man, you're most likely to die by the age of 86. Let's go nature's way and assume you hit puberty
by the age of 12-13 (which is when nature expected you to start manning up, till then we can forgive
you for being dependent). Do the math and you've got just 27,028 days remaining, including leap
years.
When I change my unit of time for a life lived from years to days, it totally changes my perspective.
When you see how quickly a day flies, you'll respect how small this number is. And you WILL find
your days and weeks absolutely blasting by when you're binging in pleasure addictions - the internet,
porn, masturbation, video games, unproductive time, busy for just filling time.
I'm turning 30 in a year and a half, and in a way it means where I stand, over a third of my life is gone
- not one second, one minute, one hour, one millisecond of that is gonna come back.
Every minute you spent on unproductive shit that felt pleasurable but made you depressed at the end
of the day because you look back and realize you didn't make a damn piece of progress? Not one
second is gonna come back. You'll never be 18 and feel immortal again. I think back to vacation days
in college where after the exams, I'd binge watch shows and realize it was 2 a.m., go to bed, get no
good sleep, spend the next day at half strength -- well, it's been 10 goddamn years since then. 3652
days, 88000 hours.
If the 10,000 hour rule was correct, and I only spent half of my 24 hours working and sleeping 8
hours a day, I could have mastered 4 different domains by now since my 18th birthday and almost
half way through a 5th. But did I?
That depression is your inner soul trying to warn you to evolve. Our brains evolved to treat pleasure
like white sugar (it's very scarce). Even an 80:20 split of your time assuming you're awake for 16-17
hours means over 3 hours of pleasure - TV, internet, porn, games, wasted gossip - daily. The amount
of pleasure we're bombarded with daily is way too much for our minds these days. It's made our
brains obese and sick, just like our bodies.
Wanna lift, spend time with your loved ones, read, improve your SMV, date girls, make money,
create opportunities for yourself, do yoga, build an empire, whatever? Quit pleasure and get
productive. Get out of the internet and those smartphone apps - they're making us autistic. I am sorry
to say that when I look back, I was most productive only in the gym where no BS was entertained -
they do not allow phones inside for a reason.
Say I only saved Sunday for enjoyment - even if I worked my ass off and was 100% productive for
all the 16-17 hours I was awake, that's still an 85:15 split between productivity and pleasure. In
reality, no one's 100% productive all the time, not even 75% of the time.
Why? Because we've got finite energy - physical (the body), mental (the mind), emotional (the heart),
spiritual (the motivation, the why). If we need to manage our time well, we must manage these
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energies better.
Pleasure ain't the purpose of life - we've got 1000x more pleasures than any of our ancestors ever did
- my grandparents didn't see electricity until 1950. And with all these pleasures, I can't smile like my
1 year old niece who has no idea how to binge on netflix. Happiness is already within.
The purpose of a man's life is simply - becoming the best version of himself.
I realized this when the world labelled me 'low value' for the first time in my life, when I lost
attraction and got divorced - the shit hit me like a freight train at 100 mph when guys with less than a
quarter my ability mocked the old beta me as not 'half a man' - and I wasn't even a slacker. But
somewhere along the way, the pleasures of the world tempted me, and while I did make progress, I
became unproductive enough that when I look at the guy in the mirror, I see the chasm between what
he could really do and where he ended up.
If you really wanna be happy in life, you need to feel proud of the guy in the mirror. I don't recall
who said that Life's biggest regret is to look back, and see it wasted, but I look back today, and man,
I'm not happy.
Yeah, I believe in karma that I'll have to answer for and your next life - now I'm not debating if this is
true or not. But there's a reason for that. It keeps me grounded. 10 years ago, when I told myself I live
only once, it made me a hedonist, doing low value stuff and binging on addictions (especially the
internet). Well, beta me learned a very harsh lesson down the road on what respect means to a man.
At 28, I'm not nearly old, and yet I have only 21000 days before I will most likely be dead (if modern
lifestyle hasn't killed me sooner). If I don't quit low value activities that don't make me better than
yesterday, there's no chance I'll have this energy when I'm 70 and still have 16 more years to go.
I don't have a minute to lose. Or a calorie to waste. Neither does anyone else.
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Time's precious. How long do you think you've got? Not much,
not even 30,000 days / 2500 months. And they're going to fly
faster than you think.
1 upvotes | May 27, 2018 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link

TL DR : If you're able to read this, here's news for you, you don't have even 30,000 days left. That's
just 2500 months. Don't waste 'em.
https://understandinguncertainty.org/why-life-expectancy-misleading-summary-survival
Look at that graph. As a man, you're most likely to die by the age of 86. Let's go nature's way and
assume you hit puberty by the age of 12-13 (which is when nature expected you to start manning up,
till then we can forgive you for being dependent). Do the math and you've got just 27,028 days
remaining, including leap years, give and take a few. That's just 2252 months.
When I change my unit of time for a life lived from years to days, it totally changes my perspective.
When you see how quickly a day flies, you'll respect how small this number is. Days fly, and then it's
Sunday again. Then it's the first of the month. Wait, didn't we just celebrate my birthday last year?
Oh yeah...
And you WILL find your days and weeks absolutely blasting by when you're binging in pleasure
addictions - the internet, porn, masturbation, video games, unproductive time, busy for just filling
time. Before long, it's already midnight, and there's a tiny little voice in your head that asks you, "So
what all DID you achieve today?"....
One minute is an eternity in the world of racing - 1 sec is huge - because they respect the clock like
no one else on earth.
I'm turning 30 in a year and a half, and in a way it means where I stand, over a third of my life is gone
- not one second, one minute, one hour, one millisecond of that is gonna come back.
Every minute you spent on unproductive shit that felt pleasurable but made you depressed at the end
of the day because you look back and realize you didn't make a damn piece of progress? Not one
second is gonna come back. You'll never be 18 and feel immortal again. I think back to vacation days
in college where after the exams, I'd binge watch shows and realize it was 2 a.m., go to bed, get no
good sleep, spend the next day at half strength -- well, it's been 10 goddamn years since then. 3652
days, 88000 hours.
If the 10,000 hour rule was correct, and I only spent half of my 24 hours working and sleeping 8
hours a day, I could have mastered 4 different domains by now since my 18th birthday and almost
half way through a 5th. But did I?
That depression is your inner soul trying to warn you to evolve. Our brains evolved to treat pleasure
like white sugar (it's very scarce). Even an 80:20 split of your time assuming you're awake for 16-17
hours means over 3 hours of pleasure - TV, internet, porn, games, wasted gossip - daily. The amount
of pleasure we're bombarded with daily is way too much for our minds these days. It's made our
brains obese and sick, just like our bodies. Pleasure is sweet poison.
Wanna lift, spend time with your loved ones, read, improve your SMV, game girls, raise kids, make
money, create opportunities for yourself, do yoga, build an empire, whatever? Quit pleasure. Get
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productive. Get out of the internet and those smartphone apps - they're making us autistic. I am sorry
to say that when I look back, I was most productive only in the gym where no BS was entertained -
they do not allow phones inside for a reason. But Pain and hard work felt so good when you were
done and the results were there to show.
Say I only saved Sunday for enjoyment - even if I worked my ass off rest of the week and was 100%
productive for all the 16-17 hours I was awake, that's still an 85:15 split between productivity and
pleasure. In reality, no one's 100% productive all the time, not even 75% of the time.
Why? Because we've got finite energy - physical (the body), mental (the mind), emotional (the heart),
spiritual (the motivation, the why). If we need to manage our time well, we must manage these
energies better. The absolute best thing one can do for one's happiness, is to keep one's energies high.
Pleasure ain't the purpose of life - we've got 1000x more pleasures than any of our ancestors ever did
- my grandparents didn't see electricity until 1950. And with all these pleasures, I can't smile like my
1 year old niece who has no idea how to binge on netflix or Youtube.
Look at kids, naturally confident, don't know what failure is yet, and happier than adults who've got
more pleasure than at any point in history. Happiness is already within.
Then the purpose of a man's life is simply - becoming the best version of himself.
I realized this when the world labelled me 'low value' for the first time in my life, when I lost
attraction and got divorced - the shit hit me like a freight train at 100 mph when people with less than
a quarter my ability mocked the old beta me as not 'half a man' - and I wasn't even a slacker. But
somewhere along the way, the pleasures of the world tempted me, and while I did make progress, I
became unproductive enough that when I look at the guy in the mirror, I see the chasm between what
he could really do and where he ended up.
If you really wanna be happy in life, you need to feel proud of the guy in the mirror. I don't recall
who said that Life's biggest regret is to look back, and see it wasted - but I felt it. I look back today,
I'm not at all happy. And I wasn't even that unsuccessful compared to a lot of people, but still I was a
laughing stock.
Yeah, I believe in karma that I'll have to answer for and your next life - now I'm not debating if this is
true or not. But there's a reason for that. It keeps me grounded. 10 years ago, when I told myself I live
only once, it made me a hedonist, doing low value stuff and binging on addictions (especially the
internet). Well, beta me learned a very harsh lesson down the road on what respect means to a man -
the universe rubbed it in my face in a way I'll never forget. My spirituality was fucked up - fixing it
was the best and first thing I needed to do for myself.
I told myself that if I kept going down this route, I ain't getting this opportunity next time, not even in
this life. I've got to earn my future, whether this life, or the next. Beliefs are our programming,
whether they're true or not, our beliefs dictate everything we do.
At 28, I'm not nearly old, and yet I have only 21000 days before I will most likely be dead (if modern
lifestyle hasn't killed me sooner). If I don't quit low value activities that don't make me better than
yesterday, there's no chance I'll have this energy when I'm 70 and still have 16 more years to go.
I don't have a minute to lose, never did. Or a calorie to waste. Neither does anyone else.
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Time's precious. How long do you think you've got? Not much
at all. 3800 weeks / 900 months / 27000 days. And they're are
gonna fly faster than you think.
1094 upvotes | May 27, 2018 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link

TL DR : If you're able to read this, you really don't have much time left. Of that, your best
years won't even last that long. The future is earned.
https://understandinguncertainty.org/why-life-expectancy-misleading-summary-survival
Look at that graph. As a man, you're most likely to die by the age of 86. Let's go nature's way and
assume you hit puberty by the age of 12-13 (which is when nature expected you to start manning up,
and you start doing stuff on your own. Till then we can forgive you for being dependent). Do the
math and you've got just 27,028 days remaining from the age of 12, including leap years, give
and take a few. That's just 900 months. Or 3861 weeks.
EDIT : For those who like hours, the number is 648,672 hours. Take it as ~ 649,000 h if it
makes you feel better. This way you can REALLY see your time fly
If you were thinking you had a million hours or more to live, sorry, it's not even 700,000 hours - it's
in fact short of that by nearly 6 years! I didn't put that up on the title as I thought it sounds like a lot,
but it really isn't. If you were paid $24 a day, $2 every hour, to work for 12 hours every single
day till you die, you'll get to that number. That's how small it is.
When I change my unit of time for a life lived from years to days or weeks or hours, it totally
changes my perspective. Putting this up on a countdown timer or an app that counts the days to /
since a particular date, you can see for yourself how much time you lose everyday, and how rapidly.
When you see how quickly a day flies, you'll respect how small these numbers are. Days fly, and then
it's Sunday again. Then it's the first of the month. Wait, didn't we just celebrate my birthday last year?
Oh yeah...
And you WILL find your days and weeks absolutely blasting by when you're binging in pleasure
addictions - the internet (ESPECIALLY the internet), porn, masturbation, video games, unproductive
time, social media, your smartphone, busy for just filling time. Before long, it's already midnight, and
there's a tiny little voice in your head that asks you, "So what all DID you achieve today?"....
In contrast, one minute is an eternity in the world of racing - 1 second is huge - because they respect
the clock like no one else on earth. The clock is objective, but our value of time as an experience can
be changed. The more you respect your time, the more time you've got.
I'm turning 30 in a year and a half, and in a way it means where I stand, over a third of my life is gone
- not one second, one minute, one hour, one millisecond of that, not one calorie of wasted energy is
gonna come back.
Every minute you spent on unproductive shit that felt pleasurable but made you depressed at the end
of the day because you look back and realize you didn't make a damn piece of progress? Not one
second is gonna come back. You'll never be 18 and feel immortal again. I think back to vacation days
in college where after the exams, I'd binge watch shows and realize it was 2 a.m., go to bed, get no
good sleep, spend the next day at half strength -- well, it's been 10 goddamn years since then. 3652
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days, 88000 hours.
If the 10,000 hour rule was correct, and I only spent half of my 24 hours working and sleeping 8
hours a day, I could have mastered 4 different domains by now since my 18th birthday and almost
half way through a 5th. But did I?
That depression is your inner soul trying to warn you to evolve. Our brains evolved to treat pleasure
like white sugar (i.e. extremely scarce) and body fat. Even an 80:20 split of your time assuming
you're awake for 16-17 hours means over 3 hours of pleasure - TV, internet, porn, games, wasted
gossip - daily. The amount of pleasure we're bombarded with daily is way too much for our minds
these days -- we could go without any of this and we really wouldn't need any more. It's made our
brains obese and sick, just like our bodies. Pleasure is sweet poison. It's the root of all modern
unproductivity, and the loss of all your time, energy and value.
Wanna lift, spend time with your loved ones, read, improve your SMV, travel the world, learn new
skills, game girls, raise kids, make money, create opportunities for yourself, do yoga, build an
empire, become a monk, whatever? Quit pleasure. Get productive. Get out of the internet and those
smartphone apps - they're making us autistic. I am sorry to say that when I look back, I was most
productive only in the gym where no BS was entertained - they do not allow phones inside for a
reason. But pain (growing, healthy pain) and hard work felt so good when you were done and
the results were there to show.
Say I only saved Sunday for enjoyment - even if I worked my ass off rest of the week and was 100%
productive for all the 16-17 hours I was awake, that's still an 85:15 split between productivity and
pleasure. In reality, no one's 100% productive all the time, not even 75% of the time.
Why? Because we've got finite energy - physical (the body), mental (the mind), emotional (the heart),
spiritual (the motivation, the beliefs, the why). If we need to manage our time well, we must manage
these energies better. The absolute best thing one can do for one's happiness, is to keep one's
energies high.
Side Note : Some of my most unproductive and lethargic days ever, as a teenager was when I fapped
too much. Yes. There was one time where I went without it or the internet for a week and got good
sleep, and I was getting up before sunrise fresh as a rose. Of course, after that the sex drive just got
too high...
Pleasure ain't the purpose of life - we've got 1000x more pleasures than any of our ancestors ever did
- my grandparents didn't see electricity until 1950. And with all these pleasures, I can't smile like my
1 year old niece who has no idea how to binge on netflix or Youtube.
Look at kids, naturally confident, don't know what failure is yet, and happier than adults who've got
more pleasure than at any point in history. Happiness is already within.
Then the purpose of a man's life is simply - becoming the best version of himself.
The biggest drive underneath it all is the drive to evolve, be better than yesterday at some level -
physical, mental, emotional, spiritual.
I realized this when the world labelled me 'low value' for the first time in my life, when I lost
attraction, when my ex hated me with every fiber of her being, and got divorced - the shit hit me like
a freight train at 100 mph when people with less than a quarter my ability mocked the old beta me as
'not even half a man' - and I wasn't even a slacker. Yeah I made all the BP mistakes (that's another
story), but I also realized that I had fallen into unproductivity hell at some point in my life and that
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was by far the most burning problem.
But somewhere along the way, the pleasures of the world tempted me, and while I did make progress,
made a decent amount of money, worked for 6 years since leaving college, I also made a few wrong
choices about which way my life should go, and I became unproductive enough that when I look at
the guy in the mirror, I see the chasm between what he could really do and where he ended up. It's no
longer belief when you feel it like someone stabbed you on the inside.
If you really wanna be happy and fulfilled in life, you need to feel proud of the guy in the
mirror. I don't recall who said that Life's biggest regret is to look back, and see it wasted - but I felt
it. I look back today, I'm not at all happy. And I wasn't even that unsuccessful compared to a lot of
people, but still I was a laughing stock. The thing is - does your conscience respect you?
Yeah, I believe in karma that I'll have to answer for and I believe in my next life, that what I do in
this life decides what my next life will be - now I'm not debating if this is true or not. But there's a
reason for that. It keeps me grounded. It makes me respect the life I've got now. 10 years ago,
when I told myself I live only once, it made me a hedonist, doing low value stuff and binging on
pleasure addictions (especially the internet) - many others around me at that age believed everything
ends in the grave and were in quite a hurry to get there, with pleasure. :)
Well, beta me learned a very harsh lesson down the road on what respect means to a man - the
universe rubbed it in my face in a way I'll never forget. My spirituality was fucked up - fixing it was
the best and first thing I needed to do for myself.
I told myself that if I kept going down this route, I ain't getting this opportunity next time, not even in
this life. I've got to earn my future, whether this life, or the next. Beliefs are our programming,
whether they're true or not, our beliefs dictate everything we do.
At 28, I'm not nearly old, and yet if I live till 86, I have only 21000 days before I will most likely
be dead (if modern lifestyle or an unfortunate event hasn't killed me sooner). That's just 3000
weeks, or 700 months or almost exactly 500,000 hours.
UPDATE : Since I wrote this article, about 3 of those hours are already gone and counting, so I don't
even have 500,000 hours left. I just passed a milestone then. I have 499,999 hours remaining. That
feeling when you see that 5 change to 4. NOOO!
86 is above average in my family - only my great grandma really managed to hit it. If I don't quit low
value activities that don't make me better than yesterday, there's no chance I'll have this energy when
I'm 70 and still have 16 more years to go.
In conclusion - as one of the veterans wrote :
https://illimitablemen.com/2016/04/26/the-sanctity-of-time/
I don't have a minute to lose, never did. Or a calorie to waste. Neither does anyone else.
My goals await.
PS : I reposted as I wasn't happy with the title. Sorry guys.
Edit : For people who're wondering, if I started from age 0, it would be close to 31,100 days, 4490
weeks, 1050 months and about 754000 hours. But for 12 of those years, you'll be a kid and I assume
your parents are there for you and you have a normal childhood. This is not to deny the importance
of a strong foundation in childhood, it's a critical stage where you observe life and people and learn
the most. Many prodigies have started earlier than 12. Still, you only have just over 1000 months,
about 750,000 hours and not even 4500 weeks to live.
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If you have kids, keep that in mind, but make sure they get a good childhood and eventually see
the truth.
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Do not take your mother's advice as RP.
207 upvotes | June 2, 2018 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link

First, most women only wake up to TRP when it's their sons' lives at stake - if there was one force in
the universe stronger than hypergamy, it's maternal instinct. And it's when they see what's happening
to their sons that they admit it.
Besides you do know about mother-in-laws vs daughter-in-law jokes right, they exist for a reason.
Females do compete for the same man, even when it's not the same relationship. In fact it is not just
this, there is an element of BP-RP conflict within it as well. Your mom probably can't stomach the
fact that other girls would love her boy in a RP manner, but then paternal love never needed anything
from a child, while sexual love is essentially attraction and need based.
So no matter what some might feel (or might have even experienced), I strongly discourage you to
get RP advice from your mother as a general rule, even if you came from a fairly RP style family.
Women in general give a totally misleading impression of the whole attraction process (because as a
female their part in it is minimal and passive - it's the man doing most of the work). This is bad
advice.
Just some of the things you might hear -- They might say they were friends first, they took their time,
they fell in love, it was an arranged marriage (if you come from those places), she eventually started
feeling it, it was all about the comfort tells and beta bucks, their relationship was 'decent', dad was
'chivalrous', soulmates, she liked his family, he impressed her parents, he bought her a fancy house or
a car, he did a lot for her family, they were so worried about what society would say, you must wait
till she's comfortable, ask for permission and consent, sex is vanilla sweet, arranged marriages have
more love, they took a long time to get used to sex, the shame, it was all so nervous and scary, sex
was not so important more than 'true love', she loves it when he does choreplay, they have more
'passion' at 50 than 20, blah blah.
I've heard every one, fallen for it all, and soon reality ensued -- the world was wondering if I had
manly issues (no really, my ex actually thought I had impotency). My dad never spoke a damn word
about how he saw it from his point of view (my dad did a lot for me, but he's blue pill, as he grew up
with a passive beta father and dominant mother) - but as a guy, I know the truth now. I always did in
fact, since I hit puberty, but BP conditioning hit me shortly after.
One thing that my mum (and any mother) is worried about when you hit puberty is the power of the
male sex drive and instinct. But only men actually know how it works and how best to handle it.
Moms at this stage may actively try to put a mental block in your head to restrain it - but the
masculine learns only from awareness and experience - the gym approach is what works well for the
masculine, in every aspect of his existence. Feminine tactics like concealing, pretending, shaming and
censorship don't work on boys and often cause BP problems down the road.
None of this is how sex and attraction is experienced by or initiated by a man - a man simply does not
behave like this. It's not even how women themselves experience it for the most part. I seriously
regret having believed all this instead of listening to my own body and its instincts (Puberty does not
lie). Now-a-days I don't care at all for what women say, I see what they did.
Even if she did force herself to say the truth, women lack precision and are poor at the cause-effect
analysis that men need to refine their game. Women themselves at times can't tell the difference
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between devotion and sexual because she felt 'love' (or it's just that they do very well know but just
hide it as usual).
Their in built ASD and changing to suit the moment behaviour forces them to write revisionist
history. Plus paternal love is a sexual kills switch - it designed to turn off that sexual instinct at any
cost. Nature and nurture do not want your relatives to be sexually attracted to you. This means much
of the advice your mum, sis, or aunts and female relatives gives you is biased to eliminate sexual
attraction.
Remember, your mom's at a different stage in her life well past her teens and 20s -- her brain and
hormones have changed a lot since then. And unless you were there, you have no idea how your
parents really were at that stage (spoiler : Not so different from you and that hot kinky girl you might
have banged - yeah I know it's weird to imagine, but that's nature's paternal settings acting as a
sexual kill switch). If you can stomach it, better go investigate and find out what your parents really
did at your age, on your own.
Don't use your mom as a template for your relationships with any other woman. Paternal love
belongs in a separate box.
Even if she does spill some nuggets of TRP truths (this is highly inconsistent, you have to catch them
unguarded) or talks about your dad with respect, just remember, that's about what she can help.
Becoming a high value man means taking yourself to the 'Blacksmith' as far as working on yourself
goes.
Want real TRP advice on dealing with women for men? Get it from experienced men.
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Miss America and feminine beauty just fell to the fat,
empowered 'women'
2 upvotes | June 5, 2018 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link

[removed]
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'Consent' is not an issue when you're high value and can steal
hearts. But be prepared.
25 upvotes | June 6, 2018 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link

Regarding the hue and cry made over consent in today's metoo era - my 4 cents
1) Consent isn't an issue if you can create it - with enough attraction and stealing hearts. That's what
all love does. In a magic show, everyone knows they're being deceived, it's the spectacle that makes it
enjoyable (and conversely that's why explaining or defending the trick kills the whole magic - it's all
about the spectacle). The whole logic of consent as women (in the media) say and think it should
work is in fact totally wrong. Doing what they say quickly leads to a mechanical process that kills
any hope of escalation.
This isn't a bad thing - being alpha means you totally eliminate the low value, scary and abusive
behaviours of the aggressive betas, incels and omegas (who can and do become rapists) and the
passive behaviours of misled BP guys.
And that's once again another reason why women give such terrible advice (if you've read my post on
why not to listen to your mom or female relatives).
The best that women and society can do to get their needs (aka commitment) met with a bunch of
alphas is to go back to the old conservative ways - can't hate them, but can't catch them either. This
will again favour men (if the boundaries are clear as they once were) and you can still stay alpha in
an LTR / marriage. But society's not going that way, unless the masculine sets the boundaries for the
feminine to play in.
Remember frame is about your set of beliefs that allow you to respond to any situation to your
advantage.
2) Once intense emotions are aroused, a person can become a whole other animal. But do be careful
about the part where they return to the baseline, cause the old personality (and the 'sanity') will be
back. Your job then is to add a focused feeling in favour of you as the new baseline.
As for you yourself, do not let your head fall off your shoulders and forget the needful (protection,
STDs, mental disorders). And if you feel suspicious, have that recorder ready. No one can do much if
their lies fall apart under cross examination.
3) As much as you love to play with the world, it will also try to play you. So make sure you don't get
trapped in other people's games. Remember that you're the gatekeeper of commitment, and society
will use all the beta and omega tricks to force you into that. Oh yes, there's an alpha way to gain
commitment - it involves trust, trust, more trust, respect, attraction, support, sex, devotion, kids, and
good food - but fat chance of that in today's society, being the beta that it is. Yeah, beta behaviours in
seeking commitment are just as repulsive to men.
On a side note : Just as men have to work hard to create SMV and the attractive qualities worthy of
sex and status, women too need to cultivate their CMV (yes, I introduce that) and the qualities worthy
of commitment, which was kind of obvious before the 20th century. Now if only someone would draw
a CMV graph.
4) And then the omegas. Eliminate anyone and everyone, however attractive, if they're willing to
stoop to any level to hurt you and your life to get you to do what they want. They weren't good
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company for the long run to begin with and deserve to be rejected (kind of like the 'nice guy'
analogue isn't it?) As an example, women who bond with you over sex, and then go crazy in the
morning when their ASD kicks in, or when they get caught and their hamsters go into overdrive and
they throw you under the bus, or when alpha widowed and try to use the system to blackmail you into
staying. Or gold diggers who know precisely what they're doing - the Lucifer's daughters. Or the ones
that suddenly flirt at you out of nowhere at work and then try to implicate you with HR when
rejected, because they can't take rejection. In that last case, discreetly activate your phone recorder or
keep in range of a camera.
5) Some cases will simply not want you no matter what you do - could be marriage, religion,
compatibility, whatever. Not even the biggest alpha can win all women - in some cases the emotion
simply won't happen. In such cases it's a real consent issue. Don't waste any time or bat an eyelid
over it. If women can sense this (and they're healthy), they'll be respectful about it. It's much better to
have a few genuine relationships than several phony ones. Knowing that makes rejection a non-issue.
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The Concept of Committable Market Value (CMV)
3 upvotes | June 6, 2018 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link

Remember that the man is the gatekeeper of commitment. Just as we have so much beta attempts to
gain sex, there is also a parallel for commitment. For society will use all the beta and omega tricks to
force you into that - shaming, social pressure, preferential treatment against single men, the media,
social media, etc... and even some downright destructive behaviours like threats and blackmail.
Oh yes, there's an alpha way to gain commitment - it involves trust, trust, more trust, respect,
attraction, support, sex, sweetness, devotion, kids, room for freedom, and good food - but fat chance
of that in today's society, being the beta that it is. Yeah, beta behaviours in seeking commitment are
just as repulsive to men.
And that's where the whole concept of Committable Market Value (CMV) emerges.
So, just as men have to work hard to create SMV and the attractive qualities worthy of sex and status
(men also have to create their CMV), women too need to cultivate their CMV (yes, I introduce that)
and the qualities worthy of commitment, which was kind of obvious before the 20th century and still
is in conservative societies. The thing is that a man's CMV is linked closely to his SMV, which is
why the top status men don't seem to run out of options. For women though, it warrants a separate
investigation.
Now if only someone would draw a CMV graph and study it like the SMV graph - but chances are
that graph ain't showing a significant peak these days.
I'd like to hear what you guys think about the concept.
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The concept of Committable Market Value (CMV).
1 upvotes | June 6, 2018 | /r/MarriedRedPill | Link | Reddit Link

Remember that the man is the gatekeeper of commitment. Just as we have so much beta attempts to
gain sex, there is also a parallel for commitment. For society will use all the beta and omega tricks to
force you into that - shaming, social pressure, preferential treatment against single men, the media,
social media, etc... and even some downright destructive behaviours like threats and blackmail.
Oh yes, there's an alpha way to gain commitment - it involves trust, trust, more trust, respect,
attraction, support, sex, sweetness, devotion, kids, room for freedom, and good food - but fat chance
of that in today's society, being the beta that it is. Yeah, beta behaviours in seeking commitment are
just as repulsive to men.
And that's where the whole concept of Committable Market Value (CMV) emerges.
So, just as men have to work hard to create SMV and the attractive qualities worthy of sex and status
(men also have to create their CMV), women too need to cultivate their CMV (yes, I introduce that)
and the qualities worthy of commitment, which was kind of obvious before the 20th century and still
is in conservative societies. The thing is that a man's CMV is linked closely to his SMV, which is
why the top status men don't seem to run out of options. For women though, it warrants a separate
investigation.
Now if only someone would draw a CMV graph and study it like the SMV graph - but chances are
that graph ain't showing a significant peak these days. But it could look an inverse of a woman's
SMV graph were it not for the fact that seeking commitment is not the same as being worthy of it.
I'd like to hear what you guys think about the concept.
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The Ultimate Law of Power - Create your own kingdom
118 upvotes | June 22, 2018 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link

The one that Greene didn't write about. Because no matter what you do, you'll never have all your
power in someone else's world, someone else's game, playing by someone else's rules, rules that
ensure they win and you lose.
No big tree ever grew to its full size under the shadow of another, for that it needs and ensures that it
has its own space. Step out of other people's shadows and come full circle.
Greene might have thought this was too much to pen down, but it's obvious and ubiquitous.
Since I see a lot of posts about the decline, the end times, the MGTOWs (I've been there and I think
most of them are still reactive to a harsh world while here the guys think about whether the
investment is really worth it). Men of the past had nothing except a harsh, brutal world, and they
made everything that exists out of that. Shit tests from women are cute kittens in comparison to the
shit tests of other men and the universe. The world will never change a bit so long as people merely
react to it.
This does not mean it is easy - as appealing as this is, do not delude yourself. This path is the hardest
and riskiest and most responsible of all paths, not for anyone reactive. You give unlimited freedom to
most people, they'll decay in a way that redefines the concept of atrophy. If you want this you've got
to be proactive as you've never believed you're capable of and as alpha as a creator of worlds. It is
masculinity's peak. But you have all the freedom, so if you succeed of fuck it up, it's all your
responsibility. This is the hardest road of all.
If I wrote this anywhere except on TRP, the media will just blow it up and claim I am a threat -
proving that they're retarded sensationalists at best :). I have no interest in being a rebel without a
brain and awareness. I merely see what the logical endgame of power is. Power is neither good, nor
evil. It's all up to those who use it to create the good times, or the bad times. The reality is that
everyone is trying to create their own kingdom all the time, even if it is just their dream house or car.
But being aware od this is very important because without the drive to create a future as you envision
it, you'll never become proactive and get out of your couch. The world won't create itself into what
you want. For the most part, it will keep resisting you. Then one day when you're high value, the
world will revere you.
There are things in your life that are your responsibility and which only you can create. More often
than not you will face scenarios where the rules are stacked against you and you'll be forced to realize
the need for power in a harsh way. And you cannot create your future in a world that serves someone
else at your expense.
At least, it's important to create your own belief systems and vision for every damn little and big
thing in your life that will act as a solid frame to cope with the stuff the universe throws at you,
whether pain, or pleasure. At least one aspect of a man's life must be entirely a man's own.
This very place is an example. This is why some people out there created this subreddit and its
brothers, when they realized that fair was really not fair at all. Yeah, this is a small 'kingdom' for
men.
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A billion wicked thoughts - the book
92 upvotes | June 30, 2018 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link

TL:DR - Big data from almost half a billion people on the internet searching sex uncovers TRP
truths and then some more, at least for me.
I just finished reading "A billion wicked thoughts". The study they did could very well be the largest
human experiment ever given the sheer size of the internet user base they got their data from. To
quote "...Ogas and Gaddam analyze a billion wicked thoughts on the Internet: a billion Web
searches, a million individual search histories, a million erotic stories, a half-million erotic
videos, a million Web sites, millions of online personal ads, and many other enormous sources
of sexual data in order to understand the true differences between male and female desires...."
To get an idea how big is big data, I have in my life never seen a book where the list of
references is so huge it forms the last 40-50\% of the entire book! I thought I was halfway through
as per my reader, but it turned out to be the bibliography*!*
Apart from confirming every RP truth out there, it also throws up some interesting stuff I didn't
notice earlier. Note, the authors are neuroscientists and not psychologists, which means that while
they may not see face to face cases, their approach to the subject is entirely analytical. It's worth
pointing that while a single coin's toss is unpredictable, large sample sizes quickly converge to a neat
pattern of 50% heads and 50% tails and that applies to anything in nature despite individual
variations.
There's a lot of resistance towards studying aspects of feminine sexual nature out there - especially
from women, who hate being analyzed and put up all sorts of DEER walls in response. They'd rather
be experienced and felt. This tendency of the feminine to conceal itself is in built. But then the nature
of female sexuality kind of mandates this.
Women's breasts are getting larger and men's testosterone levels are dropping - this means estrogen
levels are increasing. Those damned xenoestrogens are real! Personally, I wonder something that can
screw with hormones and personality like contraception also has a secondary impact.
In women, there is a distinct disconnect between psychological and physical arousal - in men never.
This might come as a surprise to men, but women have compartmentalization and cognitive
dissonance built into their brains.
Sometimes this is a shit test, sometimes it's a lie, but in many cases this is a very real phenomenon -
it's why the consent issue has been blown up like this, and why the process of attraction and
escalation is such a big thing. The psychological aspect of her arousal is very conscious and has
everything to do with the man's SMV, a huge variety of cues from both the man and even the
environment and prevailing society around, all meant to serve a plethora of different needs, and the
whole rollercoaster of drama and emotions before actually getting to the sex, and even there it's more
about the feels, even if female orgasms are enormous. Getting these two aligned is what the whole
process of attraction is about. When certain drugs that inhibited conscious processing of emotion
were given to women as anti-depressants, it also resulted in their libidos surging and a substantial
reduction of the body-mind disconnect.
Basically, a confirmation of the basic truth that men's sex drive is fundamentally proactive, while
women's is mostly reactive.
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Therefore behaviour alone is ultimately the best test of character and you can never totally trust a
female.
This also confirms that women can love a partner without the sex being a priority while this is
impossible for men.
Men by contrast are far more visual and physical and get straight to the sex, while there are huge
passionate emotions involved for men, we all know what follows what. In women it's the other way
around.
The data analysis confirms that women are hungry for alpha seed (and briefly polyamorous) and
more masculine men in their ovulating phase - this is probably the only time when hypergamy and
polygamy can be in sync. At other times, they and prefer more provider and caring behaviours.
Women ruminate long over emotions and dynamics and play detective to see how that influences the
relationship - the side effect of this however creates fluctuations, fears and insecurities that lead to
women having more emotional issues than men.
Testosterone and masculinity on the other hand, has a tendency to get into feedback loops -
confidence --> more testosterone --> more confidence --> more success --> even more confidence -->
even more testosterone. Negative feedback can decrease it the same way. In fact in certain species of
monkeys, an alpha who loses his confidence can lose so much testosterone that it significantly alters
bright regions on his body that indicate his status and dominance.
And then this -- Fan fiction is dominated by women! 90\% of FF writers are women. And
speaking of stories, it's surprising to know the size the book market occupied by romance for women.
The book concludes what we know all along - the needs of men and women are based on very
different biological survival criteria.
A lot of our sexual preferences are encoded by experiences during the early adolescent years.
Women want exclusivity much more than men do, in the sense that their definitions of 'exclusivity'
are quite different - men can want many women, but they do want their women to themselves.
Women want a man only for her alone. The part I wasn't aware of really is just how much.
Women's reaction to men watching porn or dread, or even reading about sex is very different from
men's - because the feels are as important as the physical reality - they react like they've been cheated
on - this has happened to me personally with my ex, over a sidebar book. Women also hate porn
because it's almost never in feminine first person, nor can it capture the psychological dimension she
needs very well. This reaction happens even though logically we are all aware of just where all we
get our 'sex-ed' from and how much we're influenced by the external environment. Men have no
issues with women reading romance novels, which is literally psychological porn for women (and
might even use them to find and test several ideas), but when cheating happens in reality, then it's like
a total trust violation (which is another term for rape). Overall, men are more grounded in physical
reality and not emotional reality.
Testosterone means the male sex drive is always on or in the background and needs next to nothing to
wake up and arouse itself to orgasm - even the sight of a beautiful woman will do it. But women
actually have an off button and many many on buttons, a synergy of which kicks it off. The book was
mainly about exploring sexual triggers and areas of interest.
A woman's opinion of her worth and desirability is extremely important to her arousal and
experience of sex. They have an urge to feel desired and validated. Being irresistibly desirable,
especially by an alpha can turn her on. Feelings of unworthiness can kill her drive and her attraction.
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Men's egos and drives usually take care of this for them, but if a man has forgotten what naturally
masculine means, a man's opinion of himself can totally affect the attraction process critical to a
female's psychological arousal.
There's a whole chapter titled "Women love alphas". Romance novel heroes are the stuff of
hypergamy's wet dream (and even the heroes AND villains of all good movies - in some cases,
purely on SMV, the bad guy can and often does have more SMV than the heroes, until he is on the
verge of defeat) . They are always extraordinarily badass, intelligent, competent, creative, never
buckle under pressure, have ridiculous situational awareness and high value and zero clownish
behaviors. High social value and professions are a further asset.
There isn't a romance story ever that was all about the daily mundanity of living, if there is one, there
must be a major splash of spice somewhere for sure.
Women can be attracted to desirable men (pre-selection), but ultimately want him for herself. For
women, the love affair climaxes when after all the drama, she's secured her partner's love
exclusively for her ever after. Even the orgasms and the kiss and the sex, as amazing as it is for
women, is still subservient to this goal in mind. Sex is not the climax of a relationship for a woman,
even if it seemingly appears to be in some stories - what it really means is that it's sealing the fact that
she's got him for her and has fun for a while.
And so comes the obvious -- Happily ever after, soulmates, twin flames (and all that poetry BS),
monogamy, oneitis, etc...etc... you name every BP idea is a feminine invention, for defining the
climax of a relationship in a feminine experience, and we are far more influenced by the feminine
than we're aware of. Many popular stories have been written and innumerable movies have been
made with a decidedly feminine slant (because Briffault's Law) in their climax. Men can be
conditioned to want monogamy, and oneitis is a real thing if you're not aware of RP and hook up an
emotional hose, but men's sex drives and thoughts do not lie.
EDIT (My point) : A hot staple of romance stories are the ones with star crossed lovers, who don't get
to stay with each other at the end, but there's hope! Sometimes it's a tragedy where death is involved,
but regardless, it basically leaves the woman pining for her man. Love in separation is intense, it goes
to show just how important dread, wanting and chasing is to a woman. Fan Fiction goes wild with
stories like this.
Men want to love women, take women for themselves, get her to respond positively and submit to
him (how she treats and responds to him and enjoys him is a huge arousal cue), fuck and have
orgasms ever after. Sex IS the climax of the story for a man, and unlike women, not just once,
every day. Even a marriage or declarations of love happen in a plot, is never the end of a story in a
man's mind.
The end goal for men IS the sex and love. The end goal of a woman is to secure that love for her
exclusively. And then it will be about her children. Considering biology, it makes perfect sense.
Every woman wants to feel that an alpha has a soft side which only she can conquer, (but if she does,
it's downhill from there).
One may therefore describe a marriage as 'post climax' for a woman by default, while for a man
it's the beginning of another phase. It means a man never climaxes in a relationship for too long,
before he goes for it again. A woman however would climax at the point of securing love for her.
This is why nearly all happy endings go like "She secured his love, and they went happily ever after."
- because that's the peak. That means if the female actually succeeds in her climax, the betaization
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process is almost inevitable, the only way to prevent it is to enforce separation and dread and variety,
keep her chasing and winning you again and again.
Female fantasies and male fantasies are quite complementary to each other. Now regarding fantasies,
people do a lot of stuff in the freedom of their fantasies that they wouldn't dare do in physical reality
as soon as consequences and limitations are involved - sexual fantasies are no different. Besides, even
in cheating fantasies, the one fantasizing is the script writer so that kind of makes the whole
perspective sollipsistic. Hence fantasies aren't the test of how personalities will behave in real life.
Nevertheless let's not forget that the world exists because of our attempts to recreate our fantasies in
real life. This kind of confirmed another thing -- Contraception seems to have fundamentally altered
women's personalities by removing the concept of consequences for sex and changing their hormonal
profiles.
Anger, thrills, and danger significantly influence passion and by extension, both male and female
arousal.
Now I must add I skipped the whole homsexuality section as it has no relevance to me (personally I
find it squicky even) - but I did take a point away that it is much more common than it seems. The
experiment also identifies some women to be more masculine than others with more testosterone in
their systems, which in fact translates into a higher sex drive, but also more masculine, lesbian and
even bisexual behaviours - which kind of confirms that many feminists and female leaders are often
decidedly less feminine and attractive in both appearance and behaviour, while still very much
women all the same.
The book concludes wondering that if it weren't for attraction, the male and female would be two
totally different species with opposite characteristics that can be complementary, but also opposing
and conflicting. Nevertheless, humanity survived because that grand canyon can be bridged (an
indirect reference to frame).
EDIT : As expected, psychology today has an article trying to claim NAHALT for it, that people who
use the internet for sex are somehow not the same as people who don't (umm, who hasn't used the
internet for sex?) but concedes that ultimately it's very hard to argue with the data. The hamster just
cannot conceive defeat.
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Saving the best or betaization has no equivalent in men
55 upvotes | July 12, 2018 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link

The original article by you know who : https://therationalmale.com/2013/12/03/saving-the-best/
I know my post is stating the obvious, but IMHO the male perspective on this needs to be explained a
bit more, especially in the context of fairness based egalitarian arguments.
Apart from the need for men to spread their seed vs the much greater need for women to have an
exclusive relationship with a man, there is another point.
With men, if they aren't suffering from oneitis, sex and game only get better and better with
experience and awareness. In other words, a man always brings (or at least tries to bring) his best
game to the table by default. And that's where male logic fails when it's applied to women. Most
men's guts are aware of this, but the culture today can easily convince their minds to rationalize it
away ("Dear regressive patriarchal men, don't judge a woman by her past. She's mature now....").
With women, they save their best for the alpha lovers of her teens and 20s and by the time they settle
down they don't really have that same spice with their 'provider husbands'. It's part Beta Bucks, and
it's part alpha widowing.
Many a married man has been quite surprised and even angered at this revelation, because that's not
how men would do it. Men can get better at sex and game over time, women, once alpha
widowed, do not. Any man believing otherwise is heading straight for the edge of a cliff plunging
into disappointment.
There is no equivalent of this in a man. It is possible for men to prefer one female over another based
on attractiveness and how they are treated by women or sometimes chemistry, but men naturally
never do anything like 'saving their best' for their college girlfriends only - there is simply not so
much polarity or a clashing system of needs for a man.
Men usually suffer more from the difference between the hottest girl in the room and a more
moderately attractive one. The sheer strength of the male drive compensates for SMV variations quite
well though, especially once a man realizes that beautiful women are plentiful. Pair bonding is a
different story, but if you look at patriarchal societies, men have room for more.
The second point about 'saving her best' has to do with the betaization process. A woman's
attraction to her lover climaxes when she has secured her man's love exclusively for her, which
is why virtually every other movie or romance novel you see or hear about is either "Happily ever
after" just after the moment of securing exclusivity, or a star crossed lover story where she pines for
her lover, which is basically keeping up the intensity indefinitely. Marriage or pregnancy
therefore, is post climax by default for a woman. And that's why dread and separation games work
so well most of the time, but also why their effectiveness often declines after marriage or pregnancy.
A man's climax is the sex that comes after that part, and his climax goes on for much longer thanks to
a fantastic sex drive that switches on with no effort (and which, on the flip side, blinds him to the way
the woman sees it, until reality ensues). As far as the betaization process goes, there is no
equivalent in a man. Intrinsically every man is aware that unattractive women (both in looks and
behaviour) make terrible partners and mothers. A man gains nothing from making his girl less
attractive, except a fat feminist.
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A man's ultimate guide to smelling good.
150 upvotes | July 16, 2018 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link

TL:DR - Avoiding the stink is the most important part. Then when you need more, get scents
for men, the options have never been better.
Another specific topic that doesn't seem to be spoken about here, but it's value just can't be
underestimated.
Learning to smell like a high value man.
Or as a first step, learning not to stink.
Smell is in fact, our sharpest sense, a 150,000 times more sensitive than vision. You can't taste a thing
without it either. Your scent might not be a match for your dog's, but it is capable of detecting maybe
a trillion different odours! That is not an exaggeration.
Women's sense of smell is especially sharp, and they're using it to sniff us out even if they aren't
aware of it. Smell is extremely arousing when done right, and when done wrong it can turn off a
partner in nanoseconds.
Don't just spray deo to hide your stink or the fact that you're too lazy to bathe in the morning.
Now there is a subset of people who naturally smell good. All they need to do is take care not to
stink, and their natural scents and pheromones can be pleasant, even arousing. Not everyone is like
that, not all climates even favor that. I come from a hot and humid part of the world, and I often have
to take public transport. And a lot of people ... stink...
EDIT : I split the post into 2 parts.
Part 1 is about using scents to boost how you smell.
Part 2, and that's more important, is all about avoiding the stink and maintaining a naturally
good odour, which IMHO is actually the real 80% of the work.
PART 1 - Using scents and colognes to smell good
Note : I do not spray anything directly on my skin - some nasty deo burns means I no longer use deo,
only aftershave and cologne. I spray perfume on my clothes, a drop here and there. Lasts all day.
IMHO it's best to spray scents on your clothes. Spray perfumes and scents on your shirt / T Shirt,
on the chest, the back, the armpits, and if needed the back of the collar. Sprinkle your pants at the V
with a bit of scent as well. Trust me on that.
The best source for scent heaven is Amazon. Check out all the male and unisex brands out there for
body sprays, deos, colognes and perfumes (there're far more than you could ever discover) - and then
the most important part - Always purchase a new scent in person. Find a store nearby and try out
all the testers, only then buy a brand - when no one's going to see or smell you, even check out a
few female and unisex brands so that you can tell the differences apart - this will help if you're buying
perfumes for others as well. Use your nose well - many perfumes come in layers and their smells
change over the day.
https://www.amazon.com/Mens-Fragrance-Cologne/b?ie=UTF8&node=11056761
Over time, my nose got really good at this and telling brands apart - to the point where people in my
family who prided themselves on their make up kits ask me for advice now.
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https://www.realmenrealstyle.com/top-10-mens-colognes/ - The difference between a Eau de cologne
and a Eau de Parfum, versus a deo / body spray and how scents work.
https://www.fragrantica.com
https://www.realmenrealstyle.com/introduction-to-fragrance/
Eventually one will even learn how to mix and match combinations together. What they don't tell you
is that the differences between men and women's or unisex perfumes is not always clear cut,
sometimes you can mix up a predominantly spicy masculine base for cologne on your face and arms
with an addon of a bit of fruity flavour on your armpits and it won't look out of place. That needs
experience. It's also entirely possible for perfumes to smell different on different people and fabrics
and how they change over the day or combine with the smell of your sweat and your natural scent.
http://colognebuys.com/womens-perfumes/the-real-difference-between-mens-and-womens-perfumes/
There's even a best seller for men on Amazon that claims it has pheromones...
Ideally there must be quite a few to mix and match. Or else you'll soon become all too identified with
one smell... I personally have a large collection now. It's an art form. Don't bother about the
investment, perfume and cologne bottles last long, really long.
You have many many options out there, I keep throwing out links, but google can give you so many
more : http://colognebuys.com/
There are different smells for different occasions and even the kind of dress you're wearing - if you're
wearing a suit to work, what you'll use will be subtle and formal in comparison to casual outdoors or
at a family gathering. If you're in the gym, there must be the sweat, but not the stink. The intensity
also varies depending on whether you're indoors or outdoors and how discoverable you want to make
yourself.
I don't advise directly spraying on bare skin of sensitive parts like armpits - I tried that, had some
burns and a fungal infection once, then my dermatologist warned me never to spray on bare skin
again or use deo/body sprays. Having a bit of perfume on your handkerchief (and this is important) is
recommended.
Don't however go overboard that no one in the whole floor can breathe thanks to your scents. That's
how women do it (and some amateurs). In general, men's scents are subtle and discoverable.
Here's a handy tip. If you sweat a lot or feel your clothes might stink by the end of the day. Have a
small 100 ml bottle of scent in your bag at any time when you travel outdoors. Spray it on your
clothes where you sweat more and it'll mask the smell very well.
Subtle is important for men. It's totally ok to be completely natural, but not stink (if you're really
casual like being at home). You must never smell more than necessary in a crowd, but at no cost can
you stink either.
The most important part is to understand the impact of your smell and how scents can blend and alter
that. Do not blindly use scents indiscriminately and make sure that your odour is appropriate for the
situation.
PART 2. Now, for the part that's even more important than smelling special - not smelling bad
+ Smelling at your natural best. Something which the majority are oblivious of.
Do you really know how you naturally smell?
Make sure to clean your tongue free of all grease and grime, get a good tongue scraper, use mint or a
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mouth spray and floss, and drink a lot of water - your toothpaste matters, seriously, bad breath is a
total killer, especially when people want to come close to you to smell or talk to you. Try some plain
toasted bread slices, they clean up your tongue and your throat in a jiffy.
If you have tonsils, check the back of your mouth for tonsil stones if you've had colds and sore
throats. They are full of sulphur and can give you really foul breath, but they come out with a bit of
pressure applied around the area.
This goes up to your hair and skin - your shampoo and the soap you use all matter. Washing those
legs. Use a bit of moisturizer to avoid dry flaky skin on your calves, especially in winter. Smelling
naturally good itself can account for most of the good smell, especially when casual.
Face powder matters as well, though some people's noses may be irritated by talc. It also helps if your
skin tends to be the oily type.
Check your skin for stuff like jock itch (on your pubes) or athlete's foot (on your feet) or fungus on
your forearms. Places that sweat a lot get fungal issues more often that you'd think. Fungus has a
peculiar nauseating smell and must be treated asap. Anti fungal powders and oral medications are
out there. They do the job and the powders smell good too.
Checking that shoe polish - even that matters, yeah, when you pay attention, you can smell
everything. Shoes do stink, so they must be kept well ventilated.
And this, shaving those armpits weekly! Bathing daily or once more if you're coming from a long
sweaty day outdoors. Do consider smelling natural or subtly good (very subtle, not strong) at
bedtime, it does matter.
Having a facewash for men with a fairly noticeable scent and a bit of cologne on hand wherever you
go is very helpful. Not only does your face look good, but it also smells fresh. Sebum has a
noticeably oily and dirty smell and it can give it away just how sloppy you are (this is also an open
invitation to acne and pimples if you're the oily skin type).
Wear fresh clothes everyday. More than your skin, it's wearing that same sweaty shirt day after
that's gonna stink. Never wear sweaty stinking clothes a second time without sending it to the
washing machine first. Even if they don't stink, do not wear that shirt or T shirt on back to back days -
let them hang in a well ventilated closet for a full day at least before wearing them again. After that,
they definitely acquire a sweat stink and must be washed.
And for the love of god, wash your socks. And speaking of socks, cotton or wool are natural and it
takes a lot before they start to smell. . But the most important thing -- DO NOT use polyester socks.
Polyester stink belongs in another dimension of rotten. Ditto for polyester winter thermals, or
polyester shirts. Polyester must absolutely be washed after each use.
Same for shirts, shorts, pants and trousers - Use natural fabrics as far as possible. Denim is
especially good at resisting odour and not needing a wash for quite a while.
And I don't think I need to mention it, but one needs to watch out for those farts - it's almost
always your diet. My life saver turned out to be beanzyme or beano (anything with alpha
galactosidase and a bit of lactase in it). If your diet is rich in high protein, fiber rich foods, then this
really makes a night and day difference (especially for vegetarians and vegans, because almost all
fiber rich protein foods also contain lots of insoluble sugars that doesn't get digested without this
enzyme. These sugars ferment in your large intestine, causing the stink. Milk too is not equally
tolerated by everyone).
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EDIT : Diet is quite important for overall body odour. Foods that are too spicy and contain a lot
of sulphur can cause your body odour to stink. Fasting and a simple diet ticking all the boxes, as
suggested by an EC below works well to boost natural smell.
Keep that colon empty as much as possible. And I don't know about you, but I infinitely prefer soap
and water to toilet paper (I am not from the west you know) - the best investment I made in my
bathroom was getting a cheap hand shower and keep my ass clean, it also saves water.
And last, smells need not be all about scents and sprays :
https://www.artofmanliness.com/articles/ultimate-collection-manly-smells/
PHEW!
PS : For those who think I'm overdoing it, I come from the tropics where winter does not exist and
where I live the day temperature never goes below 25 C / 78 F even in December (for all those who
wonder why I elaborated this much, I don't think many of you have been in such hot and humid
climates. The summers can get to 110 F in the day with 60-70% humidity at night. So you'll be
soaking in a pool of your own sweat without an AC. And I hope you've smelt dirty polyester socks,
they are the worst, ever!)
EDIT : Thanks to all those who contributed. The thing about a good thread is people come to discuss
and share stuff I wasn't aware of. I'll take note of it and try it out.
Thing is, this isn't just about girls - where everyone seems to agree on the power of natural
pheromones. If anything, it'll matter a lot more at work, a job interview, a meeting and also at social
and family gatherings. How sloppy or appropriately well presented you are for an occasion says a lot
about you and how much you value yourself. As far as smells go, context and appropriateness and
experience determines how you should smell for the situation.
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Extended Hypergamy means women are never happy no
matter how much life improves.
297 upvotes | July 17, 2018 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link

Sweden. That should say it all.
Just read this a couple of times :
https://www.wsj.com/articles/the-human-cost-of-swedens-welfare-state-1531346908?mod=e2fb
For those who face a pay wall : http://archive.is/WqZ66
They say once you see the truth, you can never unsee it. These days all I do is read an article by
women and AWALT - I see exactly what's going on.
AWALT will always be AWALT and solipsism will always be solipsism and greed will be greed and
eternal dissatisfaction will be eternal dissatisfaction. The fallacies of egalitarianism are obvious in
this article. Even when women become feminists or out-dominate men, they're still AWALT as ever
and are still very vulnerable to herd pressure (in fact the most significant thing here is the pressure on
women by the herd of other women), suffer from an inability to DGAF and get the world to listen to
their way instead. DGAF simply doesn't exist in a woman's world no matter how much they argue
that 'feminism is empowerment to do whatever you want'. Sorry, i only see what they do. Feminism
is the new herd.
Ultimately, nothing changed on the inside. For all the talk of equality, all that changed in the
end was a power equation. If anything, rising estrogen levels in women over the years mean they're
probably AWALT on steroids now.
One thing we must appreciate is that we've come a long way since the stone age. Royalty back in the
day didn't even have the kind of toilets we do today. We are no longer compelled to be miserable and
find solutions to survive or die like our ancestors did. We have electricity goddamit! Just read up on
how life was in the Middle ages or before vaccines were a thing.
Life, if you can look back, is a lot, lot better for humanity today in many ways than it ever was. Sure,
we're getting fatter and there're more ways to get addicted, but we can also do so much more about it
- with our diet and lifting and our lives.
And yet women aren't happy. Women weren't happy before, they're not happy now, they won't be
happy after getting everything their grandmothers couldn't fathom. You'd think that they would get a
little happier as society progresses. But in fact women have never been so divided, conflicted and
stressed out mentally as they are today.
There is a theory that everything in life is just an extension of our sexual principle. Therefore races to
build the tallest building are basically a complex dick measuring contest. A sportscar is basically a
complex toy for adults. Hypergamy is no different.
I even theorize now that women's hypergamy when let loose is the reason why they're never happy -
when hypergamy extends into life, they're always looking elsewhere for that fairy tale like the moon,
instead of bringing abundance to the table like the sun. That means women are predisposed to suffer
from dissatisfaction when faced with life. The ideal that they seek will forever be far more utopic in
their minds -- it says a lot as to the idealistic purity of the attraction instinct. But that is also their
Achilles Heel.
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This whole women are unhappy is yet another shit test as much as it is a genuine symptom of an
eternal problem. I've never seen women at any point in history be content and not have complained
about how bad life is for women. Sounds just like the thing hypergamy would do right? A perpetual
insecurity and dissatisfaction, an unending seeking.
Any article written by women complaining about how the world is never good enough for women is
inherently loaded with solipsism - but hey, the media is the ideal feminine space.
Men have their own version of it, it functions in a more overtly greedy way, men chase more and
more and more and get undone. But when man's greed comes to a fall, at least some men wake up
and question their assumptions and re-calibrate. Some of them even discovered spirituality for this
reason. A quest for true abundance?Overall, men have fared better with the fact that you can't have it
all, life's never going to be perfect, put their heads down, learnt gratitude from pain and dealt with it -
they had to, or else the option was to rot in despair or intoxication (which many men have also done
and are doing - we don't hear from them because nature didn't let them survive down the road).
And there is one other interesting thing. Notice how there isn't even a mention of the word "men" in
there? Motherhood is outsourced, and fatherhood is disposable. Earlier at least I used to see articles
of 'men not manning up and starting families' as a side note in articles like these, the man was at least
somewhere in the footnote, now-a-days I don't even see men in the picture. Given that I see articles
talking about single mothers (and lesbian mothers) using sperm banks to get pregnant, I say that man
has never been cheaper at any point in human history. We're not disposable anymore, we're
disposed.
No wonder nature gave us braggy male egos. Only men can give value to themselves and others
value them for that.
And speaking of outsourcing motherhood, when you look at it logically, this is a kind of cuckoldry in
its own right. Every other mom is taking care of someone else's kids. Women didn't stop with
cuckolding men, they cuckolded themselves too.
All that's left is for our kids to be handed over to the state. We've had generations without fathers.
Soon we're gonna have generations without any parents at all.
PS : Feminized societies worldwide are all welfare states without exception AFAIK. Says a lot about
how deep rooted gender is into our large scale behaviour as well. They're also committing hypergamy
at a national level. It's basically left liberalization's end game.
EDIT 2 : I see a lot of comments about the tax rate. Well, here's the truth. If you're married, your
expenses will at least triple or quadruple, at least. The truth is that all the money we've earned has
usually gone chiefly to someone else, namely the people in our families - the more men have to work,
the more they need to optimize on their own needs and eliminate any extra load.
So long as we still love them, we don't mind. But that is the truth - most of our money has always
gone to someone else. We just don't like it now because it's happening through the welfare state,
which is basically cucking us and making masculine virtues irrelevant.
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My experience being married to a BPD woman - in gory detail.
535 upvotes | July 25, 2018 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link

TL : DR - This is a long post about what it's like to see Borderline Personality Disorder (BPD)
horror up close and personal. You've been warned.
https://therationalmale.com/2012/01/20/borderline-personality-disorder/ - When I read it, I saw
myself in it.
BPD is the extreme female mind as autism is the extreme male one.
In Taoism, masculinity leans toward earth and is like the sun and Femininity leans towards the water
and is like the moon. The Ying Yang circle has two dots in each half of the opposite color. The idea
is that if the yang loses that yin dot, the masculine will become far too heartless, an inhuman
machine. And if the feminine loses that masculine dot, it will fluctuate without any limit or grounding
into insanity.
Autism is the first case. BPD is the second.
All women have the characteristics found in BPD women, you can't have the feminine without some
irrationality and solipsism, but in normal women there are natural limiters, just like there are physical
limiters in our muscles to stop them from ripping off from their joints. Normal women can see reason
when they're calm. They can be made to respect boundaries. A BPD woman doesn't have these
limiters wired in, and this means you're walking with a human nuke.
Borderline Personality disorder (BPD), Narcissistic Personality Disorder (NPD) and Histrionic
Personality Disorder (HPD) are the female dark triad, with the added rider that females are naturally
Machevilian as it is. Women who have BPD usually have the other 2.
I'm no hero. I was a socially awkward nerd, bluepilled to the ultraviolet when I got into this
relationship nearly 3 years ago. I was low SMV, had no idea of being charming, didn't get women at
all, couldn't game if my life depended on it, and was a poster beta, a boy, not a man. I had all the
issues that Glover's No More Mr Nice Guy talked about. Life kicked me till I woke up, fortunately it
didn't kill me in the process.
I've dropped some hints before of my past and my ex in earlier posts and comments, but here is the
whole story.
I was in a marriage with a woman who showed me what was BPD up close and personal. I made a lot
of mistakes for my part in the relationship, hurt people, should have shown better manners, held
myself to better standards, improved my SMV and game, worked on my social skills, my career,
known how to deal with conflict. My mistakes weren't deliberate, but that was sufficient to trigger her
and show me what she was capable of. I survived to tell the tale. And I intend to tell it threadbare,
cause no one ever discussed the gory details outright. It's a warning.
One thing I notice about these females is at first they seem totally nice and normal. Only as you get
more and more intimate with them, they start showing their true colors. They tend to be far more
cunning than the average female. And absolutely ruthless if needed. Their senses tend to be
hypersensitive, their ability to observe trifles can get baffling. However, the first sign when you
realize something's not right is when you notice what happens when they get disappointed -- they
don't go down, as much as they go into freefall...
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I remember the first time, at the airport. She was upset about something because I had failed to do
(which I should have because I wasn't paying attention) and I had said something that had hurt her.
As she talked about it, she suddenly began to get into a well of uncontrollable emotion, started crying
for her mom, behaving like her life was finished. Then suddenly she stopped herself, and remained
silent for a long time and didn't speak to me till she was back to normal.
Oh wait, it was even before that, when we first discussed marriage. I was hesitant to proceed with a
relationship as I was having difficulties in my career (which I didn't tell her) and something,
something in my gut warned me with an intense feeling of foreboding, a racing pulse, and
apprehension that I just couldn't explain - I wish I had listened to it, my nervous system was
screaming -- No, No, No! She called me the next day and was extremely agitated, shattered, hurt,
almost desperate to know what I thought of committing - her desperation and domineering didn't
seem natural. I should have sensed it then. My gut's intuition sensed what was oblivious to me. Your
mind can lie, rationalize and hamster stuff away, but the body and subconscious does not lie.
Looking back, there were several red flags, but the one on how she deals with disappointments and
disagreements in her life was the most obvious. BPD women do not just fade or fold or cry, they
shatter and go beserk. Their minds are made of glass.
The blame. All women project their fate on to their environment, in a giant extension of the sexual
principle, where they feel as though the world acts on them. But BPD women take blame to another
level - they literally cannot tolerate the pain of feeling responsible. They must get the other person to
beg and plead for the smallest of mistakes. My ex would force me to keep apologizing until her anger
would die down, make me dictate the lines where I had to say what I had done and what I should
have done, and loathe me for being a guy who had to be told how to apologize to her.
Every discussion with a BPD woman becomes a court in trial, and the only objective is to prove
you're guilty. She interrogates, asks question after question and 10 questions for every reply till you
fall silent, and she loses her shit when you can't answer her unending list of ever growing insecurities.
This is a power play. The person who keeps asking questions and demanding answers is firmly in
control of the interaction. Your opinions, if any, will be declared wrong, and you must yield to her
only correct perspective. And when it comes to power plays, my ex barely managed to scrape through
school, while I was a topper and Ivy League graduate. But she taught me the meaning of the phrase
"Women are Machievilian as water is wet".
BPD women are expert liars and masters of gaslighting (I didn't know this word existed till I read up
after getting out). They can sniff every potential gap in your memory and fill it up with their
narration. Only your guts warn you that something's off, but her persuasion and maybe even a few
histrionics will force you to accept - the stage is then set to control the narrative. She gaslit me a lot
of times about things that happened when I wasn't around, and often I found myself questioning my
own memory.
She gaslit so many people in my circles that I only realized the scale of it after cross checking and
comparing notes. A lot of people realized they'd been lied to. I myself couldn't believe the lies she'd
made me believe - lies about how my family was disappointed in me and what many people said
about me, including my own parents. Gaslighting to attack your self esteem - that's a low blow. It
means they can never be trusted.
They simply cannot tolerate disagreement. Even the smallest disagreement can explode like a
mountain of nitroglycerine. Your relationship with a BPD woman is not walking on egg shells -
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you're walking on landmines. It's only a question of how many times in a day will it get set off, and
how bad your injuries will be. There is no room for rationality in any discussion with a borderline.
They have extreme interrogation skills and masters of putting you in lose-lose situations. Good cop,
bad cop, hell cop, all in one. She'd start her questioning or "discussion" just at the point where she
knew I was most tired and wanted to catch up on sleep (I've had sleepless nights more often than I
can remember). BPD women don't bat an eyelid at using violence to get their ends met. "We need to
talk" gives me chills even now.
Their hamsters will rationalize their anger as totally and completely justified, which just helps
perpetuate a cycle of escalating violence. Their extreme sensitivity means they suffer PTSD
ridiculously easily, which only makes it worse for them. An argument or a fight could send them into
PTSD and could spell real trouble down the road. A relative falling ill can send them into paroxysms
of fear of death. I remember how on the day when one of her very close relatives died, she was
remembering every detail of his last day, and warning me to keep quiet and stay away, as she was just
barely sane. Normal women just remember and cry, maybe on your shoulder. This was scary.
Their minds do not know what consequences are. They have no qualms about blowing up your house,
wrecking your phone, crashing your car (I would fear my ex could grab the wheel in a moment of
disagreement in the car). There were days after a quarrel in the morning where I'd be afraid to go to
work, not knowing what to expect when I got back.
Their extreme emotions and solipsism means they are literally incapable of understanding or seeing
any other perspective as valid apart from their own - they can't fathom rational arguments - if you
aren't so hungry, it means you MUST hate her, and she hates herself. They never thought that maybe
your appetite is off.
This makes BPD women terrible listeners. They simply cannot listen to anything about you that is
beyond them and might even sarcastically or angrily put you down at the first sound of your
individuality.
BPD women cannot understand the concept of boundaries, and they don't take to it very well. They
have a fierce desire to be included all the time. It makes them very clingy and obsessively possessive.
They want inclusion extremely badly. But their idea of inclusion basically involves absorbing you
into her frame and existence so thoroughly that there's nothing left of you. This lack of boundaries
also means they end up trying to take other people's pain, fears and concerns and are forever worried
about these things happening to them. Their insecurities are their god, and that god must be satisfied.
They crave partners who're BPD like themselves. If you don't go neurotic, they think that you're
uncaring and you don't love her. I know a couple of former neighbors like this, when they fought, you
wouldn't believe that a human being could make sounds like that. The most sane member was in fact
their dog. I was informed by some friends that couples who fight like that also have some crazy sex
and a lot of people consider this as normal. I certainly didn't. Now I know.
And this - BPD women NEVER apologize, because it is always your fault and you must apologize
for it. BPD women have extraordinary egos and entitlement mentalities. My ex was a HB6 or 7 at
best with the attitude of a HB11. After it was all over, some of my friends even felt she was just a 5
and wondered if there wasn't something unhealthy about her (in comparison to her sister, she was
literally underdeveloped). They demand the respect and fear shown to dictators. They seldom
appreciate, because duh, they are supposed to deserve the best as a basic requirement.
Their hamsters. When I once told her that her dad's smoking was causing his heart problems, she
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could rationalize that away saying that she knows non-smokers who died young. Only I know how
her dad's health issues at an early age might have traumatized her, but her hamster was unbelievable.
I did not bring up that topic again, fearing that it would rock the boat.
Speaking of this, BPD hamsters are amazing in a unique way. They can spin anything, ANYTHING
in their favour. They can leverage any weakness into a strength and a reason for entitlement. She's
feeling insecure and inadequate. Then she definitely deserves appreciation and validation from you.
You owe it. What about you? Well, you're confident right? Why do you need appreciation? She has
low stamina and can't walk in the sun? Then I deserve to be chauffered around. You better have that
car ready mister. I'm not earning, so it's your job to earn more money.
Their tendency to remember everything negative about you that upset them is extraordinary. They
can remember your list of sins in a way the book-keeping angels aren't capable of. With every
offence, that book of sins is recited all over from the beginning, with the new entries. BPD women
literally, and I say literally, re-live each and every one of those moments as they think about them.
This means they suffer more and more trauma and take it out on you. There are no boundaries
between them and their past or future. You didn't commit that mistake once, you committed it every
time she remembered it. Curiously this is never ever done for anything good you might have done.
One real weakness with them is that they have no frame of their own, or even an awareness of what
they really are. They fluctuate so much you can actually see their reality and beliefs and everything
change with their moods - so much so that you have no idea who you're dealing with. The thing they
liked in the morning, they can totally hate by afternoon. Their expectations change faster than the
weather, and therefore you're continuously fed a steady stream of brainwashing that you're never
good enough. You're afraid to talk anything because you have no clue what will happen and how she
might react.
This lack of frame also means that comparisons and jealousies are extraordinary. Acceptance of me is
out of the question, when her friend's boyfriend does so many fantastic things. My ex was a twin, and
for me I had to live with the curse of comparison and shaming every single day. Never good enough.
Every time there was news of someone else celebrating something in the family or social circle, there
would a battle at home.
Another characteristic of the female mind is that it tends to value small stuff as seriously as the big
stuff. BPD women don't know the difference between a serial killer and a strand of hair just a
millimeter out of place. If it is important to them, it's THE most important thing in this universe.
There is no basis in reality for the actual significance of anything.
BPD women are hyper-perfectionists. That and their extreme moon mentality means they have no
sense of abundance, they literally need their day to be perfect lest they feel wrecked by their own
despair -- this impossible goal leaves them perpetually frustrated. In my case it got so bad, I was even
warned explicitly not to make one mistake for one month, not one. If I arrived at 9:01 p.m. for dinner,
she'd start a fight and start reconsidering the marriage.
This hyper perfectionism makes them overly dominant, absolute control freaks, especially in how
they want to appear to others. It may simply be impossible for these women to submit to a man and
accept it that life is never perfect and we need to be grateful for what we do have. BPD women over
time gain a lust for this kind of power, as it gives them a high of being dominating, but they're just
killing their relationship.
Being decisive is near impossible - because you need to face walls upon walls of resistance before
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she lets you do what you could have done 10x over alone. That means they hate alphas for being
dominant and they also hate betas for being despicable wimps who are only capable of begging
forgiveness at her feet. It's a no win situation and they're doomed to be unhappy. My ex hated me for
not crying and empathizing with her pain, called me inhuman, and then hated me for crying at the end
of a horrible fight and thought I wasn't a real man. Talk of cognitive dissonance.
They can't take a No. Ever. It's personal rejection of them. They go on a rant of how much you are
undeserving of her love. Once I remember she dumped everything for dinner into the bin, hurled the
dishes into the sink and threw her wedding ring on the floor because she was upset and shattered that
I didn't eat my dinner quickly and didn't praise her within 5 seconds of swallowing the first bite,
which meant I was not interested and didn't love her.
Even dread can backfire on you, cause they're rabidly jealous, and can ramp up the level of control to
the next level. My ex caught me reading Men are from Mars, Women are from Venus and flipped out
like I was caught in the middle of an affair. Even reading a book with a bit of 'manly advice' made her
feel incredibly jealous.
BPD women absolutely fear abandonment to paranoid levels. But unfortunately her insecurities end
up creating the very reality she fears. She won't mind killing you herself if she feels she cannot deal
with the pain of you walking away.
They might also sometimes lose distinction between dreams and reality - often sleepwalking or
having extremely vivid dreams and nightmares, often waking up and screaming in sleep. I remember
that time when my ex got so worked up over a dream where my smartphone blew up that she did not
allow me to use that phone for a few days. If the phone battery went low, by low I mean < 50%, that
phone risked being shattered into a million pieces.
BPD women need validation so badly they throw sense out of the window. She told me that under no
circumstances are we going to buy a second hand car - despite the fact that I would have to cough up
a lot of my savings for something I could get at a third of the price - because new stuff gets validation
from others. And if I discussed money, she would explode and tell me she hated the fact that I valued
money and wasn't thinking positive and that her brother in law would do anything for her sister.
While I was the sole earning member at the time. She in turn made me tell her down to the decimal
point how much money I spent when she went home to see her family.
All this means that BPD women are a mess of all sorts of conflicting emotions at once. Their minds
are more disordered and messed up than a teenage boy's bedroom. Their emotions work like most
people's thoughts - lots of mental chatter - only thoughts IMHO are serial in nature.
And then the amnesia episodes. This is really scary if you've seen it live. BPD women get so worked
up they can suffer memory black outs and claim they do not remember what they said or did. Some
of them even claim to have out of body experiences - they can see their body, but not control it. Their
nervous system goes out of control. My ex did do this. Till date I have no idea if her blackouts were
real or faked. It's called dissociation. She once got into an episode of rage, slammed me against the
windows, went on an epic past trauma rant where she didn't recognize me, accused me of having
threatened her parents, was shattered remembering her mother crying. It got worse, as she suddenly
began to make weird animal noises - growling, screeching, hissing, spitting, scratching. I was
terrified and tried to snap her out by splashing some water over her. She didn't even realize it - she
wasn't in my bedroom. She was no longer in reality. The next day, she wanted to know where she
was all night, and she blamed me for it and physically attacked me till someone turned up at the door.
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That was the beginning of the end.
Suicide threat tests can happen and when they start, they quickly escalate to being rampant. My mom
and dad have had numerous arguments, but despite their clashing minds the worst I've ever heard my
mom say is that "One day I'll be gone, and that's when you'll feel my absence." Well, with a BPD
woman, she can very well kill herself if it means you'll be sent to prison, or sometimes she doesn't
even care, she just wants out. My ex once lost it after a fight where she went and slept on the couch,
called me uncaring for not coming and checking on her, and ran to the balcony - that's when it started.
Later on it would happen whenever arguments or her interrogations escalated and I had no answer to
her never ending questioning. My ex threatened me with a knife to her throat near the end, warning
me not to come near her. My apartment was located high up, and it has been on more than one
occasion where I had to wrestle her back to the living room. One egregious case was when she found
out that a few of our relatives got pregnant in quick succession. That whole day was an argument of
"What are they doing?" "And what are we doing?" -- I was going through job loss and trying to shift
career tracks to an industry with better prospects then. Besides, all those arguments and fights
between us had ensured that sex was non-existent, and this wasn't helping.
And then there's what happens when you go out in public. A BPD woman has no qualms about public
humiliation, raising hysteria or even getting violent with you because she knows the white knights
will come for her. And she'll laugh at you that you can't save your dignity in public. Never mind that
it's her husband, nope, that moment, he is her enemy #1.
Relationships with a BPD woman follow an abusive pattern where each cycle of abuse is more
violent than the previous one. It might start small, but with every argument, you notice things getting
worse, and worse, and worse. It started getting violent after she started grabbing my shirt and insisted
I keep talking and talking to keep her sane.
The violence. I've been hit everywhere from the top of my head to my toenails. I've been hit more
often in one day than some old guys have been spanked in their whole childhood. My eyes have been
hit so hard I've hard flashes of light afterwards. My lips have bled more often than I can remember.
My glasses have been twisted beyond repair a few times. A few bedsheets torn up. Bitten, hit by
slippers for forgetting to take the shampoo in a hurry. My forearms twisted, kicked in my abs, even
my balls. I've had several torn T-shirts, a broken laptop even. BPD women are a special breed of
violence incarnate. You try to defend yourself, they can easily play the domestic violence card
against you. I stopped trying to even defend myself and took it all until she stopped. She even
justified her violence stating that I deserve it.
You're basically counting your blessings if you somehow manage to get to bed alive and sleep.
I have on a few occasions in my life been angered enough to smash something in my hand on the
floor, but it takes a lot to get there and a normal person usually calms down and then wonders how
they lost control like that. Maybe they'll even feel embarrassed or ashamed about it. But BPD people
have hair trigger tempers, and can get enraged faster than a man can get his dick up at the sight of a
HB10, and stay there all day.
BPD women's hypergamy is easily triggered. I lost count of how many times my ex told me how
there were so many better men out there deserving of her (yes, she felt that I and even her brother in
law didn't deserve such girls like her and her sister, while they deserved much better). The slightest
mistake would have her questioning the relationship. I in fact feel that it was when her hypergamy
went out of control that she started loathing me and craved to get out. On one occasion, she even told
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me that if I left her, I'd be the loser, and she'd go on to live a life she'd dreamed about. Speaking of
hate...
Beware of that day when her feelings turn from fickle to permanently against you - which happens
near the end. Usually if a woman gets scorned and turns against you, it's a special kind of anger - and
BPD women take that to a level where most wild animals couldn't manage. It happened to me one
day, after another disagreement. A BPD woman who starts hating you will become another animal,
triggered by your words, your voice, your clothes, your presence, your hair, your walking... It's
absolute hate as I've never experienced it - I never believed a human could be capable of such hate till
I saw it. There is nothing a woman in this state won't do to destroy you to get you out of her mind. I
was being hated at a cellular level! Just the sight of me could trigger her to attack me on some days.
And oh god, never believe her if she says a child will make her feel better. Once she has the kid,
you're trapped. My ex told it to me that after she has what she wants, she'll teach me what 'loneliness'
feels like - considering that a guy in my circles faced a situation where he came home to see his wife
gone with his son, I was pretty sure she was planning her exit.
We hadn't had sex for so long (I was scared, cause if she didn't feel attracted enough, she'd get into a
huge fight treating me like I had abused or molested her) that she began to accuse me of impotency,
and would go on uncontrollable rants of how I hid that from her and that "even rapists are men". As if
the beta insults weren't enough. She even tried hitting me in my balls and laughing telling me I
shouldn't worry as she can't hurt anything that isn't there.
The thing about a BPD woman is that sometimes the only one who really gets to know just how deep
this side of her goes is her spouse or boyfriend - it seems to be triggered hard by love that has many
needs (and kind of lays bare the red truths underneath the feels). BPD women are experts at
concealing this side of themselves from the world, except the one whom they're really intimate with.
Other relatives and friends might not have a clue what she's capable of or might have rationalized her
milder episodes as normal. They. have. no. clue. Whatsoever.
The glare of the borderline. There is one thing about BPD that you can't unsee - that fierce, far away
look in their eyes when they're triggered. I know how my ex was normally - she actually would be
sweet, bubbly, chatty, surprising her family, an excellent cook, a keen sense of setting up the house.
Her facial expression was normal, even happy. This was also how she was when her friends and
family would be around. But when she flipped, that look in her eyes was that of a killer - she was a
different person. My mum recalls that there were times when she and her friends felt something odd
in her changes of facial expression - these are things known as microscopic facial gestures, they come
and go in the blink of an eye, and not everyone is sharp enough to observe them - women however
are sharp at noting other women's facial expressions. When I took a closer look at footage of my
wedding and other occasions at home, we spotted it. It was the intensity of the change that was
startling.
For months, I had no choice but to play peacekeeper as it was either that or endless fighting. A BPD
woman will die first before losing the argument, and she won't hesitate to blow herself up if it means
she can do some damage to you. BPD women have the mentality of a fanatic suicide bomber. My ex
literally told me that they could keep fighting till she dropped dead, which meant either I had to
accept defeat or her family would make me pay for her death.
Then she'd flip the script, and make me feel guilty for making her feel miserable. She had a
wonderful life, and I destroyed her happiness. This actually got to me. I felt toxic shame and guilt. It
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was a friend who was in on my secret who heard us arguing and immediately yelled that I had the
worst case of Stockholm syndrome ever. He was shocked to hear the threats she was making. BPD
women are absolute masters of making you feel that it's all and always your fault.
And this -- she didn't even acknowledge anything was wrong with her. It was always me, and only
me, and I had to apologize for even suggesting the fact. When I suggested that we see a doctor
(because she admitted she was very depressed) or go for couples counselling, she screamed at me,
told me I was just trying to get out of the marriage (I sincerely wanted to help her out). She declared
she'd rather die than for the world to know that she's been to a doctor. BPD women get a kick out of
their insane emotions, even if they know rationally it is destructive. It's an addiction.
The worst part was that I became a shell of my former self, always apologizing, pleading, begging,
and she hated me all the more for it. I had no identity of my own left, just obeying mindlessly and
hiding in my room when at home. It only convinced her I was a loser. She systematically rejected, or
put down each and every aspect of me till all of me was rejected, every day, one way or the another.
She would repeatedly threaten me with divorce, or expose me to our families or threaten to disappear
before I returned home from work. I feared she might kill herself all the time. I contemplated suicide
often. My home was a hell I wanted to escape from. I had a lot of mental strength in reserve, but I
have no doubt that for all her extreme episodes, if I reached my breaking point, I'd be the one
jumping off my apartment balcony first.
She stopped me from talking to my friends and relatives. I was to give no hint even in my voice and
she'd censor every word and call. If I didn't "include her in all my actions", she'd tell her family about
how I had the gall to be independent without involving her. Every message I sent had to be seen and
edited by her or else there was hell to pay. She even threatened me if she ever found out I deleted any
messages. She never showed me what she ever spoke on her phone though, the phone I bought for
her. My mother never did that to my father.
It didn't help that my brother in law was a white knight who boasted how he wouldn't even spend a
cent on himself without 'respecting his wife'. He once lost his temper and screamed at me for an hour
over this, saying that he'd never lost his cool with any guest ever, and vowed never to send my ex
home again (no idea what she'd been telling her relatives, she had conversations with them in my
absence and I never knew what they spoke). Her relatives also made fun of my nerdiness and poor
social skills, and that deepened her revulsion to me. That incident was in fact the fatal blow that
sealed the fate of my marriage. As it turns out, her father himself is a beta who doesn't speak up at all
and her mother walks all over him, feeling that she "owns him" and has the right to dominate.
It was Rollo and Dr. Robert Glover's No More Mr. Nice Guy that gave me the courage to walk out.
When my ex was raging and I pleaded that we can split, she went mental. She told me she'd not leave
before she tortured me and my family and left us on the streets. She even mocked me for thinking
that I could just leave.
Words. BPD women simply can't control their tongues and are prolific at verbal abuse. Most normal
people can't either, but it's a question of how vicious your words can get. Most of us would be aware
that we're talking to our wives or husbands or someone we love. BPD women use their tongues like
swords. Verbal diarrhea is what I call it. It was the harsh words she used on me that were the most
painful of all, words I would think twice about using on my worst enemy.
I once saw a 35 point checklist on abusive relationships - there wasn't one point I did not tick off. In
all the marriages I'd seen of my previous generation, nothing was ever like this. However, in my
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generation, a lot of relationships are increasingly becoming crazy. All of a sudden it feels like every
3rd or 4th case out there is having some sort of PD or the other.
Despite all this, others are worse off. When I read on quora about the guy who went out for a walk
after an argument, only to find that his wife set herself on fire and when he tried to save her, she tried
to burn up his balls, so that he'd never be able to have a life with any other woman again, I know I
dodged a bullet.
I see my uncle's best friend struggling through a family court for years, where his wife seems to agree
to divorce mutually and then comes up and tells the judge she doesn't want out and gets it cancelled.
If he tries to go for a one sided filing, she threatens to have him thrown in prison. She's promised him
she'll let him go when he's too old and alone. My uncle's other friend had a bitter battle where his ex
used their son to play games with him. He won custody of his kid, but later the son left him as he was
conditioned to think dad was the villain. I thank my stars I didn't get to that point.
When you try to get out of a relationship with a borderline, you must be very smart to get out intact.
Your best bet is to be separated by quite a distance before you can take the call. Two things can
happen.
a) She literally makes a complete 180 degree U-turn, rewards you with sex, acts overly nice, promises
to change, for a while. Until the first mistake.
b) She goes nuclear. It's not easy to get these people out of your place, they know every dirty trick in
the book.
The only solution is prevention itself - never get into a relationship with a BPD woman. Screen
carefully. It ought to be the 11th commandment. And if one has hooked up a hose to you, frame and
strength alone cannot deal with them. You need to be extremely cunning to deal with the kind of dirty
tricks she can throw at you, tricks that need to be prevented before you're sucked into them. And you
need to be very cunning to get out.
I spent the last few months keeping a secret recorder app running in my PC hidden. She even checked
my phone and PC to find out if I was recording her, while she was busy recording her interrogation
sessions to show her family that I admitted it was all my fault. She would have also told her relatives
I was too scared to discuss stuff with her.
Fortunately I got out. It was when she went home after a major fight (her folks wanted her home for a
relative's wedding, they didn't know) that I called up my family and told everything. Before going,
she wanted me to change totally or else she'll leave without warning. She had gaslit my own relatives
so much that only after I showed the footage to them, they realized what happened. I called up my
lawyer, who heard one excerpt of one recorded quarrel, broke into a sweat and just said, "Get out
now. Get out!" My uncle literally shivered because he recognized the signs from what had happened
to his friends and told me "This is not at all normal. Get out, or everyone will be destroyed down the
road."
Well we tried to talk it out with her and her family. Her family refused to believe it and laughed at me
for being so unmanly that I would be hit and dominated by a girl. She denied ever having hit me, said
that I made it all up. She didn't even try to claim she did it because she was depressed. My folks tried
to reason with them that even if such issues exist, we'll support and help her recover - but they were
offended by the very mention of it and walked out. My brother in law was probably the only one
upset with both of us - he felt we should have told everyone and dealt with it at the start. Her father
flatly called me a liar and accused me of pretending and all the dirty tricks she used on me, while her
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mum just made enough hysteria to make a discussion impossible. He then told my family before
leaving that he regretted that his daughter ended up marrying an immature boy who wasn't even half a
man who could handle responsibility. He did acknowledge that she was feeling depressed though, but
he thought I was responsible for it all. She had in the past violently stopped me from telling her folks
anything, despite her parents assuring me that I could and they'd help. Her father felt that if it had got
that bad, any sane man would have told him, which I didn't.
The problem was, he had suffered a heart attack and his own health wasn't too good. My ex blamed
me for stressing her dad out - his heart issues had given her a paranoid fear of her dad dying. She had
warned me she'll go insane for good if anything happened to her dad and might even kill in her rage.
Yes, a death threat.
I however managed to get a mutual consent divorce, and she hated my guts so much she didn't ask me
for anything. But before I secured it, when I called her and told her I wanted out, she totally flipped
and started saying we were in bad times (I lost my job sometime after my marriage, that made things
much worse), she knew she made mistakes, she'll change, everything will be fine, she'll doesn't want
the marriage to end, blah blah... calling me, whatsapp, messaging. Never mind the days where she
would hold me up for hours with divorce threats, threatening to call her relatives, making me beg for
the sake of the marriage and playing mind games with me till she was done.
In fact, I remember the scene in the court where she was acting as though I didn't exist, or never
existed. They waited till I made the call to get out, and it was actually a few of her relatives who
called me up, discussed what happened between us, heard me out and told me to proceed. They then
told their circle that it was I who wanted the divorce. Speaking of the court, a whole bunch of couples
were ahead of us, with kids and property and ugly legal battles over several years involved and at the
end of the day, I realize our split wasn't nearly the worst there was. My lawyer told me, "Stay here
and see what all cases and characters come in a few months. You'll know the other side of life." The
lawyer also added that he was doing some serious yoga and meditation because seeing and handling
so many bitter cases for years puts lawyers under a lot of work and emotional stress.
It was then I read TRM in detail and realized Rollo had faced a similar situation and the way he
writes about it, he still dreads that experience. I myself can't help but get into a cold sweat recalling
the days when I began to babble to myself before the mirror, laughing and crying senselessly in
despair, fearing every morning and even beginning to feel my dreams to be real and waking up every
day of real life to be the nightmare. Back then I just wanted to go to bed and not wake up in the
morning.
Fortunately it's over. I wake up in the morning to the sunrise again. Since then, I've found TRP (from
Rollo's blog), I started lifting, do yoga, meditation and I'm improving myself. I don't have PTSD from
this - I have thrown it behind me and enjoy even small stuff now, the alternative was to brood over
my past and go crazy. I do not hate people with these kind of issues, but so long as they are that way,
and refuse to acknowledge their problems, and start taking responsibility for their lives and get
treated, one can't have a relationship with them - they're too destructive and a danger to themselves.
If there's one force in the universe that a man has to fear, it's BPD.
PS : I had to leave when I was convinced the issue was beyond help. It was hard, but it was the best
thing I did for everyone - they wanted out as well, but were waiting for me to make the first move. If it
had continued, it would have affected 4 families on both sides. As far as I've enquired, she wasn't
anything like this before marriage (or so claim the people in her hometown and her friends). I doubt
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this - such extreme behaviours are rooted in genetics, some people are wired that way. It may be that
mild episodes were known but weren't seen as abnormal. She also seemed totally normal while
dealing with her family and relatives. It was only with me that this side of my ex emerged. Perhaps
the circumstances didn't give an opportunity.
Some more red flags. She had some severe psychosomatic panic attacks. A perceived tension could
leave her sweaty, breathless or hyperventilating. Her dad made a remark at one point that she was
very emotionally sensitive and that sometimes he himself would be scared to handle her. Her sister's
husband made a curious statement that she and her sister can't take pain and they can get into a state
where you have to handle them carefully for a while, then they'll be ok. I remember that I felt startled
at the oddness of such a statement, my gut feeling sank, but I thought nothing about it at the time, but
strangely I never forgot these statements till today. She also hated natural light and fresh air. Her
house always used to be dark with all windows closed and the AC on. Now when I think about it...
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What Good / Nice really means and why its usually anything
but Good / Nice
426 upvotes | August 3, 2018 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link

It might have helped you a little bit as a boy, when you were more of an emotional creature and you
needed the reward of flattery to get you to behave.
But as you grow older, the "Good / Nice" label is really another way of saying that you comply with
serving someone else's script of they want you to be, you enter another person's frame, you let
another person run your life, you follow another person's ideas, someone else's imperatives.
These people are happy with you and praise you only because they are getting what they want out of
you. For them it is advantageous for you to stay a beta and they will on the pretext of being nice to
you, keep you that way. It could be your parents, your partners, your friends, your boss, your co-
workers, a religion that needs faith and followers, or the government, and especially the media
horseshit.
Few people are interested in your long term authentic welfare - and if they exist, their first task will
be to take the goggles off and see everything for what it is. I suggest you be that person to yourself.
Try to break the pattern - do something you want to do, implement one of your own ideas, do things
in a new way, say no to some stuff that isn't helping you down the road. Work on your needs for a
while. You don't have to do anything big for this - just buy your own stuff, just go start lifting, think
independently. And just watch what happens to every one who put you on that "good boy" pedestal...
your own family included.
You might just realize how much your good boy label has really held you back from an authentic life
with a more mature awareness. You might even learn the unpleasant truth that no one really respected
your frame at any time, because you never had one to begin with. You will learn that you never came
full circle from boyhood dependency to manhood. You might realize the horror that most of your
relationships depended on you being the beta in the first place, your long term welfare be damned. It
was comfortable for them to stay with the familiar dysfunctional patterns. Now even if the new
pattern is really in everyone's benefit, still you'll be met with fierce resistance.
As a child, you were under the shadow of bigger trees than you. As you get bigger, those other trees
are getting bigger in their own ways. When did you last see a great tree under the shadow of another?
You didn't. That's a risk yes, but that needs to be done, or else your own growth and potential will
never find the space it needs.
One of the things you learn after waking up is that what feels painful isn't always bad, and what feels
pleasant is often anything but good down the road. Your enemies may be openly hostile with you, but
they're also more honest. That boss of yours who isn't at all friendly to anyone? Well, he's probably
the most honest guy in the whole place. Sometimes it's the friendliest people that are often harmful.
There is also a popular trend of rationalization out there which tells you that "It's enough to be a good
person, and things will happen". Well, take a look at the most frustrated people out there -- all 'good'
people.
There's an accident victim on the road, needing first aid urgently. All the goodness of reading the
Bible, being a guy who doesn't swear, is basically a 'good person' won't work - you need an
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ambulance and paramedics there who can actually help. You go there and argue about how good a
person you are and why you deserve to help, you're actually pissing everyone off and interfering. You
could do more harm than good.
There's no point in being a so called - 'nice person' only to wonder why you got wet in the rain while
all the 'bad ones' 'cheated' by coming prepared with raincoats and umbrellas. If you don't want to get
wet, you have to do the right thing for that. And what goodness is that which only resulted in you
getting sick at the end of the day? Are you even good to yourself?
You know who thinks he's doing the greatest good on earth? It's that guy who just blew himself up
taking many others with him, thinking he's doing something holy. I mean, you have to be utterly
convinced in your own goodness if you can do something that extreme. So what's good is sometimes
anything but.
Feel good and real good are two totally different things. What we call as good or nice is only a
rationalization that we tell ourselves so that we can feel better than the other guy. It is not authentic.
It's what we do, and the consequences of what we do, that really mean anything. More damage has
been done in the name of good intentions than anything else on earth.
So, it's time to kick out this pseudo goodness and get real with what's going on. It's far more
important and authentic to be the right person for what needs to be done, than to be a so called 'good /
nice' guy.
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Women are ironic precisely because of solipsism and lack of
frame.
130 upvotes | August 5, 2018 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link

TL:DR - Knowing how to play with women is far more important than taking them seriously,
because what they say is never as serious as how they feel that moment.
I am re-sharing this from a comment (with some edits) I made elsewhere. Just to point out how the
ironic nature of women is really because they have such flimsy frame and are creatures of the
moment.
"....Women actually have an off button where they are not sexual or aroused enough (in that moment)
to get going. Men do not have this problem because they're in a giving proactive position both
biologically and otherwise, they do not have an on/off button from this frame. But women definitely
do. The theory that women want sex as much as men is a very imprecise statement - what they do
need is the psychological stimulation, but the physical aspect of their sexuality is receptive and not a
drive like that of men.
EDIT : That's why male prostitution by females doesn't exist. It's also why females hate porn but love
romance novels.
There was a story about a guy on his wedding night, when his wife tells him, "We're not having sex. I
need time." He knows a romance story that goes just like this, he proceeds to do that his way, not
getting even slightly put off. She knows the story too, and eventually can't believe it's really
happening to her. He keeps at it, she just falls into his frame, gets playful with him, they do cute stuff,
she then gets turned on and the rest is history. (Quora often does have a few honest confessions, and
in this case, it was hers).
There was one of my friends, a former classmate in school (now a part time SJW) who wanted to be a
good girl waiting for marriage, who nevertheless ironically posted a big wall of text on her FB about
the 'patriarchal idea' of wedding nights and marrying a stranger. I had to laugh because when they're
turned on and in love, they won't even wait for the second date, forget marriage. I even told her that,
only for her to come up with a huge wall of rationalizations. LOL that...
In my BP days I would have really taken this seriously and (I did) fail the shit test. Now it's all so
clear I even like poking fun at it. If anything, these good girls are just horses waiting to be unleashed,
then you won't believe what they do, because they're totally unprepared for the intensity of it.
Unfortunately this also makes them prime candidates for alpha widowing.
Women do not lie as much as they truly believe their solipsistic reality in that moment. The shit test
isn't even as much of a deliberate test as it is an actual subconscious state in that moment. Dem
hamsters..."
That's yet another reason why women behave in ironic ways, give such poor advice and why men
shouldn't rely on what they keep saying. She should enter your frame, you can't enter hers because
her frame is a fluid thing with really flimsy foundation. You can't trust her seriously, but you can pull
her strings.
That's also why "If only she'd tell me what to do" never works, because she doesn't have a strong
frame. The real problem is only that she isn't attracted to you, everything else is only a symptom.
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She's trying to fix the symptoms, but it doesn't work because the real problem is at the root - in fact
that is only making it worse.
When she's turned on and escalated, she will change into a different animal. This is the part that no
one outside of here really wants to admit. So that's why you can't take women seriously, if you know
what to do.
Strictly speaking, all these rules, consequences, karma, ethics, frames, codes of conduct, principles,
algorithms, boundaries - these are all masculine in nature. The feminine nature really has little
consideration for these things and only follows the strongest emotion of the moment. That's why
women love the boys who break the rules made by others and make their own rules.
Following strong emotions is actually a good thing with focused feeling, but when women's minds
are agitated (which is almost always), they are a seething mass of conflicting emotions and
everything built on such a (lack of) frame is chaotic and contradictory. But the masculine can put a
frame for them to enter and play within those boundaries.
Most women in the past were only bound by social shame more than actual awareness of living a self
destructive life - because emotion and fear of consequences are what worked best with them.
Feminism is just the new herd. Otherwise nothing changed.
Bottom line : Don't rely on her nearly as much as her relying on you.
PS : But that's also why you need to take care of the part afterwards and keep yourself safe from false
rape claims. They can be made to change back - a little bit of herd pressure and ASD will do it. See, it
all depends on which emotion dominates - that moment.
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The driving behaviors at the root of modern feminism and why
you shouldn't take what women say too seriously.
139 upvotes | August 9, 2018 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link

Feminism as it exists today is a product of various forces - toxic shame and unhappiness of being
feminine, envy of the masculine, a lust for power and herd mentality (which is what happens when a
critical mass is reached, after which it becomes the new herd) and politics (the female mind has
natural talent for politicking) and above all, this burning need for inclusion - women do not like
exclusion - that is the prime driver of their motive to invade any space they see as male, including
gents toilets. :) There is also a victim mentality blaming others, that is used as the hamster to justify
the consequent entitlement mentality of women as well - in a way, a victim mentality is a strange
form of narcissism.
And speaking of narcissism, whenever someone hears the word 'radical', you better watch. It is no
different from any other form of fanaticism, it just needs a belief to hang on to.
So it's ultimately AWALT on steroids - and beyond feminine and masculine differences, it is that ego
seeking that elusive something elsewhere and wondering why it didn't find what it want there.
Above all, life has become really comfortable -- there are many more opportunities and occupations
today than at any time, pleasures are on tap (or mouse click), women don't want to have children, and
the basics of life are too easy to obtain now. So either we need Zen monks who can sit there and
watch grass grow all day, or they need something to keep themselves engaged in.
However the price for including women into any masculine sphere is inevitably a conversion of the
room into female space and restriction on masculine primary behaviours as a result. At the other end,
the feminine necessarily needs to become masculine in it's manners and presentation or else a
woman's femininity will be the first thing that is going to be noticed about her. Women aiming for
such roles will usually make a big fuss of others seeing them as a feminine being, but will be
surprised when others take her words too literally and do not see her femininity elsewhere either.
The other day, the CEO of Pesicorp resigned and all the media wanted to talk about was that it's a
woman being replaced by a man and not a question of performance at all, as if there's some
conspiracy or something. The feminine lives in a solipsistic reality that to an extent, is detached from
the objective, physical reality of the masculine. This is why sometimes we really think women are
silly, focusing on the wrong things, but that's solipsism. Having said that, even Pepsicorp's CEO
admitted that she doesn't have it all. No one does. By the way, do google her up and see how she
looks.
When a woman says anything, just understand it's placing feeling above logic most of the time. She's
not interested in scientific data and statistics, she might use them at work, but personally they mean
nothing to a solipsistic mind that wants to feel that it is special and exceptional, in fact to say
AWALT is to insult a woman at one level. She thinks everyone else is also speaking with feelings
first, so if you say that women do not perform at the top, she thinks you hate women. This is actually
why more men than women are scientific geeks - even today in the scientific community, more men
are in it because they're geeks, and more women are there because they want to be a part of it. In
schools and colleges, I've seen women at the top of the class, but dig deep and you see that it is
always a means to another end, not an end in itself.
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For all the women empowerment that is spoken of, it is ultimately the masculine principle that is
sought and respected. The masculine has always been drawing the boundaries and the feminine has
always tried to push those boundaries. The world's leading companies that are producers and creators
can only be described as extreme masculine in their approach - Amazon is an example of a
particularly (notorious even) hyper-masculine work culture. For all the talk of companies needing to
be more 'feminized', there are actually no extreme feminized corporations anywhere, because they
won't survive for long without masculine energy. Oh wait, there is one extremely feminine industry
that does exist. It's called the consumer market ;) .... 80% of consumption and economic spending is
in fact done by women!
And you wonder why every single thing is slowly becoming a feminized space - democracy, TV,
media, academia, the consumer market. Because women are the primary consumers and the ones
wanting inclusion. It's only a matter of time before they take over these places for this reason.
So in that sense, nothing has changed. Biology hasn't changed. Attraction hasn't changed. What is
masculine and feminine as a principle hasn't changed one bit. The biggest 'rape' of the feminine at a
social level has been through women themselves.
And then are also other women who while not being so masculine seeking, have needs and problems,
and can use the benefits of feminism to their advantage and who therefore like to play the feminist
card. That's the herd thing at work.
As far as the politics goes, the bottom line is this - Everyone talks principles only in the opposition.
The only permanency in politics is permanent self interest, never fairness. Keep that in mind when
someone uses equality as a power play.
In one way, I am grateful we're still rooted in our physical bodies and reality at the end of the day -
that's a limiter from stopping the insanity of the human mind from going out of control.
What then?
The only way to actually deal with feminism as it exists today, as we do many times with women and
children, is NOT to give them what they want, thinking wrongly that they're as level headed as they
claim to be and that this really solves the problem. This is just an extended version of the sexual
principles at work at a social level. From this viewpoint, feminism is an epic compliance shit test at a
global level which men (most of them being betas unfamiliar with the true depths of human nature)
failed at big time.
So what do we do about this? The solution is simple, choose freedom, choose abundance and put a
big price on your commitment and time. Men need a few things more than anything else - autonomy
(freedom + power), respect, goals and pleasure (of which sex is the strongest biological impulse). Out
of all these, pleasure binds, autonomy liberates. Just how important is freedom? If a man truly begins
to feel that he's no longer free, even a relationship will cease to appeal down the road (as I've had too
many guys in my age group bemoan). Disrespect can even make sex in a relationship worthless. Real
power lies only in freedom and abundance, when you're liberated from the need to hook up a hose to
the next person even at the cost of your integrity. Few men have experienced real freedom (at least as
far as our limits allow) from distractions, emotions and thoughts, the need for some kind of hose, and
how liberating that is. Strength in men has declined, but even where physical strength exists, men are
less strong at an emotional level.
The same things that set women free also set men free - namely technology. So today's world actually
offers men much more opportunity to be free than the previous century. When men in large numbers
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begin to withdraw commitment from a society that only screws them over, any civilization that has
reached such a level is fucked and doomed to die or go for a hard reset very soon - a matter of 2 or 3
generations. Bigger civilizations than the West have lasted longer and declined, what makes us think
we're different?
Men need not play Nice Guy at the social level - it's bad enough as it is at a personal level. Instead it's
more important than ever to recognize that men are the gatekeepers of commitment and if they put
priority on their freedom and what they produce, women have no fuel to play with - speaking of
which I do not wish to even provide my sperm to sperm banks. That's fuel. Nature already made it
(and us) cheap enough. I do not wish to further a breed of lesbian single mothers at any cost.
When men have value, have standards, and are as particular about commitment as women are about
choosing a hot successful Alpha, women won't know what to do. It will be their own Red Pill, and
swallowing it will be painful (and they really don't take it as well as most experienced men do), but it
was inevitable.
The truth is that women need men (or the state, which is a proxy for men) far more than men need
women (their sex drive not withstanding). Loneliness hurts them far more than it hurts a strong man.
And besides, let's not take media articles by women or even feminists too seriously. They're written
by some notably unfeminine women, often a lesbian, a single mother, a cock carousel wrecked Alpha
Widow, a multiple wall collision train wreck or a landwhale - no seriously, researching the authors of
these writings on the internet has thrown up so many surprises - look into their behaviour, that is the
truth - I have no idea how dysfunctional or deviant people have been given so much say as though
they were the norm. The media is a sick house of horseshit at one end and aims to pander to a deviant
minority at the other.
The mind can come up with many things and proposals that sound logical, but are in fact crazy and
plain wrong, because the body and behaviours do not lie. Using many a tactic, you can trick the mind,
but the intelligence running your body is not fooled.
You do not give spoiled children (and women) what they say they need. All her logic won't stand the
power of her emotions. They will not like you today, but reality cannot be ignored by solipsism
forever, and when it hits they'll be grateful for it. That is if they're still living in reality.
PS : I know this is a little incoherent. I just pick up points as they come (or points made from
comments elsewhere) to my insight and I do not have the time to put them together as well as I would
like to right now.
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The Hierarchy of Disagreement...and then some
5 upvotes | August 21, 2018 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link

Paul Graham's Hierarchy of Disagreement : https://rationalwiki.org/wiki/Hierarchy_of_disagreement
"...The hierarchy of disagreement is a concept proposed by computer scientist Paul Graham in his
2008 essay How to Disagree. Graham's hierarchy has seven levels, from name calling to "Refuting
the central point". According to Graham, most disagreements come on one of seven levels:
Ad hominem attacks, aka shaming tactics are Level 2 on the pyramid.
Well, IMHO Graham only covered the part of the iceberg above the water. For there are in fact a few
more levels below Name calling :
Level 0 : Full Blown Trolling.
Level -1 : Histrionics and creating a scene.
Level - 2 : Provoking the opponent into a trap. Get them mad and then shame them in public.
Level - 3 : Soft power disagreement -- using social media, causing agitation, character assassination,
fueling collective rage, rumor mongering, etc. to shut him down with democracy.
Level - 4 : Hard power disagreement. Using threats, getting violent and coming to blows.
Level - 5 : Hard power ruthless disagreement. By which I mean -- Disagree? Off with his head! Or
kill him when no one's looking.
Level - 6 : Not sure who you are or how you managed to get here buddy, but you just set off WW3...
From the top of the pyramid, it's a steady slide down into ever decreasing amounts of logic and ever
increasing amounts of emotion, all the way down to full blown dark triad or insanity.
The reader is urged to keep this in mind while debating with emotional creatures, the media or any
form of extremism.
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Recap - Why we should not take most of what women say
seriously, but we did.
45 upvotes | September 8, 2018 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link

Because half of it is a shit test, a fitness test, or a comfort test.
A big chunk of it is dread, jealousy and fear of losing everything that's talking. (Female insecurity
however is a self fulfilling prophecy because it's no win no matter what).
A lot of it is said to keep themselves 'safe' and avoid responsibility.
Much of what they say is in that moment depending on what they feel right now.
A lot of it is spoken when not in an attracted state and therefore only applies to beta provisioning.
A lot more of it is spoken for publicity and attention.
Because there's a grand canyon between what all they say and what really happens.
Because women with more testosterone might act masculine at work, but it also sends their feminine
qualities on steroids.
Because they've got really poor frame at the bottom of it all and cannot draw yours for you, but they
can enter it.
Another big piece of it is due to what the herd approves as socially correct.
Because much of it comes from the media, the ideal feminine space. Enough said.
If there's one thing worse than the media, its social media.
Cause 50 years of social conditioning can't overturn 500 million years of biology.
Cause selling BP myths (like buying expensive gifts that you can't afford) is what the world needs
you to believe. It helps them make money. Women are responsible for 80% of the consumer
economy.
Because the ego loves the victim complex -- it's the best reason for a hamster to spin its wheels.
Women's ego exists, and it is phenomenal at present.
Because women are Machiavellian as water is wet and are often fully aware of what they say and do.
Yet more of it is just rant and venting, emotional catharsis and physical pain at work.
And then there's the penis envy talking.
Sollipsism means women know what's fair for them, not what's fair for all.
Another chunk is due to covert competition with other women, sometimes not even covert at all.
Let me not get started on the mental illnesses part - I've experienced it, and I know that is in a whole
other level. Not everyone is mentally ill though.
Since my eyes were opened, I've been paying close attention to my mum, aunts, cousins, female
relatives, their friends, the social circle, female friends, coworkers, celebrities, the media, you name it
-- and what all they say. And when your mind knows the truth it's absolutely amazing how almost all
that they say fits into one of the above categories - they can't even escape it at work meetings.
If the truth is very clear to you, you won't be bothered by almost everything that women say, because
you can pull them into your frame.
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And when you've filtered out all the above categories, what remains can be taken as what it is. That's
.... very little.
And yet we took all of the above for real, gave them virtually exclusive right over education, child
rearing, democracy, the house, society, the judiciary and us. They're all feminine spaces now. Even
the gents' toilet is under threat.
The ultimate conclusion is this - a man without a frame is seriously the dumbest being ever made in
creation. In retrospect it is astounding how men fell for all this and lost their own understanding, but I
guess this is what happens when they were all raised for generations by females alone, to serve
feminine imperatives. I simply can't believe I was so dumb myself, but we all were (and still are to
various degrees).
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Serena Williams has a meltdown at the US Open - and the rest
was expected
1069 upvotes | September 9, 2018 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link

TL:DR - The hamster quickly reframed the issue from on-court coaching and code violations
into a woman's victim issue, totally throwing out the rulebook. Talk of sollipsism and shaming
tactics!
Tennis is one of the best sports you can watch if you want to know what great champions are made
of. A lot of masculine lessons can be learnt from it - mental strength, dealing with one emergency
after another, what to do when things don't go your way, how to live right on the limit of controlled
power and intensity, what separates the greatest from the merely very good, and more. The mind of a
player is palpable in a match. It's an individual sport, so you're responsible and can't blame anyone
else.
A peculiar thing about tennis is that, even the tiniest percentages in performance make for a very
significant difference as seen on court, matches have been lost where the first player had match points
and couldn't close it out, and the 2nd fought back. Close matches can be separated by as little as 1
point in 150, and the best players do that extra part consistently better than others.
So tennis is in fact one of the best sports to highlight the differences between men and women, where
the 15-20% difference between men's and women's at peak performance (we're comparing the best of
both, not the median or mode, otherwise that gap would be a lot bigger) can put them in 2 other
universes of performance. Just watch John Isner serving at less than full power against WTA players
as an example.
So for a change, I watch the US Open women's final yesterday. Half way through, Serena's coach is
accused of coaching during play and the umpire Carlos Ramos gives her a code violation for
receiving coaching during the match (her coach actually admitted to it btw and hamstered that
'everyone does it' - so this wasn't just pulled out of the umpire's ass). Later on she got another penalty
for racket abuse as well and finally a 3rd one that cost her a game for yet another spat. As per the
rules, a second violation gives you a point penalty and a 3rd consecutive one gives a game penalty. A
4th (which didn't happen) is disqualification from the match.
Just open up Youtube and see for yourself what happened after the 2nd penalty.
She went nuclear, basically accused the chair umpire of insulting her character (projection), calling
him sexist, a liar, a thief, partial to men doing worse things (nope, I've been watching men's tennis,
and even Nick Kyrgios isn't this bad, and yes men do get penalized).
She makes it into an issue of her being a woman and being black and what not, threatens the umpire
that she'll ruin his career and that he owes her an apology. Eventually when everything failed, she
starts the waterworks - makes it all about discrimination and victimhood (the ego loves victimhood,
it's the hamster's best weapon), that she's a mother and has a daughter, wow. And when it was all over
she claimed that she'll continue fighting for equality.
“I just feel like the fact that I have to go through this is just an example for the next person that has
emotions, and that want to express themselves, and want to be a strong woman. They’re going to be
allowed to do that because of today,” Williams said. “Maybe it didn’t work out for me, but it’s going
to work out for the next person.” -- that's what the issue of on court coaching finally got re-framed
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into.
She also melted down in 2009 after the umpire gave her a double fault for stepping over the line
while serving, and was disqualified for threatening the line judge.
Men usually argue with line calls, late challenges, time violations on serve, medical timeouts,
illogical decisions and things related to the game. Usually men smash rackets (like Baghdatis,
Dimitrov, Safin, and Paire smashed all their spare rackets and forfeited - and for some reason it
actually becomes hilarious when overdone).
Women however, always make it about them (sollipsism) and their victim cards.
You know what's worse than this? Check out the twitter reactions. Google highlights these in my
search results specifically. The hamsters are unbelievable.
"... Serena Williams didn't have a meltdown. She defended her honor on one of the grandest stages in
a sport she's dominated for her entire adult life that continually disrespects her. Don't reduce her
justified frustration to sexist behavioral stereotypes ..."
"... (2/2) When a woman is emotional, she’s “hysterical” and she’s penalized for it. When a man does
the same, he’s “outspoken” & and there are no repercussions. Thank you, @serenawilliams, for
calling out this double standard. More voices are needed to do the same..."
"...The hypocrisy of the umpire to penalize @serenawilliams in a sport that celebrated the antics of
John McEnroe and Ilie Nastace is a blatant display of sexism #usopen..." - seriously just how does
this shit pass muster?
McEnroe has been disqualified from matches and penalized numerous times. David Nalbandian was
disqualified for kicking a line judge (unintentionally yes, but he apologized). Even Federer has been
booed for breaking a racket. Andy Murray has melted down a lot until 2016, and he's been plastered
for it. Djokovic would have nearly been disqualified from the French open in 2016 (which he
eventually won) as his racket came within inches of hitting a line judge. The thing is that the men are
aware enough not to get 3 code violations (which results in a game loss).
The worst meltdown I've ever seen was when Victor Troicki went mental over whether or not the ball
fell on the line (and even there it wasn't as personal - there was no Hawkeye and it turned out he was
right). Safin holds a world record, having smashed nearly a thousand rackets (it sounds funny now
though). Hot head Fabio Fognini was kicked out of the US open in 2017 with a $24,000 fine for
verbally abusing an umpire (a woman in fact), and lost all his prize money (over $72000) and points
as well, and was hit with a 2 grand slam ban (ouch!) - but he apologized later and accepted he'd
behaved unacceptably. Nadal is one player who never melts down - he hasn't even broken a racket till
date.
However, regardless of what google says, at least Youtube commenters have more sense. The thing
here however, is that google search results are becoming biased now. As if the media wasn't enough.
Meanwhile, Osaka, the winner, was reduced to tears at the end despite having won her first grand
slam. Well, she's Japanese and shows conventional femininity. The crowd didn't treat her well, and
she's not a Djokovic that she can just shrug it off with stoicism.
The umpire, Carlos Ramos, who's officiated both the men's and women's matches at all 4 grand
slams, kept frame throughout, didn't say much about it, but admitted he stayed indoors for a few days
for his own safety. And he didn't get a shred support from anyone, zero. Well, now they've
apologized to him, but the whole apology thing was 'hush-hush', behind closed doors, nowhere near
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the publicity level of the comments made to him.
So typical isn't it...AWALT! The umpire argued with a strong independent woman, and the result was
spectacular.
And the man got absolutely no support nor sympathy, was called names regardless of his standing
and was essentially left to fend for himself. Even the apology wasn't made in public.
And before we say double standards, it takes 3 code violations in a row to be docked a game penalty.
If this wasn't Serena's 3rd violation in a row, it wouldn't have happened. So much for rules. Once
emotions are involved, women throw out the rule book.
It also serves to prove a point that I first came across in a "A billion wicked thoughts". Women with
higher testosterone can often act more masculine and outdo other women, but this also turns them
into AWALT on steroids, boosting all their feminine behaviours as well. The result is volatile. I have
an aunt who I swear must belong to this category. It's like that girl inside is bottled up and comes out
explosively.
And the worst part about tennis isn't even this incident. It's the fact that women get equal pay for
playing 3 set matches matches that are shorter than the entire 4th set between Dominic Thiem and
Rafael Nadal in the quarterfinal. In fact if I was being truly fair, I say that the fact women don't play 5
set matches means you never see the legendary battles and comebacks that you see in men's tennis,
which are on a whole other category of epic and that's the real problem with women's tennis - there
are no epic matches. The days of Graf's generation are long gone. Even technically the men are far
superior to the women right now as well.
Maria Sharapova or Billie Jean King came up with a shit test that men also need to play only 3 sets in
Grand Slams when asked about it, and it doesn't take a genius to understand that this would
completely pull down the sport and make grand slams irrelevant. I think BJK even claimed that the
AO final between Djokovic and Nadal took a year off their careers -- well, they're still playing at the
top. That is what female egalitarianism does to societies in the long run.
I don't hate women players -- I just wanted to point out that AWALT is an inescapable reality despite
what an egalitarian society popularly likes to believe in, if anything, in today's climate it's gotten
worse. This incident became a good example of what happens when you start arguing with a woman -
the issue of on court coaching aside, it very quickly veered off that, descended into shaming tactics,
got real personal and another reason to claim victimhood, sexism, etc. And it's very good mileage for
the media. This instant ability to reframe an event into victimhood is an excellent tactic, one that
totally took the focus away from being a sporting event and into a women's issue and also totally took
the focus away from her opponent, who won.
In consolation, there's the men's final between Djokovic and Del Potro tomorrow, and I am sure I will
not be disappointed.
EDIT : And it was an excellent final - that 2nd set was longer than the entire women's final! Djokovic
is back, and now he's on par with Pete Sampras. He's equivalent to playing against a wall on the other
side now that can also attack, with inhuman flexibility and defense - but I wonder when the crowd
will ever start to like him.
The only problem with that match? My SJW friend (a girl) posts about Del Potro crying and says "It's
ok for men to cry" ... and a bunch of guys totally approve, one even admitting how he's mastered the
waterworks. I wrote "Bullcrap" - no reply yet. Society now has gone beyond 'feminine correct' -- it
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now believes that feminine expressions are the only ones in existence at all.
EDIT : As it turns out, the statistics reveal a completely different story altogether - men players are
penalized 3 times as much as women, and outnumber women 8x in the racket smashing department,
but in the coaching department, women are penalized twice as much!
https://www.telegraph.co.uk/tennis/2018/09/13/carlos-ramos-returns-chair-serena-williams-row-statis
tics-back/
That's more proof of the reality of RP human behaviour right there.

PS : Guys, Serena Williams' husband is the co-founder of reddit... just hope this doesn't get TRP shut
down.
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And this is why feeling shame, pity and sorry for yourself earns
you no respect. Knowing the masculine way of dealing with
pain is one of the largest mental muscles of a strong man.
536 upvotes | October 17, 2018 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link

TL:DR - Women can't help you deal with pain. Most often they're in it, and they're dumping it
on you. A man will be fully in a beta frame when he succumbs to guilt and self pity, and she'll
loathe you all the more for it. Instead, understanding what pain is, how it works and how to
deal with it, opens the door to true abundance and freedom. And when you hold frame in your
own pain, she'll have to snap out of hers eventually.

INTRO - The Problem
I picked this one right out of the FB comments of an activist involved with #metoo, to show what
women really feel about beta behaviours : "... Men and boys are not required to hate themselves.
Shame and self-hate don’t help anyone else. They don’t make you a better person, or a better man, or
even a better fuck. In fact, more often than not, hating yourself gets in the way of exactly the sort of
rapid positive change we need right now. We’ve all met people who are so enamored by their own
self-loathing that it’s actually pretty difficult to talk to them about small everyday things they might
have got wrong. They’re so invested in thinking that they are a bad person that they are unable to
become a better one.
Self-hatred makes people selfish. It deserves compassion, but not indulgence. Women — and I’m
sorry to have to break this to you — are not put on this earth to make men feel better about how
inherently awful they are. Most of us would prefer the men in our lives to stop wallowing and get on
with being a little bit more considerate than they were yesterday, because that is what it means to
grow the fuck up ..."
Let's ignore her "advice", take a step back, and see what's really going on. "Inherently awful" -- sums
up what she really thinks about betas in a nutshell. So much so that she finds helping them repulsive.
If it were an alpha that she looks up to, he'd be "Inherently great".
Think about that the next time your girlfriend or SO wants you to feel sorry. If you're thinking that a
show of guilt and tears and repentance and apologies have convinced her to respect you -- please,
think again. And if you think women can help you and advise you properly on how to be a man, think
again. This woman practically admitted she is disgusted to fix a beta with poor self esteem and
weakness - it's not her job. The takeaway - Women find betas inherently awful, stay disgusted by
betas even when they're trying to improve - the very idea is repulsive to them. They give more
BP advice to men who don't get it - as though subconsciously desiring to weed them out.
A switch needs to flip in her perception before she can start respecting you.
Women also don't quite get the idea of a man that is made and forged from zero. They care
only about the finished product and feel that what they see is how it has always been. It's almost
like a magic show - the audience doesn't know how hard the magician worked to get it right.
PART 2 - Solution
So let's look at dealing with pain as men should. If you've ever watched a Navy Seals training
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video, this one phrase is most often repeated by the instructor, "Stop feeling sorry for yourself." --
every time he feels a recruit's mind is beginning to slip. You feeling pity and sorry for yourself
matters nothing to a woman who's only feeling rage to you and in that moment only wants validation
for her rage. My own ex wanted me to apologize all the time over and over because it validated her
ego again and again, but every apology increased her contempt for me further and further.
And while this woman's doing this, she just made no secret of her utter contempt of beta behaviours
and men's displays of weak emotions and the fact that she needs to tell men how to be men. No, she
wants a strong man who'll do what is naturally masculine -- i.e. self improvement. But she can't
define that and walk you through the door. She can only react to it. And nope, women aren't here to
make you feel better (at least make beta men feel better). Love and hate seem to turn the same
woman into two different personalities with two different frames and sets of beliefs and choice of
words and behaviours. Her emotions are that powerful.
And speaking of pain, here are a few pointers on dealing with pain, from my own experience :
When in pain, she ain't looking for reasons or apologies. Her only reality that moment is pain and
that's all she wants - to seethe in it. If you've read Eckhart Tolle's concept of the Pain Body (ok I'm
going elsewhere for just a sec, but the man's made a very significant point), an important take away
you'll observe is that when she's in pain, all she wants to do is to inflict more pain in return and she
just wants an opening. That's why apologizing very rarely works once she's worked up. John Gray
described the same phenomenon when he talked about "Women are like waves".
Nothing triggers and keeps a woman inside her pain and negative emotions like betas do. That's in
fact why women find the ideas of betas improving very repulsive at an emotional level. And this -
very few things in life will trigger a man's pain the way women do, especially when women are in
pain.
Pain is what keeps a person's mind restless for some sort of stimulation or the other when the mind
could just relax and be at ease when it's not needed. Pain is what drives procrastination, distraction.
Every pleasure addiction you can think of (all of which fall under beta behaviours) - video games,
TV, the internet, drugs, alcohol, porn -- every one of them is an attempt to numb this pain that stops
the mind of a man from being at ease. In other words, not being at ease, is a disease (that's the
meaning of the word!!)
When a woman is in her pain, nothing that you do is gonna help. Doing won't work. If a man isn't
alert and aware of what's happening, he will be sucked into her frame. Your job then, is to get out of
your own pain and touch the dimension of being -- the zone.
In fact one of the best things one can ever do for alpha-ness and holding frame as a man is to be
aware of this pain arising in yourself and avoid getting lost in your emotions. That's how stoicism
fundamentally works. This is also part of the reason why a strong man can snap a woman out of her
hissy fits. It puts you consciously in the driver's seat of your own mind. Only snapping out of your
own pain can allow her to enter into your frame, which in turn gets her out of her own pain.
When pain has loosened it's grip, one can sit in peace needing none of the addictions - the need for
drama is gone. That's when your mental potential is finally truly free - free to stop feeling sorry and
angry at yourself, living the victim life, chasing happiness and convincing yourself all the time that
you're not happy, and giving you the inner freedom to push yourself to your limits and beyond. Now
doing 'unpleasant' stuff isn't a problem for you, cause you know you can be just fine without the
dopamine drip. Now you're free to do anything. At this point, you don't really need that hose
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anymore, so you become more outcome independent. This is the foundation for true abundance.
And by the way, this FB comment is not from America, it's from India. The whole country is lit up
like a signboard on google search results stats for metoo and harassment in the past few days - there's
more metoo going on in every state and city there than the rest of the world combined and virtually
everyone from politicians to that guy next door is facing #TimesUp. It's almost like the country's
overrun with betas and a lot of men preying on women in any subordinate position, and even children
and minors, both genders!
And the truth is, that in conservative countries, most of the men WILL be beta or even gamma - with
very poor understanding of the game of attraction. They will try to get their needs met through very
covert ways that will creep women out and which, if you know what abuse is like or have at least
read about it, cause severe pain and trauma to whoever's at the receiving end. If there was ever a
reason to be alpha, it's the sheer pain and fuck ups that beta behaviours bring into your own
life, and the lives of everyone else in your life. These guys really are cowards underneath that Nice
Guy facade. The SJWs therefore have unlimited fuel to keep their imperatives burning, and won't
stop until all these betas and gammas are weeded out.
A lot of my friends have written to me also -- and it was always a case of Nice Guy facade covert
contract, abuse of power and beta and gamma game involved.
Beta men have no way of dealing with pain or finding healthy ways to fulfil their needs, therefore
they end up creating more and more of pain, until eventually the women enter into a frame of pain
themselves (this is what's going on underneath feminism). To be alpha means getting past pleasure
and pain, and in the presence of alpha behaviour, the women enter into a frame where they can be
feminine again. Even at the global level, women enter into your frame and behave accordingly.
If anything, this is yet another example of why Nice guys aren't really so nice or why religious
societies are a hotbed of hushed up sex scandals. The contempt for these nice guy betas when their
sexuality comes out in disturbing fashion can be felt like a physical object.
And this is double caution for people in conservative countries - while acting old fashioned on the
outside, a lot of stuff happens covertly (just like the Nice Guy issues spoken of by Dr. Glover).
Attraction proceeds in stages, skip any and you're in for trouble. A man has to be direct, and he must
develop abundance and shrug off failures and rejections, instead of wallowing in rage and pity. Text
game is a waste of time and a dangerous game in conservative societies, even if it's your GF, when
she's turned against you, every word you write can and would be used against you down the road.
And if she's really fallen for you, she must be the one writing the dirty talk, far more than you. Your
silent action as an alpha is more powerful than a million words of a beta.
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What's the worst that a woman that's turned against a man can
do to a man? Quora reveals a lot -- especially the warning signs
and red flags before the big shock happens.
82 upvotes | November 4, 2018 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link

This is gonna be a short rant post. But maybe due to me googling RP stuff for many days now, stuff
like this now often appears on my quora feed. Damn, wish I didn't read this, but oh well, have to get it
outta my mind (cause it brought back the memory of my ex who threatened DV on me once)
https://www.quora.com/What-is-the-worst-thing-a-woman-can-do-to-a-man/answer/Christopher-Carl
in-16
This guy's friend's bailed him out - almost certainly other guys. If the comments section is to be
believed, women simply offer sympathy and are satisfied with the feeling of pity. His male friends
however, offered him a couch.
And yesterday comes in a post of an anonymous beta who's so beta that he goes back to the woman
who slapped a divorce paper on him, fucks her when she says she's in the middle of her cycle, has 2
kids with her, gets abused and humiliated, and claims he wants to stay because he loves his kids. For
god's sake, stuff like that is why we need the red pill.There are a lot of threads like this on social
media that might make you nihilistic, but it will tell you two things. One, women have far more
privilege than men do in a lot of things - the scope of this doesn't become clear until you know the
laws of your state or country really well, and the history of their use and misuse. The justice system is
increasingly screwed against men, and there is a section of lawyers who essentially make their money
by getting families to break up. There is still a part of the judiciary that seeks the truth and does not
tolerate lies - but good luck with that. So knowing the laws -- it's a non-negotiable thing.
At least knowing what it takes to ensure you have a job, a lawyer, a house of your own and a car just
in case you come back home to face the worst is now an essential survival skill, as much as caveman
had to keep his eyes and ears open for predators - it's something every man needs to know before
getting committed.
The other common trend I observe here is that - Before a relationship gets to this point, there are
plenty and plenty of red flags. As an example, one red flag a lot of guys in these threads didn't realize
was a sudden change in the woman's character at some point in the relationship - it could start with a
refusal of the woman to accept and align with the man or anything related to him - his family, beliefs,
his frame in general. But basically it's a declaration of independence and a refusal to acknowledge the
man's frame - that turns into resistance. If anyone here is familiar with the betaization process, it's
stage #5 at work, which means the relationship is more dead than the poor guy thinks.
Another example (which was there in the link I shared) was a threat of using the law against you.
You do not say to anyone you love that sort of stuff which you'd think twice about doing to your
worst enemy. If men are really the gatekeepers of commitment and trust, this ought to be the vision of
the grim reaper and a clear signal to get out, as intact as possible while one still can. Thank god my
ex never actually did use this on me before we split, but I remember that day where in the middle of
one epic blow up, she ranted about dragging me to the streets using domestic abuse.
Other red flags are the tell tale signs of infidelity, about which there're are plenty of posts here. Watch
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out for that special hamstering ("Just a friend", "It was all in the past").
The thing in most of these relationships is that there were plenty of red flags. The one reason why
those red flags were ignored was because people hamstered the feeling away thinking that there's no
way someone so close to them could dream of doing or saying stuff like that to them. They also
believed that things would work out down the road. Guess what, they never did.
Unfortunately, your gut's always right. Your mind may lie and rationalize, but the body never lies. If
there's one thing that your body doesn't do, it's lie to you. People's mouth's and faces lie, their feet and
behaviour doesn't. Learning the art of reading where your relationship is, what's the level of trust, and
where it could be heading, and facing the unpleasant truths in time can allow you to get out before
things blow up.
If these guys knew the truth, the first sign that the one closest to them might be about to become their
enemy would have had them doing whatever it took to gather proof of their innocence before they
found themselves on the streets or in prison. In my own case, I had a recorder running 24x7 inside my
PC that recorded everything - it was buried under dozens of other open apps so that even if my ex
checked out my PC, she wouldn't find it. Fortunately, I never needed any of it down the road.
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Rape charge dropped against USC student after video surfaces.
Thank technology for making data abundant.
518 upvotes | November 15, 2018 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vQvSEGqwiUI
http://www.uscannenbergmedia.com/2017/08/14/case-dismissed-for-usc-student-charged-with-sexual
-assault/
Thank the stars for the age of technology and data, otherwise there'd be no way he would have
managed to get out of this one. In fact, if it weren't for data, none of us would have woken up in the
first place. Information and the internet has given us far more knowledge of men, women and
intersexual dynamics than at any other point in human history.
The bigger question is -- are those 2 girls going to be charged and punished? In fact, their faces are
not being shown, while he has to defend himself on live TV. He seems to hold his frame very well
given what's happened to him. Hopefully the university won't expel him (most academia just wants to
keep their hands clean at any cost).
And as you can see in the comments, not a single woman's come out to condemn the whole incident.
It's all from men.
In particular, you watch any kind of videos about women, the comments section shows you one thing
-- people are in fact quite well aware of the hard truths of life, TRP and relationships more than we
expect, but it's only Youtube's anonymity that allows them to say it publicly. And nearly all the
women in the comments stop with claiming "Not all women are like that".
And another lesson, even more than the woman you have your eyes on (or vice versa), it's the women
next to her whom you should be scared of. If you have any inkling that her friends don't like you, or
secretly want to be in her place, you've gotta be careful -- in this case it was her friend who reported
the guy. Women do a lot of passive aggressive competition, sabotaging and Machevilian games with
each other even in very close relationships (as a guy with a large extended family, consisting of 75%
women, I can vouch for the fact that relationships between women are outwardly more intense, but
also quite fickle, jealous and tempestuous). It's yet another reason why women give each other bad
relationship advice in general.
When a question is pointedly asked by women as to what men to stop themselves from getting
assaulted, while women have to do so much (in the usual dismissive tone reserved for men's
concerns), the answer is -- a lot in fact. And especially with the culture of accusations that can't be
proven or disproven and the potential of accusation rape (oh yeah, that IS rape because of what it can
do), men are being very cautious indeed. When my neighbour insists that his wife or daughter
accompany him to drop off her friend or her daughter's friends at their places, I know what's on his
mind. When my dad tells me never to get within 4 feet of any woman at work, I get it. Hell, I myself
remember the time when I had a secret recorder running 24x7 inside my PC buried underneath at
least 30 other open apps to keep myself safe from my (now divorced) ex, and backed up the recording
every night on google drive and cleaned out my hard drive to avoid discovery, cause once in a fit of
rage, she threatened me that she'll lie to our families, and there'd be no way to prove my story.
All in all, the ability to read non-verbal communication and figure out what the person in front of you
might really be feeling about you is an extremely valuable skill set. When a woman's emotions turn
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against you, there's literally nothing she won't do to win. An ability to sense her emotional state (or
even the ones of the women next to her) and read a potential threat can get you out of a lot of trouble
before it happens. Sometimes, when facing an enemy, whether on the battlefield or the college
library, you have only seconds to act.
"... The woman's roommate said she often used alcohol and marijuana and described her behavior to
Gamino as "out of control"..."
EDIT : Someone informed down that the university kicked him out and he had to put up a $100,000
bail to get out.
Moral : As a man, you alone are responsible for your safety. Be careful and keep crazies far away.
Ignorance is no longer an excuse. Just like high level sports, you can't get away claiming that you
didn't know what was in your food. You know you value yourself when you go from chasing women
to filtering them.
And EDIT 2 Moral #2 : Women weaponize sex all the time.
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A simple way of finding out the power dynamics of your
relationships, and your position in them.
136 upvotes | November 15, 2018 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link

As I wrote up here some time back -- "Good" "Nice" are adjectives used by people (and this
especially includes family) to label you if you're serving their imperatives. You are considered a good
guy if you do what others want, and believe whatever they want you to believe and comply with their
terms.
You become a 'bad guy' or a 'jerk' or <insert list of shaming adjectives here> when you look out for
yourself, have your own opinions and standards, your own desires and ideas and ways of doing things
which even if sensible, do not go the way other people want them to go.
What's really good or bad for you is not the point here. Unless you're doing doing whatever it takes to
fuck up the rest of your life, or doing stuff that is guaranteed to destroy the lives of others, simply
having ideas, paradigms, and realistic expectations of your own does not make you bad simply
because it disagrees with people's expectations of how you should fit into their lives.
Now a man is a leader because he's the one with the vision, the frame, the ideas, the beliefs, the
questions, the answers and the initiative. This means that at some level you can't expect him to totally
act like a 'good, obedient boy' forever. A day must come where others are listening to him instead.
A good way to know where you belong in the pecking order is to act like a leader for once, and
put up your own frame (frame could be anything, your style, beliefs, ideas, points,
contributions, ways of doing things, the way you react to stuff happening in your life, even your
clothes). Then watch what the reactions of people are around you.
Note, you just initiated a power play here even if that wasn't your intention, and it will awaken you to
the underlying power dynamics beneath your relationships.
If you're high value, they'll appreciate it, and respect it. Some may even copy your ideas. There might
be some constructive criticism, but that's expected. Others may even feel proud they've got you on
their side. If you've got genuine well wishers, (bless you if you do, cause I can't tell you how many
people you think are close to you are really swimming in jealousy and pain underneath those smiles),
who know what's good for you, they'll be happy.
EDIT : If you're truly legend, even a selfie of yours will break the internet. Even saying Good
morning on Twitter will send shock waves. Your new brand of toothpaste can make overnight
millions for that brand. Not sure how much of that attention isn't total BS, but hey, it means you're
known and huge masses of people are attracted to you. There's huge collective energy behind you.
There will be others, who will appreciate you as well, but only because your frame aligns with their
imperatives, and what they're really looking for is how they could use what you have to their
advantage. These people are not really interested in you, but only in how they benefit from you in the
process of your growth.
If you're low value and you have been playing a role where you need to serve other people's visions,
and have spent most of your life doing just that, they'll react with shaming, passive aggressive
behaviour, make some comments at "male domination", discomfort, throw the 'tradition' arguments,
tell you you're just fine (JBY), you're insecure and a whole host of stuff -- basically all different
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versions of 'bad kid'. Even the most reasonable sounding arguments of this type are still power and
frame games.
If anyone out there is trying to convince you that you need to accept their belief systems, their
vision of reality of who you are or are supposed to be, it's a frame game at work. You need to
decide whether someone's really looking out for you, or whether it's a power play to get you to
comply with their imperatives. If someone else tries to define you, it will always be in terms of
how you should fit into their frame and life.
This is not because you have become rude and unpleasant and an asshole - you can still be as pleasant
and polite as before, but now you've just stepped up to do what you want / need from your life and
treat yourself with respect. This has changed the power equation. For many people around you, this is
threatening and uncomfortable.
This itself is not all bad if it benefits you, but no matter how noble the intentions, at some level,
you're always in someone else's frame rather than your own, and you can never truly be self
actualized as long as that keeps continuing. Having your own power and vision is about you
proactively taking whatever lessons from others you feel are sensible, and adding your own ideas to it
and making it all into your own, and coming full circle. You are a leader only when you are in the
drivers' seat of your own life first. The truth is that a lot of people will only let you sit there when you
take hold of the wheel and get driving on your own, because this is your life and you ARE the driver.
Your actions send out the message, and people react to it. Your medium will send out this message
only when you have totally accepted this truth yourself, rather than waiting for others to hand over
the title to you (which no one will).
If you're low value and the powers that be absolutely NEED to keep you beta to safeguard their own
power and survival, they will see you as a threat, and they will get seriously aggressive and try to shut
you down by any means necessary. It it got this bad, you're in deep shit.
Truth is, nobody gives a man power. Men create it themselves and take it. It makes sense -- only
proactive people who take things into their hands by themselves are really meant to lead and handle
power and responsibility. The reactive ones by virtue of their nature are powerless betas, radiate an
aura of powerlessness and victimhood and therefore don't create any power to themselves and
therefore, no one sees them as powerful and trusts them with power. What vibes you send out
matters. The medium is the message. Leadership means self initiative.
When you decide to make your own power, you will not be a nice guy to many people. When
you change, everything in your life and relationships change. What you create depends on what
you are.
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Women's confessions on Quora confirm everything TRP in
vivid detail, WAY beyond what we've ever discussed up here.
But it's the emotional threads, about behaviors and
experiences, not the logical debating ones are where the bare
truth comes out.
87 upvotes | November 15, 2018 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link

Title says it all. Here are just a couple of them.
https://www.quora.com/What-secrets-do-women-not-want-men-to-know
https://www.quora.com/What-are-5-subtle-signs-that-a-girl-likes-you - this might also tell you how
effeminate beta game appears to someone not yourself who can actually see you from the outside.
Women. Love. Quora. They sound like they've been waiting for quora for millenia now. And when
the masks fall off, you can't believe it if you're new to the pill. Yup, when they start sharing, they
share EVERYTHING. To such an extent that it makes us sound emotionally bland in comparison
(but don't start writing like a woman, it looks bizarre if a man writes like that - stick to subtle, but
powerful).
The dating and relationships category is a gold mine. But you have to look for threads where women
are being emotional (and therefore truer) and not arguing logically (because much of that is social BP
propaganda), because you can tell how much they're emotionally worked up simply by their writing
and the masks have fallen off. Therefore don't look up threads of women advising men or talking
about gender equality or consent and all that -- that's heart dead stuff (yeah, just like brain dead, there
is something called heart dead).
A thread on expectations from men is a mostly a heart dead case of expectations, cerebral arguments
over chores and money, being nice and consent and written in a half disgusted frame of mind -
women don't write in such threads with their minds swimming in love with their hot boyfriend, so
look for ones where they do. A thread on attraction to a high SMV man by comparison is absolutely
alive, bare, raw and floating in seventh heaven. Look at threads where they bare their emotions
and behaviours and experiences. That will teach you more TRP from the receiving end of it.
You do not know a woman until she confesses her behaviours and feelings and experiences. Her
views on topic A and B are bland and sterile (and mostly fake) in comparison to her emotions and
behaviours. Change her emotional state, and you have a new person on your hands. Once her
emotional state changes, she changes, everything about her changes, her frame changes, her whole
world view changes. You might find the same woman talking the usual trash on women's issues and
men and feminism when she's in a repulsive state. Then she falls head over heels for a top tier
attractive man -- and THEN you should see her. So getting a good read on her emotions is key to
knowing who you're dealing with.
Of course, the bad part is that if her emotions turn against you, hell hath no comparable fury. Because
emotions are basically an agitation that exists in that moment. Extreme cases of BPD on quora report
that their emotions change so much it rewrites their past history as though the old emotions never
existed!!
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And quora has a lot of stuff where women write about the time where they were very much, madly
attracted and in love. And that's where the real truths begin to flow, and flow. These threads give
away far more detail and imagination than anything ever discussed up here on this "quarantined place
with shocking content". And there are a hell lot of threads like these. Due to lack of time though, I
can't share most of the threads I found in my feed just yet. I will edit the post down the road to share a
few more links - related to wedding nights, first crushes, their relationship with your mum, etc...etc...
etc... or maybe others can pitch in.
These threads of women's confessions are so long I've never found out where they end btw. They just
keep going, more and more and more.
There are also other threads where women discuss what it's like to be insatiably attracted to alpha
vibes that a mere brush of skin can escalate them into a frenzy -- if I take their descriptions of
orgasms from said escalations literally, it sounds like an world shattering event that leaves them brain
dead in the shock of it for a moment. Men are driven to stimulate themselves far more frequently
thanks to testosterone, but I don't think it blows the universe out of the window -- it's more like beast
mode unleashed.
There is a pre condition for all this - she needs to be attracted enough that it's blown her
thinking out the door and unleashed her biology proper.
I've lost the link to that post though. It was anonymous. But that ain't the first one, nor will it be the
last.
I'll be grateful if some people can share more up in this thread.
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What you call as "yourself", with the exception of the bare
conscious aliveness, is not fixed. There is no such thing as a real
'you'. Then you realize the Power of Law #48
228 upvotes | November 16, 2018 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link

TL : DR - If you want the world to love the 'real you', guess what... RIP JBY. And RIP
Compartmentalization.
But you have roles to play in this life, so become the right you in tune with the reality of that
role. If that means becoming a high value man along the way, you'll see that when you change,
your life and relationships, everything changes.
So you might have been struck by the red lightning, fallen, been crushed by the realities of life,
survived, searched for a solution, found what you needed, followed the advice, worked on your body
and mind, got rid of bad habits, handled yourself with respect, massively improved your SMV by
changing everything from your personality, speaking wit, game skills, charm, experience, whatever.
The results may be there for you to see. You might not recognize yourself in the mirror. Everyone
treats you differently. People who were repulsed by you earlier might be swooning at the mere sight
of you now. Some people will not like the new you and they may give you JBY advice and others
may even get hostile.
At this stage, you can suddenly get this itch in your mind that people only like you for the way to
appear to them and not the "real you" - you might even feel like you're faking it, always trying to be
someone else. You might even remember the story of Bernard Shaw that he wasn't allowed in a
restaurant without the right clothes and he claimed later on that his clothes needed to be fed rather
than him. Ah, it would be so good if people just loved you as you are, right? You can get into a
second anger phase thinking that 'everything's fake' and "It's all about the outer appearances".
Ok. First up, what are you anyway? What's fake and what's real? What is outer and inner?
Well, here's something earth shattering to think about - there is no such thing as the "real you".
What you think of as yourself is not fixed. Look back at old photos of yourself if you can - every cell
in your body's changed since then. What you call as you is an arrangement of ideas, thoughts, beliefs,
emotions, energies, body cells, clothes, money, designations, names, actions, achievements, likes and
dislikes and throw anything else here. None of these things are fixed. They are all like your clothes --
all of them can be changed. Some of them can be changed more easily than others, but they are all
clothes. You accumulated them, changed them, shed them, but what you call as an "you" is all an
accumulation.
If any of these things you call as yourself change, YOU change. Maybe your name or fingerprints
didn't change, but no one but crime scene investigators pay attention to that. In practice, you will see
for yourself that if any one of these things change, the very vibes of your existence that you send out
will change. What you call as yourself are in fact only these clothes that you've been wearing the
whole time. Yup, clothes maketh the man, because what is a 'man' is only clothes!
The rest of the world ONLY relates to you as your clothes - your accumulated stuff is the only thing
that even makes you visible to their eyes or perceivable to their experience. There is no "real person"
underneath that which anyone can relate to. Because you changed, everyone treated you differently
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from before. Because you changed, your life changed. Most of the things you call as 'yourself' or
'your nature' is just inborn or acquired habit - it has just gone in so deep it runs on autopilot.
Some stuff in you are easy to change. Others are not so easy to change and will offer a lot of
resistance, and some stuff you're stuck with for the rest of your life, but don't worry, even they have
an expiry date. You'll have to accept this and do the best you can with that.
Somewhere though, even looking at your own baby photos, no matter how many things have
changed, there is a perception that you're still looking at yourself and not anyone else. You were alive
then and you are alive now. That never changes. You sort of realize that basic aliveness is something
that never changes underneath all those things that do change. That is bare, naked life, with no
designation or form. The trouble is, it is like a blank wall of being -- no one really perceives that
directly, and no one can do anything with that, and no one can really relate to that because it is truly
nothing. You realize it when you see a dead body that was alive yesterday, but again it's only a dead
body that makes it possible for you to observe it.
But even those ideas of who you were before are only due to memory. If your memory was wiped
clean, you would not be able to recognize your own past photos as yourself. In fact, if the people
around could totally forget the fact that you were once obese, overweight, socially awkward, poor at
being a man, whatever, they'd totally treat you differently with ease, but past memory puts resistance
into their minds. Emotions need underlying memory to function. If I didn't remember how you were
once, I wouldn't be able to hate you, because there are no bad memories of you.
In fact the only reason why you find it uncomfortable to be a different you, is because all that past
memory is resisting your transformation - your old habits, beliefs, frame, style, the bacteria in your
gut, everything. Your journey to the Red Pill involves dismantling this past memory to a massive
extent, and that is uncomfortable. So don't imagine that all others who knew the old you will be able
to dismantle their memories of you. It is uncomfortable for them, and many will never take the
trouble. It is only the weight of this past memory that makes it far more practical for you to
cultivate fresh relationships without baggage as a new person, than to try and change past
relationships.
I won't deny this, changing form is painful, for it's like losing a massive investment. But as this truth
comes to light, it becomes easier to accept and transform. But you've got to do the right thing.
Pure life then, isn't even about individual identity. All identity is a costume. There is no real you,
there is only naked alive being (formless), and accumulated identity (form). And form is the only
thing that others can perceive about you and relate to. And forms change. Ego is really fluid, not
fixed. What is 'real' and not 'fake' is formless, and that has nothing to do with how the world sees you.
In other words, just like you, all relationships are really different levels of 'fake'. You can either
allow yourself to get upset over it, or accept the truth and play the game as best as you can, and
you can't stay upset forever, it won't help you.
As people find out when they've been kicked out of a prestigious job designation, all the adulation
and perks of the job was really only for the chair they sat on.
Why all this Buddhist / Hindu sounding philosophical talk of dropping your ego? Because once
you've figured out that everything about you can be changed, you can change yourself into whatever
role you need to fulfill, and you hold on to that form till it works for you, and when it doesn't, it needs
to be changed. This is the real meaning of the 48th law of power - "be formless". When you realize
that form is a costume, you can change your form. And every time you change your form, you are
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a different you, and everyone will experience you differently.
If there was something good about our old form that worked, we retain that, and what didn't work
must go. What can't be changed has to be accepted, till resistance drops. Simple.
The last BP conditioning to go is the idea that what your true self is one thing and what you are
trying to become is not the real you, but an act, and that people should love the 'real you' and
not the acting you. Well, actually it is all an act - either a terrible one, or a good one. Integrity is
when the act is in line with the role you need to play and you play with total involvement, but
with awareness.
EDIT : The idea of a real you and a fake you is called 'compartmentalization'. It prevents us
from being honest of the truth about ourselves.
The precise definition of trying to conceal 'the genuine you' is really this -- you're creating toxic
shame about stuff that you do as an individual that doesn't depend on other people's ideas, you're
hiding that out of fear of disapproval and then when you feel powerless, you start complaining that
you're acting in a crowd. You think you're elsewhere when you're really here and now. You have an
idealized notion of yourself that is out of touch with reality.
The idea that there is a real you and fake you will eventually cause you to go out of integrity
down the road - it's why so many religious nice guys have secret porn addictions, get into sex
scandals and what not - somewhere they failed to acknowledge that their sexual side is also part of
their clothes just as their other clothes, so it never found it's right place. Instead it came out in
unhealthy ways. Because of compartmentalization. The religious pious looking self was supposedly
their 'ideal true identity', while the sexual self was a 'sinner' and less real - the compartmentalization
led to toxic shame. Eventually the religious self caved in to the reality of biology without a healthy
idea of handling it. This is why sex scandals are so common in pious looking societies.
With specific reference to TRP, our big problem here as men, is that we've conditioned ourselves into
a form that is unfit for the reality of the role we need to play. When that changes to something in line
with reality, things change for the better. Knowing that there is no 'real you' as such makes you open
to far more possibilities and opportunities.
As a very good example, even more than the examples on this sub, go over to the married red pill sub
and check out the success stories. That's one example. And it's significant. In TRP most stuff is about
meeting new people or women you've known for a short while. Whereas in MRP you're dealing with
cases that know you in and out for years or decades. The impact of change and breaking familiar
dysfunctional patterns and becoming a significantly better you in such cases can be massive.
So the next time you want people to "love you as you are" - just remember, this is an ego madness
and past memory talking. All this JBY stuff has been said by people heavily invested in their egos,
who don't have a damn clue what is it that they call as "themselves". All that you call as yourself is
accumulated form, and it can and should be changed for whichever role you should play. Make
yourself attractive, and people will be attracted to you.

EDIT: For those who didn't get it, finding formlessness is very powerful - think of here and now as a
spiritual man cave that can't be shaken because it just is as it is no matter what happens. If you want
to know what I'm really talking about, look at the best athletes and sports stars in god mode on any
given day. Playing freely, not giving a fuck about anything, playing like they've got nothing to lose.
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You may call it confidence or going beserk or you might even call it crazy, but they're simply more
alive than normal. This is more than faith. Faith itself is a word whose real meaning isn't understood
very well. Most people think it simply means believe in an idea of God and the books - it is so much
more than belief when you touch a deeper dimension of it.
A point I picked up from W Anton's "The Manual" (one of the best there is) is that he talks about the
confidence of infants and young children who are naturally effortlessly confident at many things
because they don't know what a failure or shame even means. We can call that ignorance, but it is
confidence because there isn't any belief structure there in the first place. He even ends the book
saying that we've forgotten what we were since it was so long ago, before our personality quirks, self
assumed ideas and social conditioning hit.
If you understand what Law #48 really means, a lot more possibilities open up for change and
transformations. Yes, all of it are roles, and when you have control over yourself you can play those
roles far better.
We are talking in the particular context of people who don't understand the basics - they want to be
loved and respected as they are, they've got no clue that only people with attractive and respectable
personalities get that. Then they get resentful that people love only their outer form and not what they
are, but they've got no idea what they're talking about, because form is the only thing that others can
relate to. Their own form may be totally incapable of attracting what they need. They'd like to believe
identity is a totally fixed thing, and that shoots their potential for self improvement in the foot. This is
totally out of touch with reality, and it's the stuff that dumb kids and teenagers are fond of posting on
social media. Totally identified with what doesn't work.
The difference between this and being a chameleon is quite subtle, the chameleon Nice Guy changes
to try and fit into others' ideas of what they think he should be to gain their approval at the cost of
himself - he does so grudgingly, out of touch with what really works, serving someone else's
imperatives, playing a lose-win game, and builds up resentment because he feels he's ultimately just
an actor. We on the other hand, are talking about stuff that is true and what actually works. Our
change is based on what works and it has our full acceptance and involvement first, so it's not an act.
We give ourselves that permission and are totally comfortable in whichever skin we are. All our roles
become equally genuine. That's what integrity means.
So it's great if you have a good sense of what form of yours works best for a given situation and try to
become that as far as possible and keep it till it works. It is better you know this for yourself truly by
experience rather than listening to the ever changing propaganda of others who just blabber popular
BS that never worked - you'd do yourself a favour if you listen to those that have been there and seen
it and succeeded, and how much of that works for you. But all forms can be changed to a massive
extent, and what form you adopt determines how you will function and how others react to you. None
of these forms are more real than the other, just that some features last till death, others can be
changed right away. It's only formless presence in this moment that is unchanging. That's the root.
The rest are all malleable, and when you get very good at it, you become very powerful, because you
know you can replace dysfunctional forms with much better ones.
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China swallows the Pill and comes up with a school to train
boys into men - and it works.
576 upvotes | November 24, 2018 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link

https://www.nytimes.com/2018/11/23/business/china-boys-men-school.html
TL : DR : The Chinese has beaten the rest of the world yet again, and spotted the problem
before it became incurable.
The things that you can do when your nation's fate doesn't lie with the majority of fools... China
doesn't brook western SJWs.
Ok. The Chinese can get hypermasculine and become too brutal and won't stop at anything to win
(including stealing and copying every other nation's best stuff and genocide, and inhuman conditions
for their workers), but hey, at least they aren't breeding a self destructive bunch of wimps. In fact,
some of the statements below are lifted right out of Red Pill. They outscore the rest of the world on
math and education for example.
"... Some in China blame boys’ lacking behavior on a lack of male role models. Fathers are rarely
involved in their sons’ upbringing, according to government research. Even pop culture figures have
sparked complaints: A number of parents were outraged when China’s state broadcaster, China
Central Television, in September featured a boy band whose members wore makeup. The parents
complained that these pop idols could cause their sons to “behave in a feminine way..."
"... “It is still necessary for a boy to be raised as a boy and a girl to be raised as a girl,” Mr. Peng said
in a telephone interview. “They should not be raised based on the opposite gender"..."
".. Mr. Tang, a former football coach and teacher, said the idea for starting his club came from his
discussions with parents who were worried about their sons falling behind in school. According to a
2014 survey of 20,000 Chinese primary school students and their parents in four provinces, almost
two-thirds of the boys surveyed performed poorly academically, compared with less than one-third of
girls. The study was conducted by the China Academy of Educational Sciences, a research institution
affiliated with China’s education ministry. .."
"... State media has said video games, masturbation, and a lack of exercise have made many young
men ill-suited for the military. “Erasing the gender characteristics of a man who is not afraid of death
and hardship,” Peng Xiaohui, a sexology professor at Central China Normal University, said, is
tantamount to “a country’s suicide.” ..."
You know what was the best part? It was my mum who sent me this article, and she tells me how the
'pop' culture has acted as a breeding ground for effeminate men doing nothing of worth expect
expressing their 'feelings' and mental bullshit and masculine women and their 'brutishness'. She
thinks that's why so many Americans are mentally ill -- because the pop culture is a mental illness
that wants to be spread. Whoa...
Now here's the interesting part : "... Mr. Tang was also inspired by a 2006 trip to Oakland, Calif.,
where he saw American parents teach their boys “to overcome challenges and dangers” through
physical training. In China, by contrast, many parents try to protect their sons, a cultural bias that has
been magnified by the one-child policy. The survey by the China Academy of Educational Sciences
found that “whether it was in life or in school, parents had a tendency to spoil boys.”.."
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Can't believe the Chinese caught on so fast and copied the American way right away after seeing just
one example, but then again, China has a habit of copying anything it thinks is useful, very quickly. I
guess they are still red pilled aware and still masculine enough they don't need many decades of BP
social programming to be undone.
Meanwhile, the New York Times will find this scandalous... and this is their opinion : "... Arguably,
the club is intended to address a problem that China does not have. Chinese men still dominate the
top echelons of politics and business. Institutional sexism is widespread. Wealth is concentrated in
the hands of men. Women complain of sexual harassment within public transport, universities and
companies..."
Yes, you read that right. Men's problems do not exist, according to women. Women are too solipsistic
to realize the existence of any problems other than their own.
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Ohio Father teaches his daughter the law of karma for
bullying. Gets trolled on social media. These are bad times for
masculine love.
277 upvotes | December 8, 2018 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link

https://www.foxnews.com/us/ohio-fathers-punishment-over-daughters-bullying-goes-viral?utm_sour
ce=quora&utm_medium=referral
Father makes his daughter learn karma and consequences. But social media calls him a bully.
It's a tough time for masculine love.
Notice how she tried shit testing her dad, playing her victim card and thinking her parents would be
nice guy and support her. Didn't work.
But he went a step further and for whatever reason, decided to post it on social media. As we all
know, social media is full of retards, therefore he didn't exactly get the strong dad award he probably
wanted : "....
One upset user blasted the Swanton father for making his daughter walk in 36-degree weather.
“I think it’s good you’re teaching her that she shouldn’t just expect you to drive her because she
screwed up on the bus, but this isn’t really helping her learn why bullying is wrong,” another user
wrote, according to Newsweek.
Someone else commented: "Cure bullying with bullying. Great lesson, what’s next beating your kids
so they don’t hit [others?]"...
But Cox defended himself in an interview with WTVG, saying he would do it again.
“I just want the kids to know that words truly do hurt," he said. "They cut very deep and have lasting
effects. I hope that parents hold their kids accountable.""
I suppose that user (probably female or mangina) wanted the father to give a lecture or "talk with his
daughter about her feelings". Or accusing the dad of beating his kids. This is exactly why kids are so
fucked up these days.
Sometimes the best way to learn that fire burns is to get a little too close for comfort, but not so close
you get burned. Well, that's how I learnt it. Once was enough.
Personally, when I bunked school for playing video games in 4th grade, my dad found out and took
me to the school and had me apologize to the entire class and my teacher. It never happened again,
ever. And today I would do the exact same thing to my younger self. Nothing teaches lessons like
consequences. And nope, it didn't create toxic shame either.
That would probably be the last time that girl bullies anyone again.
Truth is, feminine love is full of sweet feels, but masculine love works differently and is based on
reason and consequences. Feminine love is immediately obvious, but the impact of masculine love is
realized only over a lifetime. There are even philosophies that talk about karma as a means of
evolution by knowing the consequences of one's actions. Karma is the solution to sollipsism and ego.
Fact is, that dad did the very best punishment out there. If this girl doesn't learn now, when she's an
adult, life will be much harsher than any dad or boss. But when society doesn't know the difference
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between discipline and abuse, it's fucked up retarded.
Nice is not always good. Nice Guys are not always Good guys. Stuff like this is the masculinity that
Nice Guys fail to realize they lack.
And last, if you want to achieve real change in your lives and the world, stay off social media....


PS : Shaming might work on women, but really it's not masculine. What is masculine are
consequences and boundaries. Kids only learn not to stay solipsistic when they realize other people
are like themselves and will respond in kind if you go too far. Only long after they grow up, most
people actually understand why they need to behave and what really is the impact of their behaviour,
but first they must learn respect.
I have a 5 year old niece who's parents are forever absent (my cousin is a career woman, overly
dominant and no good for house work, she'd be in hot water if her sisters weren't next door
neighbours). She's becoming spoiled sick because she knows she can make a 2 or even 3 hour fuzz
over dinner and no one will do anything about it except sit and complain and plead or reason or get
exasperated and keep following her around till she swallows - she's too young for reasoning.
Also for a child, she shit tests everyone's boundaries like I've never seen kids do. Kids test paternal
boundaries and they just use the same patterns when they grow up. Once she tells me for telling her
to eat up, "You know I'll complain to my dad right?" I smile, call my brother in law, tell him what
she's doing. He gets in on the act and tells me in front of her that I can punish her next time she does
that and he'll even let me take her to my home -- you should have seen the look on her face. That did
the trick. Never happened again. But then another shit test. "Do you ever lose patience uncle?" I turn
around, look her straight in the eye and ask in a serious tone, "Do you want me to?" She'll be a little
more careful next time. My cousin then asks me if I can come over more often and help her eat faster,
but hey that is really her job.
This might sound innocuous, but really, disciplining that child is too difficult when she knows there
won't be any real consequences for bad behaviour - so she keeps shit testing boundaries until she
finds them. She's like 5 and already knows how to get support from aunts and neighbours if her mum
scolds her, and vice versa. My parents would never have put up with this for one day from me. Truly
this behaviour isn't going to stay in limits when she grows up if she keeps going like this - it will
extend to all other dimensions as well. On the plus side for me, I get to learn a lot about shit tests - I
realize it's the exact same behaviour in adults, just applied to other dimensions. Boundaries snap
children out of sollipsism, and so it does for women. And excessive shit testing is a sign of not
knowing boundaries.
As for my brother in law, he's fed up of his dominating wife, so he comes home late and just sits and
watches the TV - and my cousin doesn't like the fact that she needs to boss him around either - I see it
creating a feedback cycle - more bossiness, more withdrawal, even more bossiness, and even more
withdrawal. If he stepped up and expressed just a forcible presence, without doing anything, this
problem would be solved overnight. But he doesn't. But that time, I got him into the act, and it worked
like a charm. I only wish he'd be more proactive, but he tells me he's sick and tired of fighting
through his wife's walls of resistance when he tries his methods. Well, look at his kid.
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Cultivating Abundance and Strength - A man must cultivate
his inner sun, rather than being too moon-like.
212 upvotes | December 22, 2018 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link

TL:DR - Getting into the specifics of what an abundance mentality is about and how it works at
a fundamental level. Your point of origin must be based in joy and abundance for it to manifest
- what you do will then reinforce abundance. If that point is inherently needy, everything you
do will only reinforce your problem.
A breakup or rejection isn't nearly the worst thing that can happen to you. Try looking at the
homeless man on the road, the guy who's getting divorce raped and the guy who grew up in a very
abusive environment or the guy who doesn't know where his next meal is.
It'll snap you out of it. Get out your head and emotions for a while and look around. It'll teach you
gratitude as a way of being. That'll keep you grounded.
You might think it's the other person, but really all this emotional high is self generated by your own
biochemistry the whole time. Your body needed a girl for it, so it starts thinking of her as the drug it
needs (note that the body feels while the mind thinks). But really, it cooked up that whole cocktail on
its own. No one really fiddles with your biochemistry. They just give it an opportunity. Everything
you think of as love or depression is all in your chemical cocktail drip. Really, you did this to
yourself. Ok, it happened subconsciously, because nature designed your body and mind in a way to
perpetuate life at any cost, but if you want to take the first step to abundance, you need to own it.
And to an extent that you will have difficulty believing it, that high is really in your hands than
anyone else's. Lifting, diet, mindful awareness and meditation will help you stay conscious of this
without getting sucked into it and bring stability to your system.
This doesn't mean we don't have needs, to deny them is foolish, what abundance really means is that
"As a man, only you are responsible for meeting your needs - others may be passengers to share the
journey, but only you must be in the driver's seat." As a boy, you learnt and internalized dependency
one way or another for years. But as a man, you need to put everything in it's proper place and move
on to independence, then abundance. This is cultivated. A raw man is like soil, with a lot of bullshit.
It's his job to turn bullshit into manure and turn soil into fertile crop.
If you can move on from dependency to abundance, the very way you look at relationships will
change. Virtually all relationships are just about squeezing something out of the other person, so
they're all fucked up without abundance. It's only a matter of when and how. That's where feminism
on a side note has utterly failed - you will see "strong, independent women", but never an "abundant
woman". I've never seen any one of them write about how they're a joy to be around. All of them are
just concealing pain and afraid of getting hurt underneath that mask, or too stuck in their own needy,
solipsistic egos. The ego inside us is inherently needy because it's cut off from life and is stuck in its
own head and feels. The bigger that ego grows, the more fucked up it becomes, the more needy and
addicted it gets. You'll see that mental illnesses and big egos are essentially inseparable partners. If
the ego gets too big and too needy, you WILL become sick. It's why so many posts recently are all
about mental illnesses.
The ego is thoughts, emotions and sensations. And it's very underlying characteristic is a sense of
incompleteness that it tries to compensate through neediness and dependency, but not abundance.
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And this is precisely why the ego fails to get the fulfillment it seeks.
In today's BP society, we talk too much about the ecstasy without the strength to handle or keep
yourself stable. Strength (physical, emotional and mental) should always come before any ecstasy
because it is the foundation of life - it is the most important thing. The day someone else becomes
responsible for your strength is when you're fucked up. Strength is reliable and trustworthy - it'll
always be there for you at all times. Strength needs to become a way of being. Look around see what
is sold in the name of love - it's just an emotional hose of dependency. Romeo and Juliet is really
stupid when you think about it from a viewpoint of abundance.
So the pattern is this - right from hitting puberty, one goes after a pattern of needy behaviour and
emotional highs without cultivating the necessary stability within themselves, it should really be the
other way around. Nothing in this world is permanent - everything and everyone comes and goes. It's
only a question of how.
It's so bad you'll be considered crazy to talk about love from a point of abundance. What is that even?
But it exists. And guess what? It ain't a given. Like everything masculine, it needs to be cultivated.
Abundance is not natural to a way of life that is rooted in a feeling of fear, pain and incompleteness.
In Taoism, there are 2 principles in life, the sun and the moon. The moon has a lot of variety and
beauty each day, but it has no light of its own. The sun's the same every day, but he's uber reliable.
And he's the real light source. This analogy is in turn a description of male and female natures to a
great extent. At another level they are analogues for abundance and need as well.
As you become more and more abundant, you start becoming more like the sun that others turn to for
light rather than like the moon that needs someone else's. So long as there is too much moon inside
you, and no sun, you will remain nihilistic. When the world has no light in it, most people get
depressed. Others move on from the anger phase and start to bring their own light inside their lives.
The moon is forever scared and fearful because it has no light of it's own. A moon without light
becomes a black hole, a huge ego that has cut off it's own light, and now consuming everything in
sight but failing because what it really needs is a sun to light it up. The sun doesn't worry if the
planets aren't around because they are the ones who are going to lose. And it's big enough that even
Jupiter can't do much to it.
Then many options and out of the box solutions will open up. Many things you felt you badly needed
will be seen as nothing more than anesthesia to hide your inner pain and restlessness - it was all really
a dopamine drip. Most of us are full of pain and restlessness that were never accepted and disposed
off - spend a whole day without your TV and internet and social media, and your mind will get so
restless these days that you'll know what the devil really means. This is not happiness gentlemen, it's
pain, seeking stuff to numb itself. This isn't the way to deal with. Pain must be acknowledged as pain
without getting sucked in to it, only then it dissolves. Only what remains after that are really needs.
All else is just your moon having lost it's light, because your sun hasn't been developed as it should
have.
It brings more objectivity into what your needs really are. Most needs are just stuff you either do to
become better than the other guy or hide your own lack of peace. The more you feel you have to
enjoy, the less joyful you become, because you are reinforcing a subconscious point of origin belief
that you are empty and unhappy. Your mind will get calmer and far more focused. If you're strong
and joyful, the simplest stuff that you never cared to observe (especially when you're down and angry
and depressed) will now show you how significant it is.
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You might ask me if enjoyment is wrong. That's not it. The problem is your point of origin of all you
do. Joy and Enjoy are two different things. If there's no joy within in the first place, there is no
enjoyment without. Just look at you when you're needy, in pain and depressed. The universe doesn't
exist. How can you enjoy anything when depressed? When you're abundant, even the stars and the
breeze are awesome. Abundance gives you strength and joy, while neediness seeks enjoyment. But
the more joyful you are, the more you enjoy your life - it is not true the other way around! The more
you depend on enjoyment, the more depressed you will become because your reinforce a core belief
that you are unhappy and you use that to rationalize enjoyment. These are feedback loops the way
they work.
Your core ideas at your point of origin are very important - because those are the ones that will come
true down the road. The bottom-most belief in your mind is your frame and that will become your
reality.
Outcome independence - remember the difference between a being, goal, a process and a result. A
goal comes at the beginning, a process in the middle and the result at the end. Being is how you are in
it is in the beginning, middle and end. Remember, you can NEVER work on a result. The result is a
consequence. You never had any control over a consequence and you never will. All you can work on
are yourself, your goals and the processes. Stress happens only when one is trying to control the
impossible. You can never truly work on an outcome - you can only receive it and move on.
Knowing this will lift a weight off your back. Counter intuitively (or not), because you focus more on
the things that you can influence, your results will be better and you'll be genuinely happier.
So the most important question for you is "How should I be?" - This is the most important thing. It
will decide your frame. Your whole experience of life is colored by this one question. How you
accept everything that happens to you is determined by this. The other 2 questions of "What do I do?"
and "How should I do it?" and "Who'll come with me?" will fall in place more easily after this
because if you're abundant, you will see many opportunities and ideas that others simply never notice
because they're too much in their minds and emotions to pay attention to the universe and the things
greater than themselves. The most successful men in life do these things better than others. They are
in fact more outcome independent than others. Frame is like a feedback loop.
Too much is spoken about results and processes, but actually the most important thing in your life is
how YOU ARE. The world is crazy literally because no one can really work on results. Goals yes,
process yes, products yes, people yes, but results are always a consequence. When you realize this,
you will see that hooking up a hose to results is really a horrible way to live because it is an
impossible way to live. It's an illusion. You can only work on your end of life.
You are the sun, and life is the moon. The nature of real life and the nature of women aren't really so
different when you look at it, which is why women are primed to be attracted for criteria that ensures
high value and life success in men. And as the woman goes, so does the rest of life.
This isn't an advice on techniques for getting more women, although it can translate into that as the
icing on the cake - there's plenty of that - others do that far better and they have the experience to
guide us in women specific issues. This however, is the basis of those techniques. The most important
and only subject in your life is YOU - everything else are the objects. Without the subject, there is no
one to experience the objects. This is the very basis of how you must be - this is THE CAKE. Then
we can work on the processes and goals. The results will come. Even if they don't, ok, the sun has
plenty of light and isn't really hooked up on life support to the stuff it can't control. Then the results
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when they come are accepted and the lessons are learnt. This isn't a prescription, it's just knowledge.
After this the choices are yours what you want to do with your relationships.
Abundance will eventually cause that needy and painful, angry ego to heal and melt down and
dissolve your limits. You become less reactive and more proactive. You find freedom within, and
freedom is power. Creative energy and ideas can then find expression through you. Remember,
everything that happened to make your life far better than your ancestors is because someone saw
possibilities in abundance. Abundance will lead you to a high value life within, and the vibe will be
picked up by people around you at a subtle level and they respond to it accordingly.
This might sound like spirituality - and it is. Actually it is my opinion that a man must necessarily be
spiritual (not in the religious sense, but spirituality is basically awareness of the truths of life and
living accordingly). Nothing else must occupy that sacred place within you, or else it will become
unreal dependency, and the result of that...well many of you would never be here without making that
mistake. Spirituality is the cake, and everything else is the icing. But counterintuitively, the more
abundant you become, the more abundance will flow in to your life. The more needy you become, the
unhappier you get, and the less you enjoy, and the less you will get. Abundance opens doors,
neediness closes them.
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There is no such thing as "My one perfect calling / life purpose
/ passion". This is also another form of BP oneitis. Passion is a
way of being. When oneitis in life goes down, many more
possibilities open up that you didn't notice earlier.
368 upvotes | December 27, 2018 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link

BP myths float around in areas of life outside romantic relationships and women as well. There is this
romantic idea that one day you're going to find your one true passion and then you will not have to
work another day of your life. And today, I am going to call out the BS on this, because this
statement has been hurled around without any idea what it really means, and it's ruined a whole
generation from real growth.
In my university I've seen far too many people go down the mediocre path thinking that their passion
will one day come after which their life will be complete. It was silly and they missed all the
opportunities in front of them, never satisfied for too long with any one. As soon as things got a bit
tough, jump ship. There are a lot of people who just changed majors as soon as things got tough. I
swear a lot of student debt is simply because people want BP love for their "passion" rather than
being passionate as a way of living, and putting that energy into something that is actually worth the
investment.
And we wonder why they're doing the same thing in relationships as well.
First of all, this very idea simply postpones your best living to the future, which kind of guarantees
that it's never going to happen. It's reactive, and another form of blue pill "Happily Ever After" myth.
And it fails because the only real life you ever have is the life you've got right now.
There is no "ultimate life purpose" or "passion" as we are told to believe it is. This is yet another BP
oneitis idea - only this is applied to your purpose rather than a girl. Look around and see what you
can contribute without reservations. When ideas start to come, you won't have time or energy for all
of them - there are that many issues out there to solve.
And don't think the road is easy. If I make you work all day on your "passion", for most BP guys it
will evaporate like water in the Atacama desert. As a man, there is no escape from the blood, sweat
and tears. The very word "passion" comes from a latin word that means "pain". Romance is sweet,
but it is naively idealistic. It seldom passes the test of reality. You can call anything as your passion at
the start, but the work involved in getting into the 99th or 99.9th percentile (yes) will test your BP
ideas.
Just like there is no "The one woman" there is no "The one purpose". When you stop thinking about
this one ultimate purpose that will be perfect for you and complete your existence -- only then you
come back down to reality and look around. You'll be present for what's in front of you rather than
waiting for something to come in the future - and that's really the only reality you've ever got.
Everyone creates their future in this moment all the time with whatever they've got. That's the point
that you realize when you come back down to this moment. This moment is the only one where
you're creating. When you wait for the future or stay stuck in the past, you don't live. Your energy
and ideas do not flow.
There are many real problems and things you can do right now however - and you need not spin your
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work with the complexities of spinning plates. Ok, no one asked you to solve all the world's issues,
nor are you bigger than the totality of life itself, but look around. You will find a lot of stuff that no
one bothers to address because they're all stuck in needy, reactive, consumer entitled mentalities.
Even making a difference in one of them will change your life in ways you didn't imagine.
Anything that you think will complete your quest or whatever variation of it - it's bound to show you
its limits sooner or later. Then you'll start thinking "This doesn't <cough> <cough> feel right. Maybe
I'm meant for some other stuff" - ok, sometimes this is true. Most jobs suck after a point. Lots of
people suddenly hit on an opportunity and took it and changed tracks and became something greater
than what they'd been before. This is all true.
But it doesn't happen in a needy manner - you were needy, then you found your purpose and now
you're blissed out. So long as you're needy, you'll keep drifting from purpose to purpose and keep
wondering why you still feel incomplete. It's one more BP belief that has probably ruined an entire
generation of homo sapiens who find to their shock that the world ain't idealistic as they thought it
should be
Well, the real problem is YOU. You lack abundance. You think like a consumer. You believe stuff
that isn't real and it's impossible. This is at the root of your incompleteness that's keeping you
seeking. You think there's one and only "ideal purpose, career, woman, or way to life your life" and
those ideas become your biggest limitation. You could actually find a lot more if you drop your ideas
of oneitis in your life. You are incomplete because of your lack of abundance. Your creative energy is
stuck and can't flow because your beliefs are unrealistic and self sabotaging. That is causing stress
and pain within you, and it is guaranteed to ensure that you never get what you want.
Here's the reality. Most people just came up with ideas because something in their life sucked
and they wanted to solve it. There was a need and it had to be resolved. The rest is a lot of blood
sweat and tears, and only someone with some measure of abundance can even go ahead and sweat it
out - reactive people who're consumers simply sit on the sidelines and criticize about how bad the
world is - proactive people are the only ones abundant enough to try and do something about it. None
of them thought that this was going to be really their ultimate purpose. For most of them, dropping
their ideas of oneitis in life led them to find abilities they never even knew they had. And that's how
the passion or life purpose began to grow and happen.
As an example, look at Grover (NMMNG). His problem was he began to attach expectations to his
book, thinking it ought to reach Oprah, touch a lot of people, be absolutely perfect, etc. As soon as he
got outcome dependent, work stalled. The reality is that no one can really work on an outcome, only a
person and a process. The outcome is what happens at the end, whereas the reality was that his
present should have only been occupied with the process of writing his book. He finally completed
his book when he dropped all the ideas of what it should do and just did what he felt was the right
thing needed for this world. That was possible (and it was the only really possible thing), so it
happened.
There's another guy called Mike Matthews who spent 7 years making limited gains, found out what
was wrong, built himself up, decided to build others up, and now he's probably the biggest fitness
resource out there on the internet. He wrote 2 books that are now up there with Mark Ripptoe's
starting strength. I learnt how to lift and diet from his blog and books - for the first time I made real,
shocking gains. I don't think he fancied it would become something that big in such a short time, but
he just kept at it and it got better and better and better, and now it's his life purpose. That's how
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abundance works. A needy guy would have simply cursed the imperfect world for having cheated
him and would not have progressed beyond giving his gym a 1 star review on google, and still stayed
fat or skinny a decade later.
There's a guy called Mate Rimac who essentially created the automobile industry that was non-
existent in his country. Right now, he just made the most powerful production car in any category,
the Rimac C_Two, with 1914 HP.
What people fail to realize is that "Finding your passion" is a statement that can only be said
when someone has gone through the whole process of growth, faced everything that comes
along the way and found success and fulfillment in whatever they have done. Passion is
something built over a lifetime as a result of being passionate and determined, it must never be
confused with the initial lure of the honeymoon phase. This is not the love of instant attraction,
it is the love created by a lifetime of devotion.
The myth tries to tell youngsters that they'll never to face difficulties or BS along their way, which is
blatantly untrue. The reality is that the master has faced and overcome more obstacles and failures
than the student has even tried or is capable of imagining.
In retrospect, you look back and many of those difficulties were not really so bad when you see them
in the light of growth and evolution. That realization brings new peace and strength within oneself.
Only the guy who's built his body up from scratch and is now an inspiration to others has the right to
say that "Fitness is my passion". The beginner doesn't really know what that even means.
Proactive people who've gone the distance and have come to the top where they reap the fruits
of their crop are the only ones with any right to talk about their life purpose. Reactive people
who expect to one day find their ultimate purpose will never find anything worth it.
Many others didn't have a choice, sometimes life just went in a certain direction, but accepted it and
excelled at it. For most of humanity, we were in fact like this. It's only in the 21st century that we're
spoiled for choice. And now we wonder which of them is the right one, when in reality none of them
are really perfect. There is no perfection in life except the level of perfection you bring into it. It's a
journey, not an end goal.
Giving up the idea of the "idealized one option" is the best thing you can do with your life - because
that's when you'll look around and find a thousand other options for taking, which you never noticed.
Our ancestors would pity us because they didn't have jack shit in comparison to what we have, but
they invented everything we use today, while we just sit and whine expecting the world to offer itself
up on a platter. Reactive people simply keep waiting and become resentful when there is no light at
the end of the tunnel. Proactive and abundant people just invented the torch instead. Necessity is the
mother of invention. Abundance is the mother of opportunity.
Proactive people often have no idea that their impact really turned out to be so significant and are
often shocked by the results and what abundance flows into their lives - but it's always as an outcome.
The only thing they did right was they worked on themselves and their work and saw an opportunity
and went for it. What really drives proactive people is not the idealized end reward, but belief and a
willingness to try where other people's own minds tell them that they can't do shit - and therefore
other people really can't do shit. Most proactive people got mocked in the beginning, people told
them they were crazy, but eventually those same critics shamelessly become their biggest fans
(although some of them are too stuck in their jealousy and self hate to ever admit it).
TRP and it's associated impact itself is an example. I am sure no one did what they did thinking that
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they are certain to have this much of an impact - they did what they knew was needed. Somehow it
came up to the 21 convention, to the point where BP society sees awakened men as a threat. I'm
honestly surprised it got this far. I'm in fact shocked I'm even able to grasp and write this. In the last
one year, I've used my writing skills to get noticed in my personal circles. I didn't expect it would
unfold like this, or where it will lead to next, but hey, I've never felt more energized and alive either,
despite difficulties.
Don't think that just because you see and opportunity, life is settled. It ain't settled until it's done. If
you're really abundant, you can put in the effort as well. Do not think that life will be free of
difficulties or growing pains, or that these difficulties are even a bad thing in the first place.
This is unrealistic. When one sees life in terms of growth and evolution, one comes to a state of
acceptance and then focuses on doing what they can with what they've got - consequently one
becomes stronger and more joyful. When we believe that difficulties and discomfort are a totally bad
thing, a sign that something is wrong, that life is only supposed to be full of pleasures, that one day
we will be forever free from if we just find that special something or someone, we're setting our
generation up for disaster. You need not believe me, just look at the obesity epidemic vs the ones
who're making themselves fit in the gym.
The life purpose is not something that happens in the beginning. It's the result of a lifetime of
purposeful living. Reactive people want it to happen before the beginning, which is BS. For
proactive people, passion is a way of life, not some thing that you find one day and then life's
perfect.
The guys who talk about not working another day are already fulfilled within to a great extent and
they're hardy enough to tolerate pain and sweat. They're the only ones with any right to use the term.
BP guys listen to that, then they listen to their ideas of what they think it means, and they will get
disappointed.
Oneitis locks you up in a limited range of possibilities and it locks your energy into a conditional
existence who's conditions can never be truly met. The lack of energy and abundance mentality in
your life will make you depressed and resentful down the road.
If you plant a tree and water it for the sole purpose of giving you a perfect fruit, you'll be
disappointed when things don't happen as expected. If you plant a tree because it's the right thing to
do and you can do it, you might end up planting an entire rainforest of trees over a lifetime and
inspire a whole bunch of other people as well. Lots of things happen that are far more significant than
your limited ideas of "life purpose". The guy who made the rainforest can talk about how it ended up
becoming his life purpose. The guy who's waiting to find his life purpose before planting a single tree
won't plant a single one in his lifetime, and he'll still be waiting in the future because life never
happens in the future, it happens now. There is actually a guy who did this.
There is no perfect life in the future, there is only the real life you live right now.
There is no one passion or ultimate life purpose out there. But if you look around, there are in
fact many things you can do, and over a lifetime of dedication and success, you might look back
and talk about how one of them became your passion or life purpose. Ideas are abundant, it's just
that we need them to be in a way that they can never be, which is why we never find them.
Oneitis makes you needy for the perfect life purpose that never comes, abundance makes you willing
to invest in a thousand purposes and make a difference in at least some of them. You might be good
at a few things better than others, and so you'll tailor your approach accordingly. Your time and
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energy is limited, the requirements are exacting and lofty, and your abilities specialized, so don't be
surprised if you can only end up doing justice to 1 or 2 things, but hey, that's how it works. Those
then become your passion or purpose. Even they aren't forever. Over your life, things may change,
and other roads may open up as well.
In a feminized BP society where fleeting emotions are given far more importance than strength and
stability, this is yet another consequence of people saying things without any idea what they're talking
about - it is childish prattle. This whole idea that difficulties are a bad thing and that we'll be free of
them and live "Happily ever after" as soon as we get that "one purpose" or that "one person" is
bullshit that has ruined an entire generation with expectations that are totally out of tune with life, and
set them up for disappointment, and debt, that they are then incapable of handling, because they lack
strength and stability, and money.
It is much easier to just be passionate and proactive as a way of being than to make it dependent on
an ideal that does not exist. Only when the tree of devotion has fully grown and come full circle
do words like passion or love actually mean something that works.
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The rape of freedom is the Female Version of rape - Men are
raped for their freedom, resources and commitment.
328 upvotes | January 17, 2019 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link

TL:DR - Taking away a man's freedom to live is a non-sexual kind of rape, and it can fuck your
life up forever. Feminine assault goes straight for your freedom. A man needs to guard that like
his life, because it IS his life. A man's freedom and abundance to create his life is his most
important asset - and it will always be far more valuable than sex, and it has never been as
valuable as it is now, when relationships are a man's biggest personal threat.
One thing is very clear. Men need sex, from women. And women get pregnant, with all the risks and
pains. Therefore, women evolved mechanisms to control men's access to them sexually. This is why
the rape of a woman is of a sexual nature. Each sex seeks what the other has that they need and "rape"
is essentially seizure of that need by force with a lot of trauma involved.
I depart from the dictionary definition of the word because well, this is your life and you can't let it
get fucked up. Far more men than women kill themselves because of what I am talking about in this
post.
Meanwhile, women for nearly all of history needed men's commitment, and sex. Society changed
(only because the government is proxy daddy), but the firmware hasn't changed a bit. Now what does
that word "commitment" even mean other than exclusive marriage? Commitment is essentially an
investment of freedom. You may have observed that more men than women become monks and go
off for stuff like meditating or turn into spiritual teachers talking abundance and enlightenment and
knowledge. Therefore commitment implies there is a) Freedom and personal power and b) Value -
SMV and RMV. Every man must fully understand the value of these 2 before he asks himself where
to invest his freedom and what he has to offer.
The man cave is a device firmly built into a man's brain wiring, which is why the standard male stress
response differs quite a bit from women's. The male intimacy cycle is also different - it is like a
rubber band, alternating between intimacy and freedom. This is built into the very way his sex drive
functions. Somewhere deep down, a man never forgets the importance of freedom.
Of course, men do find support in the company of other trusted men, but men as a rule have less of a
herd mentality than women do - it's why they need to come up with tribes and nations or religion to
stay united. Devotion and religion appeal more to women because it means loving and following,
while men in general are drawn to clarity of insight into the truth.
So what this means is that if it weren't for the pull of his giant sex drive, a man would naturally seek
out freedom. Well, he might end up masturbating to lethargy and doing nothing to improve himself
without a pressing need to survive or a crazy ambition or a big problem which he believes he must
solve, but that's the downside of a natural quest for freedom.
If a man could learn how to thrive and live a high value life in absolute freedom, he essentially quits
the game, no longer a slave to compulsive needs - everything he does is conscious abundance and not
out of needy compulsions. Few people do that part properly on their own - mostly men are
compulsively motivated by the needs of their tribe, society, family, loved ones, or children.
Otherwise a single man has fewer needs than a woman. Hence it was necessary to harness masculine
energy for the growth of civilization and the imperatives of the feminine and children.
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This means there is a feminine version of rape. And I'm not talking about the openly sexual boldness
that has been enabled by pills and contraceptives, or the female teachers forcing themselves on male
students - that happens too, but that's not the main thing.
I'm talking about forcibly seizing a man's avenues of freedom. A direct attack on his freedom.
Therefore, the feminine version of rape essentially involves women primarily trying to attack a man's
freedom and anything that enables it - hence a man's wealth, resources, social standing, kids, his job,
his right to walk free in society, and the like. That's what we're seeing now once women came to
power in 1st world countries. The pendulum swung to the feminine side of things, and now the
collective ego has found feminine means of expression. And so the divorce rape, alimony, what
metoo has turned into, sexual allegations that are accepted even if there is no proof or proof to the
contrary -- these are all what I call the rape of freedom. The consequences of them will take away a
man's freedom.
It is the reason why virtually every old school book on spirituality contains at least one man who
laments the loss of his freedom at the temptation of sex.
The end goal is that if men keep complying, eventually they simply won't have any freedom left,
because it will be raped out of them - unless of course they realize their power is in their own hands
and so take it back by their own will. Every space will be invaded by the feminine, there will be no
such thing as boundaries or limits, and the feminine can't be convinced by logic like men were that
men and women need equal treatment (anyone who opens his eyes in today's society will know just
how much women have all the cards) - that's why protesting for men's rights won't work. The
feminine can only be convinced by a display of power and emotional conquest - and in a man's
freedom to create the life he decides, lies ALL his power.
Counter intuitively (as seen through a BP lens, not an RP one), the more powerful a man gets, the
more attractive he becomes.
Women don't really give freedom to anyone, for them inclusivity at any cost is the biggest thing -
which explains everything. They don't give freedom to alpha men - those men have their own power,
which women respect. They certainly don't give freedom to beta men, they're enslaved and the more
enslaved they are, the more unattractive they become. This need for inclusivity is built into their
hormonal profiles.
In the past, because women never really held the chains of power outside their houses (and even there
not so much), men simply might have not known about the rape of freedom. But it exists. Anything
that can give a man freedom, and therefore power, will be seized by a woman who's hell bent on
raping for commitment. That's their version of objectification.
If the pendulum goes too far to the other end, we will see ever more attempts to eliminate the
freedom of the masculine to express itself. Men's spaces, men's websites, even the men's toilets will
all become unisex, and then feminized.
The truth is that the solution to swing the pendulum back lies only with men. And it lies in them not
sacrificing their personal power and freedom towards anything that does not respect them. In the old
days, at least one in a million had the balls to create his own empire if he wasn't happy with the
situation. These days, at least more men ought to step up and vote.
If things keep going the way they are, there really is zero incentive for a man to marry and have kids,
because it's only a matter of when and how he'll be raped. If he's a high value male who has a lot of
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flings, a metoo could be used against him. It happened to a lot of men in conservative countries -
there is literally no defense against a charge like that - the police aren't gonna support you. You get
divorce raped bad, you're homeless in winter. Your reputation is damaged in society, you'd have to
choose between prison or the streets. There is literally no real way to defend against the female
version of rape in today's society. You will come out with various degrees of battle damage.
They say a man's power lies in his ability to walk away. But once you go into the deep end, you do
not even have the power to walk out of a bad relationship without taking a serious risk at best and
major damage to your life's hard earned success at worst. If you can't pay up in alimony and child
support, you're going to prison. Anything you brought together won't be yours. And god forbid if that
hot girl was crazy and threw a sexual harassment allegation against you. And guess what, every other
foolish man before you thought that he would be an exception to the rule, then one day he realized it
was no different. You have all the power to walk out from a deep committed relationship (which
includes family, marriage, kids, wealth, society, what not) only if you have the courage to stare at
ruin in the face and rebuild if you're reduced to nothing.
Therefore a man must at all times secure his freedom with more care than an old school religious
woman protected her virginity. Contraception saved women from the consequences of free sex,
there's absolutely nothing to save a man if his freedom to live is attacked. Even his smartphone mic
and camera can only save him from the worst of it.
So I'm saying modern women are the enemy now? Well, what exactly is an "enemy"?. All enemies,
whether on the battlefield of WW2 or in your own home, are all doing variations of the same thing -
getting their needs met at the cost of your life. Right? And right now, society actively gives every
possible incentive in 1st world countries for them to do so.
I really wonder what would be a world where men attain high value, but refuse to commit to women.
There was a guy on Youtube comments on a video talking about marriage and freedom, he's refused
to marry, and talked about how he's 60 plus and is a multi millionaire now as he's saved all his money
and has all his freedom, and most of the replies to his comment were about how relationships and
women are important and dying alone is a horrible fate.
That ain't easy is it? Swinging the whole society back this way, or waiting for it to decline till the
masculine can reassert itself - if that sounds as hard as empire building, it is. Well, the way of the
man never was. For his freedom, a man fights every conceivable enemy both on the outside and
within himself. In that process, everything in the universe tries to take away his freedom to live by
any means possible. It will take sometime for men to get society to comply and accept that rape of
freedom exists. We already know what divorce rape is, but that's one variation of what is
fundamentally an assault on your power and freedom.
Wait, you say I'm telling you to grow enough balls to consider making your own kingdom? Isn't that
a little too much? That's what emperors used to do.... -- Well, at this rate, one day it won't be an
option. You will never have your full power in someone else's place, playing by someone else's rules,
for someone else's imperatives. At least start with your life and freedom that you've got.
I theorize that this conservative-liberal, right-left, masculine-feminine pendulum is a natural element
of social evolution and it keeps swinging. Societies will be forced to swing back to conservative
down the road if they are serious about survival. When liberalism goes too far, trust goes for a
complete breakdown, and conservatism suddenly seems like a necessity to rein in the madness. This
has happened before - every time a civilization came to a big fall. Those who forget history are
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condemned to repeat it.
We've come to a point where survival compulsions are optional - the same stuff that set women free
also set men free as well. So the big question now is - Can you sensibly handle and safeguard your
freedom? In the absence of external pressure, most people just crumble because it is really harder to
generate your own energy and drive consciously -- most men only wake up to that lesson after life
kicks them in the balls and reminds them they need to evolve. But it's now time to recognize the
value of freedom and treat it with care. Freedom is far more valuable than sex - if someone fucks
with your freedom, your life could get fucked up in ways you can't imagine.
I'm saying this after a high level executive in Asia killed himself over a sexual harassment allegation
- feeling that he could never erase the stain of it. Sufficient to say that he was suspended from duty
right away, before any investigation. It's spreading all over the world.
In today's world, sex can trap you, while freedom can liberate you. The path of the moon and the path
of the sun - a moon that's unlit is a dark place. The price of being enslaved to sex (or the hope of it) is
to trade something far more valuable in the long run - your commitment, power and freedom. Yeah,
we can say "It's just following their biological nature". Well, biology is inherently needy. And there's
a limit to how much neediness you can let it get away with. Even food will destroy you in unhealthy
quantities. If that's so for food, why does that not apply to everything else as well? Too much
neediness is a disease. And it's only solution is freedom in abundance and balance.
Look fellow man, I'm not debating the strength of your sex drive that makes it such a huge need and
the fact that being male, the attraction to the feminine will exist till the day you give up the ghost, but
in today's times, you really need to be asking yourself two questions - "What's the price I'm paying
for it?" and "Is said price really worth paying?" I theorize that one of the reasons is so strong is not
just the urge to spread your seed, but also because your need for freedom is also that strong that it
needs to be buried under a huge urge for sex to get you to commit for the survival of your species,
and civilization.
To tell you the truth, today's feminist women don't really have much to offer to a man anyway,
because well "..no one owes men sex or anything", so the whole thought of offering anything is
sacrilegious to them -- that's a tragedy. For feminism and gender politics made them merely
independent, but in reality it destroyed their abundance. What we have now are females that don't
know any abundance or duty, they don't have anything in abundance to offer and feel it's blasphemy,
but they do make sure they're owed everything, so they just take and take and suck the juice out of
you, then move on to the next relationship. Unfortunately this is an extremely needy way to live, and
it's turned them into living black holes that what to consume at any cost. Most of them are living
walking bodies of pain and neediness underneath it all.
The needy ego is a black hole. Unfortunately the bigger the ego grows, the more needy it becomes,
the more it seeks, the less it finds, the less it gives, the more insecure it becomes, the more pain it
creates, and it forever locks itself up into taking and taking, but not finding what it needs, and then
looking elsewhere. For a while it finds someone whom it thinks can complete it, but soon the feeling
fades, and then it starts seeking again. What that ego really needs however is abundance. The bigger
the ego, the less the abundance, the more the desperation and insecurity. Wherever the ego becomes
too big, you will find more and more crazy and mentally ill behaviour - these two are brothers in
arms.
What feminism failed to realize is that it killed abundance in women, and while it might benefit their
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individual needs, it made them extremely needy as a default way of being and boosted their egos to
unhealthy levels. Ultimately, it turned them into a corporate resource that has very little to offer on
the personal front, and is now a huge risk and liability for men - the biggest personal risk of them all.
Feminism can boast of independence, but I have yet to see one bold and independent woman claim
abundance. They certainly don't show the slightest sign of it when it's time to take everything from
you in the court. That's what neediness does when it becomes a way of being. It turns you into a
withdrawing presence that sucks it all, and gives nothing back. Your energies become toxic.
When that neediness crosses the lines of sanity, one doesn't mind raping to get what one needs.
Fortunately, the reverse is also true, you don't owe your freedom or the right to live life on high value
terms to anyone either - your freedom does not deserve to be invested in toxic relationships.
Remember, what you offer to a relationship is your freedom, your freedom to create your life,
and if you can truly handle your freedom well, you will see that your freedom is a man's most
valuable asset.
When you lack abundance and are too needy, whether it is hormones at work or BP believes, when
you are incapable of managing your freedom at the level of a true master, you will surrender your
freedom too cheaply. And live to regret it. Your commitment and freedom and your life's labour are
indeed far more valuable than sex.
Abundance brings you to freedom, because the more you can generate your own life energy, the less
needy and dependent you become. You have more to offer to others. At the same time, you are less
bound by others, you become more courageous, and the easier it is for you for enter and walk out.
The path of the sun will give you abundance, others will benefit out of it as well, but that abundance
will also give you courage, and courage in turn keeps you free within. Abundance teaches you the
true worth of your freedom.
The path to freedom is still embedded as it is in a man's mind despite social changes, so there's hope.
The problem is most men suck at efficiently managing their freedom and responsibility towards
themselves in any high value manner. But the solution exists. All it needs is sufficient awareness of
reality and maybe a hard knock in the balls from life - then your hormones can no longer keep fooling
you into dependency.
EDIT : Having said this, I really need to tip my glass to the guys at married red pill who've realized
that they could use their families as an opportunity to evolve themselves and own their shit,
regardless of whether that outcome leads to their relationship improving or going to a long overdue
grave - that takes courage, because there's no guarantee that a relationship will last when it faces the
mirror of authenticity - mine didn't. These guys are in the deep end of the pool, but are working
towards abundance. The reward for their commitment is their own evolution first and the other
improvements that happen as a result in their lives and relationships. But for that you'd have to
recognize how to use your relationships to enhance your growth.
A man would find freedom if he can keep evolving himself consciously, even without the compulsions
and needs of family and society to keep him motivated.
Believe me, after I got out of my hell of a marriage, that's when I truly understood the value of my
freedom, freedom that I'd given up too tamely because I was needy, and what I lost along with it. I
did not have the abundance needed to value my freedom then, but I get it now. I can't ever forget the
kind of kick to my balls that life threw at me, and I'm very grateful for it now because it woke me up.
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Man completely ignores the Alpha Fucks side of the story, ends
up creating unhealthy starvation levels of dread. Meanwhile his
wife allows her friend to poison her mind. The rest is
predictable. Man finds his beta provision was too little too late.
5 upvotes | January 29, 2019 | /r/MarriedRedPill | Link | Reddit Link

This pops up in my news feed today :
https://www.quora.com/How-did-your-marriage-end/answers/119641202
Now, quora always needs to be taken with a grain of salt, but this scenario is actually far too
common. Guy overinvests in the beta side of the equation on the one hand, and his wife's a passive
aggressive idiot on the other. Not a good combination.
Eventually his wife's pain body gets triggered (I call it this because anyone who's been around with a
woman for quite a length of time will know exactly what I talk about - when her neediness turns toxic
enough, her energies get toxic). Wife loses attraction, thinks he's cheating, he tries to do the loving
stuff, it doesn't work (that stuff doesn't work at all if her attraction's gone). Eventually she starts
cheating and asks for a divorce. He knows she's cheating and gets heartbroken, and shows her the
dream house and car she always wanted, but somewhere in this whole episode, he doesn't realize just
how blue pilled he was and what he was doing wrong. He however decides to go out without losing
his self respect too much. She learns her lesson too late and still can't get over him.
I've been in this type of a spot when I lost my job and got too desperate in my attempt to reboot my
career. My ex was a BPD and part of the desperation was her interrogating me every god damn day
about my job and the like - I broke reddit's character limit on TRP describing that nightmare of a
relationship. That was an awful period that ended in divorce when her rage, insanity and contempt
towards me went out of control (and no job or career or anything could have saved that). I kept trying
to do everything beta from the provisioning viewpoint and nothing worked. At that time I didn't have
a damn clue why - I was doing everything what my family and community had told me was the right
thing, or so I thought.
Thing is, the beta side of provisioning, while it is needed in a family and a married relationship,
doesn't mean anything at all if the alpha attractive vibes aren't present in a relationship. A house or a
car or whatever you want to provide only has a very limited shelf life before the novelty of it wears
out and it becomes routine.
One of my mistakes was that I never understood just how important it was to keep up the attractive
vibes, and the respect and devotion inspiring vibes right from the first seconds of a relationship.
Didn't help that my family and religion were also very highly BP and tried to downplay it at all times
(yet the lack of RP vibes showed in all their relationships) -- all of them without exception have
failed realize that a man needs to act more like the sun and keep up attractive vibes around him and
get others to fall into it.
Second, dread needs some nuance to apply. It's like hunger, create the right amount of it the right way
and it gives you an appetite worthy of a wild animal, but too much hunger can cause emancipation
and death by starvation.
Third, passive aggressive communication hardly ever works, but women use it as their default
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language and only resort to overt communication when all other options are exhausted and it's time to
pull the plug. Men ought to at least learn how to read it, while improving their ability to be more
overtly and directly communicative (and be aware that their passive communication lines up with it)
Fourth. Vibes. This guy for one never did anything proactive to actually improve his wife's awareness
of the situation - he failed to realize the messages he was covertly but unconsciously sending out. A
man always keeps sending vibes radiating out all the time, even when he isn't aware of it - 93% of all
communication is non-verbal. His very presence or existence sends vibes and generates a certain
energy -- these depend on all sorts of things - his body, his posture, grooming, clothes, thoughts,
emotions, beliefs, actions, achievements, status. And context. How apt a particular presence is for a
particular time and environment. People may not admit it, but they're far more reactive to these things
than they imagine.
One always has to be aware of what vibes one is sending out at all times. Learning to perceive that
and to control what vibes you send out is a very important skill - I can't quite state how important that
is.
Moral of the story - Sacrificing and working long hours and doing the works for beta provisioning
might be considered noble, but if you don't keep the alpha vibes high throughout it all, it will become
meaningless at the end. Most people never realize why.
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Thoughts on the Betaization Process - Alpha Fucks, Beta Sucks
and the need to cut down her ego.
43 upvotes | February 8, 2019 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link

Just down below a poster listed out a set of behaviors that women use to take over the frame of a
relationship and chain down a man's commitment. They include what I call Alpha Fucks, Beta Sucks
Nagging
Criticizing and shaming
Drama and Theatrics
All sorts of shit and compliance tests
Ever unhappy and not good enough
The courtroom - where you are on trial and you must be guilty, or her ego might die.
Getting him to work
However, just as men need sex, but also need a woman to respect and love him, women need
commitment, but also need a man whom they can respect and be attracted to.
This is part of the betaization process and apart from genuinely low value behaviours in most beta
husbands / guys, it is entirely politics of frame. Underneath the loving vibes and feels, our hormones
mask the reality that both alpha fucks and beta bucks are essentially selfish in nature and are devoid
of virtue (WTF is that?)
And this is the most important thing - the more she wins, the more she stars setting the narrative
for the relationship, the more it validates your low value in her eyes, and the greater the
contempt she will have for you. This will, it WILL, result in her eventually losing attraction for
you and moving on.
The moment you agree to the trial is when you have already lost, because you will not win, not in her
world, her frame, her rules. Her ego and emotions at that moment are only in a mood to inflict pain
and validate herself. Be aware that her pain body (yes, women have it, I've seen it, often) usually
comes to life in moments of extreme neediness and never allow yourself to get swept into that. Egos
when triggered are utterly self righteous and rationalize their actions away, because if they're wrong,
it just invalidated and diminished them. This is threatening and painful to the ego - very few women
have any strength to let go of their egos. If it goes down, what's left of you? (or so it thinks).
You can be rest assured that an emotional ego will do everything to win. For all the talk of male ego,
men tend to be more objective and truth oriented and this makes it easier to let go of their egos than
women's sollipsistic nature allows them to.
The more her ego increases, the more her neediness and contempt, pain and hyper-reactivity
increases, which is a feedback cycle. This will end in mental illness, because high ego and insanity
are directly correlated. Don't believe me, look around. See for yourself - the modern woman. This is
why trying to please her won't work - because her painful ego only increases.
If her ego becomes too needy, it can become a force of mutually assured destruction even.
I had an ex who was ax-crazy in running her "courtroom". I know what I'm talking about - most
lawyers in the Supreme Court didn't have her natural talent. I lost, because it was a battle I could
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never win. She wasn't normal after a point - I realized the only way to win was to end it - she knew
that and did everything possible If you let her have her way, she will create enough pain to kill the
relationship.
Even if she doesn't overtly make your life miserable, she'll try to domesticate you into compliance.
Unfortunately, a sanitized piece of life is a sterilized piece of life, and your mental castration
will kill the raw, wild energy that triggers her sexual attraction and respect to you.
So what's the solution? The answer lies in your own growth and self awareness. You need to own
your shit, improve your situational awareness, you need to know what's really going on. You need to
stay stoic and not fall into her well of pain, you need to stop wondering what she needs and make her
do what you need and what you know she needs. You need to shrug off the shit tests and compliance
tests. You need wisdom to bring your wild horse under your command without castrating it - that way
the raw power is ever available the moment you decide it's needed. You need to proactively set the
standards for raising the kids. You need to let your family know that you are fully aware of what
you're doing, and they should respect that. The more alpha you become, the less you will be castrated
(although shit tests won't end, they'll become benign)
You need to keep the intensity of your energy and involvement with life very high, because the wild
guy within you didn't die, he just changed form, but underneath that he's as wild as ever. Don't let the
world forget that you own your wildness and their ideas to castrate you are not the solution.
A cat might make a cute pet, but only a tiger is held in awe. Because power. Because we respect and
admire what is bigger than us. Because something greater than us makes us humble and snaps us out
of our ego. When we have escaped the ego, the better side of ourselves emerges. Women are by
nature far more reactive than a mature man - if a man knows this he can play her like a piano rather
than breaking his head over wondering what she needs. A moon needs a sun to humble it, simple.
Wisdom, not castration, is the solution to managing your wild animal well. As a man you are
already wired for wisdom more naturally than a woman or a child. Use it. Be a wise tiger, not a
foolish neutered cat.
If you can use your relationships as an opportunity to get more aware, stronger and wiser, you have
won the war, even if you lose the battles. Good or bad, happy or miserable, you will always find an
opportunity for this one thing, to grow and become more aware, and I strongly recommend you to
learn this art. This will ground you on a foundation that can't be shaken easily. People only shake you
to the extent they can get away with it.
The more needy you are for them, the more they can have power over you. Do not let your sun
become her moon. For e.g. A man's emotional state that comes from a point of abundance is not
something that needs his woman to make it what it is - it is energized by it's own energy. She only
has power over what you commit to her. When you do not commit anything, she's powerless. Leave
your needy ego at the door, and you will have more power and abundance than you can ever
imagine.
Only when a man realizes this does he even realize how much power he had the whole time. He must
put the right price on it, sex is cheap, commitment is not. To own your commitment even when the
state laws and courts are against you requires a man to overcome the primal fear of death and loss -
this enemy is only within. Fear makes him needy. Fearlessness is the much harder path, but it is
freedom. A man needs spirituality, surrender and awareness for this reason (not religious, religion is
just a betaization machine, but real spirituality knowing how the universe works and cutting down the
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false ego and it's illusions).
Every man comes with one more job in his relationship - cutting down her ego. You can't learn
to cut her ego down if you haven't learnt to cut down your own - part of Red Pill is to realize
that life's laws are bigger than you, and that itself brings down your ego to a point where
positive transformation is possible. And you're not the only one who needs that. It's almost certain
these days that she needs it far more than you.
The more her ego goes down, the more her respect for you will go up. Part of the reason why she
goes into an emotional meltdown when she tests you (and when you pass the test) is that her ego did
diminish, that too at a moment where it was rather enjoying the party, and this is painful to her at
first, but when she's calm and more aware she respects you the more for it. It is actually the best thing
for her ego to go down, it will allow her natural femininity to come out. Her own abundance will
emerge, and she will learn gratitude rather than bitch about how life's always unfair and how she's the
only victim.
The more her ego goes down and the more her respect increases, the more her hamster will justify
your actions than her self righteous expectations - women really can't get rid of their hamster, so what
happens is that her hamster works for you instead. Without a massive pruning of the modern woman's
ego, it's foolish for a man to expect anything of worth for the price of his commitment. And the
process only starts when a man acknowledges and embraces his role as the guardian of commitment
and lives the life where he can put a high enough price that she needs to earn.
If your relationship doesn't survive that, it wasn't authentic to begin with. It's selfishness and ego
could not hide forever, and eventually the truth had to come out. Better to be honest with the red pill
and swallow it once, than to be deceived for life and ever frustrated. Self transformation raises your
energy to another level, changes the very vibes of presence and transforms your relationships and
your life. Those who are honestly incapable of staying with that will drop away. It's good for you
down the road, and good for them, because in the process their egos probably received a sound
thrashing they did not expect. They may keep doing the same thing over and over again until they
wake up. In the meantime, it's time for you to live that high value life.
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Thoughts on the Betaization Process - Alpha Fucks, Beta Sucks
and the need to cut down her ego.
55 upvotes | February 8, 2019 | /r/MarriedRedPill | Link | Reddit Link

On TRP a poster listed out a set of behaviors that women use to take over the frame of a relationship
and chain down a man's commitment. They include what I call Alpha Fucks, Beta Sucks
Nagging
Criticizing and shaming
Drama and Theatrics
All sorts of shit and compliance tests
Ever unhappy and not good enough
The courtroom - where you are on trial and you must be guilty, or her ego might die.
Getting him to work
This problem is far more acute for married men - who are tested day in and out.
However, just as men need sex, but also need a woman to respect and love him, women need
commitment, but also need a man whom they can respect and be attracted to.
This is part of the betaization process and apart from genuinely low value behaviours in most beta
husbands / guys, it is entirely politics of frame. Underneath the loving vibes and feels, our hormones
mask the reality that both alpha fucks and beta bucks are essentially selfish in nature and are devoid
of virtue (WTF is that?)
And this is the most important thing - the more she wins, the more she stars setting the narrative
for the relationship, the more it validates your low value in her eyes, and the greater the
contempt she will have for you. This will, it WILL, result in her eventually losing attraction for
you and moving on.
The moment you agree to the trial is when you have already lost, because you will not win, not in her
world, her frame, her rules. Her ego and emotions at that moment are only in a mood to inflict pain
and validate herself. Be aware that her pain body (yes, women have it, I've seen it, often) usually
comes to life in moments of extreme neediness and never allow yourself to get swept into that. Egos
when triggered are utterly self righteous and rationalize their actions away, because if they're wrong,
it just invalidated and diminished them. This is threatening and painful to the ego - very few women
have any strength to let go of their egos. If it goes down, what's left of you? (or so it thinks).
You can be rest assured that an emotional ego will do everything to win. For all the talk of male ego,
men tend to be more objective and truth oriented and this makes it easier to let go of their egos than
women's sollipsistic nature allows them to.
The more her ego increases, the more her neediness and contempt, pain and hyper-reactivity
increases, which is a feedback cycle. This will end in mental illness, because high ego and insanity
are directly correlated. Don't believe me, look around. See for yourself - the modern woman. This is
why trying to please her won't work - because her painful ego only increases.
If her ego becomes too needy, it can become a force of mutually assured destruction even.
I had an ex who was ax-crazy in running her "courtroom". I know what I'm talking about - most
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lawyers in the Supreme Court didn't have her natural talent. I lost, because it was a battle I could
never win. She wasn't normal after a point - I realized the only way to win was to end it - she knew
that and did everything possible If you let her have her way, she will create enough pain to kill the
relationship.
Even if she doesn't overtly make your life miserable, she'll try to domesticate you into compliance.
Unfortunately, a sanitized piece of life is a sterilized piece of life, and your mental castration
will kill the raw, wild energy that triggers her sexual attraction and respect to you.
So what's the solution? The answer lies in your own growth and self awareness. You need to own
your shit, improve your situational awareness, you need to know what's really going on. You need to
stay stoic and not fall into her well of pain, you need to stop wondering what she needs and make her
do what you need and what you know she needs. You need to shrug off the shit tests and compliance
tests. You need wisdom to bring your wild horse under your command without castrating it - that way
the raw power is ever available the moment you decide it's needed. You need to proactively set the
standards for raising the kids. You need to let your family know that you are fully aware of what
you're doing, and they should respect that. The more alpha you become, the less you will be castrated
(although shit tests won't end, they'll become benign)
You need to keep the intensity of your energy and involvement with life very high, because the wild
guy within you didn't die, he just changed form, but underneath that he's as wild as ever. Don't let the
world forget that you own your wildness and their ideas to castrate you are not the solution.
A cat might make a cute pet, but only a tiger is held in awe. Because power. Because we respect and
admire what is bigger than us. Because something greater than us makes us humble and snaps us out
of our ego. When we have escaped the ego, the better side of ourselves emerges. Women are by
nature far more reactive than a mature man - if a man knows this he can play her like a piano rather
than breaking his head over wondering what she needs. A moon needs a sun to humble it, simple.
Wisdom, not castration, is the solution to managing your wild animal well. As a man you are
already wired for wisdom more naturally than a woman or a child. Use it. Be a wise tiger, not a
foolish neutered cat.
If you can use your relationships as an opportunity to get more aware, stronger and wiser, you have
won the war, even if you lose the battles. Good or bad, happy or miserable, you will always find an
opportunity for this one thing, to grow and become more aware, and I strongly recommend you to
learn this art. This will ground you on a foundation that can't be shaken easily. People only shake you
to the extent they can get away with it.
The more needy you are for them, the more they can have power over you. Do not let your sun
become her moon. For e.g. A man's emotional state that comes from a point of abundance is not
something that needs his woman to make it what it is - it is energized by it's own energy. She only
has power over what you commit to her. When you do not commit anything, she's powerless. Leave
your needy ego at the door, and you will have more power and abundance than you can ever
imagine.
Only when a man realizes this does he even realize how much power he had the whole time. He must
put the right price on it, sex is cheap, commitment is not. To own your commitment even when the
state laws and courts are against you requires a man to overcome the primal fear of death and loss -
this enemy is only within. Fear makes him needy. Fearlessness is the much harder path, but it is
freedom. A man needs spirituality, surrender and awareness for this reason (not religious, religion is
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just a betaization machine, but real spirituality knowing how the universe works and cutting down the
false ego and it's illusions).
Every man comes with one more job in his relationship - cutting down her ego. You can't learn
to cut her ego down if you haven't learnt to cut down your own - part of Red Pill is to realize
that life's laws are bigger than you, and that itself brings down your ego to a point where
positive transformation is possible. And you're not the only one who needs that. It's almost certain
these days that she needs it far more than you.
The more her ego goes down, the more her respect for you will go up. Part of the reason why she
goes into an emotional meltdown when she tests you (and when you pass the test) is that her ego did
diminish, that too at a moment where it was rather enjoying the party, and this is painful to her at
first, but when she's calm and more aware she respects you the more for it. It is actually the best thing
for her ego to go down, it will allow her natural femininity to come out. Her own abundance will
emerge, and she will learn gratitude rather than bitch about how life's always unfair and how she's the
only victim.
The more her ego goes down and the more her respect increases, the more her hamster will justify
your actions than her self righteous expectations - women really can't get rid of their hamster, so what
happens is that her hamster works for you instead. Without a massive pruning of the modern woman's
ego, it's foolish for a man to expect anything of worth for the price of his commitment. And the
process only starts when a man acknowledges and embraces his role as the guardian of commitment
and lives the life where he can put a high enough price that she needs to earn.
If your relationship doesn't survive that, it wasn't authentic to begin with. It's selfishness and ego
could not hide forever, and eventually the truth had to come out. Better to be honest with the red pill
and swallow it once, than to be deceived for life and ever frustrated. Self transformation raises your
energy to another level, changes the very vibes of presence and transforms your relationships and
your life. Those who are honestly incapable of staying with that will drop away. It's good for you
down the road, and good for them, because in the process their egos probably received a sound
thrashing they did not expect. They may keep doing the same thing over and over again until they
wake up. In the meantime, it's time for you to live that high value life.
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Why the Divorce : Marriage Ratio is far more important than
Absolute Rates
72 upvotes | February 9, 2019 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link

Regarding marriage, just consider this, the divorce to marriage ratio is more important than the
absolute rates (which are based on per 1000 per year, which are declining, which the media will try to
tell you is a sign of declining divorces). And that shows that cumulatively, in the last 115 years in the
US, the net total of divorces / net total of marriages has reached 42% (I did the calculation a long
time back, someone add the census data and verify). It used to be around 15% during World War I.
And it's still increasing. Despite the fact that absolute numbers are dropping, the D/M ratio actually
went up from 40% to 48% in the last decade.
But why are the absolute numbers dropping? Because marriage and divorce are positively correlated,
it means the divorce rate is decreasing because the marriage rate is also decreasing.
What about other countries? In Portugal, it's at 71%. Thought Russia was better? Nope. 52%. In
India, which is claimed to have the lowest divorce rates on paper. it used to be at 0.1% two decades
back, now it's 10x higher at 1.3%, which is minuscule in comparison, but the order of magnitude
increase is a sign - it's actually skewed heavily towards big cities where nearly all the divorces occur,
and the urban divorce rate is massively higher while the rural rate is nearly non-existent.
What about Islamic Bangladesh? Nope. 34% IIRC.
Before you cry fake, here you go :
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Divorce_demography#Divorce%20statistics%20by%20country
Any country as it gets more affluent, becomes less stable as survival pressures decrease.
And these are first marriages. Contrary to what you think, the failure rates for second and third
marriages are significantly higher than first marriages.
80% of all these divorces are initiated by women. 90% of the time, they win everything.
I wonder in which industry other than a program designed to weed out the weak is a failure rate of
50% is acceptable.
Weaken the masculine, weaken the family, and you have weakened the internal stability of a nation.
PS : And don't think everyone who isn't divorced is really as happily married as they seem. Maybe
the guys at MRP are. A lot of people stay in shitty relationships that are deader than you think - only
thing is that they aren't officially dead.
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There is only toxic media - it's time to block it out from your
life
176 upvotes | February 25, 2019 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link

TL:DR - Everything is wrong with today's media. But you always have the choice to reject toxic
media as the customer. Now's the time to use it.
Open a search for the term toxic masculinity and take a look at all the results. Make a search result
for any celebrity name you know and look at the websites sponsoring them. If you want to go deeper,
go to news reports of those ISIS women who now want to come back to their countries thinking that
sorry and tears will give them a pussy pass and a karma houdini - take a look at all those SJWs and
other supporters trying desperately to hate the governments who want to punish the guilty.
There's a big list - and it involves all the tabloids, the toilet papers and other well known media
houses from almost all the major countries around the world.
In a red pill context, you only see articles written by women on their thoughts about raising boys in a
feminist dominated era in the media - you never see an article written by men for boys, except on
men's own private platforms.
Now let us all do ourselves a favour, and open google, search for how to block websites, get the
extension, put all these names into it, and block 'em all.
That goes double for 24x7 news. A good paper newspaper is far better (seriously, the way most news
websites are organized, they're fucking with your attention span - you don't even know which is
today's news and there's no fixed time to read the news either. They're choked to the brim with links
and ads and distractions and a month's worth of articles in one page).
And news on celebrities - seriously, it's coverage of some of the most brain damaged people on earth,
published by people no less fucked up, who are even seen as role models by other idiots. You are
better off chucking that into the fireplace, at least that will keep you warm.
If you can't read paper news, at least get the e-paper version that's essentially the scanned copy of the
actual newspaper instead of surfing their websites.
And then let's just throw out the idiot box - whose name has never been more meaningful than it is
today.
Look at your internet search history. Chances are, you're flipping pages every minute or two. Do this
for a while, and that's what happens to your attention span - chances are, it's useless for any kind of
deep work. Focusing for 3-4 hours at a stretch becomes impossible if your mind is perpetually
distracted to ADHD.
And that goes double smartphone's browser away for a while as well. Whatsapp, Facebook,
Notifications! God, email could never hope to distract you like that.
Stop looking at news feeds on social media, it's a black hole of mental monkeying. Beware of even
the wiki walk - you start somewhere and end up on another planet because of all those links to more
and more articles. The worst part? The Forgetting curve -- within 24-48 hours, you'd forget all about
it.
What in the world is the use of wasting time and energy on things you can't even remember? Your FB
is best for talking to old friends and seeing their pictures, and once a month for one person is usually
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what you would do in real life if it wasn't bombarding you with hourly updates.
The news is said to be the first form of media that first worked on presenting 10 things to a human
mind at once on a single page. Today the internet probably bombards you with a thousand links at
once on one page. Till then, humans learnt step by step on a linear path needing their full attention on
one thing before moving on to another. Once parallel bombardment began, so did man made ADHD.
There are plenty of reports of guys who quit social media and their GPA jumped up from like 2.5 to
4.00/4.00. Just saying.
But let's not be indiscriminate. There is good stuff out there, but even that you need to read very
carefully. How? Like this. You go to a good website on productivity, read ONE article, start
following it. And till it's followed, you don't read the next one. Because there's something called a
forgetting curve, and it ensures that you forget everything you read in a few days if you don't revise
it. So one article later, you're busy practicing the theory, and you have nothing to browse.
Feel that stillness? You've got nothing to do, and you're restless. Guess what, that's a sickness. Your
mind's worked itself into chronic ADHD, desperate to escape the present moment and only
meditating like a Buddhist monk will bring it back to peace. You have to retrain your mental monkey
to accept the present moment in toto.
But now, you suddenly have all the time to cook a healthy meal, lift, do the laundry and finish your
work by bed time. You look at real people and see what they do, not what they say on TV or
Facebook or Twitter or even to your formerly gullible ears. You probably get on time to work, and
leave far earlier than you ever imagined. Your house is even clean, and your parents wonder who you
are (assuming you're that age group).
You'll realize that every form of pleasure was about 1% refreshing yourself and 99% meant as an
anesthetic to numb the discomfort of being here and now and escape. Fear of missing out? Bah,
you're missing out on life itself.
Congratulations, you just stopped the media poisoning that was been fed into your brain cells and are
on road to recovery.
What about your mind then? Meditate, be fully here and observe this moment, read a 500 page book
cover to cover, play sports for hours, learn to play an instrument good, go on a long drive, travel, go
buy some decent clothes to replace those torn, faded jeans you've been wearing for the last 10 years
because you're too lazy to get your ass out of your chair.
And Lift. Run a marathon, if you can. It's far more mental than you think. Your mind's muscles have
atrophied far more than your bodies' - modern media is utter obesity for the mind.
Of late, I have observed a very notable trend of all media to try and spark negativity and speak
against the interests of the progress of their own countries. As an example, when the USA was
developing the 5th gen F-35, the media wrote every damn thing possible against it, only to shut up
when it started annihilating opponents at Red Flag. Modern media is essentially determined to self
sabotage and direct societies to implode from within, it's almost like national level betaization and
hypergamy at work. A quick search of who owns media houses and who funds them would tell you
why.
Come to your own views and develop your own frame that's backed up by reality and not the poison
propaganda of the media.
More than any kind of "toxic masculinity" (all these are media shit tests aimed at unattractive men -
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Alpha fucks, beta sucks - yeah, it's time to revise that), there is only toxic media and it's run by some
of the most toxic people born in this world. Let's spread the word. Toxic media must become the
highlight hashtag term of the 21st century if the truth must dawn on the human race.
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You really only love the experience of love within yourself. And
here's how to use that to your advantage.
183 upvotes | March 8, 2019 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
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Why using just one word 'love' to describe a wide spectrum of
phenomena has mislead a generation. All love belongs to either
need or abundance.
31 upvotes | March 14, 2019 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
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Men's emotional displays are extremely subtle, but much more
powerful.
397 upvotes | March 15, 2019 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
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The difference between feeling and emotion, what feeling really
is, and where society messed it up for men.
22 upvotes | March 15, 2019 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
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NASA is unable to launch the all women spacewalk due to
many technical constraints, and the only thing that matters to
society is that women were barred.
385 upvotes | March 28, 2019 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
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Mediocrity is your worst enemy - and too many men are
mediocre in life outside their main job.
607 upvotes | April 27, 2019 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link

TL:DR - Mediocrity in a man is unattractive, excellence is attractive. High value in one area of
your life doesn't mean you can afford to be low value in all others. For most men, selective
excellence is their undoing and most never realize how much their embracing mediocrity
outside work causes their life to suck. Excellence must become a way of life.
This started out as an observation of various boys and men in and around my life - myself, my dad
(especially him), uncles, neighbours, my friends, and the like. All but one or two never got the
respect they needed from the people around them, especially their wives or other women in their
lives. And they knew it. Deep down it filled them with resentment and anger and often led to victim
puking, jealousy and other behaviour. And none of that helped, it made it worse.
And what was the root cause? Mediocrity.
But wait, mediocrity? Come on! Dad was a CTO at a major MNC, my uncle was a genius, my
neighbour is a very rich man, another friend became an award winning researcher, another's a banker,
no one can fix a car like the man next door.... - what do you mean?
Unfortunately, they excelled in only one or 2 dimensions, which were career oriented. In all other
dimensions of life, they were mediocre. And it wasn't for lack of ability as much as lack of vision and
the will. And a big ego that wasn't ready to stretch out from the comfort zone and "This is what I am
and that's that".
Therefore their wives and girfriends (and eventually even their children) need to nag and beg and
plead with them to keep their room clean, keep the keys where they're supposed to be kept, don't
dump the clothes on the floor, go to the gym, lose weight, decide what clothes to wear, buy the
groceries, know what the kids are studying in school (or even when their birthdays are), or the fact
that the bills aren't paid, etc.etc.etc. Not one of them were an exception to a huge, fat belly. Some of
them are so pathetic that they won't have the motivation to do anything all day or even cook their own
meals if their "second mama" wasn't around, unless they're nagged hard. And even when they had to
do it, the results were pathetic. And not because there was a learning curve involved.
With that attitude, you wonder how any of them survived a week at work. Except that at work, they
brought in all their high value qualities, and promptly left them all at the office when they returned
home. The contrast could not have been more stark and for a while I wondered if they were indeed
split personalities.
The fact was that their excellence was selective and reactive. And that was their undoing.
This is the biggest thing that's making one beta - thinking that it's enough to just be good at one or
two things, and get just passing grades at the rest, and of course, fail to pass even basic standards at
the rest of life. Their favorite question at home, "Ok, so what do you want me to do to keep you
satisfied?" They were ok with the fact that someone else would fill up their holes for them and were
expecting their partner to do it for them. At work, they were abundant. At home, needy.
And they wonder why life's not working for them. These men were leaders in their lives at work -
others asked them what to do, they had the vision, the competence, the drive, the standards, the
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results, maybe even the inspiration. But at home, they were busy trying to supplicate and hope the
true master / mistress of their lives would give them a pass this time. They'd complain they did do a
lot of work at home, but the problem was -- they weren't the leader. They weren't generating the right
energy - the energy of a true master. They did not exude high value outside of work. Most of them
even believed that it was enough to be good at work alone.
This is pathetic. This is what was making them unattractive. They weren't taking responsibility for
what was needed to be done for their life as a whole. Deep down they knew it, but never realized
what to do about it, or their beta egos got in the way of their own salvation. Many of them were even
treated with contempt daily and all they ever did was spread their miserable energy around the
environment. It was a bad cycle.
In retrospect the solution was simple :
-- becoming aware of everything that exists in your life - that includes your clothes, your room, your
hobbies, your health, your vision for the family, your finances, your cars, or even how you brush your
teeth (seriously, most men don't even keep their tongue clean and drink enough water, which is what
causes most bad breath)
-- Being truthfully honest with where you stand in each one of these and where you ought to be.
-- Accepting that your life is your responsibility. Others can help you out, but you must lead from the
start, sit in that driver's seat, or else you are not taking responsibility for your life. A true leader does
his job and knows how to get everyone else to do theirs as well.
-- having a vision and standards for each and every single one of those, and developing it till it
becomes a signature style that is respected for its standards. Of course, using others' ideas are totally
fine, but these need to be integrated till it becomes your own.
-- bringing in the needed masculine energy, the desire, brains and drive into everything one is or
does. You need to bring in huge desire to do this, not a small, weak desire that promptly flees at the
slightest discomfort.
-- not living a life dependent on reactive emotions all the time. For e.g. a need to keep things "fun" all
the time makes it impossible to deal with the tough stuff. It's better to accept what needs to be done,
and do it because it is the right thing to do. Unfortunately few people ever outgrow these childish
paradigms. These men needed self generated drive for feeling, instead they were depending on
externally dependent emotions. This was not just their problem, it is a collective failure of humanity
to distinguish between proactive and reactive states of living.
It's at this point most of them resorted to rationalizations - as if they were children. The worst part of
that was as they got older, so did their egos, so they found the truths harder and harder to handle and
began to engage in too much beta thinking about worrying about what others would say when they
started improving (as if their image was good to begin with). These men wanted to be revered - but
they found it more comfortable to deal with being treated like shit than to do something about it.
A very common characteristic of a beta male is to resist truth and act arrogant when confronted with
his own mediocrity. They lose frame very easily at the reality shit test, because their frame isn't based
on reality.
Unfortunately there is no magic wand, no way to grow that muscle without the right pain and
discomfort. A lifetime of mediocrity cannot be erased overnight, but over time. Every man has to go
through the process where he's still unfinished, and none other than those who care about his growth
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value him, before becoming a finished product that his former critics now shamelessly adore and try
to imitate themselves. And he's the beneficiary of it.
This is man's biggest weakness and BP conditioning - to think that just being good at a couple of
things is enough to take care of his entire life - to think that only a few things matter and it's ok to just
make the passing cut or neglect the rest. Nope, your life is way bigger than you, and every aspect
of your life deserves the appropriate best of you - otherwise you will find yourself undeserving
of the life you want. Every aspect of life is different and needs to be dealt with accordingly - what
worked for you as a child will not work as a friend or a parent and definitely not a leader. You can't
fit a square peg in a round hole, so you must do what works.
The second is that proficiency in one area of life won't guarantee results and excellence in other areas
of life. Rather than trying to indirectly compensate for your lack of game with your salary slip, that
weakness needs to be addressed directly for what it is. You must learn to game women, become an
excellent lover - I know a lot of people come here and somehow do not want to acknowledge this as
part of self improvement, but there's no point hitting the nail except on the head. Likewise, if you
have no dressing sense, instead of using your nerd credentials, it's time to learn the art of wearing
clothes. Whatever area that is found lacking needs to be addressed directly.
Excellence doesn't come overnight. Your earliest attempts at self improvement will be met with the
usual contempt because you've created that reputation for yourself. A little later, you might inspire
enough dread in the people around you that they'll tell you any shit to keep you mediocre, and even
see you as a threat. Because you changing is pushing them out of their comfort zone as much as it is
pushing you. But eventually a change happens in the very way people experience you. And that is
where they must adapt, or die. Many will adapt and treat the new you in ways that will shock you.
Others will drift away, which is ok, because those relationships are no longer authentic. Only the few
ones who knew what you were capable of, wanted you to grow and helped you in your journey will
take real pride in your growth at all stages. All the others are simply reactive to how you are at any
given point in time, notwithstanding their earlier memories of you.
Your mediocrity in the aspects of your life which your BP self deemed unimportant (which is untrue)
is making you unattractive, and the results in your life are the proof of it. You are losing respect,
authenticity and attraction. You are treated with contempt. Forget sex and positive energy, you're not
being treated with the same grace and basic manners given to another human being who may be a
complete stranger even. Do you really want that?
An attractive man is respected, even revered, let alone being the heartthrob of many a woman.
Without that respect, there is no foundation for the rest. But that respect is earned, created. That
needs excellence, vision and standards to be a life principle. And if you want excellence, you must be
willing to take the discomfort needed for your own growth and a more authentic life. Selective
excellence must be banished. Only when your excellence is not selective, and is a way of life, will
it begin to appear in all facets of your life, not just your job or passionate hobby.
Discomfort? Yes, it's the way of the man. It must be embraced with pride, with strength. One day
you'll be grateful for it. And you'll sleep so well you'll know what real comfort is.


PS : The fact that some people might think I'm advocating <cough> choreplay <cough> kind of
shows how they only see taking responsibility = becoming a better mule and not = transforming into
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a lion. That's how deep seated our conditioning is. A leader means he pulls his own load, outsources
the rest and gets everyone else to pull theirs as well. Simply working harder won't help you if you
simply keep doing more of what doesn't work - also it won't help you if she's still the master who
owns the frame of your life.
But hard work is actually needed cause it's another matter all together that some people are utterly
lazy and unwilling to push their comfort zone even by a few feet. I've been there, I know guys of my
age who're still there and who're too lazy to even notice how bad their socks stink, and I need to tell
them to stop wearing pants so loose that the whole world gets to know what brand of underwear they
wear. At work.
If you just aim for the lowest possible performance, you will get the lowest possible life. Simple.
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Mediocrity is your worst enemy - and too many men are
mediocre in life outside their main job.
61 upvotes | April 27, 2019 | /r/MarriedRedPill | Link | Reddit Link

TL:DR - Mediocrity in a man is unattractive, excellence is attractive. High value in one area of
your life doesn't mean you can afford to be low value in all others. For most men, selective
excellence is their undoing and most never realize how much their embracing mediocrity
outside work causes their life to suck. Excellence must become a way of life.
This started out as an observation of various boys and men in and around my life - myself, my dad
(especially him), uncles, neighbours, my friends, and the like. All but one or two never got the
respect they needed from the people around them, especially their wives or other women in their
lives. And they knew it. Deep down it filled them with resentment and anger and often led to victim
puking, jealousy and other behaviour. And none of that helped, it made it worse.
And what was the root cause? Mediocrity.
But wait, mediocrity? Come on! Dad was a CTO at a major MNC, my uncle was a genius, my
neighbour is a very rich man, another friend became an award winning researcher, another's a banker,
no one can fix a car like the man next door.... - what do you mean?
Unfortunately, they excelled in only one or 2 dimensions, which were career oriented. In all other
dimensions of life, they were mediocre. And it wasn't for lack of ability as much as lack of vision and
the will. And a big ego that wasn't ready to stretch out from the comfort zone and "This is what I am
and that's that".
Therefore their wives and girfriends (and eventually even their children) need to nag and beg and
plead with them to keep their room clean, keep the keys where they're supposed to be kept, don't
dump the clothes on the floor, go to the gym, lose weight, decide what clothes to wear, buy the
groceries, know what the kids are studying in school (or even when their birthdays are), or the fact
that the bills aren't paid, etc.etc.etc. Not one of them were an exception to a huge, fat belly. Some of
them are so pathetic that they won't have the motivation to do anything all day or even cook their own
meals if their "second mama" wasn't around, unless they're nagged hard. And even when they had to
do it, the results were pathetic. And not because there was a learning curve involved.
With that attitude, you wonder how any of them survived a week at work. Except that at work, they
brought in all their high value qualities, and promptly left them all at the office when they returned
home. The contrast could not have been more stark and for a while I wondered if they were indeed
split personalities.
The fact was that their excellence was selective and reactive. And that was their undoing.
This is the biggest thing that's making one beta - thinking that it's enough to just be good at one or
two things, and get just passing grades at the rest, and of course, fail to pass even basic standards at
the rest of life. Their favorite question at home, "Ok, so what do you want me to do to keep you
satisfied?" They were ok with the fact that someone else would fill up their holes for them and were
expecting their partner to do it for them. At work, they were abundant. At home, needy.
And they wonder why life's not working for them. These men were leaders in their lives at work -
others asked them what to do, they had the vision, the competence, the drive, the standards, the
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results, maybe even the inspiration. But at home, they were busy trying to supplicate and hope the
true master / mistress of their lives would give them a pass this time. They'd complain they did do a
lot of work at home, but the problem was -- they weren't the leader. They weren't generating the right
energy - the energy of a true master. They did not exude high value outside of work. Most of them
even believed that it was enough to be good at work alone.
This is pathetic. This is what was making them unattractive. They weren't taking responsibility for
what was needed to be done for their life as a whole. Deep down they knew it, but never realized
what to do about it, or their beta egos got in the way of their own salvation. Many of them were even
treated with contempt daily and all they ever did was spread their miserable energy around the
environment. It was a bad cycle.
In retrospect the solution was simple :
-- becoming aware of everything that exists in your life - that includes your clothes, your room, your
hobbies, your health, your vision for the family, your finances, your cars, or even how you brush your
teeth (seriously, most men don't even keep their tongue clean and drink enough water, which is what
causes most bad breath)
-- Being truthfully honest with where you stand in each one of these and where you ought to be.
-- Accepting that your life is your responsibility. Others can help you out, but you must lead from the
start, sit in that driver's seat, or else you are not taking responsibility for your life. A true leader does
his job and knows how to get everyone else to do theirs as well.
-- having a vision and standards for each and every single one of those, and developing it till it
becomes a signature style that is respected for its standards. Of course, using others' ideas are totally
fine, but these need to be integrated till it becomes your own.
-- bringing in the needed masculine energy, the desire, brains and drive into everything one is or
does. You need to bring in huge desire to do this, not a small, weak desire that promptly flees at the
slightest discomfort.
-- not living a life dependent on reactive emotions all the time. For e.g. a need to keep things "fun" all
the time makes it impossible to deal with the tough stuff. It's better to accept what needs to be done,
and do it because it is the right thing to do. Unfortunately few people ever outgrow these childish
paradigms. These men needed self generated drive for feeling, instead they were depending on
externally dependent emotions. This was not just their problem, it is a collective failure of humanity
to distinguish between proactive and reactive states of living.
It's at this point most of them resorted to rationalizations - as if they were children. The worst part of
that was as they got older, so did their egos, so they found the truths harder and harder to handle and
began to engage in too much beta thinking about worrying about what others would say when they
started improving (as if their image was good to begin with). These men wanted to be revered - but
they found it more comfortable to deal with being treated like shit than to do something about it.
A very common characteristic of a beta male is to resist truth and act arrogant when confronted with
his own mediocrity.
Unfortunately there is no magic wand, no way to grow that muscle without the right pain and
discomfort. A lifetime of mediocrity cannot be erased overnight, but over time. Every man has to go
through the process where he's still unfinished, and none other than those who care about his growth
value him, before becoming a finished product that his former critics now shamelessly adore and try
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to imitate themselves. And he's the beneficiary of it.
This is man's biggest weakness and BP conditioning - to think that just being good at a couple of
things is enough to take care of his entire life - to think that only a few things matter and it's ok to just
make the passing cut or neglect the rest. Nope, your life is way bigger than you, and every aspect
of your life deserves the appropriate best of you - otherwise you will find yourself undeserving
of the life you want. Every aspect of life is different and needs to be dealt with accordingly - what
worked for you as a child will not work as a friend or a parent and definitely not a leader. You can't
fit a square peg in a round hole, so you must do what works.
The second is that proficiency in one area of life won't guarantee results and excellence in other areas
of life. Rather than trying to indirectly compensate for your lack of game with your salary slip, that
weakness needs to be addressed directly for what it is. You must learn to game women, become an
excellent lover - I know a lot of people come here and somehow do not want to acknowledge this as
part of self improvement, but there's no point hitting the nail except on the head. Likewise, if you
have no dressing sense, instead of using your nerd credentials, it's time to learn the art of wearing
clothes. Whatever area that is found lacking needs to be addressed directly.
Excellence doesn't come overnight. Your earliest attempts at self improvement will be met with the
usual contempt because you've created that reputation for yourself. A little later, you might inspire
enough dread in the people around you that they'll tell you any shit to keep you mediocre, and even
see you as a threat. Because you changing is pushing them out of their comfort zone as much as it is
pushing you. But eventually a change happens in the very way people experience you. And that is
where they must adapt, or die. Many will adapt and treat the new you in ways that will shock you.
Others will drift away, which is ok, because those relationships are no longer authentic. Only the few
ones who knew what you were capable of, wanted you to grow and helped you in your journey will
take real pride in your growth at all stages. All the others are simply reactive to how you are at any
given point in time, notwithstanding their earlier memories of you.
Your mediocrity in the aspects of your life which your BP self deemed unimportant (which is untrue)
is making you unattractive, and the results in your life are the proof of it. You are losing respect,
authenticity and attraction. You are treated with contempt. Forget sex and positive energy, you're not
being treated with the same grace and basic manners given to another human being who may be a
complete stranger even. Do you really want that?
An attractive man is respected, even revered, let alone being the heartthrob of many a woman.
Without that respect, there is no foundation for the rest. But that respect is earned. That needs
excellence, vision and standards to be a life principle. And if you want excellence, you must be
willing to take the discomfort needed for your own growth and a more authentic life. Selective
excellence must be banished. Only when your excellence is not selective, and is a way of life, will
it begin to appear in all facets of your life, not just your job or passionate hobby.
Discomfort? Yes, it's the way of the man. It must be embraced with pride, with strength. One day
you'll be grateful for it. And you'll sleep so well you'll know what real comfort is.
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How do you handle it when she starts feeling you're not
emotional enough or (insert any shaming tactic that tries to
convince you you're wrong for not being a softy)
16 upvotes | June 5, 2019 | /r/askMRP | Link | Reddit Link

So an example of when shit hits the fan - let's say there is a crisis in the family - her dad's hospitalized
and needs surgery, and there's a ton of other things worrying her as well. You being you, your natural
strategy is to put your head down and stay strong through it all, while she goes through pretty much
the entire range of the emotional spectrum.
That is until she starts complaining and cribbing that you're not sensitive enough, emotional enough,
moved enough, you don't have a heart, not empathetic enough, you're not worried and all - the
shaming stuff. Other than just shrugging it off like the oak dealing with a 5 year old who has no idea
what she's saying, just how do you deal with this test when you have to put it down?
Many a man I know actually believed they were wrong and needed to emote more, and it backfired.
Others get upset because she just plainly ignored the fact that YOU are probably the one who got her
dad in time to the hospital in the first place. Both fail.
Now what is a successful response to this?
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A more detailed look at why "Talking about Fight Club" never
works.
330 upvotes | June 25, 2019 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link

TL:DR : Thinking and living are two very different things to women. Women feel, men know.
Rookie mistake number 1 - is to talk about Fight Club with women or people who aren't aware they're
wearing blue glasses even. Anyone who's ever tried to even try to get some theoretical understanding
of the truth across would instantly regret doing this. I'll say it blunt - Verbal intercourse does not
work with women. When you do try to do this, hoping that it might inspire a bit of "understanding",
the following will inevitably happen.
Discussions force a woman to think rather than feel. And women are far more
compartmentalized.
In all women, there is a marked cognitive dissonance between her intellect and her emotion, to an
incredible extent. There is nothing that comes close in men. The intellect has always been considered
a sterile force in beliefs of old cultures. Just as an example, in eastern astrology, intelligence is
considered to be ruled by Mercury, which is considered an "eunuch" and too strong a mercury is said
to impact relationships -- the point is not astrological mumbo jumbo, it is just that intellect is an
emotion killer. Not that you need to know any of this, just observe the nerd.
Sex is primarily rooted in the most primal reptilian brain - it is physical and emotional. To discuss it
intellectually without the emotion is to create massive cognitive dissonance in a woman. Women
cannot handle such an emotional matter impersonally. This applies also for just about any other topic
where her primal brain and emotion are involved.
This cognitive dissonance is at an all time high in the modern woman, where her logical ideas of what
relationships should be conflicts more than ever with her natural instincts and emotions. For all the
talk that men are disconnected from their feelings, the modern woman is the epitome of cognitive
dissonance. Once she starts thinking about it, BP logic takes over and suddenly your RP insights don't
seem right. This is why all women say one thing and do another and give such terrible advice.
Analytical and fact based talk sterilizes women.
She starts thinking of many ideas of what you're talking about, all of which are wrong, and all
of them produce mood killing emotions. The problem is thought.
Her thoughts go into overdrive. She imagines all sorts of things without the actual experience behind
it, these in turn produce waves of emotions based on her BP and herd conditioning, or sometimes she
totally misses the mark. She might even not like the idea of you borrowing some one else's ideas
(although SHE is the herd animal) - she might feel like it's someone else she's having a relationship
with - not rational, but emotions aren't ever rational. The point is, she needs it to feel natural - that is,
she doesn't have to think, only let her reptilian brain feel.
I mean just imagine what would happen to your emotions if you consider a human body to be a
bundle of carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, blood, muscle and the stuff that's currently being processed in
your intestines vs a hot sexy body. It's true, but the first frame will make people puke. Frame and
interpretation is everything.
Thoughts can be woefully off the mark - they can lack the actual nuances of the experience, the actual
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devils in the details that make the real impact.
The impact of a wrong frame is not unlike a person suffering nervousness on a stage. Too much of
the wrong thoughts and feelings kills it. In fact, just overthinking in general kills it. You cannot get
into a zone in any activity if you're thinking too much. It's why even the best of us perform far better
at home than on the stage.
Men don't have so much a problem because our thoughts and sex drives are very naturally aligned
and they align at the very beginning of arousal - the wilder the better. But even they can suffer from
too much performance anxiety (you need to forget the future to become an animal in this moment).
The problem is thought.
The logical intellect is a very modern invention. It simply slices life up, instead of living,
breathing and drinking it. The actual experience is far different from the idea.
In fact it really isn't more than a few thousand years old, and nerd culture is a 20th century thing.
Intellect and philosophy is just a knife, it analyzes, but it does not live. Experience is where the
reality is. And women are more tuned to the experience of the moment rather than thinking about it.
All those medical books on human sexual arousal are drier than the Sahara desert in comparison to
the mere entrance of a high SMV man.
This is why we say, "Do not talk. Do." It is far more powerful, because it's reality. Words are just a
paper tiger without the reality behind them. Logic and hamstering seldom pass even simple tests of
real life.
Your thinking intellectual mind is an intellectual idiot that fools you. Modern education has
made many an intellectual idiot.
Because it doesn't know real life, therefore it is actually ignorant the whole time. Your body however,
knows the truth and it will never lie to you.
The impact of modern education however is to breed an entire generation of intellectual sounding
idiots who have no idea and no experience, who ignore the physical and emotional and the nature of
life itself, in favor of the logical, only to realize the truth the hard way. We're all here from that
school.
The best example of this are all the popular ideas of love and romance -- with these eyes, it's actually
amusing to watch people come up with very "logical" and naively idealistic sounding ideas of how
"love" should be, and the things they believe in (and the things we ourselves believed in), and even
considering that "romantic" -- when the reality of our emotions and bodies and what actually works is
utterly different. To put it mildly, these ideas have ruined more lives and caused more pain than we'll
ever be able to estimate.
Intellectual is not necessarily intelligent - it's refined, polished stupidity when it's out of touch with
reality.
Real intelligence works.
In a magic show, the whole emotional impact of the trick lies in not knowing how it is done -
knowing disrupts feeling. It's the magician who ought to know how the trick is done
Watch a world class magician and see. While trying to figure out the trick is interesting to wannabe
magicians, the audience is not actually supposed to know the trick, or the knowing will disrupt the
feeling. They might say "How the hell did he do that?", but they're not really supposed to know - they
just want to feel that jaw dropping "HOOOOOWWWW!????" Translate their words into emotion-ese
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-- "Stunned, shocked, thrilled, disbelief" and you'll get the real message behind the words. Always
translate her words into emotion-ese.
The magician on the other hand has the rather unflattering task of practicing his tricks a million times
over until he can generate the exact effect on his audience. If any single person in the audience had to
actually practice a magic trick, it would go from magical to mundane in seconds.
Everyone knows it's a trick. But if the trick is brilliantly conceived and executed, who cares. It's
incredible stuff! It's all in the execution and the impact.
Everyone knows talking doesn't get anything done. Experience is real.
It shows you the way and nothing more. Walking the path is where real growth and real life happens.
When you talk without the walk, she will get thoroughly confused as to whether you're for real or not.
Because her biology was meant to respond to reality. When you walk the walk, you do not need to
talk.
You're supposed to get out of thought and into the animal.
You must shut down rationality to go full beast mode. Of course, as men, our proactive sex drives
make it very easy. Not so for women. Sex and attraction is never about cerebral "understanding" as
we think that word is - it's always about the emotion. Call it the "animal zone" if you will, but that's
where the energy is at its wildest and most intense.
A woman in one emotional state is vastly different from what she is in another. And women can
be totally in off mode.
That's why all articles written by women need to be taken with a massive grain of salt, because what
emotion she is feeling when she's writing decides what thoughts she's thinking, what beliefs she's
having, what that hamster is churning on and what frame she is operating in. Mostly women on social
media are totally switched off and thinking logically. There are plenty of times where a woman's sex
drive isn't even on.
This is why nearly all women will read about the red pill and get creeped out and call it "sexist,
misogynistic" and all that stuff, but in real life will be attracted precisely to these characteristics.
Thought is not real life. Experience alone is real.
All those in the fields of attraction know the art - generate the right stimulating energy.
And people will react to it - the emotional brain knows no difference between a virtual experience
and a real one. And if you do it good enough, you can better real life. Why do you think the
entertainment industry even exists? One thing the best of them do successfully is to suspend all your
cognizance of reality for a while and sweep you into theirs. Games are designed to be addictive - the
people making them know far more about emotional dynamics and getting you high than you think.
All sex is stimulation. What energy are you generating?
So you do not talk attraction, you ARE attraction. You do not discuss dread, you DO dread.
And you do not talk about fight club. You do fight club. Talk is for a group of magicians behind the
doors, never before an audience. It's for the best that women aren't allowed to read this stuff (though
they will, and the cognitive dissonance is capable of causing a main event).
All the books on fight club and talk won't help you ever understand what it's like to get hit by the
force of a Mohammed Ali punch. You will be knocked out, both mentally, and literally.
There is a difference between knowing the path, and walking the path. And that makes ALL the
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difference.
Now fight.
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Gillette lost $8 billion over their toxic masculinity ad, but their
management hamsters it away as "Men are shaving less
because of beards". But their latest ad is trying to praise men
again.
1 upvotes | September 10, 2019 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
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Gillette lost $8 billion over their toxic masculinity ad, but their
management hamsters it away with things like "Men are
shaving less because of beards". But their latest ad is trying to
praise men again.
414 upvotes | September 14, 2019 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link

It looks like Gillette did suffer a huge backlash over their toxic masculinity ad after all. Contrary to
what SJWs said that boycott wouldn't matter, Gillette lost a massive $8 billion in 6 months due to the
backlash. Looks like the fellow man is indeed more RP aware (at least about the feminism driven
agenda, but probably not how to deal with it) than we thought. And it's a sign that society's doing
everything it does to us only because we're letting them get away at a collective level. Somehow this
news didn't appear in my google search feed as the NYT and the tabloids and all the left liberal media
papers in my country.
But their top management's statements -- that Gillette lost money because men are shaving less and
preferring beards, or that other competitors are offering cheaper products, or that it was worth it for
the metoo campaign - that is some incredible hamstering - that is denial and DEERING at its most
blatant - and some liberal media houses actually pushed that up in the news - it's astounding how
agenda driven news has become these days. Some others on the other hand, have come down heavily
on Gillette. It looks like down the road, there might be an open gender war in the media.
But at the same time, looking at what Gillette have actually done, it seems they've gone back to
portraying men at their best again - the latest ad being a firefighter dad being admired by his
daughter. Don't listen to what they say, look at what they do.
Reddit took down my post the first time for some reason - perhaps due to the links I shared. No
issues, check down in the comments.
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Sexual Instincts in their pure form, distilled from all other
stuff, are inherently psychopathic. Only other needs, bonding
emotions and consciously cultivated qualities stop it from being
entirely cold-blooded.
8 upvotes | September 22, 2019 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link

TL:DR - Sexual instincts and sexual relationships are not just amoral, they in fact psychopathic
and only stopped from going all the way by other needs and checks and balances, which are
getting less and less important now.
There have been numerous articles about the reason why women fall for people with Dark Triad /
psychopathic traits, with many pointing that they were once important survival traits. One thing is
clear that qualities that seem psychopathic are needed in measured doses for Nice / Beta Guys and for
things to happen consistently to high standards without compromises. It's another matter that some
people might find simply saying "No" to be psychopathic and might not have the calibration to
differentiate between that and being a Genghis Khan - in the outrage culture of social media, I see
this utter calibration failure happening every day on any topic you can imagine.
I have had time to think about the whole amoral nature of sexuality - I've observed my own thoughts
since puberty, have seen a lot of relationships in my circles, and been in a hell of a marriage, and
have read the books at least once by now. And I've concluded that amoral isn't a strong enough
adjective to cover our base instincts and emotions of survival, anger, hunger and sex - they're actually
inherently psychopathic. There's a reason why they were called "base".
If one were to distill our sexual instinct and see it in it's purest form - separated from all the other
things in a relationship - it's clear they're entirely need based and entirely based on objectification,
work best when ultimately self centered on pleasure and intrinsically psychopathic for the sole
purpose of passing on the best genes. (The criteria varies between genders, but otherwise it's
objectification both ways). They're entirely transactional in nature.
It's only the oxytocin rush afterward that creates any bonding. That and a good dose of consciously
cultivated awareness and virtue is actually what makes relationships something more - as humans,
we've come a long way from the jungle life, and all of that is only because we've consciously
cultivated ourselves to learn stuff like awareness, morality, inclusiveness, gratitude, helping others,
devotion, push our limits, improvement and the like. All these 'virtues' are cultivated qualities - they
are not intrinsic to our fundamental instincts.
We also have other needs from the people around us which serve other emotions and survival, so
until recently, till contraception came along, we never had a prolonged period where we only needed
the opposite sex for sex alone.
Now take away all that and see the sexual instinct bare for what it is -- what we're looking at is
actually a very cold blooded biological transaction entirely based on mutual needs in "good"
relationships (and entirely one sided needs in "bad" or abusive ones). When we read about sexual
abuse on the one side, or divorce rape and the false rape accusations on the other side, we're just
seeing the psychopathic nature of sexual relationships emerge, sans bonding or virtue or even basic
awareness or inclusiveness.
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Probably the most significant factor we've overlooked is the importance of survival. There's a saying
that no one can eat like a man who's starving, and no one can sleep like a man who's exhausted.
When we know that our survival depends on being with another person, we'd value it and put up with
it - and fear for our own survival would create a natural level of dread and hunger in the relationship.
Why people really cared wasn't because many of them were saints, but because it was driven by need.
Speaking of survival needs, we all have a need to trust. Trust is vital for survival of anything (even
the economy runs on it), therefore we as humans have a genuine need for trust, which in my opinion
can exceed the need for sex. Social sexual strategy of the monogamous marriage was therefore a best
fit solution to all this and herd mentality gave a collective backing to it which impacted our
conditioning, and even emotions. However, the sexual instinct is psychopathic enough that it doesn't
care about trust. Sexual instincts are inherently untrustworthy.
Now survival is easy. Every woman would were "I don't need a man" like a badge of honor now.
Unfortunately, because independence is not abundance, the drop in survival pressure has allowed the
actual psychopathic nature of intersexual relationships to emerge widespread, whereas in the past
they were confined only to abusive ones (of which there were plenty too. It has also exposed the fact
that sexual qualities were never trustworthy at any time.
This combined which changing social standards, and a herd mentality that encourages psychopathic
behaviour is why we see more and more women going that route and acting pretty ruthless in matters
of sexual selection, because now the limiters are off,.
I also suggest that the near perfect time delayed correlation between the use of contraceptives and
divorce rates is not due to social re-engineering, but actually because they disrupt the hormones
necessary to keep up the cycle of bonding and attraction. This has removed the element of bonding
from sexual relationships in women (but not in men) - which would actually explain many behaviors
I observe in relationships where women seem to move on far more easily than men.
Further, the concept of morals, laws, standards, virtues - these are fundamentally logical and
awareness based constructs. Mostly men made them in the past and this need for organization and
regulation is a masculine trait. The feminine on the other hand, usually resorted to emotional
measures in checks and balances by means of shaming and praising, concealing the nature of
sexuality, making life difficult for those not part of the herd, social inclusion / exclusion, etc. So what
happens in an environment where codes are down, and the herd is riding the feminist bandwagon?
Emotions couldn't care less about logic, and more about what they want and feel.
Other relationships like siblings or parent-child or friendship, seem "less psychopathic" (in general)
because they originate from infancy or simply because there are far fewer needs involved - there is a
genuine amount of abundance in them which comes out simply because we don't have sexual needs
from them. Out of all relationships, nothing is so particularly need based as sexual relationships.
Therefore they would tend to be the most psychopathic of them all, were it not for other things. And
they are.
This sounds obvious now - but actually to most of the people in the world, it isn't. If I had 10 dollars
for every person who wondered why they aren't "loved", or why their partner doesn't "love them", or
why their relationships have become bitter - I'd probably be the richest guy in the world by now.
The biggest mistake we've done to confuse ourselves (which I covered in another post) is to use one
word "love" to describe an entire gamut of entirely different phenomena. If we had instead used
words like "need", "companionship", "attraction", "devotion" or "abundance" or "sacrificial", the
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distinction would have been quite clear. In other languages there are different words for each
emotional flavor and every relationship - older cultures always put sexual relationships and emotions
in another category. By using one word for everything, we've sense lost the precise differences that
characterize different relationships.
We've therefore, in the height of confusion, social conditioning and the rush of hormones, forgotten
that sexual instincts are psychopathic, kept in check only by a combination of other needs and
cultivated "virtues", and are rather shocked when those checks fall apart and we're faced with their
bare reality.
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Thank you The Red Pill - for saving my life and putting me
back better than ever. And for all those who came in late ...
here's all you need. May the truth triumph.
161 upvotes | October 1, 2019 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link

Goodbye TRP - we all knew it would come soon, but still. With the ban now confirmed, I'd like to
offer my gratitude to this place. This subbreddit opened my eyes and brought me back up after the
lowest point in my life. I am a much more aware person than before for it - that and the guys at mrp (I
am sure they will still be around).
But trp.red will be there, and here we go. The best of this sub is archived there already, and of course,
there are the books and the lessons. Of course, no forum will come close to actually going out there
and treading the waters - remember that all the veterans here learnt their lessons the hard way, with
no one to guide them. What one man found, another man can discover.
In the meantime for those of you who need them, get the whole list of books from amazon or library
genesis. This was my list
No More Mr Nice GuyRational Male (all 3)
The TRP and MRP sidebar - can't say it enough, keep revisiting the basics
The Manual by W Anton - IMHO a most direct no nonsense totally forthright piece of writing on
attraction and seduction
Practical Female Psychology for the Practical Man
A Billion Wicked Thoughts (if you had any doubts on the truth, overwhelming stats will show you)
Franco's Manual of Seduction
TRP Handbook
The Book of Pook - it's free even.
The Way of the Superior Man
The original Married Man Sex Life Primer by Athol Kay (2011)
The Sex God MethodBody Language by Allan Pease
How to know what every BODY is saying by Joe Navarro
When I say No, I feel guilty
Bigger Leaner and Stronger by Mike Matthews (& Beyond Bigger Leaner and Stronger for advanced
lifters) and his website - for your journey begins with "LIFT!"
Read anything written by a Navy Seal - it will teach you mental strength
48 laws of power (for bonus, read Sun Tzu's art of War, anything by Chanakya, the Panchatantra)
The Mahabharata - seriously, read it with a Red Pill Lens and marvel at the understanding of human
psyche
Steel's Guide to Married red pill (pure gold)
Saving a low sex marriage by Blue Pill Professor
Any good resource on male fashion -- from hairstyle to your shoes.
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Art of manliness.
Power of Now by Eckhart Tolle - to get the ultimate low down on relationships and the consciousness
behind them, and a powerful practice to deal with pain and past trauma or fear of the future. This was
what got me out of the anger and depression phase, and allowed me to make peace with my past. I'd
say everyone on earth needs to at least know what a "pain body" is.
And if you thought that all this is new - just read the story of Krishna, the Hindu god and the original
romantic hero or the kinds of heroes and heroines in old Indian texts - centuries ago people found
ways to look at attraction and personality archetypes in truly staggering depth, going deep into their
thoughts and feelings in explicit detail. We just forgot what everyone knew all along.
I could sum up the entirety of relationships by saying that Attraction and standards are what it's all
about - men, women and society have their own sexual strategies. All women and all men are like
that. Sexual relationships are the sweetest form of psychopathy.
Society will refuse to acknowledge that the right cocktail of frame, thoughts and emotions is what
matters and will keep fooling themselves believing that relationships are based on logic, discussions
and choreplay - academia and the media are insidious, agenda driven and fucked up.
The media is just 50 shades of yellow journalism. Social media is fucked up with keyboard saints.
Don't listen to anything what women or society or especially what social media says, look what they
and the rest of society actually does. They are all mentally ill and the cognitive dissonance between
intellect and body, between thought and emotion have never been greater. Speaking of mental illness,
beware of BPD.
And WALK the path! Don't just study books, implement them, one step at a time. Knowing the path
and WALKING the path opens up reality and teaches you far more than what can ever be captured in
words. Do not ever let success make you cosy, and never let failure bog you down - the world is big
and abundance is real... Learn from others, follow their guidance, but do not become a mere idolater,
become a master yourself.
In honour of the people who learnt the hard way and inspired us all, and my best wishes to all those
who've come here after having been struck by the lightning bolt of reality - may the truth be with
you!
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Society's biggest mistake is to define masculine and feminine
through roleplay / choreplay / careerplay. They're far more
fundamental than acquired skills.
205 upvotes | November 3, 2019 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link

A huge mistake society does is in thinking that you can define masculine and feminine by what they
do at home or work - you will always see those idiots talk of roles and chores and careers. Any video
or article or book on gender and relationships, or even bringing up your kids will make it look like
gender is all about roleplay and choreplay and careerplay, and that somehow if you changed the roles,
you've conquered biology.
Nope, this is about what you ARE and how you relate with each other - this is entirely about what
energy, what kind of consciousness you are putting out - this is physical, emotional and mental, and
many subtleties that are intangible. What you do, that comes a very long way down the road, and it is
a consequence of what energy you generate, and what decisions you choose to make come first. Not
the other way round.
Roles and jobs are skills that anyone can learn and master, so acquired role based skills are
fundamentally a very poor way to try and understand masculine and feminine.
That is what almost no one out there has the honesty or the brains to admit. Then why do they do it?
The answer is -- this is deliberate. By keeping the gender discussion centered on roles and chores
alone, you can very cleverly avoid examining the deeper truths of our natures, bypass the all
important issue of attraction and emotions, and twist the frame to suit popularly accepted social re-
engineering ideas and relationship advice (that don't actually work for relationships).
Relationships at the seduction stage are entirely about masculine and feminine qualities - your sexual
instincts do not know what chores and careers are. This has become obvious when social
conditioning is no longer a factor. We tend to correlate who people are with what they do, which
works well for roleplay, and somewhere as kids we tend to associate men with 'masculine roles' and
women with 'feminine roles', but beyond that it can be misleading. Especially when we do not
understand masculine and feminine nature.
Alpha vs. beta -- while we generally think of hit in terms of "sexy guy" vs "provider guy", is a way of
looking at men in terms of what masculine energy they output regardless of what job they actually
do.
Social re-enginering can change roles, but it can't change our fundamentals, like biology.
Now I know what you're going to say "But look at the military or construction or sports or the top of
the ladder. There are unique gender dominated roles". True, but this again is a product of masculine
and feminine consciousness - the consciousness dictates the roles, not the other way around. If you've
ever seen any Navy Seal Book or read the story of anyone who made it up there, you'll know that
getting there is entirely about who they are first.
"But isn't exercising a skill? Or approaching, passing shit tests, keeping frame, kino, or the verbal
wit? The sex God method?" - Sure they are, but look at it like this. Exercise might be a science, a set
of techniques, but if you've exercised with a right diet long enough, your body changes completely --
the changes get internalized into your very cells. Your mind changes, your hormonal profile changes,
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energy levels change, body language changes, maybe even your thought process. This new body
makes a completely different impact when you walk into a room or when you're dealing with other
people - even without doing anything specific. The point is to internalize these things to such an
extent that it changes fundamentally everything about yourself, including the way you see
yourself. That is true for the rest. Don't be surprised if you are shocked at your own success.
That's when you'll see that this is more than just skill - you have changed. Into a much better
masculine man.
You intelligence might not get this at first, especially if you're in the deep blue end of the pool, have
just been kicked by life in the butt and can't yet figure out what went wrong. But your emotions and
body absolutely know what I mean, fortunately they can't be fooled by all the shit people hamster to
each other. And so you will see that in any group, people regardless of what they think a man should
be, always gravitate to the guy who puts out the most unapolegetically masculine energy in the room.
The "nice" guy who only knows roleplay will usually be used as the errand boy for the whole group,
and later he gets married and becomes his wife's butt monkey down the road.
The same is true for women in their own ways. What she does for a career has nothing to do with the
feminine qualities you're seeking in her or the game of seduction, although it is possible that very
highly ambitious career women may be both less feminine some of the time and AWALT on steroids
at other times (they struggle on the inside more than they'll admit). It is only the masculinity in man
and femininity in woman that really keeps attraction going through any relationship. If that's gone or
wasn't ever there, all that you do in a relationship will be worthless.
Going from BP to RP isn't changing 'roles' - it's a fundamental shift in consciousness, your mentality,
your body, your style, your beliefs that shape your frame and discovering what masculine energy is
really about. The same thing done by a high SMV man can stoke reactions in others that cannot be
achieved by a low SMV man. So it wasn't the action alone, it was the man behind the action.
Any role / career changes are a natural consequence of this new you. While they may be correlated,
what you are, and what masculine and feminine are, that's far more fundamental than what
you do or what skills you've acquired. You will know this when you have changed, and when
the world has changed towards you.
PS : For what masculine energy is, that's a vast topic - that is what the entirety of this sub and the mrp
subs are about - sidebars, books, blogs, experiences. You can only truly know when you start to read
and implement it all - walking the path and looking at others who've walked before you is how you
know it for real. This post is only specifically addressing yet another of society's major fails.
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The rules of society and the things they say are meant to limit
the sexual potential of those who didn't get it and master their
own masculine energy. But it creates a Catch-22 that only you
can break when you get it and become the man you are meant
to be.
131 upvotes | November 9, 2019 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link

TL : DR : What you need to get is the fact that the prison of betaization exists for those who
haven't realized that they aren't supposed to be betaized and that society does it only because
you're haven't mastered your masculinity yourself. Those who get it don't need to be told to
leave it, nor do they ask permission - they break out. Because they're the men in charge of
themselves now.
The biggest reason why society and your family and the people around you try to betaize you into
compliance, minimize your attraction and hide your authentic sexual energy right from when you hit
puberty is because you don't get it. Those who listen to them and play by those rule-books end up as
males who have no mastery over their sexual energy and are therefore unable to figure out how
attraction works, how to raise their SMV, how to avoid spiraling into destructive and covert sexual
behaviors and so on.
When the people around you realize you're not a master who gets it, you are seen as a threat, and
maybe later, a non-male. These rules, the things people say, all those were not meant to help you
master your sexual dimension, they were made specifically to limit it where it would be safe for
others. Because you don't get it. People talk a lot about how sex, love and relationships should be
logically, precisely because the actual nature of those instincts are different.
This facade continues to be maintained by society as long as they see that you don't get it and you're
still a potential threat because you're green and ignorant of your own power. But at the same time, by
making it safe, they are also completely eliminating the possibility of your masculine energy finding
expression and relationships. As you grow older, their rules and words are the very things that
hamper you ever further, like a solid rocket booster that is spent and is now dead weight dragging you
down and off course. They also eliminate the possibility of you getting the respect you need in your
life, or the possibility that your life is in your own frame at all. They are also unable to respect you
and hope behind their words that you'll get it and won't stay as a castrated piece of life in a masculine
body forever. When you walk half steps, you will never run at your peak.
All this is already known stuff, right? Besides, we've all been there in beta hell. So what's this post
about?
You must recognize that society by itself has no way out of this Catch-22 - left to themselves they
simply create a bigger problem in response to a potential one. They stay in a mess of conflicted needs
forever - they cannot solve the issue of you. The solution can therefore only come from you. Only
you can get it.
Masculine energy at the root of it is all about finding the solutions that do not yet exist. the stuff that
others can never give you, but you must create them and give them to others. It's about the stuff that
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others need not tell you, because you're the one who knows. This place is what it is today because of
that. The books and writings exist because a man walked the dark path and then wrote them where
they did not exist. Hell, the world is where it is because of it. Everything you see around you did not
exist at some point in the past. When the men of the past saw that they had nothing, they made
everything.
And this is the first thing about being a man that you need to get - a man is self actualized.
Masculinity is not a crown someone can place on your head. You have to make the crown, the throne,
and your own kingdom - that's what it's about. Realizing that is a moment of clarity - the first "getting
it".
I had this moment at a point where ultra blue pilled beta me was frustrated at everyone telling me
what to do and getting irritated with me in general and looking down on me - I was constantly getting
fucked over everywhere, treated with contempt, taken for granted, and was always wondering, "Why
is all this happening to me?". Then I realized the problem - they weren't supposed to do this in the
first place - telling me the obvious. I wasn't supposed to let all this happen to me. This shit I ought to
have known myself. And I could do that only when I took responsibility over my own life. I was
supposed to be in the driver's seat of my own car and get in there myself, without waiting for
someone to tell me that.
And I did have the ability to figure it out - we all do. We don't use it until we realize we're supposed
to and no one else can be responsible for that.
Kids are the ones who get nothing, and are told everything. Men need not be told any of that, because
they get it.
And then you need to get the art of mastering your own masculine energy and taking it to its peak.
The Catch - 22 of society is a giant shit test - what needs to come from within cannot come from
outside by definition. That's what you need to get. The solutions are not with them, they're with you.
Help from other men who've walked the path and got it can and should be taken, but they're the
passengers ultimately - no one can be in the drivers' seat but you - the responsibility for your life is
yours. Ultimately no one can make you better than they themselves are. If you are capable of going
further, then you're truly on your own. You have to lay the road.
An expert of the game has the knowledge, the skills, the SMV, the experience and the mastery to put
it all together and get it to work. These people get it. Society and women treat them very differently.
These people do not need any rulebooks designed for to keep the ignorant under lock and key, they
write the rulebook that works. The highest level of masculinity in any dimension of life appears only
when a man is good enough to actually write the book on the subject himself. The same people who
told you the rules do not tell those guys the rules, they listen to them and submit to their rules.
These people can tell you what women and society is like when the facade has fallen, when they need
not hide who they actually are, when they can actually drop their guard because they need not tell you
the stuff to limit your sexual self and can instead enjoy it -- because you're the guy who gets it. Then
they enter your frame instead. So utterly different from what they claimed they were right? Damn,
now it's obvious why.
Society respects a man who has mastered his masculinity (or rather made to by his frame)
while castrating those men who they see as not having mastered their masculinity. Only you can
get yourself out of this hole, by mastering yourself.
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There are no shortcuts to mastery - all the experts here who've walked the path have fallen more often
than you've tried. And the same thing is true for reaching the peak of your SMV. Now that virtually
all that needs to be said has been said and written here, you at least know honestly what you need to
do. You must now stop listening to your betaizers and defy their rules and eventually get out of their
frame altogether. The path must be walked, and one will stumble and fall before one learns to run.
Real mastery won't come overnight from just a moment of clarity, being angry about what you were
fed, or by being a mere rebel of the rules, but it will come with the knowledge, skills, experience, the
transformation. But knowing that you are supposed to become a master of your masculinity and that
it is only ever your responsibility all along -- that is the first step out.
Naturally if you make a big show of your growth before you're a master, with the maturity of a 13
year old, you'll set off alarm bells around and be seen as a threat. Although the people around you
may be logically aware that this is in your best interest, disrupting the status quo and your past
equations is scary to them. But when they see that you've got it, their resistance drops, and acceptance
happens.
So rule zero - you do not talk of fight club or mastery, but be aware that subtler is better, and at the
highest level, when mastery is in your being, you need not do or say anything to show it. Others
know. The level of being is the highest level of authenticity, where your mere presence gets the
message across. That's the level you need to aim for.
Being a nice betaized male, operating in someone else's world and frame, is a paradigm specifically
designed for those seen as unfit to be a master of masculinity and who don't get it. Those who get the
secret break out of it by themselves. They do not stay in the followers's prison nor do they wait for
anyone to give them keys to the door - they make their own key, break the lock and get out
themselves, because now they know. The rulebook is given to you because you do not realize you're
supposed to be a master. When you're a master, you write the rulebook where none exists. That's the
secret. Get it, and you'll start taking the first step out of beta hell.
Sure, the guys here can guide you more honestly that the rest of society, but you're a master only
when you are good enough to guide others. Till then, you're still don't get all of it. The good news is
that we all have the ability to get it, the point is, we're supposed to and no one can take responsibility
for that.
So the most useful question you can ask yourself when in doubt is : "Do I really need someone to tell
me this anymore? Don't I know what I really need to do? And am I living true to that?" - then you get
it. You can use this question for anything in your masculine life, and soon you'll realize that yes, you
do have the ability to get it.
If I could sum it up, once the truth is obvious to you, no one needs to tell you. You know. Then you
get better at knowing.
PS : If the mods had a dime every time they had to tell someone "Read the sidebar", they'd be Uncle
Scrooge by now. For your own sake, it can't be stated enough, the sidebar of this and the mrp subs,
the best posts and the books and at least getting your ass to the gym, lifting and walking the path for
sometime, failing and then succeeding -- are mandatory stuff. By the end of that you should have got
it yourself, in which case, you don't need to read this post. Thing is,even after all things man are
available in front of you, do you still need some else to tell you you're supposed to read the stuff and
do the work? Or do you not get it yet?
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While International Men's Day isn't nearly as known as
Women's Day, the messages sent to us by society today are so
fucked I am now convinced society has no idea what a man is -
it's a scam. Only men can give themselves the gift of
masculinity.
1 upvotes | November 19, 2019 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link

TL:DR - One search would tell you everything that's wrong with the human race honestly.
Only here we'll hold you before the mirror, call you a faggot if you are one, and tell you to start
with the lifting, read the stuff and implement them for your own good, and respect you when
you succeed.
I am actually surprised there is actually something called an International Men's Day. I only got to
know of it even when a couple of greeting pics got sent on the family group and some friends posted
about it on Facebook - it seems to be getting a little popular now -- but obviously it's nowhere on the
radar compared to the scale of International Women's Day.
My first reaction was to imagine a mental image of a beta husband getting butt hurt trying to
negotiate validation for himself for being a man with his wife, and getting obviously burned in the
process, and telling myself never to become that guy cause a) why take seriously something that
changes like the weather and because b) You're a faggot when you live by other people's approval,
and die by their rejection. Any husband in my whole family group and virtually everyone in the
neighborhood or the entire state could easily be that guy.
So ok, I go to google, search for the men's day messages, and predictably, what I find is :
A lip service to the statistics, the suicides, the homocides, the mental illness, the prison sentences, the
homeless men, the dangerous low level jobs, the workplace deaths, the falling academic grades, but
NOT the divorce stats, the infertility and low T levels or the false rape claims or dead beadrooms --
of course.
Lots of messages about being emotional, vulnerable, and talking to others about the shit you're
actually supposed to fix. Mostly by women, supported by their reverential white knights.
You have people and celebrities with mental and emotional issues, and habits (drugs, alcohol, the
like), telling other men to be vulnerable because being vulnerable = showcasing your shit at all levels
of your being and not your toned muscular body.
Lots of women approving messages from men who promise to be their saviors and treat them like the
princesses they are (while the real issue is only if she actually feels that kind of admiration for her
man)
A couple of faggots in ballerina costumes claiming masculinity is a social construct. Or photos of
Justin Bieber.
Masculinity is all about men crying pics and memes and that men are shamed into hiding their
fragility.
Men's day as a celebration of the fragile beings were are underneath that mask.
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A few angry feminists claiming in all their apparently Buddhahood levels of sage wisdom that "Every
day is a man's day. It's women who don't get appreciated".
Lots of men talking about the challenges and shit they face, what they do to support their families,
and the things they've achieved with their sweat and blood and lives, probably expecting women to
understand their sacrifices and give them validation and maybe even sex like the great empathetic
beings we think they are.
Some messages about how men are fathers, brothers, and husbands and any role that purely exists
relative to others in terms of utility. And how they can be better providers at said roles in getting
other people's needs met at the cost of their own.
Not one, not ONE image of a guy who lifts and looks healthy. Forget mentally healthy guys.
Not a single link to anything that actually tells you what you need to do about solving these issues.
Nothing, not one thing, about the athletes, the geniuses, the musicians, the artists, the builders, the
talented, the skilled, the sportsmen, the mentally strong, the warriors, the wise, the masters, the
heroes, the lovers, the sages, the scientists, the problem solvers, the engineers, the enterpreneurs, the
inventors, the garbage cleaners -- not even the men who've made a lot of money !!
Ok, one or two quotes from the great men of the past who actually talked about challenges, grit,
strength, character, respect, wisdom and greatness, none of whom exist today. Even if they did they
probably couldn't get past the outrage disease. Somewhere down the list, somewhere buried under the
haystack.
NOTHING about an attractive man and his qualities, duh, it might just expose the truth. Seriously, I
just realized virtually everything that's wrong with the human race in this one search.
All of this shows you just one thing - society is so fucked they have no fucking clue what a man or
masculinity is, or are in denial. They can't give it to you. Masculinity is a gift we learn the hard
way, give it to ourselves and show the world where it is.
If we don't, someone else will set the frame for us, and that will be our prison.
Society's image of a man is all about his utility value and his issues these days. In those days when
we spoke of men, we looked at the greatest of our kind - older, wiser, who walked the path, who were
respected. We still did until recently, until social media was invented. After that it even became
fashionable and the norm to depict the hero as the guy with the biggest issues rather than the most
awesome character in the show.
Guys, this world ain't going to see us as anything but a problem or a utility, but only as long as we let
them, and act as living proof of their assumptions.
And honestly, no place out there except here now has all the stuff you need to know that will help
you become this man you are meant to become. But it's your responsibility to put it all to work. No
one can do that for you.
So on International Men's day, let me give you guys something that will actually prove useful to you
in your journey to becoming the proud man you are supposed to be (it's where we all start) :
https://legionathletics.com/how-to-build-a-workout-routine/
https://legionathletics.com/build-muscle-lose-fat/
https://legionathletics.com/how-to-increase-testosterone/ - The point is not all those supplements he
wants to sell at the end, it's the workout advice - it's seriously legit. You can get his books, I made
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real gains for the first time in my life and I thought I had shitty genes before that.
Every book on the sidebars you need are cheap on amazon and free to download on library genesis.
Any book by a Navy seal or a sportsman who pushed themselves past their limits to get where they
are will be inspirational for the mind. It's time to work.
If people actually gave men real stuff that could help them in their lives, these so called men's days
would actually be something of worth, rather than the retarded, lip service, make things worse
hogwash they turn out to be.
PS : And before you rush in to comment on what you think a man should be and make a to-do list on
what is probably your first comment on the sub, I hope you've spent the time reading the sidebars of
this and mrp, at least getting your ass to start exercising and have done the work enough to get it, at
least gained some success at gaming and frame, got out of validation addiction, have standards for
yourself, and have started figuring out what you need to be and how to get there.
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While International Men's Day isn't nearly as known as
Women's Day, the messages sent to us by society today are so
fucked I am now convinced society has no idea what a man is -
it's a scam. Only men can give themselves the gift of
masculinity.
1 upvotes | November 20, 2019 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link

[removed]
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While International Men's Day isn't nearly as known as
Women's Day, the messages sent to us by society today are so
fucked I am now convinced society has no idea what a man is -
it's a scam. Only men can give themselves the gift of
masculinity.
1 upvotes | November 20, 2019 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link

[removed]
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International Men's Day Messages are so cringeworthy, it
proves that society has no clue what a man even is, let alone
care or help. It's up to us.
1 upvotes | November 20, 2019 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
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International Men's Day messages are so cringeworthy it's now
certain that society has no idea what a man is, let alone actually
help them.
1 upvotes | November 20, 2019 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
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A woman is not just an individual - a big chunk of her is
actually the herd itself.
514 upvotes | November 21, 2019 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link

TL:DR - At a collective level, men are more influenced vertically. Women horizontally. A
woman is actually "women". Individual quirks and differences are usually inborn qualities.
The cultivated part has no solidity, and it can change relatively instantly compared to the time
scale on which men operate.
One of the top rated posts here went like - "Stop wondering what women's frames are, they don't
exist". Read it if you can. More specifically I observe that women's frames follow their emotions and
are like water. They can change totally if enough of emotion is created.
We also know women are herd animals - but let's look at it in a bit more detail. Observing the
behavior of women closely for a while has made me realize that collective consciousness in women
functions a bit differently from men. Men are more influenced vertically - i.e. a group of men can be
made to follow the vision, mission and values of a leader who is at the top of the pyramid. Women on
the other hand, are highly influenced laterally -- by the overall direction of the herd - what the herd of
women overall feels or reacts or thinks or believes, that influences who she becomes.
When a particular frame or narrative becomes established beyond a critical mass, your individual
woman will change to reflect this, even unconsciously without external prompting. A woman is not
an individual nearly to the same extent as man. To make man into a herd animal, we literally need to
put them through the military grind where order is established after a lot of training, and rules and
consequences, and even these men can be very individual in their frames outside of the call of duty.
Men essentially are what they are because of creatures of habits.
A woman on the other hand operates as a collective creature by default. A woman is not so much of
an individual - a significant part of her is actually a collective woman herd consciousness.
When the herd was religious and god fearing and sex could cause pregnancy, most women were one
way, believed and felt strongly in that direction. When it was the collective principle that women
ought to become mothers and children, we had women marrying early and a childless woman was
treated as bad luck (by other women no less). They reacted with utter horror at the idea of infidelity
or premarital sex and pregnancy. This is despite the fact that their sexual instincts were just the same
then as they are now.
Now. I come from a place where I'm seeing just how much people can change in 2 generations. When
society is what it is now, you see them trying to identify themselves as feminist, or even bisexual or
lesbian even if that is not who they are. Today when society tries to call the family as a burden, you
see even otherwise normal women wanting careers and postponing or abandoning motherhood, much
to the surprise of the previous generation, who are a different herd of women. Now you'll see women
reacting in the same horrified way at the mere mention of anything against pre-marital sex.
This is an example of 2 herds with 2 different frames and how different women behave in either,
because the herd narrative is different. The same woman can totally change when shifted from one to
another. All it takes is critical mass.
The herd body of women is not just a mental or a pretentious thing. This really affects them at a deep
level, down to even basic emotional responses - it's visceral in nature. You can make them revere a
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tradition or react with disgust to it just based on which way the herd goes, not on any other objective
criteria - you do not have to condition them deliberately. You can totally get them to believe and say
anything as dictated set by social media narrative. You can make them start and drop a habit when it
reaches critical mass in the herd - to make a man change a habit you need to literally rewire the cells
in his body.
In places where everyone seems depressed or having some kind of mental issue, your woman would
probably turn into a case in short order (even if she isn't normally that way). You could change just
about everything in their mind by just the herd momentum. That's how weak their frames are.
It is a very noted phenomenon that a lot of women brought up in very conservative religious families
from the east or even the Middle East, once they get into the herd mentality of the modern west, they
like change in about the time it takes to go to a barbershop and get a makeover. You have all these
"good girls" turning into some pretty wild creatures overnight once they migrate to a more liberal
feminine primary society. And that isn't only because of sudden freedom - it is the impact of that herd
energy on a fresh mind.
You'd think all that conservative upbringing had made any difference - but it doesn't, not beyond the
moment. It if did make a permanent mark, it can end up breaking a woman into dysfunction - while
we may be angered at the fickleness of women, women who are unable to adapt and unable to have
flexible frames are often too damaged at some level.
Men on the other hand, are a completely different animal. Compare the girl who changes between a
visit to the parlor and a few days in a new culture to just how many years of effort a man has to put in
to transform from BP to RP, or from boy to a wise man. The herd thing just hardly works on a man,
he needs to be melted down and re-moulded, forced to change.
One may argue that so many men subscribing to BP beliefs is similar to a herd of women. It isn't.
These boys have been raised by women to be more like women through many years of vertical
conditioning by female authorities and a feminine centric society and kept betaized from ever
maturing fully. And even then it's still a group of individual males believing the same illusions. Break
the illusion and the man will go on to break out and follow his understanding of truth. It may also be
the declining T levels to blame for men showing effeminate characteristics these says. But show him
the truth, and when he can swallow it and follow it, the real man will soon emerge.
Although women keep claiming "social conditioning", the fact is that very little of their conditioning
is any kind of deliberate attempt to alter their personality. It's almost all herd consciousness.
What doesn't change is the body. That hasn't really changed at all, therefore at least in matters of
sexual attraction, women have not really changed, although it can lead to some real cognitive
dissonance in them - the more the mind and body go in two different directions, the greater is this
pain of confusion. But if you can get them out of their head for a while, you'll see that hasn't changed.
If anything it's reemerging in it's original form now.
But what about some unique personality traits? Obviously personalities, temperament, likes and
dislikes and quirks are different - and often very different even amongst sisters raised under one roof.
I have a lot of women in my extended family and their social circles and every one of them has their
own personality (but that doesn't make any one of them men in any way - they're all women).
Well, after observing the personalities of so many hundreds of women in my circles, I have come to
the conclusion that individual differences between them are mostly due to inborn characteristics - you
can't explain that aspect due to outward conditioning. Some of these characteristics I can trace back to
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childhood and even infancy. The next biggest part of women beyond the herd is inborn. It's wired
into their genes. It's in the body, that's why it stays that way. And that part usually never changes
throughout their life.
I was listening to families and friends sharing so many stories about how the women were as
children, and they're still just the same even now. My mum, my aunts, the relatives, the
neighborhood, school and college mates, women at work, their "quirks of personality" have never
changed and have been that way right from the beginning. These quirks remain no matter who they
become. Some quirks just show up under different environments, but they were always there just
waiting for the opportunity.
Nevertheless individuality is just that - a quirk of body and personality. You only notice it when a
woman is isolated from the herd, mostly at home or one on one. Beyond that the influence of the
herd mind dictates her frame at a macroscopic level and is the dominant part of who she is.
Especially in today's internet and social media age, the herd mind has never been more powerful.
So understand women, one must study everything and everyone around them in addition to who they
are. Your woman is actually more of "all women in her range of her awareness" than one person. She
is shaped by whichever herd succeeds in making the maximum impact on her consciousness. The rest
of her individual personality is mostly inborn and wired in.
What about the cultivated part of a woman? Actually that's only temporary and fragile. It has no
solidity, and it's actually far more due to what environment she's in. There is very little of a
woman's nature that is really due to conscious cultivation, and that part can be changed very
quickly and very easily by herd influence. That's why when her family tries to tell you that they've
raised her like this and like that, and she tries to convince you she's a "good girl", I now smile, and
have to stop myself from laughing.
They think, and want us to think they've moulded her solid and that's how she'll always be. But that's
actually the most fluid part of her - it's a paper tiger before her hind-brain and the herd. It only
works because of external pressure in the first place. Change that and her own parents would wonder
who their daughter is.
Well, this is actually normal. If it isn't fluid, I must suspect she's a broken bird in some way or
another. Such women do exist in ultra conservative cultures where they simply can't enjoy sex for e.g.
Men on the other hand, definitely change solidly, so much that even now I can't comprehend the scale
of physical and mental transformation that the boy goes through and becomes a man at the other end -
seeing yourself before and after is astonishing. Even the BP-RP thing, it's startling how much you
change along the way, until you need not even try to act different. Your very thought process has
fundamentally changed. And the change is way more solid and permanent compared to anything a
woman does. A woman won't know what this experience feels like. Men are like the climate, women
the weather.
Side note : I have concluded that there's no specific thing called a red pilled woman - all women are
both red pilled and blue pilled at once (or should I say, yellow pilled at once) at once - the collective
consciousness makes it impossible for a woman to act that exceptional for too long, and in any case
their body wiring is the same as ever. Most women never go through anything where they've realized
just how much their personality has changed from what it was before. It's only in men where the
BP-RP divide is this stark and so solidly different that we can even categorize it as such.
Women, are just women.
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How much you love her is of little importance. How much she
loves you is what matters.
195 upvotes | November 22, 2019 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link

TL:DR And if she isn't attracted to you, your love for her means nothing. The greater your
SMV goes, the less you need to try and the more natural you can be. And if she's madly in love
with you, it can happen even when you don't even know her, let alone love her.
This might sound like an extreme thing to say, but actually it isn't. The TL:DR is a summary of the
extreme ends of a woman's sliding scale of attraction and revulsion. At both those ends, her feelings
are independent of how much you love her. Only in the middle does it matter, and it can push her
feelings either to the good end, or the bad end. That's what the man really needs to pay attention to.
When I say love, I ought to add I am not a huge fan of the word because one word includes so many
different phenomena at work serving totally different goals -- these can basically be classified into
either attraction or devotion. Attraction is ultimately a self serving thing even though it is the glue of
a relationship. Devotion doesn't need a relationship to exist. Failure to distinguish the two can be
fatal.
I think virtually every man has been in this situation where a woman isn't attracted to him anymore
and expresses Stage 4 betaization behavior. The poor man responds by giving her more and more and
it's never enough. I've been there too. The guy is left broken at the end, because he failed to realize a
simple truth.
How much he loves her will never be enough, because it's not about that at all. How much she loves
him, how much attraction and desire she has for him, how much she needs him, that's the real thing
that matters.
Women and men love differently, Rollo observed it, we know it. Men are idealistic fools for love.
They evaluate a woman only for sex and have to learn how to evaluate her for anything more. Nature
binds us easily by giving our dick a huge head start over our brain. It takes years of getting one's ass
kicked at times before the brain finally catches up.
Women love pragmatically and are always aware of their needs when choosing a man. Women
disguise their true intentions with a simple trick. They claim they like someone who is nice to them,
ties their shoelaces for her, makes her feel loved etc...they approve of the one who loves her. But look
closely -- in this scenario the woman really only loves herself.
In this interaction she actually does not have any kind of pure desire to the man herself. Now go back
and read all those social media messages and all their relationship advice on quora and Twitter and
Facebook and reddit and the rest. Do you see the fine print in the contract now? If you see people
who say they want someone who likes them, how much they like you isn't even in the picture. All
these women talking about love do not talk about love, they talk about being loved.
Every single man who got into a relationship with one of these women realized the truth the hard
way, but not many have figured out what really went wrong.
In the story of the lion that deserves gold IMHO, the lioness is initially attracted to the lion from the
beginning and the lion just needs to work with that and escalate it. It was fine as long as he was just
attracted to her. The problem starts the day the lion becomes comfy with the food she brings him.
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Soon he thinks he does the right thing by paying attention to all her needs, and it's only a matter of
time before he's collared up, his claws trimmed, he's reduced to a helpless fat housecat and a pathetic
shell of his former self. And the lioness now clearly likes herself and he's just a burden to her. He on
the other hand has forgotten who he once was and is afraid of leaving.
A man given his sex drive, hardly needs to try to get attracted to a woman so his side of the story is a
given. So that's another thing why your attraction to her is not really so important or urgent as you
think. Nature does most of the work for you.
So let's say she says she loves someone who does anything like tying her shoelaces for her, the thing
you ought to pay attention to is whether she actually wants to tie your shoelaces.
The men who failed tried their best to please their goddesses, but it was not enough because that was
irrelevant to her - she was looking for her god. They were in fact supposed to be the ones loved. They
did not realize they were actually supposed to be the gods their women wanted.
Anything she expects, turn it around and ask yourself if that's what she would voluntarily do for you
and if your relationship is at that point at all. That'll show you the truth. Love only flows in the
direction of giving.
The best thing to do is not to entertain these relationships with this unhealthy dynamic in the first
place. Sniff it out when a person is only concerned about how they are loved and is only giving you
the cupboard under the basement space in their lives. For these people, you're just there for their ride.
There's no way they'll revere you no matter what you do, because if they did, they would try to fulfil
your desires instead and take pride in it.
But if you are already in a relationship and the relationship gets into this dynamic where she only
wants to get loved, but cannot love you, everything you do becomes just an expectation, not
something special she ought to be grateful for. You fail to meet it, you get contempt. She says she
needs more, you give more, it only raises the bar and increases her contempt. And downhill it goes.
She does need something more, she needs to love you. How much you love her is irrelevant. Time
and again women say they love it when they are being loved and they say they're not being loved
when they do not love you. Don't be fooled. When she's attracted to you, she can get wet without you
even looking at her. A poster of you can do it. Get that into your skull. It dangerous for a woman to
love herself so much it's no longer about you anymore.
When she's on full attraction mode towards you, you do not have to do anything. That's another
reason why I say, your love for her can be irrelevant. Ideally you want to be at a point where anything
you do for her is like God's causeless kindness that we are grateful for rather than an expectation of
God being our slave (lots of people actually are religious with covert contracts too btw). That is a
theoretical maximum and you need to get to as close as is humanly possible..
The higher your SMV (strength+looks+game+style+frame+status+money) gets, the less you
need to try, and the more natural you can be
Time and again women go after jerks who don't treat them well not because they love the abuse but
because regardless of how much he likes her, she likes him and is attracted to his SMV. It may be
possible she is in some way addicted to the pain patterns too.
How much you love her is for her comfort basically. She wants to feel loved true. Part of it is that she
gets turned on by your sexual desire for her, but that's attraction. The rest of your devotion is only for
her comfort. There are men whose body, looks, inner fire, game, frame, body language, status,
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success and pre-selection popularity can stoke sexual attraction women on their own just by existing -
so high is their SMV. You think they are falling and pleading and trying to please her even more for
her to want them? They're not even trying.
Nevertheless I have observed that no matter how much a woman is attracted to you, she can't love
without a covert contract. She does get into a relationship for her needs. Her attraction is at its purest
when she loves you and you haven't yet noticed her. But the every now and then no matter how much
she loves you she wonders how much she is being loved and her pain body awakens at these
moments. You holding frame and presence is the only way out of that. But if you know the drill, you
would know how to deal with that. You can read the best posts here and mrp and see how to take that
to the end she really needs, no matter what she says.
You need a relationship for your needs so you get into one, so does she. As she gets into the
relationship, it becomes more and more about her and less and less about you and as you bend down,
she looks up and wonders where the original man went. Her needs keep increasing and you also think
you're doing the right thing in complying. Unfortunately love only flows in the direction of giving.
When she becomes too important to herself, pride and contempt develop. That's the end of it.
That is, if you let her.
Women's attraction is at it's purest when you're so hot she is dripping attraction for you and you
might have not even noticed her. In any romance novel, it always goes like this - woman meeting a
hot hero who's basically aloof in the beginning, but slowly warms up to her. A woman's attraction
then escalates peaks at the exact moment she has won his heart and made her man's commitment
exclusive to her. That's the climax. Everything after that is ... after the end. Or else the hero might die
or leave around this point and she pines for him afterward. A man's attraction peaks at sex.
In old texts, it was said that separation is even greater than the Union in terms of intensity for a
reason, it's vital to reacharge the attraction battery. The story of Krishna, possibly the greatest
romantic hero who's probably the only character who has mastered polygamy, hypergamy and
exclusivity is a masterpiece of the psychology of attraction. Read it yourselves. And ditto for many
others. All of them are masters of the cycle of union followed by separation, to start a fresh cycle.
While the women go through pretty much the entire emotional spectrum around them. These heroes
are not really nice when they pull away, but it just make the women crave them more. Then they
come back for the next round. These heroes also are a chick magnet, so they can play any and every
kind of dread game imaginable. Krishna for one disappears exactly where he sees a bit of pride
coming in, he reappears after causing enough dread. I was astonished at just how much they
understood personality archetypes and the whole art of attraction thousands of years back.
Her attraction to you was all about you and her primal sexual desire to you. The expectations are all
about her.
The good news is, You can totally make it about you again. By slowly and steadily, stage by stage
making your life and relationships about you once more. That's dread at work.
And what to do when you're down the betaization slope? Well first of all, I now firmly believe that
the winter phase of a relationship involving withdrawal is absolutely mandatory from time to time
and needs to be created through the levels of dread one by one. Even when things are going well, this
must happen. Because only a hungry starving person relishes food truly, not someone who's belly is
full. The best water in the world is the one you find when you're in a desert and dying of thirst.
Giving less can slowly cause enough of a cut to make one hungry and allow that ego to shed some
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much needed weight. Dread is putting your woman's sollipsism on a cutting diet. Your attention is
diet for her, and she needs just enough for her attraction to be fed such that it can grow and escalate,
but never so much that her ego actually starts to put on weight.
A cycle of engagement needs to be followed by withdrawal back to the original state of attraction that
made the relationship possible. To start another cycle than can lead to another climax. That's what the
dread is about. Winter is absolutely needed for spring to appear again. Either you make your version
of winter, or you'll see hers.
Dread is the now tamed balls-less cat going back to the proud lion he was. When you start going back
there, don't think it will magically fix your relationship. It will show you the reality. If your woman
still has real attraction for you, it will get better. Many folks have reported things getting
astonishingly better. Their women are suddenly way less needy, even remorseful and you are
important again. And you're hotter than before.
Or else you realize this relationship is already in the grave or was always about power and not
attraction and it was just waiting for someone to read the obituary. But you will always benefit
because nothing could be better for you ultimately than becoming the lion you once were, or never
were.
So let's continue the lion story. One day the lion sees one of his rivals who was still wild. He walks
proud and strong, the awe of the jungle. Everyone including his lioness admires him and makes
derisive comparisons to him. His lioness ditched him for his rival and only comes in to throw some
scraps on his plate and keep her conscience clear. That's when he remembers - he was once that lion.
He sees his reflection in the water and cannot believe how he made someone so important he
neglected himself till he was a pathetic housecat. Dread escalation is the lion slowly straining against
the collar and loosening it, grinding the chain against the rocks until one day, it is weak enough to
break. He throws off the collar and then his family notices. The day comes when everyone in the den
knows that he is now walking away, and that induces fear and guilt in their conscience.
In the past, men made the rules and had options so they could afford to walk away or kick the woman
out if she treated him badly. However, now with all the cards and laws stacked on the woman's side,
most men really hesitate to implement dread. Until the relationship has gone so far that something
breaks within, they've had it and don't have anything left to lose. They'd rather die single than die out
of grief in their relationship.
So our hero the lion goes back to the wild and soon after exercising those rusty muscles and instincts,
he soon gets back his mighty roar and is king again. He now remembers how carefree and fearless he
had been and what he had given up for comfort. Soon he realises there are many lionesses who are
attracted to him. But now he is not the same. He picks and chooses who he wants. He keeps them
where they're attracted to him, but cannot put a collar over him again.
A realization dawns on the lion that he actually only needs her for sex and kids and some feminine
decoration to the house. She had made him feel ashamed for it in the past, but it was the truth. By
making her more important than that he became more dependent on her than what was needed. Sure
hunting food took time and effort, but it kept him sharp and strong and self reliant. He was indeed
capable of getting his needs as the whole jungle was available for him.
He had a nagging fear of death and loneliness, but he now knows he would have died sooner in
captivity due to grief. He had lost the company of his fellow lions too - he runs into them and realises
they too met a similar fate. He was more lonely in his own den than he had ever been in his glory
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days. Now those fears are gone. He totally can walk out from those who ill treat him, because he
knows the true value of what he is giving them and because he knows he'll be ok whatever happens.
He does not fear death now, because in a way, he already died and was reborn good as new, but
wiser.
The man who has awakened is aware of his greatest gift, he can love both up and down. He can look
down and love those beneath him, but they cannot. He can love them with little effort and offer them
the life he leads, but if they do not love him, his love for them is ultimately worthless.
Which way is the energy flowing?
Never forget that lion story.
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International Men's Day messages are so cringeworthy it's now
certain that society has no idea what a man is, let alone actually
help them.
1 upvotes | November 23, 2019 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link
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The story of the once proud lion is back.
1 upvotes | November 23, 2019 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link

Thanks to user GreyAsh for sending it.
A simple story. Once upon a time there lived a lion. Strong, proud and powerful, he roamed, freely
without a care in the world. None could harm him and his majestic power shone freely in his eyes.
All the animals looked up to him and through fear and respect as he ruled his domain.
One day, a beautiful maiden stumbled lost in his domain. Seeking something to fill her heart, she got
lost and wandered into his lair. When she saw him, she screamed in fear and ran away. Curious, he
thought, but paid the strange creature no more attention. The next day, his keen eyes noticed her
looking at him in the distance. His roar shook the earth itself and she ran in fright back into the
shadows, and yet, each day, she kept coming back, and despite his nature, he took comfort in her
presence and decided to let her be in his domain.
Many days passed and the lion grew to enjoy her company. Each day she'd get a little closer so that
she could stare at him as he stalked through his kingdom. Then one day she brought him a gift. A
great meal of the finest meats the lion had ever seen. The lion fought each day of it's life for
everything and this small token brought it a sense of joy. He grew to like this creature and she reveled
in his affection and attention. The days grew to weeks and the two formed a bond. He would permit
her stay in his kingdom and enjoy her affection and adoration and in turn he would hunt for her and
protect her from anything that threatened her safety.
One day, she brought forth the best meal he had ever had and when done he slept lazily at her side.
When she put a collar and chain onto him, he didn't flinch as the realization didn't set. Once it had, he
roared and thrashed in fury and anger, but she looked into his eyes and pleaded. "I just wish to keep
you near me, I do not want you to be angry. Look, I will feed you and we shall be together always.
Do I not treat you well?" This was true. She had fed him and cared for him. She gave him comfort
that he did not know he ever lacked. While his savage heart reeled at his submission, he knew that his
time is not forever and eventually it'll pass. Age and sickness will take him. Maybe it's best to have
someone care and assist him. He did not complain and for awhile things were good.
One day, he heard a sound and looked up from his bed. There stool the maiden and her friends. The
eyes of each filled with awe before him. They had come at her request to see this beast that stalks
nature. "So strong and proud," they said. They too were seeking something missing and from envy
wanted to see themselves. Emboldened by the chain around him, they threaded onto his domain and
disturbed his peace. He roared in righteous fury and they fled. The maiden was not pleased and for
many days she did not come to bring him food.
He sat there chained to his bed and grew angry at her actions, but that anger turned to hunger, and so,
when she came again, he was filled with submission. "You have scared my friends and they now fear
you. Come, I shall file your teeth and remove your claws and show them that you will not be mean."
This troubled the lion but she looked into his eyes and pleaded. "Have I not been kind to you? I have
I not brought you food? I do not ask for much so please give me this. You have no need for claws and
teeth as I will keep you fed and take care of you." This was true and while it troubled him, the lion
submitted and allowed her to file his teeth and clip his claws.
The weeks turned into months. Without running and hunting, the strength started to ebb away.
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Without his freedom the lion's pride and majesty eroded. It's claws and teeth removed, the other
animals contempt and indifference brought the lion to despair. It spent it's days waiting, staring at it's
chains, hoping for the comfort of the maiden. Eager to hear her stories of the outside world and to
enjoy the comfort of her company, for none else kept his company. When she came, her eyes were
sullen and she brought him food but there was no mirth or comfort to the action. It was more of duty
then of joy. That night she did not stay. Days passed and her time with him decreased until one day
she came to him with no food and no smile. "I do not feel like I had before," she said with little
remorse in her voice. "You are fat and lazy. The pride and joy that I had enjoyed is no longer there.
My friends now mock me for all the time that I waste coming to you and I do not feel safe and
secure."
She removed his shackles. "You are free to go. I have moved on." With those words, she walked
away from the lion never to return. A great sadness took him and for many days and nights he lay
there hoping for her to return but she never came back. She would never come back.


PS : I would have added in a part where she also shaved off his huge mane, as she felt he spent too
much time grooming it in front of the mirror, and besides, they'd look more alike - he wouldn't look
so wild and scary and she wouldn't have to hear her girlfriends keep talking about it and wanting to
touch it every time they got together. After all, a lion shouldn't define who he is just over a bunch of
hair, why was he so insecure? Wasn't she fine without a mane? It didn't make her a better cook or a
mother or a hunter. He believed her when she later told him he looks so gentle and sweet without a
mane and that it was so nice of him to honor her wishes and that her girlfriends were jealous and
wished they too had such an understanding partner. However, from the next day, she slept apart by
herself, claiming that he snored loudly and she had been sleepless for days. He agreed, as he felt she
should sleep well as she did everything for him and would of course be tired....
And then this part -- When she left, she didn't bother to unchain him, as just touching him repulsed
her. He roared and cried and whined and mewed, pleading with her to stay. He tried to stop her, but
the chains held him back. She hit him with her paw and he shut up, and wept. She looked at him with
disgust in her eyes and told him, "You're not worthy of calling yourself a lion. You're pathetic. And
no one will ever revere you again." And then she turned around and was gone. She never came back,
but he remained chained, hungry, weak, shattered. Several days later his old animal friends chanced
on his den, found him still barely alive, now reduced to skin and bones. Quickly they unchained him,
brought him some food and told him how a rival lion had taken over in his absence, and that his
beloved had been pursuing him for months. They spoke of her admiring him with her glances and
showering him with affections in ways that he had not known for years.
This shattered what was left of his will to live, and for a while he contemplated jumping from the
tallest cliff in the jungle down into the raging rapids below. Two years ago, his brother had jumped
to his death from the very same spot without warning - he had last heard that his brother too had
pursued these mysterious maidens, and had not heard from him since. Until word spread of his last
act, but now at last he knew what had really happened. Grief gave way to anger, and he finally
roared after many days, as he realized that he could not let his brother's death go in vain.
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The original story of the once proud lion is back -- plus some.
62 upvotes | November 23, 2019 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link

Thanks to user GreyAsh for sending it. It was up here for a few days, and for the love of God, I do
not know why it was removed. A story is the best thing to real life. Thanks to the original poster, I'm
putting it back up now. With a deleted scenes of my own. And part 2.
A simple story. Once upon a time there lived a lion. Strong, proud and powerful, he roamed, freely
without a care in the world. None could harm him and his majestic power shone freely in his eyes.
All the animals looked up to him and through fear and respect as he ruled his domain.
One day, a beautiful maiden stumbled lost in his domain. Seeking something to fill her heart, she got
lost and wandered into his lair. When she saw him, she screamed in fear and ran away. Curious, he
thought, but paid the strange creature no more attention. The next day, his keen eyes noticed her
looking at him in the distance. His roar shook the earth itself and she ran in fright back into the
shadows, and yet, each day, she kept coming back, and despite his nature, he took comfort in her
presence and decided to let her be in his domain.
Many days passed and the lion grew to enjoy her company. Each day she'd get a little closer so that
she could stare at him as he stalked through his kingdom. Then one day she brought him a gift. A
great meal of the finest meats the lion had ever seen. The lion fought each day of it's life for
everything and this small token brought it a sense of joy. He grew to like this creature and she reveled
in his affection and attention. The days grew to weeks and the two formed a bond. He would permit
her stay in his kingdom and enjoy her affection and adoration and in turn he would hunt for her and
protect her from anything that threatened her safety.
One day, she brought forth the best meal he had ever had and when done he slept lazily at her side.
When she put a collar and chain onto him, he didn't flinch as the realization didn't set. Once it had, he
roared and thrashed in fury and anger, but she looked into his eyes and pleaded. "I just wish to keep
you near me, I do not want you to be angry. Look, I will feed you and we shall be together always.
Do I not treat you well?" This was true. She had fed him and cared for him. She gave him comfort
that he did not know he ever lacked. While his savage heart reeled at his submission, he knew that his
time is not forever and eventually it'll pass. Age and sickness will take him. Maybe it's best to have
someone care and assist him. He did not complain and for awhile things were good.
One day, he heard a sound and looked up from his bed. There stool the maiden and her friends. The
eyes of each filled with awe before him. They had come at her request to see this beast that stalks
nature. "So strong and proud," they said. They too were seeking something missing and from envy
wanted to see themselves. Emboldened by the chain around him, they threaded onto his domain and
disturbed his peace. He roared in righteous fury and they fled. The maiden was not pleased and for
many days she did not come to bring him food.
He sat there chained to his bed and grew angry at her actions, but that anger turned to hunger, and so,
when she came again, he was filled with submission. "You have scared my friends and they now fear
you. Come, I shall file your teeth and remove your claws and show them that you will not be mean."
This troubled the lion but she looked into his eyes and pleaded. "Have I not been kind to you? I have
I not brought you food? I do not ask for much so please give me this. You have no need for claws and
teeth as I will keep you fed and take care of you." This was true and while it troubled him, the lion
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submitted and allowed her to file his teeth and clip his claws.
The weeks turned into months. Without running and hunting, the strength started to ebb away.
Without his freedom the lion's pride and majesty eroded. It's claws and teeth removed, the other
animals contempt and indifference brought the lion to despair. It spent it's days waiting, staring at it's
chains, hoping for the comfort of the maiden. Eager to hear her stories of the outside world and to
enjoy the comfort of her company, for none else kept his company. When she came, her eyes were
sullen and she brought him food but there was no mirth or comfort to the action. It was more of duty
then of joy. That night she did not stay. Days passed and her time with him decreased until one day
she came to him with no food and no smile. "I do not feel like I had before," she said with little
remorse in her voice. "You are fat and lazy. The pride and joy that I had enjoyed is no longer there.
My friends now mock me for all the time that I waste coming to you and I do not feel safe and
secure."
She removed his shackles. "You are free to go. I have moved on." With those words, she walked
away from the lion never to return. A great sadness took him and for many days and nights he lay
there hoping for her to return but she never came back. She would never come back.
PS : I would have added in a deleted scene where she also shaved off his huge mane, as she felt he
spent too much time grooming it in front of the mirror, and besides, they'd look more alike - he
wouldn't look so wild and scary and she wouldn't have to hear her girlfriends keep talking about it
and wanting to touch it every time they got together, they were so jealous of her. After all, a lion
shouldn't define who he is just over a bunch of hair, why was he so insecure? Wasn't she fine without
a mane? It didn't make her a better cook or a mother or a hunter. He believed her when she later told
him he looks so gentle and sweet without a mane and that it was so nice of him to honor her wishes
and that her girlfriends were jealous and wished they too had such an understanding partner.
However, from the next day, she slept apart by herself, claiming that he snored loudly and she had
been sleepless for days. He agreed, as he felt she should sleep well as she did everything for him and
would of course be tired....
And then was part 2 -- When she left, she didn't bother to unchain him, as she knew he'd grab her
legs and start begging for forgiveness. As such he was always apologizing to her as she never found
anything he did good enough. Just touching him repulsed her. He roared and cried and whined and
mewed, pleading with her to stay. He tried to stop her, but the chains held him back. She hit him on
his face hard with her paw and he shut up, shocked and wept, humiliated. She looked at him with
disgust in her eyes and told him, "You're not worthy of calling yourself a lion. You're pathetic. And
no one will ever revere you again. Do me a favor and just die." And then she turned around and was
gone.
She never came back, but he remained chained, hungry, weak, shattered. She took the bed too, as she
felt it was only because of her that he even bothered having one. Several days later his old animal
friends chanced on his den, found him still barely alive, on the cold floor, now reduced to skin and
bones. Quickly they unchained him, brought him some food and told him how a rival lion had taken
over in his absence, and that his "beloved" had been pursuing his rival for months. They spoke of her
admiring him with her glances and showering him with affections in ways that our guy had not
known for years. He didn't do a god damn thing for her, fucked her whenever he wanted, even drove
her out when he wanted silence, but she was madly in love with him.
This revelation shattered what was left of his will to live, and for a while he contemplated jumping
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from the tallest cliff in the jungle down into the raging rapids below. As he stood over the edge,
looking down at the river flowing in full spate below, he remembered that two years ago, his brother
had jumped to his death from this very same spot without warning - he had last heard that his brother
too had pursued these mysterious maidens, and had not heard from him since. Until word spread of
his last act. He had been shocked as to how his fearless brother could have done something so
cowardly. But now at last he knew what had really happened. His brother had been killed, not in
battle against a powerful foe, but slowly, progressively and surely -- by someone he considered
closest to him. So subtly, that he never realized it.
Grief gave way to anger, and he finally roared again after many days, as he realized that he could
not let his brother's death go in vain. How could someone so beautiful and loving turn so evil and full
of hatred? Even his own fiercest enemies in the jungle against whom he had fought and won could
not have entertained such hate and contempt toward him? At least, they had it in them to
acknowledge his former might. Why did he lose his respect? What did he do wrong, had he not done
everything to please her? Why did she methodically destroy him? Why did she love the rival who was
not at all nice to her? He thought of revenge, but knew his rival would finish him in seconds the way
he was now.
Somehow he learnt to hunt small kill again, so he wouldn't starve, but he was a nobody in his own
kingdom now. Finally, frustrated, seeking answers, he decided to wander the earth, searching for
anyone who could tell him the truth. He somehow came to know through hearsay about an older lion,
a ruler of another jungle who had fallen low and then somehow risen back to glory and was said to
have attained some kind of enlightenment - he had apparently revived the spirit of many a broken
male animal and changed their lives. This lion had his choice of lionesses at will who desired him
over all others, but he was immune to their evil magic - they could not ruin him. He could throw them
all out at will and be totally at ease by himself. He loved big, but on his own terms. He was open to
teach what he knew to all those who were totally willing. Intrigued, our lion set out in search of the
master. He would eventually meet this lion and get answers to the questions that burned in his heart,
and they would shake him to the core of his being...
For the rest, you may read my post on how your love for her is of little importance and how much she
loves you is what matters. That story however takes a turn just when the rival comes in - the lion
figures it out by himself, but hey, there are people like me who've understood only from others. But
he can also go that way after she's left him too. Nothing like a good story to make abstract stuff so
easily understood and thoroughly entertaining. The inspiration to write Part 2 came from the Book of
Pook...
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Love is the ultimate covert contract - until you get honest about
yourself and your needs. Men can make a great overt contract,
but women can only make horrible ones.
0 upvotes | November 24, 2019 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link

TL:DR - A man needs to get his needs met directly, a woman covertly through his needs. It is a
horror story when it's the other way around.
In a past post, I had written that when you're in love with someone, whom you ultimately love is only
yourself, because ultimately your needs - physical, emotional, survival whatever are being met. Being
in love is a field of energy that sweeps you in, and it is that which you seek ultimately through
another person. Somewhere you are able to include another person in it, or else this would be totally
solipsistic, but often that never happens, especially not now.
So what it means is, this thing called love that we all want because it feels so good, is the ultimate
covert contract. How it goes is like

I say I love you because you meet my needs, but actually I love myself ultimately.1.
You say you love me because of the way I make you feel and meet your needs, but actually you2.
love yourself.
We will both believe and act as if we have no awareness of this contract, because nature3.
drugged us up with lots of good feelz.

When the feels wear off for any reason, the contract gets exposed. In rather shocking and painful
ways.
But what about devotion,  ? Well, devotion is great, but it doesn't need a relationship. That is a
consequence of your own frame and how you want to be.
Neither is devotion a substitute that can replace attraction, nor is it some reward for attraction, nor is
it something that creates sexual attraction. Attraction is a pure, selfish, reactive, but ultimately
mutually beneficial emotion.
But does it mean it's a bad thing? Absolutely not. Because in the absence of attraction, revulsion is
the result. If anything, a lack of attraction would expose the covert contract so overtly that you see it
is actually a very cold blooded deal without the emotions behind it.
But you need to be aware of this covert contract. Needs aren't the issue here, life can't happen without
needs. Emotional needs are important. And any person pretending to be needless exposes themselves
as dishonest after a point, usually when they throw a victim puke. This lack of honesty means that
Nice Guys, and all women, resort to covert ways of getting their needs met.
A man, as he awakens to a Red Pill Awareness, must ultimately become honest about his needs,
make them a priority, turn the covert contracts into honest ones by becoming responsible for his
needs and being in the drivers' seat, and replacing neediness with abundance. All that is covered well
in the books. Good examples of how this is done can be found on mrp. First thing is that men slowly
start making themselves responsible for their needs and becoming the men they need to be. This get
shit tested by their women, which slowly transforms into comfort tests, can culminate in a main
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event. If the relationship is authentic, it gets to a point where the woman is snapped out of me me and
me and realizes what the man's needs are, and that they're important. And that if she refuses to
recognize this, he can always get them met in his own ways, and she and her needs would be the
loser.
So the frame comes into the man's life when she's realized that for the fulfillment of her needs, she
needs to fulfill his. It is this that eliminates the covert contract. She still gets her needs met covertly,
but through her man's needs instead of using him as a mere tool that she eventually falls out of love
with. And that brings us to a very important observation.
Men turn out to be very good at this process of meeting their needs overtly because that's how they
were meant to be all along. In order to execute an overt fulfillment of one's needs, one needs
abundance and the ability to love by looking down. Women on the other hand, necessarily need to
love and get their needs met covertly. They just can't play this overt game. When they do, instantly
the man is beneath them, and the attraction is gone, and in it's place, contempt results. You can see
this that a woman only communicates overtly when her natural communication has failed, and she's
frustrated and angry.
That's the number one mistake all feminists do. Many of them had poor relationships with their
fathers and spouses and other men and they couldn't get their needs met in a feminine way. Then try
to be too overt, and when they do, the sweet covert contract becomes a psychopathic, contemptuous
overt contract where the truth is laid bare. Women just cannot love a man whom they see as beneath
her and only a tool for herself. Men can feel this contempt at a visceral level - we are totally wired to
recognize signs of a woman's contempt. And we do not like that tone she uses when she tries to
communicate overtly, because there's contempt in it. We can be totally overt and they can love us for
it, but she can't.
To avoid her fulfilling her end of the relationship contract overtly, we need to stop our covert
contracts, which means becoming honest about our needs and fulfilling them in more direct ways.
This can only happen when life is our own frame. So long as we operate in her frame, we will be the
ones trying to get our needs covertly met by being weak betas, and she'll be getting her needs met
directly by treating us with utter contempt and dumping us for a man where she can actually feel
feminine around.
Guys, there's just no other way it can really work well. Women make terrible men, men make terrible
women. Men love overtly, women covertly.
The problem with all of us is that the last time we were naturally masculine was probably when we
were toddlers (read Anton's book - The Manual to get this). After that, we've been raised by women,
heard their BP delusions, but been the victim of their RP actions, and have only learnt how to love in
the way children and women do, a needy, dependent love that looks up and tries to get one's needs
met through covert, un-masculine ways. We have forgotten how to love as men. Meanwhile, those
women, not finding the masculine energy the needed from us, have tried, at least in LTRs, where this
stuff becomes important - to love in overt, un-feminine ways and have failed miserably.
This problem cannot be solved by them because they don't know what they're doing. We know, and
only we can fix this, at least in our own lives. Men aren't a true herd as I wrote in an earlier post, and
a collective change requires every individual man to wake up from delusion. For which every man,
needs to get his butt kicked by life at least once, or be naturally who he is from the start.
Of course, just because we're doing everything right doesn't guarantee total security from her,
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because if there's one thing forever changing and prone to flux, it's woman. If there is one thing that
never really is secure at any time, it's life. The one thing that can be the steadiest presence in your
own life under all situations is you alone. Otherwise security is an illusion, and you can only be
confidently secure when you realize that you have overcome this need for being safe and secure
always. When a man is ok with dying, he has overcome his fear of death. So don't make a covert
contract that "If I do everything right the RP way, her love is guaranteed".
You are the only ever present reality in your life, all others just come and go. Either they will do it
themselves, or time will do it in the long run. That does not mean our needs don't matter, but let's be
realistic - the world is what it is. Only when we put our foot down strong enough and actively
enough, we create a world where we are taken seriously. Emphasis on "create".
Doing everything right the RP way will make your life authentic, it will make your relationships
authentic. If they were genuine, they will get better. If they are not, they will fade and die. If they
were already dead, you will write the epitaph and publish the obituary, and put yourself and everyone
out of their misery. When you have come to a point where you are no longer insecure about the
truthful outcome, then you have overcome your need for security, and your need for covert contracts
in you relationship. You can be the man in the relationship Meanwhile let her meet her needs covertly
through your needs, even if she's aware of it, that's better for her and keeps her attraction high in the
relationship. Then she can be the woman in the relationship. If she doesn't want to, she may go, and
you'll be better off too.
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Love is the ultimate covert contract - until you get honest about
yourself and your needs. Men are capable of making a great
overt contract, but women only make horrible ones.
325 upvotes | November 24, 2019 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link

TL:DR - In a healthy relationship dynamic, a man needs to get his needs met directly, a woman
covertly through his needs. It is a horror story when it's the other way around.
In a past post, I had written that when you're in love with someone, whom you ultimately love is only
yourself, because ultimately your needs - physical, emotional, survival whatever are being met. Being
in love is a field of energy that sweeps you in, and it is that which you seek ultimately through
another person. Somewhere you are able to include another person in it, or else this would be totally
solipsistic, but often that never happens, especially not now.
So what it means is, this thing called love that we all want because it feels so good, is the ultimate
covert contract. How it goes is like so :
I say I love you because you meet my needs, but actually I am attracted to you and love myself
ultimately.
You say you love me because of the way I make you feel and meet your needs, but actually you are
attracted to me and ultimately love yourself.
We will both believe and act as if we have no awareness of this contract, because nature drugged us
up with lots of good feelz.
When the feels wear off for any reason, the contract gets exposed. In rather shocking and painful
ways.
But what about devotion, <insert any ideal or logical definition of how love and relationships should
work here> ? Well, devotion is great, but it doesn't need a relationship. That is a consequence of your
own frame and how virtuous you want to be. You can just choose to be devoted to anything, even
without a reason. Attraction however, is the most conditional of things.
Neither is devotion a substitute that can replace attraction, nor is it some reward for attraction, nor is
it something that creates sexual attraction. Attraction is a pure, selfish, reactive, but ultimately
mutually beneficial emotion. So first thing, let's eliminate the covert contract that your devotion can
cause attraction in her. It can't. Only your high SMV can do it. And like I wrote in my previous post,
if it's really high, you don't have to do anything.
But does it mean it's a bad thing? Absolutely not. Because in the absence of attraction, revulsion is
the result. If anything, a lack of attraction would expose the covert contract so overtly that you see it
is actually a very cold blooded deal without the emotions behind it.
But you need to be aware of this covert contract. Needs aren't the issue here, life can't happen without
needs. Emotional needs are important. And any person pretending to be needless exposes themselves
as dishonest after a point, usually when they throw a victim puke. This lack of honesty means that
Nice Guys, children, and all women, resort to covert ways of getting their needs met, using covert
contracts .
A man, as he awakens to a Red Pill Awareness, must ultimately become honest about his needs,
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make them a priority, turn the covert contracts into honest ones by becoming responsible for his
needs and being in the drivers' seat, and replacing neediness with abundance. All that is covered well
in the books. Good examples of how this is done can be found on the mrp sub. First thing is that men
slowly start making themselves responsible for their needs and becoming the men they need to be.
This get shit tested by their women, which slowly transforms into comfort tests, and can culminate in
a main event. If the relationship is authentic, it gets to a point where the woman is snapped out of me
me and me and realizes what the man's needs are, and that they're important. And that if she refuses
to recognize this, he can always get them met in his own ways, and she and her needs would be the
loser.
At this point, the frame comes into the man's life when she's realized that for the fulfillment of her
needs, she needs to fulfill his. It is this that eliminates the covert contract. She still gets her needs met
covertly, but through her man's needs instead of using him as a mere tool that she eventually falls out
of love with. And that brings us to a very important observation.
Men turn out to be very good at this process of meeting their needs overtly because that's how they
were meant to be all along. In order to execute an overt fulfillment of one's needs, one needs
abundance and the ability to love by looking down. A certain level of impersonal awareness is also
needed. Women on the other hand, necessarily need to love and get their needs met covertly. They
love works by looking up. They just can't play this overt game. When they do, instantly the man is
beneath them, and the attraction is gone, and in it's place, contempt results. You can see this that a
woman only communicates overtly when her natural forms of communication has failed, and she's
frustrated and angry.
As I had written in an earlier post, Women simply cannot love without covert contracts. They always
oscillate between love and being loved, and to some extent she needs the drama to feel feminine. Too
much however, leads to betaization of the man, and eventually she begins to create overt contracts,
and a woman who is too overt, is a woman with ego and contempt in her heart. Do not debate this,
see how your body feels at a visceral level when a woman turns into a contempt filled imitation of a
man.
That's the number one mistake all feminists do. Many of them had poor relationships with their
fathers and spouses and other men and they couldn't get their needs met in a feminine way. Or they
were lesbians and really wanted to be masculine. Then, seeking the masculine energy by themselves,
they try to become masculine, try to be too overt, and when they do, the sweet covert contract
becomes a psychopathic, contemptuous overt contract where the truth is laid bare. Women just
cannot love a man whom they see as beneath her and only a tool for herself. Men can feel this
contempt at a visceral level - we are totally wired to recognize signs of a woman's contempt. And we
do not like that tone she uses when she tries to communicate overtly, because there's contempt in it.
We can be totally overt and love them, and they can love us for it, but she can't.
To avoid her fulfilling her end of the relationship contract overtly, we need to stop our covert
contracts, which means becoming honest about our needs and fulfilling them in more direct ways.
This can only happen when life is our own frame. So long as we operate in her frame, we will be the
ones trying to get our needs covertly met by being weak betas, and she'll be getting her needs met
directly by treating us with utter contempt and dumping us for a man where she can actually feel
feminine around.
Guys, there's just no other way it can really work well. Women make terrible men, men make terrible
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women. Men love overtly, women covertly.
The problem with all of us is that the last time we were naturally masculine was probably when we
were toddlers (read Anton's book - The Manual to get this). After that, we've been raised by women,
heard their BP delusions, but been the victim of their RP actions, and have only learnt how to love in
the way children and women do, a needy, dependent love, naively idealistic love, devoid of
awareness of truth and experience - a love that that looks up and tries to get one's needs met through
covert, un-masculine ways. We have forgotten how to love as men or have yet to learn it - because
nature gave our dick a huge head start before our brain. Meanwhile, those women, not finding the
masculine energy the needed from us, have tried to love in overt, un-feminine ways and have failed
miserably.
This problem cannot be solved by them because they don't know what they're doing, they just go by
reactive feel. We know, and only we can fix this, at least in our own lives. Men aren't a true herd as I
wrote in an earlier post, and a collective change requires every individual man to wake up from
delusion. For which every man, needs to get his butt kicked by life at least once, or be naturally who
he is from the start.
Of course, just because we're doing everything right doesn't guarantee total security from her,
because if there's one thing forever changing, unsteady and prone to flux, it's woman. If there is one
thing that never really is secure at any time, it's life. The one thing that can be the steadiest presence
in your own life under all situations is you alone. Otherwise security is an illusion, and you can only
be confidently secure when you realize that you have overcome this need for being safe and secure
always. When a man is ok with dying, he has overcome his fear of death. So don't make a covert
contract that "If I do everything right the RP way, her love is guaranteed".
You are the only ever present reality in your life, all others just come and go. Either they will do it
themselves, or time will do it in the long run. That does not mean our needs don't matter, but let's be
realistic - the world is what it is. Only when we put our foot down strong enough and actively
enough, we create a world where we are taken seriously. Emphasis on "create".
Doing everything right the RP way will make your life authentic, it will make your relationships
authentic. If they were genuine, they will get better. If they are not, they will fade and die. If they
were already dead, you will write the epitaph and publish the obituary, and put yourself and everyone
out of their misery. When you have come to a point where you are no longer insecure about the
truthful outcome, then you have overcome your need for security, and your need for covert contracts
in you relationship. You can then be the man in the relationship. Meanwhile let her meet her needs
covertly through your needs, even if she's aware of it, that's better for her and keeps her attraction
high in the relationship. Then she can be the woman in the relationship. If she doesn't want to, she
may go, and you'll be better off too.
EDIT : To those newbs who come here, still deep in the blue end of the pool, and make their very first
comment here wondering what this is about, and all your own concepts -- reading the sidebars of this
and mrp, lifting, doing the work, learning stuff practically for themselves, are all mandatory. These
insights didn't come in overnight. You see things like these after like over a year and a half of
reading, working and internalising a new mindset and observing hundreds of people, trying, failing
and succeeding.
You should realize this is not some quick fix, do or say one or two things and happily ever after. I
realize I'm only now really beginning to get some of the stuff I read and observed, only now is has my
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whole thought process changed to a point where it's becoming natural - it's humbling stuff. This is
serious business, for those who are committed for a lifetime of growth.
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Men's Day messages are so cringeworthy it's now certain that
society has no idea what a man is, let alone actually help them.
1 upvotes | November 24, 2019 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link

TL:DR - Yes. Shockingly Men's Day exists. But one search would tell you everything that's
wrong with the human race honestly. Only here we'll hold you before the mirror, call you a fool
if you are one, and tell you to start with the lifting, read the stuff and implement them for your
own good, and respect you when you succeed.
EDIT : I wonder why the hell I've not been able to get this post up for like a week now. Maybe it's
some words I'm using.
I am actually surprised there is actually something called an International Men's Day. I only got to
know of it even when a couple of greeting pics got sent on the family group and some friends posted
about it on Facebook - it seems to be getting a little popular now -- but obviously it's nowhere on the
radar compared to the scale of International Women's Day. I am pretty shocked that such a thing is
even allowed to exist in today's popular narrative. Surely it can only mean one thing...
For the record, a typical women's day in my extended family and social circles usually involves the
women doing whatever it takes when she thinks she hasn't got enough of validation from the men
(which is the norm). So being butt hurt is essentially their right on this day.
My first reaction was to imagine a mental image of a beta husband getting butt hurt trying to
negotiate validation for himself for being a man with his wife, and getting obviously burned in the
process, and telling myself never to become that guy cause a) why take seriously something that
changes like the weather and because b) You're a faggot when you live by other people's approval,
and die by their rejection. Any husband in my whole family group and virtually everyone in the
neighborhood or the entire state could easily be that guy. What else would men's day even be for?
So ok, I go to google, search for the men's day messages, and predictably, what I find is :
A lip service to the statistics, the men taking their lives, the men getting killed, the mental illness, the
prison sentences, the homeless men, the dangerous low level jobs, the workplace deaths, the falling
academic grades, but NOT the divorce stats, the infertility and low T levels or the false abuse claims
or dead beadrooms -- of course.
Lots of messages about being emotional, vulnerable, and talking to others about the shit you're
actually supposed to fix. Mostly by women, supported by their reverential white knights.
You have people and celebrities with mental and emotional issues, and habits (drugs, alcohol, the
like), telling other men to be vulnerable because being vulnerable = showcasing your shit at all levels
of your being and not your toned muscular body.
Lots of women approving messages from men who promise to be their saviors and treat them like the
princesses they are (while the real issue is only if she actually feels that kind of admiration for her
man)
A couple of faggots in ballerina costumes claiming masculinity is a social construct. Or photos of
Justin Bieber.
Masculinity is all about men crying pics and memes and that men are shamed into hiding their
fragility.
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Men's day as a celebration of the fragile beings were are underneath that mask.
A few angry feminists claiming in all their apparently Buddhahood levels of sage wisdom that "Every
day is a man's day. It's women who don't get appreciated". In today's America.
Lots of men talking about the challenges and shit they face, what they do to support their families,
and the things they've achieved with their sweat and blood and lives, probably expecting women to
understand their sacrifices and give them validation and maybe even sex like the great empathetic and
understanding beings we think they are.
Some messages about how men are fathers, brothers, and husbands and any role that purely exists
relative to others in terms of utility. And how they can be better providers at said roles in getting
other people's needs met at the cost of their own.
Some people pointing out that the equality of sexes is so fake in real life. But...
Not one, not ONE image of a guy who lifts and looks healthy. Forget mentally healthy, mentally
strong guys.
Not a single link to anything that actually tells you what you need to do about solving these issues.
Nothing, not one thing, about the athletes, the geniuses, the musicians, the artists, the builders, the
talented, the skilled, the sportsmen, the mentally strong, the warriors, the wise, the soldiers, the
masters, the heroes, the lovers, the sages, the scientists, the problem solvers, the engineers, the
enterpreneurs, the inventors, the garbage cleaners -- not even the men who've made a lot of money !!
Ok, one or two quotes from the great men of the past who actually talked about challenges, grit,
strength, character, respect, wisdom and greatness, none of whom exist today. Even if they did they
probably couldn't get past the outrage disease. Somewhere down the list, somewhere buried under the
haystack.
NOTHING about an attractive man and his qualities, duh, it might just expose the truth. Seriously, I
just realized virtually everything that's wrong with the human race in this one search. Wikipedia
seems to claim it's legit, but I wonder if at the end they've actually made any kind of positive
difference in even one man's life so far.
Nothing appreciating a man by the larger society or women. Just a few men patting themselves on the
back.
All of this shows you just one thing - society is so fucked they have no fucking clue what a man or
masculinity is, or are in denial. They can't give it to you. Masculinity is a gift we learn the hard way,
give it to ourselves and show the world where it is.
These people writing the popular narrative are too messed up themselves to be of any help to men -
they're the very reason why so many boys and men are messed up at so many levels. So it's up to us -
and it works so much better that way too. Unfortunately it only works when we've been hit hard by
the red lightning bolt of reality and shocked awake out of delusion.
If we don't, someone else will set the frame for us, and that will be our prison.
Society's image of a man is all about his utility value and his issues these days. In those days when
we spoke of men, we looked at the greatest of our kind - older, wiser, who walked the path, who were
respected. We still did until recently, until social media was invented. After that it even became
fashionable and the norm to depict the hero as the guy with the biggest issues rather than the most
awesome character in the show.
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This world ain't going to see us as anything but a problem or a utility, but only as long as we let them,
and act as living proof of their assumptions.
And honestly, no place out there except here now has all the stuff you need to know that will help
you become this man you are meant to become. But it's your responsibility to put it all to work. No
one can do that for you.
So on International Men's day, let me give you guys something that will actually prove useful to you
in your journey to becoming the proud man you are supposed to be (it's where we all start) :
Legion athletics website -- the articles on how to build a workout routine, how to lose fat and gain
muscle, how to diet for cut and bulk and how to increase your testosterone
The point is not all those supplements he wants to sell at the end, it's the workout advice - it's
seriously legit. You can get his books, I made real gains for the first time in my life and I thought I
had shitty genes before that. It also fixed a lot of my mental weaknesses. These are the first of the real
issues we face, and these are the first of solutions that actually benefit us. Now that is a gift worthy of
men's day.
Every book on the sidebars you need are cheap on amazon and free to download on library genesis.
Any book by a Navy seal or a sportsman who pushed themselves past their limits to get where they
are will be inspirational for the mind. It's time to work.
Today, instead of doing our own version of a butt hurt woman needing special validation on women's
day, let's just send that to the grave for good. Of what use is the hollow lip service from these idiots
anyway? When we know the truth, validation seems fake especially when you realize where the
feedback is coming from.
If people actually gave men real stuff that could help them in their lives, this so called men's day
would actually be something of worth, rather than the retarded, lip service, make things worse
hogwash they turn out to be.
The mirror in your room and the mirror of life never lies to you.
PS : And before you rush in to comment on what you think a man should be and make a to-do list on
what is probably your first comment on the sub, I hope you've spent the time reading the sidebars of
this and mrp, at least getting your ass to start exercising and have done the work enough to get it, at
least gained some success at gaming and frame, got out of validation addiction, have high standards
for yourself, and have started figuring out what you need to be and how to get there.
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Men's Day messages are so cringeworthy it's now certain that
society has no idea what a man is, let alone actually help them.
1 upvotes | November 24, 2019 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link

[removed]
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International Men's Day messages are so cringeworthy it's now
certain that society has no idea what a man is, let alone actually
help them. And social media results are specifically favoring
1 upvotes | November 25, 2019 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link

TL:DR - Yes. Shockingly Men's Day exists. But one search online would tell you everything
that's wrong with the human race honestly. Only here we'll hold you before the mirror, call you
a fool if you are one, and tell you to start with the lifting, read the stuff and implement them for
your own good, and respect you when you succeed. And if any one tells you social media isn't
biased, never, ever believe them.
EDIT : Yeah. It's really late. I've wondered why the hell I've not been able to get this post up despite
trying continuously for like a week now. As it turns out, reddit is too touchy about me using some
politically incorrect, but factually correct labels.
I am actually surprised there is actually something called an International Men's Day. I only got to
know of it even when a couple of greeting pics got sent on the family group and some friends posted
about it on Facebook - it seems to be getting a little popular now -- but obviously it's nowhere on the
radar compared to the scale of International Women's Day. I am pretty shocked that such a thing is
even allowed to exist in today's popular narrative. Surely it can only mean one thing...
For the record, a typical women's day in my extended family and social circles usually involves the
women doing whatever it takes when she thinks she hasn't got enough of validation from the men
(which is the norm). So being butt hurt is essentially their right on this day.
My first reaction was to imagine a mental image of a beta husband getting butt hurt trying to
negotiate validation for himself for being a man with his wife, and getting obviously burned in the
process, and telling myself never to become that guy cause one, why take seriously something that
changes like the weather and because you're a fool when you live by other people's approval, and die
by their rejection, without any authenticity. Any husband in my whole family group and virtually
everyone in the neighborhood or the entire state could easily be that guy. What else would men's day
even be for?
So ok, I go to social media, search for the men's day messages, and predictably, what I find is a
curated collection :
A lip service to the statistics, the men taking their lives, the men getting killed, the mental illness, the
prison sentences, the homeless men, the dangerous low level jobs, the workplace deaths, the falling
academic grades, but NOT the divorce stats, the infertility and low T levels or the false abuse claims
or dead beadrooms -- of course.
Lots of messages about being emotional, vulnerable, and talking to others about the shit you're
actually supposed to fix. Mostly by women, supported by their reverential white knights.
You have people and celebrities with mental and emotional issues, and habits (drugs, alcohol, the
like), telling other men to be vulnerable because being vulnerable = showcasing your shit at all levels
of your being and not your toned muscular body.
Lots of women approving messages from men who promise to be their saviors and treat them like the
princesses they are (while the real issue is only if she actually feels that kind of admiration for her
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man)
A couple of male jokers in ballerina costumes claiming masculinity is a social construct - I don't think
I can unsee that. Or photos of Justin Bieber.
Masculinity is all about men crying pics and memes and that men are shamed into hiding their
fragility.
Men can be feminine -- no seriously look up Twitter right now, you'll get it in 30 seconds of
scrolling.
Men's day as a celebration of the fragile beings were are underneath that mask. To all the strong men
out there...
An actual message that claims Men's Day actually happens on April 1st...
Let's talk, let's talk. Open up. (so we can find out if you've got issues and put you into the reject bin).
Usually at a meet chaired by women. But do nothing of worth.
A few angry feminists claiming in all their apparently Buddhahood levels of sage wisdom that "Every
day is a man's day. It's women who don't get appreciated". In today's America (and the rest of the
developed world).
Lots of men talking about the challenges and shit they face, what they do to support their families,
and the things they've achieved with their sweat and blood and lives, probably expecting women to
understand their sacrifices and give them validation and maybe even sex like the great empathetic and
understanding beings we think they are. Guess who upvoted?
Some messages about how men are fathers, brothers, and husbands and any role that purely exists
relative to others in terms of utility where the man is a sacrificial offering. And how they can be
better providers at said roles in getting other people's needs met at the cost of their own.
Some people pointing out that the equality of sexes is so fake in real life. But...
Not one, not ONE image of a guy who lifts and looks healthy. Forget mentally healthy, mentally
strong guys. Men are strong? Mentally strong? Wow, since when?
Not a single link to anything that actually tells you what you need to do about solving these issues.
Nothing, not one thing, about the athletes, the geniuses, the musicians, the artists, the builders, the
talented, the skilled, the sportsmen, the mentally strong, the warriors, the wise, the soldiers, the
masters, the heroes, the lovers, the sages, the scientists, the problem solvers, the engineers, the
enterpreneurs, the inventors, the garbage cleaners -- not even the men who've made a lot of money !!
Ok, one or two quotes from the great men of the past who actually talked about challenges, grit,
strength, character, respect, wisdom and greatness, none of whom exist today. Even if they did they
probably wouldn't get past the outrage disease. Somewhere down the list, somewhere buried under
the haystack.
Nothing appreciating a man by the larger society or women. Just a few men patting themselves on the
back.
NOTHING about an attractive man, and his qualities, duh, it might just expose the truth.
Seriously, I just realized virtually everything that's wrong with the human race in this one search.
Wikipedia seems to claim it's legit and it's meant to help men's issues (it was started by a man after
all, and apparently he faced a lot of opposition from feminists), but I wonder if at the end they've
actually made any kind of positive difference in even one man's life so far.
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All of this shows you just one thing - society is so fucked they have no fucking clue what a man or
masculinity is, or are in denial. They can't give it to you. Masculinity is a gift we learn the hard way,
give it to ourselves and show the world where it is.
Also social media is very highly biased in favor of the blue pilled narrative. All search engines and
social media sites boosted any message supporting the popular narrative up to the top. I had a long
way to go before I found a Roosevelt,
These people writing the popular narrative are too messed up themselves to be of any help to men -
they're the very reason why so many boys and men are messed up at so many levels. So it's up to us -
and it works so much better that way too. Unfortunately it only works when we've been hit hard by
the red lightning bolt of reality and shocked awake out of delusion.
If we don't, someone else will set the frame for us, and that will be our prison.
Society's image of a man is all about his utility value and his issues these days. In those days when
we spoke of men, we looked at the greatest of our kind - older, wiser, who walked the path, who were
respected. We still did until recently, until social media was invented. After that it even became
fashionable and the norm to depict the hero as the guy with the biggest issues rather than the most
awesome character in the show.
This world ain't going to see us as anything but a problem or a utility, but only as long as we let them,
and act as living proof of their assumptions.
And honestly, no place out there except here now has all the stuff you need to know that will help
you become this man you are meant to become. But it's your responsibility to put it all to work. No
one can do that for you.
So on International Men's day, let me give you guys something that will actually prove useful to you
in your journey to becoming the proud man you are supposed to be (it's where we all start) :
Legion athletics website -- the articles on how to build a workout routine, how to lose fat and gain
muscle, how to diet for cut and bulk and how to increase your testosterone
The point is not all those supplements he wants to sell at the end, it's the workout advice - it's
seriously legit. You can get his books, I made real gains for the first time in my life and I thought I
had shitty genes before that. It also fixed a lot of my mental weaknesses. These are the first of the real
issues we face, and these are the first of solutions that actually benefit us. Now that is a gift worthy of
men's day.
Every book on the sidebars you need are cheap on amazon and free to download on library genesis.
Any book by a Navy seal or a sportsman who pushed themselves past their limits to get where they
are will be inspirational for the mind. It's time to work.
Today, instead of doing our own version of a butt hurt woman needing special validation on women's
day, let's just send that to the grave for good. Of what use is the hollow lip service from these idiots
anyway? When we know the truth, validation seems fake especially when you realize where the
feedback is coming from.
If people actually gave men real stuff that could help them in their lives, this so called men's day
would actually be something of worth, rather than the retarded, lip service, make things worse
hogwash they turn out to be.
The mirror in your room and the mirror of life never lies to you.
PS : And before you rush in to comment on what you think a man should be and make a to-do list on
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what is probably your first comment on the sub, I hope you've spent the time reading the sidebars of
this and mrp, at least getting your ass to start exercising and have done the work enough to get it, at
least gained some success at gaming and frame, got out of validation addiction, have high standards
for yourself, and have started figuring out what you need to be and how to get there. A man isn't
made in a day. It's for life.
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International Men's Day messages are so cringeworthy it's now
certain that society has no idea what a man is, let alone actually
help them. And social media is utterly biased to support the
Blue Pilled narrative.
638 upvotes | November 25, 2019 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link

TL:DR - Yes. Shockingly Men's Day exists. But one search online would tell you everything
that's wrong with the human race honestly. It's up to us now. The problem with man can only
be solved by man.
Only here we'll hold you before the mirror, call you a fool if you are one, and tell you to start
with the lifting, read the stuff and implement them for your own good, and respect you when
you succeed. And if any one tells you social media isn't biased, never, ever believe them.
Instead, let's give ourselves what is of real benefit to us men.
EDIT : Yeah. It's really late. I've wondered why the hell I've not been able to get this post up despite
trying continuously for like a week now. As it turns out, reddit is too touchy about me using some
politically incorrect, but factually correct labels.
I am actually surprised there is actually something called an International Men's Day. I only got to
know of it even when a couple of greeting pics got sent on the family group and some friends posted
about it on Facebook - it seems to be getting a little popular now -- but obviously it's nowhere on the
radar compared to the scale of International Women's Day. I am pretty shocked that such a thing is
even allowed to exist in today's popular narrative. Surely it can only mean one thing...
For the record, a typical women's day in my extended family and social circles usually involves the
women doing whatever it takes when she thinks she hasn't got enough of validation from the men
(which is the norm). So being butt hurt is essentially their right on this day.
My first reaction was to imagine a mental image of a beta husband getting butt hurt trying to
negotiate validation for himself for being a man with his wife, and getting obviously burned in the
process, and telling myself never to become that guy cause one, why take seriously something that
changes like the weather and because you're a fool when you live by other people's approval, and die
by their rejection, without any authenticity. Any husband in my whole family group and virtually
everyone in the neighborhood or the entire state could easily be that guy. What else would men's day
even be for?
So ok, I go to social media, search for the men's day messages, and predictably, what I find is a
curated collection. And I just couldn't help myself this once :
A lip service to the statistics, the men taking their lives, the men getting killed, the mental illness, the
prison sentences, the homeless men, the dangerous low level jobs, the workplace deaths, the falling
academic grades, but NOT the divorce stats, the infertility and low T levels or the false abuse claims
or dead beadrooms -- of course.
Lots of messages about being emotional, vulnerable, and talking to others about the shit you're
actually supposed to fix. Mostly by women, supported by their reverential white knights.
You have people and celebrities with mental and emotional issues, and habits (drugs, alcohol, the
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like), telling other men to be vulnerable because being vulnerable = showcasing your shit at all levels
of your being and not your toned muscular body.
Lots of women approving messages from men who promise to be their saviors and treat them like the
princesses they are (while the real issue is only if she actually feels that kind of admiration for her
man)
A couple of male jokers in ballerina costumes claiming masculinity is a social construct - I don't think
I can unsee that. Or photos of Justin Bieber.
Masculinity is all about men crying pics and memes and that men are shamed into hiding their
fragility.
Men can be feminine -- no seriously look up Twitter right now, you'll get it in 30 seconds of
scrolling.
Men's day as a celebration of the fragile beings were are underneath that mask. To all the strong men
out there...
An actual message that claims Men's Day actually happens on April 1st...
Let's talk, let's talk. Open up. (so we can find out if you've got issues and put you into the reject bin).
Usually at a meet chaired by women. But do nothing of worth.
A few angry feminists claiming in all their apparently Buddhahood levels of sage wisdom that "Every
day is a man's day. It's women who don't get appreciated". In today's America (and the rest of the
developed world).
Lots of men talking about the challenges and shit they face, what they do to support their families,
and the things they've achieved with their sweat and blood and lives, probably expecting women to
understand their sacrifices and give them validation and maybe even sex like the great empathetic and
understanding beings we think they are. Guess who upvoted?
Some messages about how men are fathers, brothers, and husbands and any role that purely exists
relative to others in terms of utility where the man is a sacrificial offering. And how they can be
better providers at said roles in getting other people's needs met at the cost of their own.
Strangely only a couple of posts about "toxic masculinity". Guess that term isn't so popular and
trending now. Gillette effect?
Some people pointing out that the equality of sexes is so fake in real life. But...
Not one, not ONE image of a guy who lifts and looks healthy. Forget mentally healthy, mentally
strong guys. Men are strong? Mentally strong? Wow, since when?
Not a single link to anything that actually tells you what you need to do about solving these issues.
Nothing, not one thing, about the athletes, the geniuses, the musicians, the artists, the builders, the
talented, the skilled, the sportsmen, the mentally strong, the warriors, the wise, the soldiers, the
masters, the heroes, the lovers, the sages, the scientists, the problem solvers, the engineers, the
enterpreneurs, the inventors, the garbage cleaners -- not even the men who've made a lot of money !!
Ok, one or two quotes from the great men of the past who actually talked about challenges, grit,
strength, character, respect, wisdom and greatness, none of whom exist today. Even if they did they
probably wouldn't get past the outrage disease. Somewhere down the list, somewhere buried under
the haystack.
Nothing appreciating a man by the larger society or women. Just a few men patting themselves on the
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back.
NOTHING about an attractive man, and his qualities, duh, it might just expose the truth.
Seriously, I just realized virtually everything that's wrong with the human race in this one search.
And what do I do? I laugh at the sheer hypocrisy and stupidity of it till my stomach hurts, and cringe.
Seriously, I needed a good laugh for a while now.
But then I get serious. This shit almost killed me, it killed a couple of guys I knew. It fucked up more
lives then you'll ever know. I somehow found this place and it saved my life.
Wikipedia seems to claim it's legit and it's meant to help men's issues (it was started by a man after
all, and apparently he faced a lot of opposition from feminists), but I wonder if at the end they've
actually made any kind of positive difference in even one man's life so far.
All of this shows you just one thing - society is so fucked they have no fucking clue what a man or
masculinity is, or are in denial. They can't give it to you. Masculinity is a gift we learn the hard
way, give it to ourselves and show the world what it is. The problem with man can only be truly
solved by man
It tells you another useful thing -- what WOMEN have to do to themselves everyday to become more
like men. They wear the fake mask everywhere to work and life. Women have to fake masculinity
everyday and find feminine release and vulnerability later. If they don't the feminist herd will shame
them for being girly.
Also social media is very highly biased in favor of the blue pilled narrative. All search engines and
social media sites boosted any message supporting the popular narrative up to the top. I had a long
way to go before I found a Roosevelt for e.g.
These people writing the popular narrative are too messed up themselves to be of any help to men -
they're the very reason why so many boys and men are messed up at so many levels. So it's up to us -
and it works so much better that way too. Unfortunately it only works when we've been hit hard by
the red lightning bolt of reality and shocked awake out of delusion.
If we don't, someone else will set the frame for us, and that will be our prison.
Society's image of a man is all about his utility value and his issues these days. In those days when
we spoke of men, we looked at the greatest of our kind - older, wiser, who walked the path, who were
respected. We still did until recently, until social media was invented. After that it even became
fashionable and the norm to depict the hero as the guy with the biggest issues rather than the most
awesome character in the show.
This world ain't going to see us as anything but a problem or a utility, but only as long as we let them,
and act as living proof of their assumptions.
And honestly, no place out there except here now has all the stuff you need to know that will help
you become this man you are meant to become. But it's your responsibility to put it all to work. No
one can do that for you.
Ok, enough of problems. Just ranting about them isn't going to do. Where there are problems, we look
for the solutions.
So on International Men's day, let's give ourselves things that will actually prove useful to you in
your journey to becoming the great man you are supposed to be :
Legion athletics website -- the articles on how to build a workout routine, how to lose fat and gain
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muscle, how to diet for cut and bulk and how to increase your testosterone, and how to stretch.
The point is not all those supplements he wants to sell at the end, it's the workout advice - it's
seriously legit. You can get his books, I made real gains for the first time in my life and I thought I
had shitty genes before that. It also fixed a lot of my mental weaknesses. These are the first of the real
issues we face, and these are the first of solutions that actually benefit us. Now that is a gift worthy of
men's day.
This sub - just 2 days back a highly rated post on why lifting and a good diet is the best thing you
could do for almost all your issues. Now THAT's a gift worthy of Men's Day.
Mental issues? Ok, since this year is all about men and mental health, I recommend any book by a
Navy seal or a sportsman or an ultra athlete who pushed themselves past their limits, past the pain, to
get where they are. This will be inspirational for the mind -- you are meant to face discomfort to
grow, otherwise that suffering will come out in unhealthy ways. It's time to work. Lifting, natural
light, sleep, fresh air and diet, are the best things you can do to fix your biochemistry and kick feeling
crappy all day
Start putting stuff like Eckhart Tolle's Power of Now or Adyashanti to practice. You are supposed to
use your mind, not the other way round. Some spirituality will keep you grounded in yourself as you
become aware of how most misery is within you and how you can fix it when it comes up. You will
know natural happiness when your energies are high and ironically, you no longer worry about
happiness anymore and are no longer afraid of pain.
A regular daily practice of meditation had mindful awareness will give you access to your own inner
man cave, where all unprocessed mental shit can come up and get dissolved consciously in your
awareness. I have banished depression away with it. A few massive releases will free you of most of
your mental load of pain and depressive garbage - no more dark moods. You are wired for it already.
The man cave, the nothing box within is your best and most intimate friend - over time even your
need for dopamine rushes of pleasure go down. When you are at total ease being with yourself, and
see that the mind is a tool to create your life, you are free of mental disease.
If you need real help, get a bunch of well integrated and aware men for company who will kick your
butt if needed to help you own solve your issues, like here and mrp. Becoming 'vulnerable' and
talking to women about your issues that they can't fix -- that is for other women, and children.
Every book on the sidebars of this and the mrp sub, and the ones mentioned in the posts, all
that you need are cheap on amazon and free to download on library genesis. The best posts are
here for you to read. So your problems as men are half solved already - you have no excuses.
For the other half, you have to do the work. For life.
Today, instead of doing our own version of a butt hurt woman needing special validation on women's
day, let's just send that to the grave for good, and get a gym membership. I've decided I'll start
reading Extreme Ownership today (an excellent read, really tells you the difference between these
men and mainstream society today). Of what use is the hollow lip service from these idiots anyway?
When we know the truth, validation seems fake especially when you realize where the feedback is
coming from.
If people actually gave men real stuff like what's on these subs that could help them in their lives, this
so called men's day would actually be something of worth, rather than the retarded, lip service, make
things worse hogwash they turn out to be.
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The problem with man, can only be solved by man.
It's up to us now, to give ourselves what really works.
PS : And before you rush in to comment on what you think a man should be and make a to-do list on
what is probably your first comment on the sub, I hope you've spent the time reading the sidebars of
this and mrp, at least getting your ass to start exercising and have done the work enough to get it, at
least gained some success at gaming and frame, got out of validation addiction, have high standards
for yourself, and have started figuring out what you need to be and how to get there. A man isn't
made in a day. It's for life. The more you journey on this path, the more humble you'll become as you
realize what it takes.
And instead of getting depressed by what others say or think. it's time to do this for yourself and
create our narrative, as we men have always done.
And it's always great to have a sense of humor. Seriously that guy in the ballerina costume made me
laugh so much I just had to post this.
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The dreaded "But..." means you still didn't get it.
126 upvotes | December 2, 2019 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link

How many times are we going to see this?
"I'm RP and Alpha, but..."
No you aren't.
"I have abundance mentality, but"
No you don't. You only met one girl and fell for her asap. Now she's gone, and you feel life's over.
"I swallowed the pill, but"
Nope. That was just your first step.
"I know this is what's good for me, but..."
No you don't.
"I understand that this is the truth, the reality, but"
Liar. Keep dreaming, till reality kicks your ass.
"I understood what's in the books, but"
Oh no you didn't.
"I've got great skills at gaming, seduction, whatever, but"
Nope. One week isn't mastery.
"I believed I would be that exceptional exception, but"
So did we all...
"I am a fitness enthusiast, people say I look decent, I don't have a belly, I play sports, but.. "
Nope. Not even close.
"I'm at 15% BF or lower, but"
Not a chance. Add anywhere from 5% to 25% more.
"I am disciplined, but"
No way.
"I'm very productive, but"
I multitask 10 things at once, and have the attention span of a goldfish.
"I'm in charge, own my life and house, but"
Nope. If she just raises an eyebrow...
"I'm not depressed or mentally ill, but"
Get yourself together and fix your mess, now!
"I can control myself, but"
Oh no no no.... not even your breathing.
"I eat a fairly healthy diet, not too much junk, but"
No. You're probably drinking your 3rd bottle of coke in your other hand with frozen pizza on the
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table as you're writing this.
"She says she loves me, but"
No she doesn't. Loves herself? Oh yes.
"I have a great, above average sex life, but... "
Nope. You're closer to a dead bedroom. You have no idea what pure raging desire feels like.
"She's a unicorn, but... "
How many have you seen huh? Pretty sure that was true for the last one too, and every other one in
your continent. Or all of human history.
"I'm a good guy"
Oh no. There's just so many things wrong in that one term...
"I have a great relationship, but"
Soon not a skeleton, but a mass graveyard will come tumbling out of that closet.
"I'm respected at work and home, but"
I shake my head and sigh...words can't do justice to this.
"She's a good girl, says she's over her past and is loyal, and loves me exclusively, but"
Probably fucked at least 4-20 guys, or more before you and is alpha widowed, maybe nearing the
wall, can't bond and is cheating on you right now.
"She's not a bad person, just very moody and over sensitive with a small health issue. She loves me,
even though she can sometimes get wildly angry, but"
Uh oh. No. She's probably a Cluster B crazy and threatened to kill you or herself already or call the
cops. If not, she will, very soon....
"She has a problem with my house, my relatives, my clothes, chores, my paycheck, my job, my town,
how I raise the kids, when I get up in the morning, my ways of doing things, etc. etc., so I tried harder
to fix them and please her, but"
No. YOU are her problem. She's not attracted to you. She's emotional, not logical here. You're a man
who tries to please her instead of being a man she wants to please. This is actually your problem and
only you are the solution for your life.
"I know you don't approve of video games but,"
Probably stayed up all last night playing CoD or GTA but couldn't run up the stairs to save your life.
"I don't watch the idiot box called the TV, but"
Just one more video on YouTube and Netflix... aargh it's 3 a.m.! Nooo!
"This is my love and passion, but"
Spend 2 solid hours on it and it's not fun or exciting anymore. Maybe something else is my true
passion...
"I don't have addictions, but"
You sure? Take the smartphone away for a day and you have a nervous breakdown.
"I am happy on the inside, I'm not affected by this loss, but"
Then why do you have such a long list of pleasure addictions? One rejection or loss and you need
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alcohol or drugs to numb the pain, very badly.
"I'm 23 and my Testosterone is in fairly normal range but..."
Not in your dreams. 290 ng/dl is actually less than the T level of a 90 year old geezer. And your
sperm have it worse.
"My finances are good, but"
Dad bailed me out last month, again. Plus, I don't have a damn idea how credit cards work.
"I have a college degree in my favorite subject, but"
I got into deep student debt to study useless degrees like gender studies and pledged myself to a
lifetime of bank slavery.
"I do know how credit cards work. They help me when I don't have cash, but"
I buy even basic essentials on easy credit thinking I'm middle class, when elsewhere in the world this
would mean I'm dirt poor.
"These are all my goals I want to achieve, but"
No, no. WTF are you actually doing all day? That's what you truly want in your subconscious.
"My SMV is 9.5/10, and she is either HB11 or HB3, but.. "
Hell no!! Are you fucking kidding me? STFU.
"I believe in getting married, lots of sex, living happily ever after with kids, growing old with my
loyal wife and dying surrounded by loving family and friends...in today's world, but"
Alas. You found out that dead bedrooms and divorces exist because marriage exists. And doubly so
due to the things you believe about relationships.
"I did absolutely everything right, but"
No you didn't. If the mission failed, something was wrong and there're lessons to learn.
"I'm a man but"
No. You're a boy at best. A fa**ot at worst.
"I get it now, but... "
No you don't. Not even close.
The dreaded but...
It only means you're lying to yourself.
But reality doesn't.
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A few more ways on dealing with breakups and any form of
loss - meditations for the soul.
2 upvotes | December 19, 2019 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link

There's an excellent post put up just a while back about dealing with breakups. OP has covered a lot
of stuff there. Here I'm going to share my own methods on how I dealt with the worst period of my
life where I was in a horror story of a marriage, I lost my money, my job and old career, my wife (and
the support of 3 sets of families), my respect, but also my illusions. This technique is of course, not
totally complete as a manual to recovering from tough losses. I'd advise reading the post on breakups
first. I put this as a comment there, but felt it would make a post in itself.
In this post I will stress on the importance of daily meditation, being totally true with yourself, not
hiding from the pain within and purging it out and getting rid of unrealistic frames of life that aren't
true in reality, which is the deepest source of the pain. It is your frame of life and your identity as
whatever you call yourself being dismantled that causes the greatest pain.
I have been regularly meditating even before I reached this period. In retrospect that saved my life
when I actually had to face a Category 5 Hurricane, as in some way my frame was already solid
enough not to go on a destructive path of drugs, alcohol or go mad and start shooting people.
So I recommend is meditation. You should include presence / awareness meditation. There is a word
for this and it's metacognition. Diversion in the form of filling yourself with work and other hobbies
and even other women or whatever is good when the pain gets too strong to face directly, but sooner
or later, you need to face it and let it out, or else deep pain can stay in your system for years. Over
time it will drive you into a spiral of emptiness and destructive behaviors where all you do is trying to
numb it and try to put a bandaid on a tumor and somehow fill up what you see as a hole in yourself.
If any thoughts or feelings come up, which they will, often violently with a lot of intensity, find a
quiet place, meditate and allow your body to purge it out totally. Whatever comes up, let it. Accept it
completely. Remain aware and let it all come out and go. Don't try to aim for a particular emotional
state at this point, just stay awake.
This will make you sick, could result in numerous "purge fests", but it will be gone. You can't leave
residues behind. Oxytocin withdrawal is seriously real. Your body literally needs a reboot. For men,
it doesn't hit you right away, but a few days later, it does. And unlike women, it's more prolonged.
We men have systems with a lot more inertia and a lot more permanent impact than women. Popular
media gives us no sensible tools to handle it except try and cry like women and we're long past the
point where we even need to go that way.
I had it hit me like 2 days after my divorce, despite how bad the whole affair was and how much I
knew I had to get out. But I went for a drive and then damn, I had a massive eruption of pain, and the
worst of it then passed out. I stopped driving, just found a place to park, and let it blow. It took a few
more times to eliminate the worst of it. But for about 3 weeks to a month or so, my motivation wasn't
the same. I should have actually let it burn all the way. Well eventually I did, and I was back up and
running. I did however take up serious gymming and yoga and meditation classes later on to burn out
even more. Yes, my case seems mild compared to guys here, but that was because I had already
begun to do this when things started going downhill instead of waiting for D-Day.
Get lots of sun, fresh air, walk barefoot on the ground. Drink enough water and Find large open
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spaces. Being in tune with nature is really helpful.
Lie down and gently tell every body part to gently relax and release from your head to foot. By the
time you get half way up, you might fall asleep after some major tension releases. Good. Sleep is
healing.
Read a spiritual book - something like Tolle or Adyashanti or Ramana - they tell you how to deal
with this phenomenon. Most people turned corner and woke up during their moments of greatest loss
and despair. Everyone here did. Find out what a pain body is. Find out how to wake up and catch it
and dissolve it. It's the body's own memory that it's trying to purge out whenever you're at rest and
just doing little or nothing. Stuff like this hits you at the core of your old delusional frame, that needs
to be torn down.
Don't drown your pain in anesthesia of alcohol or drugs. This will numb you for a while, but the
actual way out is only through. Acceptance is the path of least resistance. If you feel too tempted, get
male buddies. Surround yourself by male company who're further up the road than you are.
DON'T ACT TOUGH / DENY OR TELL STORIES TO YOURSELF -- most people DEER
themselves acting tough. It takes real toughness to be totally real with yourself and face reality. Find
a man cave or a male buddy to sit quietly with and accept totally what happened. Don't do this when
you're not surrounded by safe people, especially not other women. First time it might be horrible. Do
it again. And again. Give it sometime and accept everything in this moment alone. Do it again. Face
the truth again and again. Soon it becomes a memory and a memory can no longer rule you.
Don't tell yourself that this shouldn't be happening. It is totally happening now, so it is real.
If angry thoughts of revenge and suicide and all that come, they're thoughts, not real. Let them come
and go. They will go away when they realize you're focusing on the thinker rather than entertaining
them.
Also this - if your identity tied to that relationship feels like dying, LET IT DIE COMPLETELY.
Don't die halfway, die all the way. Don't take it out on the body or worse, other people -- only the
ego, the emotions, the thoughts needs to die. Life doesn't stop, only an identity does. Get this message
in while you're still calm right now. You might feel like dying, but actually only the thing you call as
"you" wants to die. Just let that one die. You'll become a fresh piece of life when it's all over.
If you feel empty, dive into the emptiness for a while till you're comfortable being totally empty but
alive. It's like losing your internet for a while these days, only worse, but stay in the void for a while
and then hey, once you at at ease in stillness, there's no emptiness and you feel so much lighter. Be
undefined for a while, like a naked guy without a defined role. Yeah, there's a nothing box built
inside your brain for a reason. Now is the time to use it.
Real stoicism isn't putting up a face alone, real stoicism is being totally awake and aware when your
mind and body are in a storm. You must be careful never to lie to yourself or feel shame because the
pain did a number over you.
I like the journal method in the other post. Pour out the pain on the paper, and when you feel light,
burn it up. Seriously, burn it to ashes. Then throw the ashes somewhere else.
What all the meditation does is that it takes all the pain and turns it into physical exhaustion. Once
you're drained out, then you'll start recovering. During this period, don't strain yourself and reduce
activity if you can. Take a break from whatever you're doing. You need an inner cleansing and a body
reset. You can't have much energy being diverted during this time.
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Eat a healthy diet that isn't too heavy on the stomach. Sleep a bit more.
When this is done, get back to the gym, lift, run, re-energize the body and get your T levels up again.
A breakup, a painful loss literally sends your T crashing down for a while, so we need to restore
hormonal balance. That will bring you back on form.
It is possible that deeper residues of pain may remain even when you think it's all gone. It can show
up in more subtle ways. In my case, I kept finding myself thinking about it for too long, advising my
cousins, getting obsessed over female behavior, focusing a lot on how bad women are, reading too
much RP over and over as I didn't want to get hurt again, trying to find an outlet through writing, or
even trying to act as though I was above it when I wasn't. That's less obvious, but it becomes clear
with deepening understanding. Somewhere, a woman was still living in my head. I had to purge more
out. Even now, I feel an urge to comment on just about any post here that is compulsive and I realize
that there's still a bit more to release.
Remember, before this woman or whoever came into your life, when you were a child, you could
laugh and be happy and live without any of these things. As a teenager, you were attracted to
virtually every girl you saw, not just one. Every day, try to spend some time stripping yourself down
and realizing that yeah, you can be, even without the things that define your identity. Then start
having fun.
If a break up threatens to break up what you think is you, break up completely and realize you're
more than just an identity as her boyfriend, crush, husband, whatever. Die consciously, so that you
can live consciously once more.
Moments of loss, and moments of gain, are both places where we need to be more aware. Ultimately
all that comes also goes, and we need to get used to it. If one can use these moments to stay more
conscious, one's own mental and emotional muscles get a lot stronger and wiser. Find the Shiva
within as TWOTSM says.
PS : It is possible and expected you will break up a lot more down the road. Every time, it gets a lot
easier. Once you see how big the world and life is beyond your tiny mind story, an abundance
mentality will develop and losses can be shrugged off easily. You might even find yourself having
fun making parody jokes about them, as absurd as it may seem right now. You might even make
jokes about how many times someone used a phrase on you -- "We need to talk?" Umm...26?? "You
sexist selfish patriarchal creep!" -- 139. "It's over" - Oh, 12.
As for me, since then, I've found a new career, a new set of skills, earned more money now than
before, have everything I need. I'm doing all my old hobbies once more. I lift, I meditate, my dark
moods and a shit load of opinions and judgements are gone. I've gotten far more creative and
perceptive, my social skills with women are through the roof now, I am fully comfortable being
sexual and I no longer have a need to fill myself up to hide my own inner hole, and I am at ease in so
many situations I never used to be. In a way my needs have gone down as much of it wasn't "needs"
or neediness. Sometime back I felt a switch flipped in my mind and I just get stuff now what this is
about. Still a long way to go, and more experience to gain.
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A few more ways on dealing with breakups and any form of
loss, and pain in general - meditations for the soul.
132 upvotes | December 19, 2019 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link

TL:DR : This is a post specifically for dealing with emotional pain in all its forms through
meditation, awareness exercise and other practices. This post goes deep, because pain goes
much deeper than we realize. Dealing with tragedies, breakups, losses, inner pain and old
wounds is most important, as they affect us in many obvious and subtle ways and sabotage us
from living the life we can. Left untreated, pain can lead us to a terrible fate. The tools are very
needed now more than ever, especially for us men.
There's an excellent post put up just a while back about dealing with breakups. The OP has covered a
lot of stuff there and as I was reading it, it struck me that I should write about emotional pain - a topic
that's not addressed enough. Here I'm going to share my own methods on how I dealt with the worst
period of my life where I was in a horror story of a marriage and feeling almost suicidal, I lost my
money, my job and old career, my wife (and the support of 3 sets of families) and my respect. I got to
see the true side of everyone I believed in behind their masks. But also my illusions were broken,
painfully. This technique is of course, not totally complete as a manual to recovering from tough
losses and dealing with pain. I'd advise reading the post on breakups first. I put this as a comment
there, but felt it would make a post in itself on how to deal with deep inner pain and trauma in
general.
I have wanted to write about this for a long time. Looking back, it seems like all my past few
comments were only about addressing the problem of pain.
Our society does not teach people, especially men, how to handle pain, loss, bullying, turbulent times,
break ups and destruction of old identity. There is a lot of stuff written on the anger phase, but deeper
than anger is pain. And most of us, even the ones who've hit rock bottom, come back up and who've
had great success later whether in life or with women -- all of us carry more pain and wounds inside
us than we realize. We are getting to know in just how many ways pain can fuck us up and others
around us. And it is high time tools that actually work are made available to deal with this.
In this post I will stress on the importance of daily meditation, being totally true with yourself, not
hiding from the pain within and purging it out and getting rid of unrealistic frames of life that aren't
true in reality, which is the deepest source of the pain. It is your frame of life and your identity as
whatever you call yourself being dismantled that causes the greatest pain.
In my case, it wasn't just a marriage turning disastrous and breaking up. Literally everything I thought
I was failed and turned irrelevant. Coming to this place and waking up felt even more like getting
destroyed for a while as it happened right at the same time. To me it felt like everything that was my
old self was being systematically annihilated one limb at a time. Who was I even now?
I have been regularly meditating even before I reached this period. In retrospect that saved my life
when I actually had to face the worst time of my life, as in some way my frame was already solid
enough not to go on a destructive path of drugs, alcohol or go mad and start shooting people or cause
self harm / suicide. Prevention is the first line of defense.
So I recommend meditation, both for prevention and cure. Specifically, you should include presence /
awareness meditation. There is a word for this and it's metacognition. Some people call it
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mindfulness. It is basically awareness that is aware of itself. This is the most fundamental point of
origin.
Every single thing that happens to you leaves a residue in your body mind. Painful experiences build
up a collective amount of pain energy within yourself , a form of karmic memory. If this pain just
accumulates within, eventually it builds up enough energy to impact you in very negative ways. Left
to itself this manifests in the form of dysfunctional patterns, victim pukes, rage episodes, addictions,
depression, mental illnesses, excessive mental narratives, psychosomatic illnesses that can't be
explained and more terrible stuff like shootings and suicides.
Diversion in the form of filling yourself with work and other hobbies and even other women or
whatever is good when the pain gets too strong to face directly, but sooner or later, you need to face it
and let it out, or else deep pain can stay in your system for years. Over time it will drive you into a
spiral of emptiness and destructive behaviors where all you do is trying to numb it and try to put a
bandaid on a tumor and somehow fill up what you see as a hole in yourself.
Whenever you are alone, have little to do, your body mind starts a natural purging mechanism,
bringing out stuff from within that makes you restless. This you can just observe if you throw the
phone and internet away and just sit watching the scenery. This is actually a necessary mechanism by
which your system purges itself of all the shit it carries inside. This purging can be at its strongest
after a particularly nasty event like a breakup or a divorce or getting laid off or anything. Most of us
divert or hide from it, but it is actually far more important than we realize.
If any thoughts or feelings come up, which they will, often violently with a lot of intensity, find a
quiet place, meditate and allow your body to purge it out totally. Whatever comes up, let it. Accept it
completely. Remain aware of the background that is this moment and let it all come out and go. Don't
try to aim for a particular emotional state at this point, just stay awake. Do not try to be happy, don't
tell yourself you shouldn't feel sad, or anything that isn't.
A good question to ask here when the surge of thoughts and emotions come is "Who is experiencing
the thoughts and emotions?" and look. This will help you turn around and notice yourself. YOU are
the only constant in your life. You exist when everything, including everything about you changes.
Your presence is the one constant in all your experiences. This will help break free and notice
yourself as separate from your thoughts and emotions and let them be without getting sucked into
them. It will also break you free from all adjectives you use to describe yourself and actually BE
yourself for once. For this you need to be very mindful of what is going on inside you.
It will also help you break out of putting something or someone else as the centre of your life,
because the truth is, you are the center of your life.
When you do this, the emotional energy gets released internally into the body rather than acting it out
through you. This will make you sick, sleepy, give you a migraine maybe, cause aches and pains,
could result in numerous "purge fests", but it will be gone. You can't leave residues behind.
Oxytocin withdrawal is seriously real. Your body literally needs a reboot. For men, it doesn't hit you
right away, but a few days later, it does. And unlike women, it's more prolonged. We men have
systems with a lot more inertia and a lot more permanent impact than women. Popular media gives us
no sensible tools to handle it except try and cry like women and we're long past the point where we
even need to go that way.
But we as men need to realize we get affected by stuff deeply at a lever more subtler and more long
lasting than women. It is like carving on a rock. We are permanently altered by these events unlike
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them, and we need to ensure that the change turns healthy, or else it will alter us in unhealthy ways.
These blockages in the system cause emotions, thoughts, habits, beliefs and energy to be trapped and
this builds up stress and pain, even chronic diseases an illness that just cannot be explained. In a
healthy and vibrant system, life must flow freely.
I had it hit me like 2 days after my divorce, despite how bad the whole affair was and how much I
knew I had to get out. But I went for a drive (driving long gives me a release and my car acts as a
good man cave) and then damn, I had a massive eruption of pain, and the worst of it then passed out.
I stopped driving, just found a place to park, and let it blow. I got back home, but was so drained I
slept off in the car for a while. It took a few more times to eliminate the worst of it. But for about 3
weeks to a couple of months or so, my motivation just wasn't the same. It wasn't just the relationship
fail - there was the disappointment of many years behind it too - the loss of my job and career, a lot of
money, seeing the true side of everyone I thought would be there for me, the Red Pill truths.
Everything felt meaningless.
I should have actually let it burn all the way. Well eventually I did, and I was back up and running. I
did however take up serious gymming and yoga and meditation classes later on to burn out even
more. Yes, my case seems mild compared to guys here, but that was because I had already begun to
do this when things started going downhill instead of waiting for D-Day.
Get lots of sun, fresh air, walk barefoot on the ground. Drink enough water and Find large open
spaces. Being in tune with nature is really helpful.
Lie down and gently tell every body part and organ to gently relax and release from your head to
foot. By the time you get half way up, you might fall asleep after some major tension releases. Good.
Sleep is healing.
Read a spiritual book - something like Tolle or Adyashanti or Ramana - they tell you how to deal
with this phenomenon. I stumbled upon it shortly a few months after coming here somehow and it
blew my mind up. I really needed it at a time when things felt most meaningless and I was wondering
"What's the point?"
I was too caught up between past and future and I had forgotten the reality of the present. This
moment is ultimately the most and only truly meaningful one. You look elsewhere to live, you can't.
There is no other life but the one you already live right now. The sense of meaninglessness is a
message - somewhere you realize the irony of using this life to try and live some other life in the past
and future, which is impossible. You goals can happen in time, but there is no other life but this one.
Anything you create is being created now. So the responsibility is mine. When you are aware in this
moment, it feels like waking up more than normal. Right now you always have a choice. Was I going
to create a depressed life, going down the slippery slope m, or was I going to choose to create a better
life?
Spirituality is basically a powerful awakening to truth. Most people turned corner and woke up
during their moments of greatest loss and despair. You will be very surprised to know how many
people broke their illusions in history as a result of failing with women. Everyone here did in their
own way. Those books are useful. Find out what a "pain body" is, why you ultimately get into
relationships and why the old ways are fundamentally broken. Find out how it stops you from getting
the life you are meant to live. Find out how to catch it when it arises and dissolve it. It's the body's
own memory that it's trying to purge out whenever you're at rest and just doing little or nothing. Stuff
like this hits you at the core of your old delusional frame, that needs to be torn down. The utopia or
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dystopia that you believe in is a story you tell yourself, but reality is truth. It is red pill at a level
deeper than TRP. TRP stops with getting women, but spirituality goes to the very root of being. And
it is here that we find and deal with deep pain.
Losing everything and then getting the bitter Red Pill after Red Pill handed to me at the same time
was a major loss of identity for me and for a while I was wondering what I even was. Everything that
I'd worked for in the last 15 years of my life had gone up in smoke or had revealed itself to be a lie.
My anger phase did burn on the inside, even when I thought it wasn't too serious. I was following RP,
but I realize now I couldn't control my thoughts and questions. Everything felt meaningless and I was
asking myself "What's the point?" The hole inside never seemed to get full.
But it was spirituality that made me see that I was still alive as ever, and life continued to go on in
spite of all the loss. After a lot of daily meditation, a phase where things seemed to get worse
mentally before they got better, and then carrying the effect of the meditation and awareness exercise
with me, the feeling of peace and presence through the day, I actually felt easy being a nobody for a
while. Eventually I again got back on track to rebuild.
Don't drown your pain in anesthesia of alcohol or drugs or even sex. This will numb you for a while,
but the actual way out is only through. Acceptance is the path of least resistance. If you feel too
tempted, get male buddies to watch out for you. Surround yourself by male company who're further
up the road than you are. I was lucky I had a great man and a spiritual friend in one of my teachers to
go to whenever I was down and a great set of friends who had my back no matter what.
DON'T ACT TOUGH / DENY OR TELL STORIES TO YOURSELF -- most people DEER
themselves acting tough. It is fear posing as toughness. It takes real toughness to be totally real with
yourself and face reality. Find a man cave or a male buddy to sit quietly with and accept totally what
happened. Experience it fully, but consciously. Don't do this when you're not surrounded by safe
people, especially not other women. First time it might be horrible. Do it again. And again. Give it
sometime and accept everything in this moment alone. Do it again. Face the truth again and again.
Soon it becomes a memory and a memory can no longer rule you.
Don't tell yourself that this shouldn't be happening. It is totally happening now, so it is real. Get to
acceptance as soon as you can.
If angry thoughts of revenge and suicide and all that come, they're thoughts, not real. Let them come
and go. They will go away when they realize you're focusing on the thinker rather than entertaining
them.
Also this - if your identity tied to that relationship feels like dying, LET IT DIE COMPLETELY.
Don't die halfway, die all the way. Don't take it out on the body or worse, other people -- only the
ego, the emotions, the thoughts, the frame - that needs to die. Life doesn't stop, only an identity does.
Get this message in while you're still calm right now. You might feel like dying, but actually only the
thing you call as "you" wants to die. Your pain body wants to die when it has become too big to
keep going. Just let that one die. You'll become a fresh piece of life when it's all over.
If you feel empty, dive into the emptiness for a while till you're comfortable being totally empty but
alive. It's like losing your internet for a while these days, only worse, but stay in the void for a while
and then hey, once you at at ease in stillness, there's no emptiness and you feel so much lighter. Be
undefined for a while, like a naked guy without a defined role. Yeah, there's a nothing box built
inside your brain for a reason. Now is the time to use it.
Real stoicism isn't putting up a face alone, real stoicism is being totally awake and aware when your
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mind and body are in a storm. You must be careful never to lie to yourself or feel shame because the
pain did a number over you.
I like the journal method in the other post. Pour out the pain on the paper, and when you feel light,
burn it up. Seriously, burn it to ashes. Then throw the ashes somewhere spread out. I live on the
coast, I just dumped it into the ocean. But this can't be a ritual, this only signifies the end of a purging
that has already happened within you.
Well as always, lifting and some good cardio - there's no substitute for that. Seriously, I can't tell you
how much mental shit it fixed up right away - lifting will fix 3 quarters of your issues right away. But
there were days where I was so burnt out that even lifting felt too much of a struggle and I just
needed to slow down for a while. It's ok, doing is being slowed down for a while to focus more on the
being side.
What all the meditation does is that it takes all the pain and turns it into physical exhaustion. The
body being solid can burn up pain in ways the mind simply lacks the solidity to do. Once you're
drained out, then you'll start recovering. During this period, don't strain yourself and reduce activity if
you can. Take a break from whatever you're doing. You need an inner cleansing and a body reset.
You can't have much energy being diverted during this time. Eat a healthy diet that isn't too heavy on
the stomach. Sleep a bit more.
When this is done, get back to the gym, lift, run, re-energize the body and get your T levels up again.
A breakup, a painful loss literally sends your T crashing down for a while, we see this rather
dramatically in some apes, and we're no different. We need to restore hormonal balance. That will
bring you back on form.
It is possible that deeper residues of pain may remain even when you think it's all gone. It can show
up in more subtle ways. In my case, I kept finding myself thinking about it for too long, spending
way too much time on trp and mrp more than I should, subtly disrupting my productivity because I
find my mind drifting to women and my past failures, advising my cousins, getting obsessed over
female behavior, focusing a lot on how bad women are, reading too much RP over and over as I
didn't want to get hurt again, trying to find an outlet through writing, or even trying to act as though I
was above it when I wasn't. That's less obvious, but it becomes clear with deepening understanding.
Somewhere, a woman was still living in my head. I had to purge more out.
Even now, I feel an urge to comment on just about any post here and so. For this wall of text, I stayed
up late last night writing this and woke up drowsy and late today morning. This, I realized was very
compulsive - that's pain driving me and I realize that there's still a bit more of wounds to heal and
pain to release. I will consciously give myself a break from TRP for a while and if the urge comes up,
I will sit down, spot it as it comes, and let it work out.
You may tell yourself it's for good, etc etc. hamster ir, but actually it is pain masquerading under
good intentions. And the results can be seen in the way it messes your life and eats up time and
energy and stops you from reaching your real goals. This is kind of like the I'm so good version of the
Nice Guy..
Remember, before this woman or whoever came into your life, when you were a child, you could
laugh and be happy and live without any of these things. As a teenager, you were attracted to
virtually every girl you saw, not just one. Every day, try to spend some time stripping yourself down
and realizing that yeah, you can be, even without the things that define your identity. Then start
having fun.
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If a break up threatens to break up what you think is you, break up completely and realize you're
more than just an identity as her boyfriend, crush, husband, whatever. Die consciously, so that you
can live consciously once more.
Some pain within you runs so deep it runs across generations in your family. Some of the pain you
feel comes from others around you, your family, the society, just the vibes they send out. That pain is
not yours alone and it runs deep and subtle. We see this happen to people who came from
dysfunctional families and faced a bad childhood, often they end up becoming like their parents or try
to be their exact opposite. This too must be dissolved. After the dissolution of individual pain, the
collective pain needs to dissolve as well. This was a point I actually observed in repetitive behavioral
patterns in my family. I found that I was more of dad and mum or grandpa than I thought I was me. I
picked it up from infancy and have been carrying it around since then. This generational pain is
spoken of by Adyashanti and it made me aware of it.
These lessons are also needed after you've awakened and transformed and found success - even more
so than ever. Moments of happiness can success can delude you into thinking this is forever and you
get drunk and lose awareness. You lose the urgency and pressure to stay strong and aware as ever.
Now you need to practice meditation deliberately even though there's no pressure of suffering to
drive you. Without deliberate discipline, you can get rusty. But it is the good times where you need to
be particularly more awake than ever. The gym is more needed for people living luxurious lives than
people who need to walk miles to go to the market and the same is true for the mind. All this things I
talk about are easy to do when you are suffering and you don't want to suffer or get out. But moments
of pleasure are more deceiving. You can easily think that "This is it" and start to get back into oneitis
or complacency again.
This is harder than it looks. In good times, you have to meditate and be aware and lift and read etc...
all by your own conscious strength of motivation alone as there is no pressure on you. This is another
level of strength. Remember, the good times create weak men and the weak men create hard times.
Sometimes after transforming and finding success in life and women and the like, there are many
people who go through a second anger phase when they start thinking that the world and women
could have always chosen to treat them better and could have behaved like this had they wanted to,
but they did not, they only care about your money and success and body and what you have, not
you...etc...etc... -- it happens a lot in marriages that have turned around for e.g. One can get resentful
over the fact that the people around them simply aren't as aware as they are now.
That's when you need the awareness meditation and the purging even more. The last, deepest traces
of your old self survive in the form of the unresolved pain and humiliation that it suffered in the past,
and this can suddenly appear as anger or the feeling of being victim or a righteous need to lash out, or
tank the life you just built for yourself. It can keep your old demons in control of you and seriously
sabotage you from truly moving forward and letting the past go. Be aware of this, go deeper within
and free yourself out of this. Inner pain is the Devil of the Bible. To be fully established here and now
as who you are really meant to be, is real forgiveness of the past.
There are many of us who got bruised and deeply wounded within by humiliations and losses and
somewhere that could have driven us to alpha ourselves up, boost our value, fill our lives with
money, women and success. But time and again I see people, even after having everything they
wanted, still feel hollow and empty and depressed inside. They can even turn nihilistic. That is a sign
that those old wounds and deeper issues still remain to be fixed.
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This happened to people like Roosh and Neil Strauss. They learnt to get all the women they could
ever hope to have sex with, but there was an inner pain from their past that was always an
undercurrent. That led to a deep dissatisfaction which meant the problem went much deeper than just
a lack of women and sex. Roosh was particularly a glaring example. There was a lot of unresolved
pain and sooner or later they had to address it.
Fundamentally the people who succeed and are yet unfulfilled inside are not at ease with themselves.
People like this used external success to fill up a hole within themselves and are still extremely
needy. They are not truly living as an expression of abundance and are instead trying to use
everything to fill up a needy hole in themselves. They may actually fill themselves up with far more
stuff they ever really need. They enjoy, but they lack joy. They do not realize that the hole itself is a
problem. They wore their alpha as an armor not to get hurt, but could not fix themselves enough to
wear their skin as armour. Somewhere their old self, the old pain is still alive and it has been driving
them at the point of origin. It got them success, it got them women, but the old self with deep
unresolved pain is still a problem that hadn't been fundamentally fixed. Their life is still a big covert
conditional contract "If I have all this, then all will be happy ever after".
This pain can prevent your wealth or career or your relationships from feeling meaningful or intimate
and over time you could get very nihilistic and lose your motivation for living. The end game is not
some point in the future, the end game is to live fully and live well now. The journey is life. Life isn't
about an end point. Life is now.
If this happens, and you start feeling empty and meaningless, you must go a bit deeper and uncover
the deeper traces of pain and blockages in yourself. You must find all traces of your old self and let
them burn up in mindful awareness. This particular dissatisfaction runs very deep and can't be met by
anything from the outside, and left untreated, will again ruin your life and relationships and send you
back down a slippery slope of addictions and depression. You cannot live a life of fullness or
abundance as the best authentic version of yourself as long as this pain still survives within you.
This is when you must deepen your awareness and meditations and allow very deep stuff, stuff you
never even realized you carried, to be dissolved. Your energy is trapped inside. Objects cannot fix
this. Only spiritual presence can. Only discovering abundance and fullness and living life as an
expression of the abundant, energetic man you are will ever truly fix this. Get help of a safe person
who understands this or at least can have your back if you need.
NMMNG talks about this to some extent, but The Power of Now and Emptiness dancing describe this
a further, down to the most fundamental level of consciousness.
About drugs, they give you an out of body thing for a while, but the hole inside gets bigger the more
you depend from the outside. Ultimately they're big psychedelic pleasure trips, but have no real value
in terms of actual growth. You treat the symptom, not the root cause. All you do is cultivate a pain
powered dependency and if the shrooms aren't around you suffer.
In this meditation we are not seeking the experiences, but the experiencer - it's a subtlety too many
people miss. Experiences are not an anchor, they come and fade. After every high comes a crash back
down to low that leaves you more broken than before. What we need is that which is there whether
there are experiences or not, something present during the highs and the lows. THAT is what allows
the painful stuff to burn up and that alone can fill the void within. Beware the good things, they're
deceiving unlike the honestly bad stuff. As they say, good need not be pleasant and pleasant need not
be good.
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True fulfillment is a very subtle thing. Strictly speaking, it cannot even be called pleasure or even be
associated with emotional highs and lows. Every pleasure addict is in fact driven by pain, so that's not
it. This is something that causes even the need for happiness to become less essential. I could call it
inner strength or inner peace. When you have that you can surf on the waves of life. If you don't
you'll be swept up by the waves.
This is why inner being or the subject was called "Shiva" or the "masculine", while the world
of objects was described as "feminine" or "Shakti". No amount of "feminine" highs and lows
of experiences can be a true solution to the root of your emotional pain because what you really
need is the "masculine"!
I'll be metaphoric and say you're looking to Shakti for a solution to your deep seated pain that
can only come from Shiva.
Yeah, you knew that women can't substitute for a lack of masculinity in your life, but this goes to
another level. Who knew the disease runs this deep down to the root of our existence? It is counter
intuitive, but it's simple. Those seeking happiness are in fact not happy, and those who are happy
spread it around. You wonder at just how much the people who came up with this analogy for life
must have studied human nature. The nature of the world and mind is just like the woman, and the
solution is... the same, only deeper.
Moments of loss, and moments of gain, are both places where we need to be more aware. Ultimately
all that comes also goes, and we need to get used to it. If one can use these moments to stay more
conscious, one's own mental and emotional muscles get a lot stronger and wiser. Find the Shiva
within as TWOTSM says. In all situations, you are present. This presence, this moment, this life, that
never changes no matter what. All other things, the objects change. The world is feminine, Shakti.
But the subject is ever present. That is the Shiva within. Only Shiva can fill up what Shakti can't. Ok,
enough TWOTSM.
And yes, men can deal with pain without having to act like women do. There's no need to start
expressing like a female anywhere in any of this. Women can purge externally, expressing
themselves like women, and men purge internally, expressing like men.
As for me, since then, I've found a new career, a new set of skills, earned more money now than
before, have everything I need. I'm doing all my old hobbies once more. I lift, I meditate, my dark
moods and a shit load of opinions and judgements are gone. I've gotten far more creative and
perceptive, my social skills with women are through the roof now, I am fully comfortable being
sexual and spiritual - there is no conflict there anymore (something that was caused by old religious
upbringing). I no longer have a need to fill myself up to hide my own inner hole, and I am at ease in
so many situations I never used to be. In a way my needs have gone down as much of it wasn't
"needs" as it was neediness. Even simple stuff and pleasures are very fulfilling now. I got fine with
being destroyed and being nothing and nobody for a while, it is liberating once you are at ease with it.
It cleared the old me and paved the way for something new to be laid. It also opened up a lot more of
my potential, and I started doing stuff I never believed I could. People who get to know me start
doing things for me I least expect and want me around them. All I am doing is just being the new me.
Sometime back I just felt like a switch flipped in my mind and I just get much of the RP stuff now --
what this is about -- intuitively. Still a long way to go, and much more experience to gain. I am only
getting started. Now is the time to work on implementing the tools. There is still inner pain to be
resolved and I work now on the more subtle stuff.
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Many people who choose to go full sex freak playboy mode, get addicted to porn, or alternatively, go
MGTOW or worse, blackpill, or even many people who rush to get married, or the people who live in
rage and even try to kill --- none of them have consciously made an authentic choice - there is a huge
difference between them and someone like a Buddha. It is pain still driving them. A lot of shit needs
to be worked on within them first before they decide what to do with the tools and knowledge. Only
when a lot of inner shit has been cleaned up and the burden of inner pain has dissolved
considerably AND you have become more consciously aware -- can you actually make authentic
choices. Till then, pain is king.
It helps put things in perspective. Life seems to have ended during moments of heartbreak, but it
always goes on. You're just not flowing freely with it.
PS : It is possible and expected you will break up and get rejected or suffer some loss or the other a
lot more down the road. Every time, it gets a lot easier. You can use all these moments to deepen
your inner strength of presence and awareness and clear out more pain inside you. The world is a
bunch of waves and you are the deep ocean. Once you see how big the world and life is beyond your
tiny mind story, an abundance mentality will develop and losses can be shrugged off easily. You
might even find yourself having fun making parody jokes about them, as absurd as it may seem right
now. You might even make jokes about how many times someone used a phrase on you -- "We need
to talk?" Umm...26?? "You sexist selfish patriarchal creep!" -- 59. "Not interested" -- I finally hit a
century. "It's over" - Oh, 12. That wasn't my idea, but I liked it.
We all need to learn to deal with pain, especially us men. I wrote this after resolving a huge chunk of
my own pain and realized that society can't really solve the deeper issues in ourselves. This is our
responsibility. Left to itself this manifests in the form of dysfunctional patterns, victim pukes, rage
episodes, addictions, psychosomatic illness, depression, mental illnesses and more terrible stuff like
shootings and suicides.
A break up or loss or a major shift in life is the end of your oneitis tiny world in your mind you
thought was life, but life is so much bigger. The destruction was needed to make room for something
much greater to come in, which you will see later. This allows you to see that you can live well even
when your old world or self has been broken down. That gives you abundance. Meditation combined
with the other stuff here is a powerful tool to help expand your awareness, heal pain, and discover
abundance and live life as an expression of fullness rather than just fill a needy whole within.
Much of this sounds like spiritual mumbo jumbo until you implement it regularly in real life with
discipline like you exercise - this is for all situations at all times. I had to bring spirituality in to a
TRP post because the problem of pain runs too deep to be ultimately solved by normal means, but it
needs to be healed or else it will not let you live the life you deserve. You need some special tools
that can go that far deep to fix those wounds.
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Before quoting tabloids as sources, remember they're as
absolute retarded as humanity can get. And that goes true for a
lot of other media, especially online news. Reality is indeed not
that dumb.
18 upvotes | January 7, 2020 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link

TL:DR - The stuff that comes in tabloids is the product of an idiot industry. It's stupid and a
poor representation of reality, as it covers only the dumbest part of the human race.
I see a trend where a lot of you (mostly young guys with a phone on their hands maybe) keep
bringing up quotes from tabloid news outlets with clickbait titles and sensationally stupid content.
Some of what they say is true for mainstream society, but a lot of it is absolute trash that's only ever
relevant to the dumbest of our race. It's often written by the kind of people, if you do a background
check on them and their history, you will wonder as to just how such utterly brain damaged buffoons
were even allowed to get their hands on a keyboard.
In the age of tabloids and twitter and social media, every fool can pass off as a sage, every opinion
can pass off as sage logic, and BS can pass off as sage wisdom. But in actual behavior, you might
find yourself seeing a very different society from the one that these s**t papers would like you to see.
If you base your conclusions based on tabloid s**t, it most likely means you're not observing actual
people and society enough for you to separate the grain from the chaff. It's confirmation bias at work.
I have at one point fallen into the trap of reading news online, and now I deeply regret it. Over time
Google just personalized my news feed into whatever junk that sells and gets clicks rather than any
kind of actual news about what goes on in my town or country or any kind of useful stuff. Virtually
everything that crops up is an opinion ad for social engineering. Actual news websites aren't that
much better. Much of online news these days looks like bots are writing them.
And the worst part? It's all junk. You feed your mind with this junk that you are going to forget
within 4-24 hours, wasting a lot of brain cells for stuff that isn't useful to you in real life any way.
And it's fucking your attention span.
A decade back, newspapers prioritized content and facts, wrote good English, covered a wide variety
of essential stuff, and when they weren't talking about celebrities and their brain damage, they even
had some useful advice on all kinds of topics - finance, investing, cooking recipes, art and craft,
hobbies, events and meetups, books, classifieds, jobs, actual scientific research, sports, style, legal
advice, interviews of some actually useful folk, even fitness.
Hell, they even had crosswords and all kinds of puzzles and stuff I could actually work on with a pen
and paper for my brain's amusement.
The kind of stuff that's in these tabloids, if you're spending any kind of significant time reading this
BS, and even quoting it up here, discussing it and taking that as an actual representation of reality -- it
means you have way too much idle time where you're not doing anything productive, nor are you
able to actually connect with the vast reality outside your bedroom. Maybe you don't get a real
newspaper in real paper delivered to your door, or maybe you don't subscribe to the official e-paper
edition either.
Now a days Google just feeds me that stuff which my 5-year old self could have outwritten - it's
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horribly biased in favor of tabloid news. When it is not BS, it's all selective and sensationalist
reporting -- and it's almost all negative and frankly toxic stuff. This negativity crap unfortunately
does sell. Fear, panic, rumors, agitation, opinions, emotions -- it's all about stressing you out. And the
very fact that it does tells you just how brain dead people are if all they want to do is read about XYZ
celebrity's cleavage and what color of shoe they wore today. Just eschewing shit news means you are
already one step closer to actually doing something productive with your spare time.
The TV isn't that much better. All these guys and gals just blabbering non-stop all day and repeating
the same footage dozens of times and being paid to just spout BS and make some noises 24x7 for the
TRP ratings. Nowhere has TV been as close to it's nickname "Idiot Box" as it is now. The Average
American IIRC spends 13.6 years killing his brain cells on that stuff. With google feed, FB feed and
all other feeds, probably twice as much.
So next time you are tempted to quote the next clickbait tabloid article or Twitter post, do remind
yourself that what you're seeing is only the really dumbest, and most broken side of reality. The
media industry right now is a brain numbing, idiotic, shock attention seeking industry. Idiots write
their BS there, idiots chase every detail of other idiot's lives, more idiots publish them, even more
idiots bother to read them, and the dumbest of us all actually get influenced by it and think that's
reality. You might actually look around your neighborhood for a change and actually find there are
sensible people doing actually sensible stuff out there.
You can also test and filter out people who take things in tabloids too seriously or watch too much
news on TV. It's a clear sign they're too young, or dumb, or have too much idle time, or all of that.
So for once, I picked a couple of newspapers I knew had good content and actually subscribed to the
real thing. Frankly the difference is unbelievable. I can't believe it honestly how good it is when you
read real news, good content and selectively use the internet only for productive stuff you actually
need to remember and put into action.
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Tabloids and online news are absolutely retarded trash written
by fools for other fools. Think before quoting or linking them,
as they don't represent reality, only the most fucked up part of
the human race.
135 upvotes | January 8, 2020 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link

TL:DR - 50 shades of yellow journalism is what I call it. The clickbait outrageous stuff that
comes in tabloids is the product of a BS selling industry that generates trash and more trash,
written by trashy people with a dreadful track record. It's also a poor representation of reality,
as it covers only the dumbest part of the human race. And when it's not that it's pure
propaganda and socio political influencing of the masses than just reporting.
News feeds mess up your attention span and reading tabloid shit for too long can make you
depressed. Don't frame your views of life on a diet of shit, but get a real newspaper, quit the
crap you get online and observe the real world and real people and how incredible human
beings can really be.
The automod shut this down when I tried posting it yesterday. So I'm trying again.
I see a trend where a lot of you (mostly young guys with a phone on their hands maybe) keep
bringing up quotes from tabloid news outlets with clickbait titles and sensationally stupid content.
You guys then discuss this as though that represents the reality of all of the world. Some of what they
say is true for mainstream society, but a lot of it is absolute trash that's only ever relevant to the
dumbest of our race. It's often written by the kind of people, if you do a background check on them
and their history, you will wonder as to just how such utterly brain damaged buffoons were even
allowed to get their hands on a keyboard.
The last one went like "How to know you're dating a Red Pilled Guy" Not only did that woman get
everything wrong, mixing beta guys for RP men, in her bio she sounds like a jobless nutcase who has
nothing to offer and nevertheless feels entitled to marry a billionaire and live off his lifestyle. These
are the kind of fools who write in the news outlets.
The rise of the internet has allowed for an explosion of space where all kinds of shit can be
propagated online in the name of news. HUGE SHOCK REVELATIONS that are just hot air.
This isn't new. It was seen all the way back in the French Revolution. But the rise of the internet
combined with an ignorant readership with no frame of their own has turned yellow journalism into a
monstrous global epidemic.
In the age of tabloids and twitter and social media, every fool can pass off as a sage, every opinion
can pass off as sage logic, and BS can pass off as sage wisdom. But in actual behavior, you might
find yourself seeing a very different society from the one that these shit papers would like you to see.
If you base your conclusions based on tabloid garbage, it most likely means you're not observing
actual people and society enough for you to separate the grain from the chaff. It's confirmation bias at
work.
I have at one point fallen into the trap of reading news online, and now I deeply regret it. Over time
Google just personalized my news feed into whatever junk that sells and gets clicks rather than any
kind of actual news about what goes on in my town or country or any kind of useful stuff. Virtually
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everything that crops up is an opinion ad for social engineering. Actual news websites aren't that
much better. Much of online news these days looks like bots are writing them.
And the worst part? It's all junk. You feed your mind with this junk that you are going to forget
within 4-24 hours, wasting a lot of brain cells for stuff that isn't useful to you in real life any way.
And it's fucking your attention span.
Many online news outlets are also deeply driven by insiduous agendas meant for social
reengineering. They will publish any shit if you're willing to pay for it.
A decade back, newspapers prioritized content and facts, wrote good English, covered a wide variety
of essential stuff, and when they weren't talking about celebrities and their brain damage, they even
had some useful advice on all kinds of topics - finance, investing, cooking recipes, art and craft,
hobbies, events and meetups, books, classifieds, jobs, actual scientific research, sports, style, legal
advice, interviews of some actually useful folk, even fitness.
Hell, they even had crosswords and all kinds of puzzles and stuff I could actually work on with a pen
and paper for my brain's amusement.
The kind of stuff that's in these tabloids, if you're spending any kind of significant time reading this
BS, and even quoting it up here, discussing it and taking that as an actual representation of reality -- it
means you have way too much idle time where you're not doing anything productive, nor are you
able to actually connect with the vast reality outside your bedroom. Maybe you don't get a real
newspaper in real paper delivered to your door, or maybe you don't subscribe to the official e-paper
edition either.
Now a days Google just feeds me that stuff which my 5-year old self could have outwritten - it's
horribly biased in favor of tabloid news. When it is not BS, it's all selective and sensationalist
reporting -- and it's almost all negative and frankly toxic stuff. This negativity crap unfortunately
does sell. Fear, panic, rumors, agitation, rage, boobs, opinions, emotions -- it's all about stressing you
out. And the very fact that it does tells you just how brain dead people are if all they want to do is
read about XYZ celebrity's cleavage and what color of shoe they wore today. Just eschewing shit
news means you are already one step closer to actually doing something productive with your spare
time.
The kind of "studies" and "surveys" That appear in the news these days is a particularly notorious
example of the intelligence level of their authors and the media culture. Do you really need a study to
validate basic common sense? It's always about red wine or chocolate or coffee and every day they
contradict themselves. Honestly a dog or a cat has more common sense. Don't you know by your own
experience? Is it really worth reading a study that claims stuff like "Exercise may be beneficial, say
surveys". Ok I will concede that at least in matters of human nature, research has lost integrity to
politics.
If you keep reading that you might think this is how actual high level research works. But real
scientific research and engineering, or art and craft are on a whole other level. Do you know how
much science and engineering is there in your car's engine? Or actual rocket science? Or medicine?
Or even sports? Your phone camera? Or pretty much anything you use today? Do you know your
phone battery was the subject of a Nobel Prize in Chemistry (this year in fact) , without which Elon
Musk wouldn't be making electric cars either? It's incredible stuff.
The TV isn't that much better. All these guys and gals (and now robots or CG anchors) just
blabbering non-stop all day and repeating the same footage dozens of times and being paid to just
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spout BS and make some noises 24x7 for the TRP ratings. Not Nowhere has TV been as close to it's
nickname "Idiot Box" as it is now. The Average American IIRC spends 13.6 years killing his brain
cells on that stuff. With google feed, FB feed and all other feeds, probably twice as much. I can
actually feel my brain cells dying and getting headaches over that shit. Just imagine losing anywhere
from 13-25 years of your life? Do you deserve to do that to yourself?
We live in times where news is all about every fool and their opinions and mental illnesses make it to
the headlines over actual facts and useful stuff. And when it's not that, it's paid socio political
engineering. Isn't this the celebration of a mental disorder?
The media industry right now is a brain numbing, idiotic, shock attention seeking, opinion spouting,
agenda driven, mass brainwashing industry. Idiots write their BS there, idiots chase every detail of
other idiot's lives, more idiots publish them, even more idiots bother to read them, and the dumbest of
us all actually get influenced by it and think that's reality and help those idiots make a living out of it.
I call it 50 shades of yellow journalism.
And when they aren't doing that, they are busy running a propaganda industry that peddles socio
political brainwashing and rumor mongering amongst the masses on both the left and right, or pro
government or anti government. The media is essentially trying to brainwash the reader into their
frame, no matter how bogus it is. Right now it seems like most news outlets are either left or right
leaning. They also publish plenty of blatant lies, because they know it's too much work for anyone to
verify the truth. As they say, lies, damned lies and damned statistics.
Why do they do this? It's because we entertain them and even subscribe to negative shit. We readers
are the market, and the media outlets find a convenient excuse for their lack of integrity as long as we
keep supporting them. No venture can survive if there isn't a market for it.
You can also test and filter out people who take things in tabloids too seriously or watch too much
news on TV. It's a clear sign they're too young, or dumb, or have too much idle time, have bad
agendas, or all of that.
And then there's social media. The concept of newsfeeds whether on google or FB or Twitter or
quora is dangerous for our attention spans. We scroll down and down to no end and stare at each item
for like a few seconds at the most and forget it within minutes. As a result our attention spans have
reduced to mere seconds. Focusing on anything more than a few minutes makes us restless. Your
memory is also getting weaker as a result. What social media does is to train your mind into a mental
monkey.
So for once, I picked a couple of quality newspapers I knew had good content and actually subscribed
to the real thing. Vetting a news outlet is important - I looked out for old school factual and essential
reporting by quality folk and no tabloid trash or propaganda peddling. One was for economic and
financial related stuff and the other for general stuff that also had good supplements on a wide variety
of other topics. Frankly the difference is unbelievable. I can't believe it honestly how good it is when
you read real news, good content and selectively use the internet only for productive stuff you
actually need to remember and put into action.
In a real newspaper you are limited to what is printed on it - so quality content gets proritized for the
most part. You start with headlines and probably end with sports and then read the supplements. So
there's a time limit, and in that time, you exclusively read and do nothing else and then you go on to
do other stuff.
But on the internet there is always one more article, one more topic, one more post, one more
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comment and there's no end to it. Before long you're just masturbating in the form of reading low
level crap written by low level clowns making it look like the whole world is full of fucked up
characters. A whole day can be lost in the process. It's a black hole. If that's not bad enough, the
comments section is absolutely disgusting. The comments sections of some of these papers look like
an online hospital for the mentally sick and are a glorious example of everything wrong with the
human race.
Books and good magazines are far better too as we will read them front to back without distraction,
read them many times till we remember it all and many good books have solid stuff that you can
actually put into practice. They are not use and throw sms texts that you get in your news feed. Good
books help your mind focus on deep work for prolonged periods of time. They also encourage depth
of understanding.
Having said this, I had to carefully pick and evaluate the newspapers in my country. Some of them
don't write crap, but still every article is a socio political propaganda piece.
So next time you are tempted to quote the next clickbait tabloid article or Twitter post, and talk about
how the world is all fucked and turn yourself nihilistic, do remind yourself that what you're seeing is
only the really dumbest, and most broken side of reality. You can also end up getting depressed
reading that shit if you stay online for too long. Think of online news feeds as a toilet for the mind.
You wouldn't shit in your living room would you?
Once you wean off online news, you would actually look around your neighborhood for a change and
actually find there are sensible, real, people doing actually sensible stuff out there.
Mainstream reality if you actually go out there and observe real people can be very different from
tabloid crap. Not all of society is nearly as fucked up as what tabloids make it look like. You may see
amazing things and people too.
Remember, you're only the average of the kind of people and stuff you allow in your life. The human
being is an incredibly capable life form, let it not rot at the bottom of the heap.
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Your unhealthy concepts of perfection and the perfect outcome
are your greatest limitation.
360 upvotes | January 9, 2020 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link

TL:DR : How perfection paralysis and Outcome dependence contaminate your goals, give you
oneitis for life, compromise your integrity, and stop you from living authentically, fully and
abundantly.
Perfection paralysis is a classic Nice Guy mindset. Out of fear of making a mistake, many people
never take the first step, fail to live up to their potential and die with regret not because they failed,
but because their capabilities never found full expression and their authentic self never truly lived.
Our man Dr Glover took 6 years to write the book NMMNG because he wanted it to be absolutely
perfect and he got distracted by outcome dependence (make it to best seller's top, appear on Oprah,
etc.). This meant he lost sight of the real goal (the only authentic goal in fact) and lost his integrity
chasing outcomes.
Once he dropped the unrealistic expectations of absolute perfection, dropped the other goals that
weren't actually goals, but outcomes, he came back to his original goal of writing enough to help men
out, he finished writing the book.
This is what happens when perfection and fame became the goals instead of the book.
Anything that you think looks perfect was actually a journey of improvement, open to learning from
mistakes, with very high, but realistic and attainable standards. Then they pushed beyond that one
step, then one more step and then more. That is how it worked.
Everything that people thought was perfect years back has since then been improved so much so, that
you look back and wonder how that 1995 computer with 8 MB of RAM and 100 MHZ was once
considered state of art. This is true for everything in existence.
I had this great fear too that stopped me from pursuing a musical hobby even though I had the talent
for it. Over time I had to watch others with half or even a quarter of my potential performing up there
and taking the honors. I wanted everything to be perfect like my idols. What I failed to realize is that
even Usain Bolt had to start from crawling once.
Once I let go of my expectation of perfection and came back to the first step and then the next step,
over time I actually ended up going past the bar I thought was perfect and unattainable to me, but
without the toxic crippling lack of confidence. I discovered many things I never knew existed!
I realized that no matter how great you think you are - ignorance is always the biggest part of you.
And that's a good thing. By accepting my ignorance without shame, I used it to get other people to
talk a lot about their work and life (and people just love to talk about themselves) and learnt a lot
more. My old self would have felt ashamed and scared feeling that I would be judged or shamed.
My actual problem I realized later, was that I wasn't willing to work with the present as an
opportunity and I spent too much time comparing the so called perfect future with an imperfect
present. I idealized the bar and toxic shamed my present self for my past failures. Once I let it go,
accepted where I was honestly and just walked from where I was, soon things started happening that
were better than what I had imagined. When I accepted my flaws honestly, I also figured out ways to
work and improve on them, found solutions, and turned my weaknesses into strengths. I even ended
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up knowing and discovering things that many high level musicians didn't. This gave me confidence
and I stopped feeling shame and fear over those limitations. They may have been genuine problems,
but the solutions also came through them.
But the surprise was when I had people coming to me and asking me how did I do all that and then
telling me they couldn't imagine taking their hobbies to my level etc etc.
That was never my goal, I didn't even think of it as a possibility. My goal had become pure - just take
the next step to pursue my interests. Once I dropped oneitis for an outcome, many more outcomes
happened beyond my limited ideas. Appreciation was just a consequence and ultimately the inner
fulfilment of authentically pursuing my goals, surrendering to life and letting it guide me was greater
than praise. This also allowed me to become a very good judge of criticism without the toxic shame
of the past.
All solutions to all problems arise naturally through the present moment, if we are willing to let
go of our oneitis for the perfect life we imagine.
Along the way I realized there is no need to become exactly like someone else in all ways possible
nor is it healthy or attainable. What is attainable is that you find full expression to your life and even
that can far surpass your original concepts of perfection. That's when you realize your old ideas of
perfection were in fact a huge limitation and reality was bigger than what your mind could imagine.
Now I need to apply that everywhere else too. What I thought was perfection was actually fear
talking. When I let it go, what I wanted did come to me eventually and then some, and then a lot
more.
The worst thing you can ever do is to think you're absolutely perfect or absolutely incapable of what
you think is perfection. Both these attitudes are unreal and as a result you fail to acknowledge your
limitations ans see your limitations as an opportunity to grow.
The master has failed more times than the student even tried, or dreamt.
Jascha Heifetz was considered to be the most perfect violinist of his time - a violin machine. But in
his own words, perfection did not exist, only standards. He claimed he made as many mistakes as
anyone else, but fixed them in time before they could be heard and do the damage. If you are the type
who likes that music, you will observe enough to realize he was inhumanly good, but no one was
"perfect".
There are ultramarathon runners who swear that if they tried to think about the finish line 100 miles
away, they'd lose hope and think of quitting. But they split it up into the next tree, the next road sign,
the next step, just this step and they do it. Those who mastered the mindset won those brutal races. If
they still failed, something was indeed wrong and it would have been better to stay alive for another
day.
This happens naturally if you tried pushing your limits. Because this present moment is the only
moment where there is no stress. This moment is the only one the burden of time or your fantasy of
perfection do not exist. This moment is the only place where you learn from the past and create your
future. Toxic shame exists in the past. Outcomes exist in the future. But life and goals are now.
The secret to all such phenomenal achievers is out in the open. They aren't absolutely perfect and
never will be, but they never stop learning, never stop improving, one step at a time.
This then brings us to outcome independence. Outcome dependence is the other side of the perfection
coin, at the other end of the spectrum. So outcome independence needs to be addressed hand in hand
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with perfection paralysis.
Goals and outcomes are not the same, even if they appear to be. Too many people get them
wrong and think an outcome to be a goal. A goal becomes contaminated by outcome dependence
when it is used only indirectly to attain something else - then it is not your real goal and it loses
integrity.
Then people try to cut corners, do things in secret, give up, get stressed out, ignore truth and
compromise authenticity for the outcome. E.g. Every time top management screws up something, and
disaster ensues, you can be sure that goals and truth has been compromised for a particular outcome.
This may work out in the immediate moment, but a little later the consequences will have to be paid.
The Boeing 737 max case is just one example. Or Dieselgate. Top management fails precisely
because they can't differentiate between goals and outcomes. When profit becomes the goal at the
cost of the actual objective, you lose, heavily.
Outcome independence makes your goal pure, allows you to put in all your energy in an authentic
manner and opens up the possibility for abundance beyond your limited range of vision. It also allows
you to stomach more easily the wins and losses. Great sportsmen for example know how to put losses
aside quickly and let it go. This also helps them play for much longer without burning out unlike
others. At the top mentality is everything, not perfect infallible techniques, though the performance
standards are unreal in absolute terms.
You can only act on a goal, never an outcome. An outcome is a consequence that happens after the
end and it is not something you really control. Goals are the beginning. They start in this moment and
take you to the finish line. What happens after you get there is not a goal, but an outcome. If you
chase outcomes, prepare for disappointment. Counter-intuitively the more you focus on the goal, the
more it reflects in the outcomes.
You may find your original goal takes you elsewhere down the road of life than what you imagined.
Some goals may turn out in failure. But later on you realize that what unfolded was actually better
than what your oneitis vision of life wanted. Where one door closes, another opens. You just haven't
seen it yet because you are fixated in oneitis for life. Moments of failure are ground for the greatest
inspiration and new goals, if only you let go of the one perfect life you imagine.
I don't think Dr. Glover could even imagine he could make such an impact on so many people. His
success in fact arose from his biggest failures in his life. But that's what being authentic does. It opens
up life and many more possibilities beyond the limited imagination. When his goal was pure and
inspired, it achieved more than the desired outcome.
Look at all the men who had success with women and wrote the Bible on it. All of them started out as
hopeless cases, they figured out their mistakes and took action one step at a time. They kept at it and
learnt from their failures. Each and every one of them at one point has been absolutely shocked by the
kind of success they had down the road.
To separate a goal from an outcome is a process that needs some experience to figure out. But I
will draw upon some cases. For e.g. everyone comes here wondering what they can do to make that
girl love them. But eventually they realize the attraction is an outcome of a bigger goal - to be an
attractive man. To write a book for men from one's failures and successes is a goal. If it becomes an
all time best seller, that's a consequence. You cannot directly aim for such a consequence - your book
will lose it's integrity to the market and if shit sells, that's what you'll end up writing.
You can do research on a topic that might revolutionize a field, but you can't really do research for
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the sole sake of a Nobel. Federer or Nadal wanted to be World #1 and play tennis, but I don't think
they imagined in their wildest dreams they would end up where they are now with over $100m in
prize money alone. That $100 m wasn't a goal. It was a consequence of wanting to win. And that
desire is still strong.
There's JK Rowling. She just wanted to write a book on a very good idea that just so popped up from
inspiration. I don't think her goal was to make a billion dollars and given her dirt poor circumstances
at the time, I think she couldn't have seen beyond getting a roof over her head.
Another example -- Gordon Murray wanted to build the ultimate road car, so he built the F1 the way
he wanted it (he's building an ever better one now). It is still the fastest naturally aspirated car ever
(the faster ones are turbo), but the performance was the result of uncompromising engineering, not
chasing numbers alone. Had they built a car exclusively to get a Certificate from Guinness I have no
doubt it would have been compromised on every other parameter and wouldn't be selling for over $10
m now or have such a god like status in the industry.
One guy called Rich Roll just decided he wanted to get fit to avoid being dead at his daughter's
wedding in the future. That led into one thing, then another, then something else entirely. No one had
the slightest idea what was in store.
Mike Matthews wanted to find out why he wasn't making gains in the gym. I don't think he started
out dreaming of doing 2 Ph.Ds and founding his own business, a website, writing books and starting
a supplement side business too, making a lot of money and getting a lot of compliments from others.
That was not the original goal. That however came out of that original goal, which is still at the core
of it - lift and diet properly.
And on it goes. All these examples show you which was the actual goal and which was the outcome.
The goal always brings you back in your frame and your responsibility and ownership. Outcomes are
in the future, goals are now.
As it turns out, aiming for a "perfect" consequence almost always ends in failure or a compromise
that eventually sucks your soul joyless. It makes you needy and a victim of external factors. It
stresses you out and makes you suffer severe anxiety, impairs your performance (which is actually
the key that betters the results), and takes you away from this moment where you can actually make a
difference. And in more extreme cases, you can get so obsessed by the golden eggs that you kill the
goose that lays them (yeah, remember that story?). Consequences are the fruit of the tree, but the goal
is to water the root. One cannot focus on the flowers and fruits so much that one neglects the root.
You have better prospects of getting more golden eggs if you take care of the goose, but if you kill
the goose for the eggs, you will have exactly zero eggs.
No great achiever or discoverer or inventor ever truly managed to fathom the extent of the
outcome of what they did down the road - they had goals, they had the inspiration, but the
outcomes went far beyond their understanding at the time they pursued those goals. People thought
quantum mechanics was crazy. When the transistor was developed, it was claimed to be a useless
gimmick. Well looking at electronics today.... Things like this make you realize outcome
independence is an actual reality and not just a state of mind.
So none of us will truly know what perfection is, because the abundance of life far exceeds our tiny
oneitis of life in our minds. That's why we need to put outcomes aside once we realize our goals are
genuine and just come to this moment and take that first step and the next step. All our ideas of
outcomes and perfection are limited, and that is their fatal imperfection.
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But do note, while perfection doesn't exist, standards do exist. Your standards should not be of low
value - that will compromise your integrity and prevent your capabilities from finding full expression.
But reaching high standards is a journey, and that's important to remember.
As to the purity of your goals, pure goals arise naturally through necessity, survival pressure,
experience, truth, enquiry, love, inspiration, and even (and especially) failure. I wrote this post in a
rush of inspiration as a sudden clarity made me see this more clearly. But your mind wastes most of
its potential in dysfunctional past patterns of thought and behavior or fear of the future and fear of
imperfection and it will try to stick with the known Devil than the unknown God.
This is what some cultures called as 'karma yoga' and it took me many years to understand what
outcome independence really means. It sets you free and allows abundance to flow. In fact, there is
something called the "zone" or "flow state", and you see it often in sports. When you're in a zone,
you are absolutely outcome independent. You don't think or judge anything, you just flow.
That is actually when you are at your very best. Thinking or judging or outcome anxiety will
break this state. Your intention is absolutely pure at these moments.
Now you may make a list of what you claim are your goals, but your real goals and their patterns are
buried deep in your subconscious mind. You can only know what your subconscious mind truly
desires by looking at your actual behavior, meditating and introspecting. Your actions will always be
congruent with your real goals deep inside your mind no matter what stories you tell yourself. And
those real goals buried within you are what create the actual reality of your life. Your innermost
thought at the point of origin is always the one that becomes real. This is why fear and insecurity can
be such self fulfilling prophecies. And also why inner confidence works the same way.
So if you need your goals to be genuine, they must go deep within where they are powerful enough to
wipe out old patterns that hold you back. Then you can truly pursue them. Along the journey, life
itself will turn into your best guide (it's not always gentle, often it's a tough teacher) and show you the
way forward.
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The last lessons you need to learn here are about the problems
of Endgame and Existential crisis. After that the only game is
the one of YOUR making. That is the last piece of the puzzle in
being a man.
68 upvotes | January 16, 2020 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link

TL:DR - In my last post, I touched upon getting over past pain and trauma. That was an
exercise to free you from the weight of the past. This time, I want to free you from the weight of
an imaginary future that becomes more meaningless the farther you look. Then you are free
within and can unleash the inner creator in this moment. TRP doesn't prescribe any particular
end game. The game is yours, because YOU are the man. You decide your path and own it.
Of late I keep seeing a lot of guys who keep wondering "What is the ultimate end game of a Red
Pilled Aware life?" These guys usually fall into some standard patterns.
One type will create an imaginary future life where and then pick holes in their own ideas and
wonder about the meaninglessness of it and ask "Then what?". They haven't realized that it is this
whole exercise of living in a future limited by the imagination that is meaningless in the first place.
Somewhere they become victims in their own minds.
Some people might have actually come to the point where they got all the tools, have success with
women and then when their hunger has been satiated with a lot of women, then they ask, "Now
what?"
Some people still have trouble digesting the ultimate impermanence of all objects and people (This
last one can cause a major crisis). "So what?"
Some people can get into a crisis if they can't figure out a purpose for living. "What is it all for?"
You can be the guy who knows it all by now, how to create the life he wants, how to bed hordes of
women, how to be successful. You have learn all your lessons well. But what if you're still having a
crisis and a deep feeling something's still inadequate? This is for you.
This is also for guys who've come on paths like me. When I came here, I was suffering from two
things, one was a lot of past pain and anger. Ok, eventually I began to see stuff and come around. But
right away, something keep holding me back. It was this "What's the point of it all?" question. When
I was stuck in my past, I was feeling my past wounds. When I was in the future, I was staring into
meaninglessness. In a way I was lucky I hit this point of rock bottom at the beginning, because lots of
people hit this much later down the road and often end up derailing the life they've worked hard to
create.
If too much past can lead to deep trauma and dysfunctional patterns, too much future can lead to an
existential crisis for meaning. One junior fresher I know in my university jumped off the building
roof cause he looked so far ahead he didn't see the point of living. True.
Endgame issues, Meaninglessness and Existential Crises usually go hand in hand. Because they are
symptoms of the same malady - looking to a non-existent future for answers and salvation. So
let's first address the Existential Crisis.
First women aren't ever the ultimate purpose of your life. They are the icing on the cake, the flower
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on the tree. YOU and YOUR LIFE are the cake and the tree. If you chase women as an ultimate goal,
you will become unfulfilled after a certain amount of success. That's your own soul trying to tell you
something -- there's stuff to take care of about you and your life that no one from the outside can fill
up. People like this are still needy and have deeper issues within them that aren't fixed. If you have
done all this not for you, but only for women, then you haven't truly enjoyed your own growth or
loved yourself. You have to become a high value authentic man living a high value authentic life. It's
not necessary to become Jeff Bezos, but you have to create intrinsic value for yourself and allow your
potential to find it's full expression. Or else you will suffer from the pain of never having truly lived
or utilized your gifts. An existential crisis can happen if some authentic part of you that needs to find
expression hasn't been able to do so. Once life turns truly abundant, more will happen to you than you
have imagined. Women have their place, but they are not the core of your life. You are.
Second, that imaginary life in your future doesn't exist anywhere else but in your mind. Life is now.
You think about the past now. You imagine the future right now. The now is therefore bigger than
time itself. The farther and farther you go into an outcome oriented / dependent imaginary
future in your mind, the more meaningless it will become. Because life isn't happening there, it
is happening here. If you look too far up ahead, eventually all you'll see is death. Life isn't there ok?
What you choose to do with what is reality in this moment is what goes on to create your REAL
future, which will always be bigger than what you think - if you care to look. Life in the mind is
always horribly limited to a tiny oneitis that might not even be true, it is like the silly stories you tell
yourself when something happens to you. The problem here is that mental narrator in your mind,
your ego. If you become aware of this disease, that awareness will snap you out of it in the long run.
You won't die. You will finally come to life. Once you do, oneitis, meaninglessness and depression
will no longer stay your best friends. Between a painful past and a meaningless future, this
present moment is your escape door.
And finally, yes, all objects and people in your life are indeed impermanent. Read that once more and
try to swallow it without resisting or bringing up your ideas on how you think life should be -- those
ideas are what are making you miserable. This is a hard pill to swallow, but the only way out is
through. The only permanent presence in your life was indeed you all the time, before the beginning,
during the middle, and after the end. Spend some time observing yourself and wondering what is it
that can witness itself. Don't answer the question with ideas. Look. Let the question answer itself.
So here's the solution to facing impermanence. When something or someone leaves you, or some way
of living no longer works as well as before, there is an emptiness where those people or objects used
to be. This emptiness is at first felt as very deep pain. To avoid this, people turn to all sorts of stuff to
fill that hole inside themselves. But I advocate the hard road -- go with the flow, come to
acceptance, embrace the emptiness and be empty for a while till you are totally comfortable. Let
things dissolve. Once you're done, you'll see this emptiness isn't really pain - it's inner peace. Being
without any baggage. This is your inner man cave, the only thing that is constant - everything else
happens only within this. It is not actually empty once you know it, inner peace is the source of fresh
inspiration and abundance. It is that unfathomable thing that makes the difference between a living
body and a dead one. It is the base and anchor you're seeking.
If you make meditation a daily affair like going to the gym and lifting, you'll see that this inner
presence is always available to you. And it itself is so fulfilling your need for pleasure (and the
depression that drives it) goes DOWN - even boredeom goes away due to inner peace. When it does,
you come back to life and suddenly everything seems fresh. This is the secret ingredient that makes
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everything meaningful. When you are in a zone or a flow state, this principle is active and it makes
you perform like you're on God mode - truly no one has ever done anything better or felt better than
when they tapped into this. It isn't empty, rather if you look at where every solution and creative idea
or thought or insight comes from, this is it - your inner man cave. Look at children, they don't have
anything of their own, but can you be as alive as they are with the wisdom and capacity of an adult?
Once you have found your inner cave, you will soon accept what comes and goes without it being the
center of your existence (fact is, those things never were), so you won't die when it goes away. You
are the center of your existence. Existential crisis happens because you have failed to realize your
own being is indeed the most important thing and you failed to distinguish between life and the
objects / people in your life. That being hasn't found it's full and authentic expression. If you know
things come and go, you'll actually live more intensely with them knowing that their time is limited.
Once you are here and now, you realize freedom and responsibility for your life and find yourself
creating your future through every moment. Yes, there's society, there's the laws, there're women,
there are your own limitations, the West might be digging it's own grave - etc..etc.. But never forget
the creator within you or the fact that reality is much bigger than you can capture. Against all odds,
man has come so far. That creator can do things beyond you.
An interesting concept covered in Extreme Ownership is taking responsibility even for things not
under your control. This is not about blaming yourself. The truth is, everything in your awareness
already exists within you. It's that when you choose to own things that you can't control, you realize
you can work with them and do things others would have not even considered because they just let
themselves become victims of a very narrow view of living. Their minds got in their own way and
stopped them from unleashing the creator within. But when they got out of their own way, suddenly
new possibilities emerged.
And then there's the "end game". Ok you got all the lessons. But what's the ultimate point of it all?
Looking for an end game usually means one of two things -- either you're unfulfilled with the way
things are going, or you're looking for that day when all your woes will end and you'll be happily ever
after and you can relax. If relaxation is what you want, you must relax everyday through meditation
or a massage or good sleep, or just being free of mental masturbation of junk thoughts and stop
resisting this moment - this moment is the only one where there is no stress or that burden of time
that makes you want it all to end and relax. If you think that moment will come in the future, you
might make it to the milestone, but to your shock, life doesn't end. It still goes on. Do you want to be
frustrated, or do you want to enjoy the journey? If the journey is fulfilling, why do want an end?
Again, it's just looking to the future for your salvation.
So what is the "end" game prescribed by TRP? Is it just casual sex, or plates forever? Friends with
benefits? Or will you one day get tired of it all and renounce the world and turn to Jesus or Buddha
(ala Roosh)? Or are you supposed to eventually get into an LTR without marriage? Or should you get
married and have kids and ensure genetic victory despite all the risks it carries? Is it about getting
really rich? Is it about "Return of the Patriarchy!?" Or do we insist you form your own little kingdom
with a harem to boot?
The answer is - There is no endgame prescribed by TRP. TRP is just knowledge and tools that
will help you fix your shit, become the man you should have been and help you out getting the life
and sex you need. Whatever 'endgame' (if that's what you want to call it) is what path YOU choose
AND what you're capable of and willing to own. We just keep harping against marriage because of
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what it has become in the present day, at least in the West.
Yes, this is the final step toward moving away from the boy and being a man. So far you walked the
path laid by others and what they said and prescribed. Now you know all that is known and have seen
it for yourself what is truth, what works and what isn't real. At this point no one is there to hold your
hand anymore. Now you have to choose the road ahead. And that's what being a man ultimately is,
taking full responsibility for yourself and your life. Are you still subtly a victim?
Any path you choose has its own consequences. As a man, you own them whatever they may be. Just
this will over time automatically give you your own moral compass. You ought to know what you are
getting into, or if you're venturing into the unknown, at least be willing to listen and let your own life
teach you along the way. Your inner cave is your best friend, look at it. Everything ever created came
out of that place - from nothing but latent potential that woke to inspiration.
The idea of some big grand master plan and purpose as an endgame to life sounds very romantic.
Unfortunately it is a delusion. Because at some point, you realize you're the one creating your plans
and games. To live life.
You choose how you want to live and own it. This means you have to be proactive, self driven and
where there is nothing driving you out of sheer compulsion, you have to create desire and drive
consciously. You have to create your own purpose. That needs some strength and willingness, but it
only seems perplexing at first. Once you start deciding what you want to do, you'll see it's actually
easier than you think and in one way, it is quite liberating to know you're responsible for your life. Or
would you have it that a guardian angel held your hand and told you "This is it. Just do this and you'll
live happily ever after?" That's what we as children would like, but that is not what will allow us to
become men. A whole new dimension of creative potential within you only awakens when you take
charge of yourself.
I know what you might be thinking, "I'm disappointed, I was just hoping you'd hold my hand and
give me all the answers and band aids. Just say it and I'll do it" No! Once you have reached this far,
and known all that has already been said, you will stand on your own legs and find the answers
within. Believe us, soon you'll be good enough to teach others. You will add your own unique
contribution down the road and someone else will benefit by reading you.
The easy way was the way of pleasure, the way of the sheep, but the other side of the coin was
depression. The harder way demands more of you and gives you more freedom and more
responsibility, the way of the lion, but it's fulfilling in a way pleasure cannot do.
We aren't going to define your purpose(s) for you beyond helping you become a man who knows the
truth. You are the one who is going to do that. And you can.
Does that make you feel uncomfortable? Well, purpose, while it is indeed very very important, is not
the end goal of living. A purpose is there so that you can DO things with your life and gifts. But
ultimately a purpose serves the goal of living your life as you want, it is not bigger than your life
itself. A purpose will create motivation and goals, focus your energy, drive you to action, unleash
your potential, stop you from stagnating into a piece of shit masturbating his life away in pleasure
and becoming depressed. Purpose serves life well. But it is in some way impermanent and may
change as life flows on.
But at the other end, enslaving life for some imaginary idea of ultimate prescribed purpose in the
future has made many people depressed when they realized there was no big grand universal end
game. What they failed to realize is that purpose serves life, not the other way around. The people
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who lost their motivation to live after they realized there was no big purpose in the future forgot that
the gift of life was given to them so that THEY could create their purposes and own them. They
wanted the universe to do it for them instead of doing it themselves. They waited to live in the future
rather than creating that future while living now. Some of them also used purpose to mask the unease
and boredom within themselves and there were deeper issues inside.
There is no ultimate prescribed purpose or end game to life. You create purpose so that life can get
moving and express itself to its fullest through you. Or life makes you create a purpose by
circumstances or inspiration. Life itself is so profound the unfolding of it and living it can become
the ultimate goal in itself, if you live it well. Purpose just directs it in one direction.
If you do complete one purpose, and feel lost or meaningless, you sit down and come back to your
being, the emptiness, the point of origin and just be and look. You can totally live without a mental
label, and very well. Then either you will consciously create a new purpose, or life will take you
places or you find fresh inspiration. Whatever it is, you'll come back to life, and that's priority number
1. There is no need to have an existential meltdown just because there is no prescribed end game
somewhere in the distant future other than what game you decide to play now. It means that the road
ahead is wide open and you can create your life. You just find it uncomfortable because you never
tried to create your life consciously without something or someone always kicking your ass. You
creating your own purpose and endgame should be liberating, not a crisis.
So if you ask me "What's the point?" I'll tell you "The point you seek is here and now, you." But if
you ask "What's the end game of TRP?" -- it was to become the man. "And then? What's the purpose
of life?" Well now that you get it, only YOU are going to answer that and own it. That's the last
lesson. Because YOU'RE the man. You tell us.
PS : Don't let this be taken as though this is my last post or comment - I have a lot to learn from this
place and the sister subs. It's just that after this, every other thing I or you learn are just perfecting
the process. But this problem can and does happen to everyone who's been there and done it all and
still has a major inner crisis. That's why I called it "The Last lesson". Without this one thing, you are
not yet free and it could come back to sabotage you down the road.
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On the need to test and challenge your woman, at all stages in a
relationship.
113 upvotes | January 24, 2020 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link

TL:DR - When they test you in so many ways, do not hesitate to test and even challenge back,
without coming across like an insecure beta. You are qualifying her for a relationship with you
on the hierarchy ladder. Trouble is, that instinct isn't natural to us, as we really didn't need it
for most of earth's history. And today society tries its best to stop you from getting too smart
too soon. Unlike what you fear, this will improve your relationships. An abundance mentality is
mandatory, as once you have standards, you'll realize many women will fail to meet them.
Don't feel guilty about it. Honesty is the best form of love.
EDIT : If I had read HSP's guide on managing women by levels, I would probably have not written
this. So do check that out. This post is also somewhat disorganized and could do with better
structuring.
EDIT 2 : And yes, this does sound more LTR or marriage focused, but that's because of the hierarchy
on HSP's ladder (you need to raise standards significantly for higher levels, so that's where you'll
need more evaluating and training). Also I'm being a little biased to the dynamics in my part of the
world, which I think will last for one more generation.
I have been mulling over the need for men to create "commitment tests" and other ways to test the
qualities they need in women. There has been a lot of talk on it, but they need to address the details
further. I wouldn't call them as a woman's version of shit / fitness / congruence testing, they do not
arise of women's needs for genes and security, they arise out of our needs to have the relationship
where it should be, with an understanding of female nature - and they're challenges to her that help
her grow and look up to you as well.
Old conservative societies had many ways to test their women, but these things were often known
only to other women, and it needed that herd hive mind to get it to work. Far from what feminists are
fond of claiming, most men did not have much of a knack for this, it was the collective herd of
women at family, community, town, state or religious levels that mastered this art. I know this
because those old generations and cultures are still alive in my country, but times are changing, and
in one more generation all this will be forgotten.
Women have a natural instinct not only for evaluating men, but also and especially for evaluating
other women (but which is often far too biased by emotion and not really good for being a man's tool)
that men usually don't and have to learn the hard way. It's vitally important for evaluating her RMV
and self esteem and to see if she's psychologically damaged in any way, or could have an STD, etc.
etc.
As an example, in some Indian villages, a girl is made to get her feet muddy and she if she can clean
herself up with as little water as possible. It's a test of how economical she can be, which makes sense
for that type of society.
This has to continue at all stages of a relationship. As a relationship progresses, the tests go from
screening tests ("What was the first words out of her mouth and how did she treat you on the date?")
or testing for interest to actual challenges where her commitment and the qualities you need from her
are tested. Kino for one can be used as an interest indicator at any stage in the relationship. Actual
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challenges could be anything like suddenly organizing a major family event and seeing how she
responds - the goals are yours. This also helps her grow and defer to you if she is willing and able to
rise up to meeting your needs. Although the laws and all might all be on her side.
This should not be done in a feminine way, or else it comes across like an insecure beta always
worried about the relationship - and fear is a self fulfilling prophecy. Hence I use the word 'challenge'
instead of 'test'. You have to come across as a man with standards whose company is earned down the
road although in the beginning you are the initiator. That might not sound nice, but only victories
won the hard way are ultimately valued.
As a man, you don't test your woman out of worry or insecurity over her fidelity for e.g. if you know
your AWALT you ought to know the drill. But you do see if she can enter your frame and pass
compliance tests which will decide if she qualifies to get up the ladder and stay there.
A test simply evaluates where you are at any given point in time. A challenge actually needs you to
grow up and find yourself where you have to be. A challenge is next level. The masculine principle
needs challenges. Men who challenge women are highly attractive. It is true that such relationships
are a bit more testy than just ones that keep the peace, but that's also vital to keep the spark up.
Of course before you even get to the testing stage and then the challenge stage, you must observe and
filter for obvious red flags and any other fucked up shit. That is called screening and you are filtering
out the obvious red flags.
Remember, don't feel guilt about this, or that you might make someone feel bad. They're
evaluating testing you at every step, in ways that even your doctoral examiners wouldn't have
thought of, in ways that even they might not realize, and they feel entitled to it. And do not ever fear
losing her because subconsciously your intuition knows she (and a lot of other women ) is going
to fail to meet your standards. An abundance mentality is damn crucial here. If you aren't clear
about your needs and standards and don't have standards for the women in your life, you'll live to
regret it.
In the past survival pressure gave us way too many challenges in itself. In the process, a man would
learn to navigate life (or perish) and a woman would automatically have a need to be in a man's frame
of things. If you've been in the military, you'd know that nothing quite builds bonds like common
enemies, miseries and challenges and survival pressures. These days we do not have that survival
pressure, therefore our relationships increasingly lose value for anything beyond ONS. How can
anyone value something that isn't earned? The greatest victories are the ones for whom you threw
your life at.
Women cannot do this consciously in the era of women's liberation. They are too far a creature of
instincts, and without herd pressure and the hive mind, or the dominance of a man, they can't do it.
Some may be very evolved cases, but such women are often spiritual or religious and even they aren't
unicorns. Men still have the military and men's friendships intrinsically have a certain rock solidness
that women's don't. But beyond that there isn't a need to grow. It has to be created.
Just as women expect a bit of the feminine (just a bit, the yin drop in the yang) in a man for comfort,
a man too must expect a bit of the masculine (the yang drop in the yin) in a woman for her to stay
healthy. Or else you'll be a psychopath or autistic and she'll be borderline insane. Of course, in this
androgynous era of the sexes, you'll have plenty of feminine qualities to test for as she's testing for
your masculinity, and that's 90% of it (and good luck with that). So don't jump on me for this. This is
only looking for a woman not mentally unstable.
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I get it now that ltrs and solid marriages in the past were the result of masculine energy underpinning
the relationship, not feminine. Trust, stability and loyalty are actually masculine qualities.
In my first (and a disaster of a) relationship (I'm not American btw), I was a clueless guy who had no
such detector, but in retrospect I now see that relationship shouldn't have gone beyond the first
conversation if I was really smart, or the first date. Didn't help that all of my and her relatives did
their very best to emotionally manipulating me into committing, but my gut was right. I was properly
conned by her entire circle - they evaluated me and every single thing I did or didn't with ten pairs of
eyes, and kept her far away from any possible attempt to screen her. I was all alone and clueless and
my own family ended up showing me their real colors when they shamed me for raising some doubts
(my gut was right) and not "manning up and doing the right thing". If you're wondering, ltrs and
marriages are still the vast majority of relationships here. Yes, it was ultimately my fault. It was my
responsibility as an adult man and I failed at being that man then. But without going through that I
wouldn't have come here or ever had my eyes opened.
Such behavior is now red flag in my books and I now know when someone is cooking up stories to
avoid any chance of them getting screened. If I sense a major difference in taste or any sign she has
trouble accepting the things that make me uniquely me (not the shit, the good stuff), or her nature
isn't my type, then it's a straight no beyond anything casual - my country and town is too conservative
for ONS right now and you risk losing your reputation with damaged women here, so plates are
where you start (that too is new to this gen, the gen before that started at LTR or marriage right
away).
I have never been so undignified to get into a relationship because she's rich or her family's high up
anything (and I've seen lots of men do this) - I can't be bought. That isn't even a natural criteria either.
Doing so automatically puts her in a dominant frame and I've seen what happens to men in those
relationships, how the lack of respect is slowly killing them. In the past, I could be shamed or
emotionally manipulated though into escalating, but not anymore. Sex is a strong need, for many
people it could be relationship too, but don't sell yourself out for it.
From the behavior of her family and my own, I understood then as men, we are on our own and
society values women very disproportionately. People only respect you to the extent you let them,
and when you're authentic it is not necessary for all women (or even most women) to be compatible
with you, or even like you for having your standards, and that's a good thing.
As men, our natural visual instincts evaluate her SMV pretty quickly, as nature designed us mainly to
spread our seed and build outer civilization. Our hormones make sure our dick gets a huge head start
over our brains, which might need over a decade or even 2 to catch up. But we don't have a natural
commitment test mechanism (probably because for most of human history or for most of the animal
kingdom, the male of the species really never needed it). This and all the BP logic we're fed has made
sure we're out of touch with our guts (when in doubt, always trust the gut).
Filtration is more intuitive though - it is just observation of the obvious. Other stuff that needs to go
through tests and challenges requires more skill and experience to identify. It takes even more to
learn how to test and how to challenge a woman. It's not naturally hardwired in us men. Evolution
gave us some filters, but we never had much of a need for the rest. In most animal species the male
exists just to spread his seed. So the rest of the testing and challenging framework has to be
systematically created, not unlike the way an instructor sets up bootcamp. But not so obviously overt.
Therefore it's vitally important that we have a thread where people share their experiences on this.
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The sidebar books and the sub already have quite a bit on this, and experienced guys know this very
well. But we're need more examples, and developing the skill for this in the first place. There's
nothing better than organizing your thoughts and learning from your experiences and those of others.
Now I can't give too many examples myself - still quite a bit of observation to do and my history is
mostly huge failures. Doesn't help that almost all the men I used for a reference are utterly
codependent betas and my conservative country has nearly everyone married up (the only time where
people actually get out of that and show their actual instincts for relationships are in college, or
through work). Mostly I have learnt more from what NOT to do than what to. But in my generation
or the next, we will become much more like the West.
Some tests are universal, others are quite particular to you and your needs, your relationship and your
society or community or country's overall culture. Fear of losing a relationship and the need for sex
can force men to set their bars very low which simultaneously puts her on a pedestal as the goddess
who will meet your needs. She knows it too, and anyone who is not you can see your behavior from a
mile away. She however is looking for her god, or is probably so caught between her instincts and
what society tells her that she's actually schizophrenic in a way and can never have a healthy
relationship (as Franco's Manual of Seduction said way back in 2004).
All kinds of relationships with women can be screened and tested and challenged. These things even
apply to women whom you just notice around you but have no relationship with yet. You can't wait
for a relationship to start developing these ideas and habits. Test and observe everyone, but be subtle
about it.
As your relationship progresses from Hi to ONS to plate to LTR or even marriage, you move up from
screening to tests and actual challenges.
Screening tests are kind of simple. Drugs and suicide scars? Huge red flag. Those are the obvious
ones. There used to be families where the men went bad (and I know dozens of such cases in every
street even now), but the women rose up to support the family by their good qualities. But women
going bad was seen as the end of the family and a healthy society in general. And for good reason. So
checking for addictions and smoking, etc. Big red flag.
Naturally overly fat women come across as lazy and could have disorders (I know it for a fact fat is a
synonym for lazy). Overly thin and underdeveloped ones could have hormonal imbalances and other
disorders. Low HB that isn't an accident of birth and mental issues are in fact correlated. This is kind
of obvious at the filtration stage.
Well there's no way to find out how good she is at sex unless you take the plunge. Roosh's tales and
struggles at mastering game are pretty revealing field reports and you can figure out a lot of criteria
for all kinds of relationships with women on the sliding scale. Many women in those stories are
terrible in bed. He might have given up the game now, but hey, he maxed himself out. Experience
gets its respect.
So about the sex, or for that matter anything else, can she get better at it and is willing to?
A more subtle one would be if she's always critical or toxically perfect. That can wear you down
mentally and emotionally in an LTR. You can't know that right away. Sometimes you deliberately
don't act like Mr. Perfect and see how she responds. This is a big one. Does she keep looking for
ways to find something wrong, bitch about it and get miserable or can she find something positive
even on difficult days? I tell ya, some ladies in my family are pathological perfectionists and
masturbate their tongues forever complaining about something wrong. It pretty much guarantees
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they're never going to be happy today and they'll goad everyone around them to anger.
I have no idea why they do that if they want to be happy, but I guess some people are addicted to
chronic patterns of misery. They wait forever for perfection to fall before showing their good side. So
is she making her goodness totally conditional (and the nastiness is the default mode) or does she
bring her best out as a matter of principle or nature? That's a red flag to me.
I don't expect a woman to be Ph.D gold medal kind of nerd smart, but she can't be as dumb as some
of the ones I see. Some are literally too stupid or too crazy to live. What kind of partners or mothers
will they make? You want to stick your dick in crazy stupid? You do need to test that on a range of
topics.
How adaptable is she and how open she is to learn new stuff? If that's important, you have to test that.
Some people can turn out to be too rigid in their tastes and unwilling to learn anything new. This I
found out the hard way. A red flag is when she particularly hates something you particularly like. I
am not talking about the usual likes or dislikes children carry into adulthood, those are benign. More
serious stuff can be deal breakers.
What about money? Does she accept it when you say something's too expensive and would rather
want you over your purse? Does she ever offer to pay for a date? Or is she always nagging about how
her girlfriends get showered with expensive gifts? Is she a gold digger? Is she used to a life much
higher up the social ladder? Better not ever get to an LTR with those. Social status for women
becomes too big a variable once you're at the LTR level.
I didn't think a time would come when I had to test for women liking kids. But if that's priority to
you, you must see how much she likes them.
Stress and discomfort testing. We men now know embracing discomfort is good for us. Not
necessarily the modern woman. Does she lose her mind if the AC doesn't run for a while or the waiter
is held up by a few minutes? You better not lose yours though. If you're in an LTR or marriage, why
not just take a trip with a pre dawn itenary and see? Let her for God's sake not be like my eldest
cousin. Well, and let her for God's sake, not be BPD. The stress challenges are vital to evaluate how
he handles discomfort. The "strong empowered" women of today are just mental and physical pussies
compared to their grandmothers and they can totally lose their shit over nothing.
How serious is she about exercise? Will she go and pay for her own membership even if you can't
join her? Or will she just ride along with you and your wallet? If you're fit and you expect the same
from her, does she want to keep herself fit for you? Is she willing to diet? Well that also means
having an interest in cooking for me.
If she cares for hygiene, one day keep your place more disordered than usual and call her over or
surprise her at hers and make a small neg over something out of place and see. Careful with this
though. This is not something you do until you're evaluating for an LTR and she knows your baseline
standards well.
What I've seen is that women adapt to situations easily, but changing their personality is very difficult
as they take no responsibility for it if you're around. Men actually have it easier to change once they
recognize they have shit to be fixed. It requires a lot of work for women to change their issues, more
than that for men. For men the hardest part is getting them to have an honest look in the mirror and
making good habits routine. For women to change, they have to respect the man's frame in the
relationship and enter it.
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Many women who do have the ability (and humility) for self evaluation had strong, wise fathers or
male teachers or healthy relationships with men. Almost all women with broken men in the family
are damaged to some degree or the other.
When they ask you if you can cook (and I can very well, so I expect the same from her), can you turn
it around, claim to be a foodie and put that to the test? If choreplay is the order of the day, a pressure
flip will put that in its place very quickly.
Healthy self esteem is another major criteria. You don't want someone who's toxic at both extreme
ends (extremely low or too much ego). There's no growth potential in either.
Arrogance is a deadly sin in my book. I would see how she behaves as a customer.
Is she addicted to comparisons and has no frame of her own? Is she ever going to accept you and her
real life or will she always be looking elsewhere at other couples? Resistance to reality is a huge
source of friction, and the worst part is, it doesn't solve the problem either.
How much of this relationship is even about needing or loving you and how much of it is all about
her needing to be loved? Are you just a trophy? In my country, I know a lot of women who go to
work and earn as much as men of their age, but the flip side is that they can't value anything that's
now a choice and not essential need for survival.
An overly dominant, disrespectful, or feminist woman? Believe me even they can't stop themselves
from AWALT in the right hands. Lots of guys have brought out the girls in them needing to be
dominated. But do you seriously want one of them for an LTR?
Commitment tests and challenges are very important in LTRs and marriages. Although marriage I'd
never recommend to anyone in America the way things are now, there are other countries still where
you're better off in LTRs and marriages at least for one more generation. In such cases, creating the
military grade bonding through challenges is critical. Therefore testing and challenging becomes
important.
Though we trash marriage for what it's become, I can tell you that it comes with some unique
marathon challenges you don't get in a casual hookup, and I pretty much can give a list of everything
that can go wrong. That's why I have special respect for the guys at mrp. If you don't want ltrs and
marriage, don't go for it. Your choice. That car you wanted could be yours...
If you're considering marriage in a country not America or Sweden, one more criteria is how well
does she get along with your side of the family?
This could happen even if your relationship has ended. If she's not LTR material, and you have to
demote her to plate. What do you want from her then? If you broke up with her, will she be that kind
of ex spewing venom about you around the whole town? Will she be the type that can put a metoo on
you? If yes, what will you do about it? Say you have kids and shared custody (I don't thank god)?
What kind of ex wife are you seeking? Are you amicable or has she sworn to be your worst enemy
till death? It will matter if it goes to court one day if you missed the flags.
In order to do this, your frame needs to be very strong, backed up by reality and you have to be clear
about your standards and goals and well aware of RP relationship truths. You must know yourself
and what you are capable of (at least have the confidence for it and not be ashamed to fail). You must
know your red flags very well. You must totally know your deep shit and how to own it - that stuff is
not for anyone else - it's your responsibility. You should have learnt to keep women as the icing on
your cake and live independently if that's the honest thing. You should have learnt to overcome your
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fears of life, death, loss and destruction and be ready to burn it all to the ground and start over id need
be. You should decide which level this woman belongs on the ladder or whether you yourself want a
relationship to go up the ladder at all. All these things, if not accounted for, will compromise your
attractiveness, your frame, your values, your authentic expression and your integrity.
You need to create scenarios or look for occasions where the qualities you want can be revealed.
She only selects if she will have sex with you or not instinctively, and of course, the way society is
now, by evaluating you all the time, she retains control over the frame and you end up deferring to
her even if you pass her tests. If she's the only one evaluating you, she's still the dominant in the
relationship. By having standards, testing and challenging her, you set right that power imbalance.
However, beyond her ability to decide if you will have sex with her (with her mind you), everything
else is under your control, you decide if the relationship is worth escalating or maintaining and it is
simply not worth sacrificing your integrity for a relationship. Never. Not on pain of death or even
destruction.
BTW, you too have power to decide if you will want to have sex with her. She's not the only one with
options.
As you go from approach to ONS to plate to LTR to even marriage, you go from screening to testing
to challenges and outright training. But only if it is worth escalating in the first place. Otherwise
you're wasting your time, energy and money and would be better off with someone who can rise up to
your standards.
Testing can be turned into a fun way to escalate stuff too. Not just her tests, but yours. Rising up to
challenges brings out the best in us and creates the much needed intensity.. Being too cozy and
hooked on pleasures usually soon bring out the worst down the road.
You are then left with some simple choices :
Stay away from this woman at all costs.
This woman isn't worth the trouble so next.
This woman ticks a lot of boxes and can improve so it may be worth putting in attention, time and
energy depending on what kind of relationship you want with her on the hierarchy (this is important)
This woman can go to the next level on the ladder. But if she can't stay there, back down she goes.
I'd say that simply being in a man's frame and honoring his mission is quite a test for a woman and it
used to be that way till a couple of generations back. The kind of respect these women had for their
men isn't seen now, not with these purse holding betas who need a second mommy to teach them
basics.
There are no perfect men or women that tick every single box, so be realistic, but red flags are a clear
violation - learn to recognize them and build a list. It's not necessary nor possible for her to tick all
the green flags, but there must be the possibility of her accepting your frame and be willing to push
herself if needed to tick them.
If a woman can't really be trained, isn't open to new stuff, or has no desire to grow for your sake and
hers, there's no point in keeping up a relationship for very long with her. To me this is the most
important criteria past red flags if you want her to get to LTR level or sometimes even plate.
You are not perfect either, but I assume at this point you can be honest about the guy in the mirror
and have standards for yourself, have achieved said standards and are willing to keep what works and
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improve on what doesn't. When you can do this with yourself, you can do it with all the women you
will get to meet without coming across as a hypocrite.
EDIT 3 : Thanks to bsutansalt for summarizing it to a T. I'm borrowing your quote. ...Yes, a lot of
women you like will fail to meet your standards. That's a feature, not a bug. A lot of you reading this
will be scared to screen because you know deep down a lot of women are going to fail and you'll
have to NEXT them. Don't be a pussy because you're afraid to lose them and then never actually
check them on the bullshit behaviors you don't like--this is one reason why having abundance is so
god damn important...
Finally do consider the scenario in your part of the world as women's mentalities and even emotions
are shaped strongly and thoroughly by the overall herd pattern, plus which way society's heading,
which in turn should let you decide what kind of relationship and sexual strategy best serves your
needs. You'd be a fool to ignore society's collective momentum and think you can be that one
exceptional case. Don't forget, AWALT and the laws of attraction.
Don't feel bad or ashamed of this, even if others try to make you feel that way. Honesty is the best
form of love and you're doing yourself and everyone else a favour. A stitch today is better than
surgery tomorrow.
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The Plight of Sweden (and other European Countries) and why
politics is increasingly becoming a large scale display of sex
specific tendencies than anything else.
435 upvotes | March 8, 2020 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link

TL:DR - National politics is turning into a gender war and international politics of feminist
governments is basically hypergamy on a global scale. Because whoever they are, they're still
women. Masculinity of global politics peaked during WW2 and has steadily become feminine
ever since. Extremes of hyper masculine or hyper feminine politics are dangerous and end
destruction, but in very different ways
https://www.quora.com/What-is-the-biggest-irony-in-the-political-world-right-now/answer/Joydip-C
houdhury-9
https://www.city-journal.org/europe-multiculturalism
I did not realize the situation in Sweden and other parts of Europe was in fact this bad, honestly. It
looks like for all the talk of fempowerment (and today being women's day in fact), feminised
societies for all their claims of egalitarian utopia (dystopia?) have failed in keeping their women
strong and safe. It's gotten so bad they've coined a word 'rapefugees' for it.
At the root of this is a culture of open hypergamy that masculinizes girls, betaizes and then frustrates
the boys and men, plus then opening one's borders to all and sundry in the name of immigration,
without even a background check. While the men and white knights support the same as they will get
access to cheap labor to replace an increasingly ageing demographic reluctant to reproduce.
If you've been paying attention to politics, you'll soon realize that once women enter politics, left vs
right wing increasingly becomes more of a gender war than anything else, with women leaning more
to the left and men leaning more to the right (the white knights though will always lean with the
women). Whatever conservatives and liberals stood for in the past, all that is increasingly being
steamrolled by gender differences and large scale macroscopic displays of sexual behavior at the
political level.
The politics of the USA at this moment is essentially one big gender war - the rape accusation now
the latest power play. The politics of a country like India is also turning into a right vs left gender
war, especially if you look at the real power centers between the 2 biggest parties. Other countries are
either more masculine or more feminine - the politics of China and Russia is masculine, but the
politics of Europe is now unabashedly feminine, and Sweden is the feminist capital of the world. The
politics during the World Wars and the Cold War was totally masculine in comparison.
This is a clear proof of the fact that no matter at what level, the reality of the physical biological and
psychological differences between men and women can never really be ignored and comes out in
actual behavior no matter what politicians want you to believe. Deep in the subconscious, the
differences between men and women influence their behaviors -- even and especially in large
scale politics.
I have studied the behavior of many female politicians, and I find that all governments headed by
females or having a significant majority of females in power tend to behave similarly. Often heading
to some version of welfare state where the government plays daddy in place of hopeless beta men,
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and pro immigration to the extent of causing serious demographic shifts. Birth rates are also low, so
population average age keeps rising. With more elderly to take care of, welfare becomes even more
important, and it becomes a kind of positive feedback.
So what happened in Sweden or Germany and other European countries? A large scale version of
betaization basically. In betaization, the woman falls in love with a masculine man, gradually
converts him down to a provider, in the process losing attraction for a domesticated housecat that was
once a free wild lion, and then gets attracted to the next man that exudes unrestricted and untamed
masculine energy and loses loyalty for her own man.
Betaization is closely linked to the rubber band like hypergamous attraction of the feminine for men
that are farther away, require greater effort to pursue and are more of a challenge. The attraction to
the affair partner exists because the husband has become too familiar, too beta, too easy and not
worth pursuing anymore.
How does this script play out in international politics? Exactly the same. First the women over a
period of generations, starting from school, by taking over the educational system, betaized all their
own men and boys, and tried making women more masculine. Then when they no longer found the
masculine energy in their country worth it, and indigenous birth rates began to slow, they opened
their borders to immigration, and not just for cheap labor.
In the process they really let in a lot of 'bad boys' into their country, didn't they? How often do we see
women politicians and the media rationalizing or hiding away the evidence of the things they don't
want you to hear? Well, guess which nations aren't so safe now as they were before. France, Sweden,
even Germany, Holland, you name it. Take a look at the politicians on board these governments.
This process happens subconsciously and too subtly over a long period of time until you look back
and connect the dots. I don't think anyone in this process is even aware that this is what are doing, but
their instincts drive them on.
And btw who specifically did they encourage more than anyone else in Europe? At least as per the
media and social media stories going around?
Muslims. Yes. From Muslim majority and dominated nations. The immigrants into France, Sweden,
Germany and even the US (till they got tough on it) were mostly from Muslim war torn nations, from
Afghanistan to Somalia even.
Your media is the ideal feminine space. Google up Yellow Journalism and see the characteristics for
yourself. By the way, their favourite word these days is dissent, aka disagreement. And they are for
some reason very obsessed with supporting Muslims. The overall support in left leaning media for
Islam is a huge outlier, with a lot of women leading the way. I've never quite understood just why for
a long time (until now) - after 9/11, there was a huge rush in sections of the media to defend it. It's as
biased as it gets.
When it comes to underdogs, the tendency of the media is to show that one exceptional case while
denying the reality of all the other cases that failed and backfired, badly, and a complete handwaving
of macroscopic statistical behavior. You will never, ever see the governments admit or take
responsibility for their failures. Sounds pretty much like what a female mind would do right?
Why do the governments and the media do this? Is it a religious thing? Nope, this is all about
masculinity.
I observe that Islam is a totally patriarchal religion - I've read almost all major religious books, so I
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know what each of them talk about. The culture itself is masculine dominant in nature. And their
track record of treating their own women in their countries even to this day, as well as the women of
all the countries they invaded in the middle ages is well known. If you do a simple search on google,
and check out some of the laws and punishments or the history, you'll come face to face what would
be actual Dark Triad behavior, the extreme militant variants of which made even Navy Seals sweat.
In fact if I wrote this post from some Islamic countries, by now I'd have been executed, horribly.
For all that these women leaders claim, and they would furiously deny this if confronted,
subconsciously they're seeking a lot of raw untamed masculine energy that they've never obtained
from their own, domesticated breed of betaized boys and absent men. Why not invite in the more
masculine patriarchal breed of men who push a rigid, patriarchal religion, who in theory could
dominate them with hard power and testosterone? So what if they're apparently known for being "bad
boys"? They can rationalize that away and shame the rest of the world for not being altruistic. Later
on this can also serve as a good vote bank. Women's subconscious instincts are still in the stone age,
where being raw, wild and more savage was what helped you win and survive against predators and
other enemies.
The immigrants who often come from countries fraught with years of war, hardship and unending
conflict would of course be more raw and brutish by temperament compared to the extremely
politically correct, afraid to offend culture of Europe. Somehow it is exactly these people that the
feminine leaders of Europe want to welcome in with open doors.
This has sometimes gone to the next level. Why do you think so many women from Europe and the
US even became ISIS brides and then the media on top of that supports them as well? Why not get
drawn to the baddest boys whose track record of insurgency, holy war and terrorism, and treating
women abusively, far surpasses every other group on the planet, barring maybe the Nazis or the
Europeans who conquered the Americas? I guess these women like men who are passionate fighters
just because they exude raw energy, but the discrimination of their base instincts stops at that and
doesn't consider for one second that they're terrorists and not heroes. Later on they can always play
the victim card and get the beta providers and white knights to offer them asylum.
All this is a case of the classic women being drawn to the bad, raw masculine boys at a
macroscopic level, even to the point of Dark Triad territory. But this is not just an individual
person - it is a whole country acting on a feminine behavioral pattern without realizing it. The
immigration move is basically an entire nation committing hypergamy.
The feminized media won't admit it, but they also subconsciously love the bad boys
I'm not sure if these women and feminist governments even recognize that this is what their
subconscious hive minds are doing. If confronted, their logical brains fed on feminist ideology would
furiously deny and shame you for saying it even, their own cognitive dissonance would be too much
to handle, but their bodies are driving them on what I call hypergamy on an international scale. Curse
the evil patriarchy, but open your country to them? Look at what they do, not what they say.
This will sound utterly insane at first. How can sexual energy influence at that scale you ask? Aren't
they just being nice and humanitarian? That's what they and we all believe. But just as left vs right is
becoming a gender war and not at all subtle about it, so is the rest of politics. There is no escaping
biology, at any level of existence.
This is what I call ultra large scale, macroscopic sexual patterns of behavior.
But as these women find out, being in abusive relationships with jerks isn't fun but traumatic. It was
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attractive when they could admire the jerks from afar and have an idealized concept of that person
(which is what they actually fall in love with), but when you close the distance, reality ensues. As it
did in Sweden and Europe, as it did to the ISIS brides as well. Even then I doubt if women would
truly wake up from their self destructive tendencies without a hard boundary as they would rather
have moments of intense emotion (even if toxic) rather than the blandness of their own domesticated
men. IMHO when your mind is out of control, it's an addiction, plain and simple.
And why do the men alongside these women in power support it? For one, those men aren't really in
power, certainly the masculine paradigm isn't at all in power. They presume they'll get cheap labor
from the developing world, as the only thing corporates care about is money aka keeping costs low.
Paying their own provider men would be too expensive. Plus their own feminist population is not
enthusiastic about reproducing, so the population pyramid is growing old in all first world countries -
welfare is going to become a nightmare in the future. This culture combined with hypergamy makes a
bad combination. Aim for cheap, and you get not just cheap labour, but cheap everything. The very
standards of your society are turning cheap. Provider beta men are dumped by the women at one end
and their bosses at the other. Who cares?
Now before you accuse me as "Islamaphobic" or "anti immigration" (a common shaming tactic btw, a
lot of women in the media dissed the author of a best selling book on Islam's truths as full of hate,
without actually discussing the content itself -- the irony), I should tell you that I don't hate on anyone
with a prejudiced xenophobic and irrational mind like some immature child, but I just look at actual
behavior and macroscopic stats and behavioral patterns, being the man I am. I even have friends
across a wide variety of communities, but despite that I recognize that tension can become palpable
over gender, politics and religion. Exceptions to the trends for me are just that, exceptions, not
vindication.
The stats of terror attacks all over the world in the last 2 decades since 9/11 and even before that the
track record of hundreds of years of conquest would ought to tell you who has exerted, and who still
goes by masculine "hard power" way of things. You can take a look at which countries have pretty
brutal dark triad laws even today. Right now it is Muslims that can outbreed any other community on
earth given their patriarchal polygamous policies.
https://www.tingismagazine.com/editorials/islam-and-the-future-of-europe/
In all other countries, especially in Europe, native birth rates are slowing down and even going into
negative territory and this is a direct consequence of feminism. The hypergamic feminized nations are
really at risk of demographic implosion and immigration only further skews the demographic
percentages. The very reason why America voted for Trump over everything else is because the
masculine has reached a point where it is fed up of this self betaizing, foreign dick seeking feminine
behavior. Regardless of how hard the media tries to convince and feed you the narrative, the world is
swinging to the right (and to an extent, the masculine and the conservative) again. Brexit is just the
latest example. With good reason.
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-europe-50339977
The rest of the media is on a campaign to DEER it all away, especially on Google. They don't want
you to know.
And what about the beta local boys in Sweden and the other countries? I am waiting for that article
that will claim they are responsible for a significant fraction of these crimes in Sweden, not the
immigrants! Sexually frustrated beta men are a danger to the long term stability of society as well as
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women as they can end up revolting and doing all sorts of shit to women due to sexual frustration and
being unable to handle rejection and their own pent up inner rage, characteristic of Nice Guy
behavior. Plus the ones who are actually mentally ill and predisposed to violence.
This is where RP benefits women too, as men who own their shit and have abundance and outcome
independence wouldn't behave in such rage or desperation.
So betaization, immigration and raw, seemingly attractive bad boys from outside vs frustrated
unattractive betas at home -- the time tested feminine sexual strategy of hypergamy working out at
the level of international politics explains how despite all the talk of feminine empowerment, Sweden
and other European feminist nations aren't really safe for women as they claim.
As females cause families and societies to implode into hypergamy induced instability, the same is
even true at the international level. There is no escaping our physical differences.
To be fair to the feminine mind, let's look at the WW2 period, when IMHO masculine politics
peaked. Masculine nations are strongly patriotic, sovereignty is a big deal, the internal cohesion of
the tribe or country is paramount, the society and culture has hard boundaries, those seen as traitors
are punished and these nations actively try to compete, conquer and win. All what we call "old
school" - observe that these qualities are not valued in liberal, feminized countries. The result of
hyper masculinity in politics can backfire when taken to extremes, as masculine nations essentially
die as a result of excessive warfare.
Japan is a good example of how cruel and ruthless they once were during the imperial days. That
ended with the Atom Bomb. That I believe was the turning point. Then everyone got scared and
feared that hyper masculinity left unchecked would blow up the whole world. Unfortunately the
opposite of crazy is still crazy, so Japan now has gone to the extreme other end now, with workaholic
betaized herbivore men and a declining population and economy.
Scandinavia was once Viking land, would you even believe it now?
So hyper masculine societies become too ruthless and aggressive and literally explode their way to
death. Hyper feminine societies become too unstable and implode their way to death. Masculine
nations explode, feminine nations implode.
My problem is not immigration or women or that I am some masculinist supremacist whatever BS --
I'm just pointing out how societies can be imbalanced when the pendulum swings too far to either the
masculine or the feminine. The problem is that any ideology, any left or right paradigm when taken to
an excess will lead to imbalance and cause severe problems down the road. Heck, even food in excess
will kill your health and life.
For most of human history, we witnessed hyper masculinity in politics. Ever since democracy came
along, and the masses gained power, politics has increasingly gone down a feminized slope, because
that's how feminine minds work. But right now, that pendulum is swinging far too much to the
feminine. We're witnessing the global version of hyper feminine craziness which will led to a
different kind of massive decline now.
Masculine politics essentially peaked during WW2 when it was taken to psycopathic extremes of
genocide. Since then politics has steadily and surely become more and more feminized, and now the
pendulum is beginning to swing to the other extreme end. This is not good either, because an overly
feminine society will implode into instability and will subconsciously behave in a way that allows
itself to be taken over.
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In all the articles talking about the result of immigration into Europe, if you go down to the comments
section below, the comments clearly reveal the average reader is fully aware of what is going on
(they haven't seen it in a gender based frame), and they have already seen where their society's
heading for at this rate.
It's up to men to step up and reclaim their masculinity, and enforce standards and boundaries, or
allow their society to be taken over down the road by a stronger tribe where masculinity is still
valued. Well, if that sounds too much to you, I should just let you know that this has been how men
always went about doing it throughout history. It is just this generation of men that would rather be
society's victim than the creators of societies and nations.
I have to agree with Freud for once when he claimed all energy was sexual. Politics is the best
example of macroscopic sexual behavior. Masculine societies behave like virtual penises, feminine
ones like virtual vaginas.
PS : Also, I observe a curious trend with TRP posts - that they first get downvoted and the vote count
stays down for quite a while before the main readership begins to upvote the numbers. That gives me
an idea of what kind of audience lurks around here. Other reddit users see this in their feeds, but
eventually after a few hours it goes down and disappears due to endless posts from other subreddits,
so they forget about it. The readership here however gets to see this up on front page for a few days
at least.
EDIT 2 : Before some guys come here and call me racist or xenophobic or some other thing. I
personally wouldn't mind immigration, but in this case the results of a strategy speak for themselves.
All strategies don't work all time. In WW1 and WW2, the USA was a boon to those who wanted to
escape from Russia or the Nazis. This wasn't the same result. This was one case where feminized
Europe just went too far. A solution's effectiveness is known by the results -- whatever people feel or
think.
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When they say "choice"... yeah right. The irony...
79 upvotes | March 14, 2020 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link

TL:DR - Calling your biggest compulsion of all a choice has to be the greatest irony in history.
Taking credit for everything that's actually done by nature and calling it "choice" is dumb.
"Love is a choice" is the mother of BP delusions.
Today a whatsapp group of which I am also a part of (part family, part friends) has a heated
discussion over a celebrity figure talking about her friend cheating with another guy. Naturally they
also come up with men who cheat and the discussion goes on as to what's acceptable in a relationship
and what's not.
And you know the word comes up that feminists are so fond of using? Choice. The celebrity girl used
the word and all others caught on to it. Apparently it was a moral choice. Apparently love is a
<cough, cough> CHOICE! The rest is on the lines of "blah blah blah, choice. blah blah" - the usual
rhetoric (women's dialogues seem so scripted with RP eyes that I swear they probably rehearse these
lines in their circles). A woman should have the choice to be with who she wants...
The discussion went on aimlessly over a question of choices after that. The irony? We're talking
about something where no only really chooses, only their bodies do.
Women's need to use the word "choice" is directly proportional to their internal feeling of being a
victim (because only a starving man is obsessed with food). And honestly, it's utterly absurd that they
describe their relationships as a "choice". Pragmatic yes, but far less of a choice than anyone wants to
admit.
Relationships can't really work well only on conscious logic. If you think sexual instincts are
Machiavelian, relationships that are entirely based on rational logic and pragmatism are much worse.
They end up only considering the provider and become an emotionally soul-less, cold blooded
business transaction. It's only a question of how soon the provider becomes a diving board for men
that are actually attractive that one can fall in love with. The rational mind making entirely logical
choices -- is only for the robots.
Let's go beyond logic and consider a much more powerful form of choice. What would happen if we
had true choice over our bodies and emotions? Just think - what would it be if you could truly love
and be happy at will? Ideally, you'd have complete control over your biochemistry and therefore you
could fall in love with anyone, or even experience all those feelz even if no one was around. You
could be blissed out and totally content. Ironically this could make you so self sufficient that the very
need for relationships could go DOWN. A breakup would be nothing more than a bump on the road.
If she was also that way and you both chose to be in a relationship, it would be pretty incredible and
idyllic.
Also, if she could truly choose love, that beta husband might actually be loved and find great sex and
respect for once (not that this is actually good for him to stay complacent and a fatass). If you could
truly choose, you could also choose not to cheat and be no worse off for it.
If love was a choice, attraction and seduction would never be as important as they are. Temptation
would lose its hold over you. Orbiters wouldn't have to exist. Love would become....easy.
If sex was a choice, there would be no dead bedrooms...
Love as a choice is the ultimate BP dream. If it were true, your blue pilled dreams would actually
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become true. Unconditional love would be a reality.
Does ANY of this ever happen? No.
In fact this is probably at the root of all BP delusions, that love as we see it is something that can
happen at will. It is why people try so hard when they realize a relationship isn't working and end up
doing exactly the wrong things.
The only choice literally lies in picking out one guy from a list of boys all ready to throw themselves
at her boots. Even that isn't much of a rational conscious choice - it goes by feels. If it was choice,
relationships could function by logic and principles. But they don't.
Sex is man's second biggest biological compulsion after the survival instinct, and today in prosperous
times it is the biggest. Attraction is not really a choice. It happens to you. Being as attractive as
possible can be a choice, but the whole process of attraction itself runs on instinct. Sex is such an
enormous naturally created compulsion that you might find the biggest sex scandals emerging
especially in places where people try very hard to pretend they're above it.
Think of just how hard it is to stop yourself from giving your dick (and women their clits or breasts) a
free pass. If it just revs up the drive a bit, you just can't resist. Your sex instincts are kept in just
enough control so that you can function normally at work, sometimes not even that much. You have a
bit of control over some fine details on just how you wanna use your dick, but you have no control
over the the sex instinct itself.
Are your thoughts under control? Nah, your brain churns out tens of thousands of them all the
fucking time, maybe a dozen ideas of which are actually relevant and useful.
Your emotions? They're essentially reactions to whatever happens. They drive you into obsession and
often you're powerless to resist. Name any emotion that came up at will at full power the moment you
wished for it. Never. Emotions are reactions, not choices. At their proactive best they are a
driving force of desire, but not really choice. Life would become too simple if you could just
summon happiness, passion, drive and romance at will. Your sex drive comes easy, because first of
all it's barely in control to begin with.
The need for relationships or emotional fulfillment aren't choices either. They're hardwired into
biology. Speaking of biology, what about your body? You can only consciously control some of your
muscles, some of the time. Otherwise you can't control a damn thing that happens in a single cell in
your body. It's all nature doing everything for you. To rebuild your body, you slog at the iron temple
for years, but the detailed repair work? Your body rebuilds itself, you just get to control your reps and
diet. You can't fix a single cell in this body on your own.
Give yourself complete freedom for sometime, no rules, no discipline, no restraint. What happens?
You self destruct in a mess of depression and addictions. Most of these celebrities are in fact walking
train wrecks behind the scenes, they even make good publicity from their shit. But that's not what you
wanted. You said you wanted to live by free choice. Why would you choose to make your life hell?
Logically, you would choose to live wisely and blissfully right?
Look at what you did, not what you said. Because you are NOT free, your haven't made a choice
at all. What you really did was to give all your compulsions a free pass, with no limiters and no
discretion. You are a hypocrite for thinking you actually had as much control over your "choices" as
you think. Some of the biggest wrecks in human history are people who believed they were truly free.
The people who found freedom to shape their lives were in fact very disciplined and focused.
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And you expect someone more emotionally sensitive than you to somehow make love and sex a
choice? It's hilarious, this pretense that you have somehow mastered yourself.
This goes even further when they talk about other choices - it could be about anything. Look at every
single one of them, and soon you'll see there's no choice in what is essentially compulsive hive mind
behavior.
Women give themselves a lot of credit for creating new life via pregnancy, often acting like they're
doing it. But what they're really doing is putting up with the pain and suffering and experience of a
natural process. It is nature that builds every cell in your body. We just have a bit of control over diet,
exercise, habits and medical help, but really, the body is just building itself. We take way too much
credit for ourselves. All we can do is just make nature's work easier.
It even goes to the choice to abort. Well, the need to choose that only exists because before that, there
was a moment where the sex instinct overrode all choice. Unfortunately pregnancy after sex isn't a
choice either.
So when they come to you and say "A woman has a choice..." or that "They chose a relationship..." or
when you hear some celebrity spout the choice nonsense, start laughing. Choice doesn't exist nearly
anywhere on the scale we think it does. Not by orders of magnitude. When they say my choice, just
replace it with "My compulsive instinct" and you will free yourself from all illusion.
The obsession with choice has come from a subconscious knowing that we're not really in control of
all that much, and we're not willing to admit it as this will make us look like we're slaves to our
bodies and minds, which we are. Accepting that keeps us humble and actually choose for once. But
you know, to admit the truth to ourselves is too hard. By selling the narrative of choice, all we've ever
done is to delude ourselves while our instincts run riot.
Love, attraction and sex are compulsions - love is the mother of all compulsions. The only thing you
can do is to choose if you want attraction or revulsion. Choose the right one, or else invariably,
inevitably, you will be forced to deal with the other.
So when people say "You can't force someone to love you", they're not really talking about absolute
choice, even if that's what they believe. No one has such power over their minds and bodies or
relationships - if someone really did, they'd bypass the entire circus it takes to find love. What they
really mean is, "Love isn't possible without setting your compulsive biological instincts free".
To that I'll add "within healthy boundaries".
You can only work with the forces of nature and keep those compulsions in healthy boundaries - you
have only that much choice. All you can do is help nature do its job more easily and not get in the
way. Ensure you are sufficiently attractive and lay down the boundaries, for which you might have to
undo a lifetime of bad habits.
Now breaking old habits definitely requires you to make a choice, for once. Your conscious mind has
to override old dysfunctional pathways and rewire your brain in the process. That's literally the only
place in life where you actually choose. And you still wouldn't have chosen had you not been hit by a
painful bolt of red lightning.
PS : Your biggest biological compulsion is your need for air. By far. Thank god breathing happens
automatically.
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"It's my responsibility" is a far better phrase, and a far better
frame than "It's my fault"
442 upvotes | March 27, 2020 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link

I keep hearing the term : "It's always your fault" all the time, but often it gets misunderstood.
"My girfriend dumped me / Wife divorced me" - Your fault.
"My parents were abusive to me as a child" - Your fault. (Seriously WTF? Well unless you are Hindu
or Buddhist or some mystic who can find out what you did in your past lives to deserve this...)
"I'm wasting my life" - Your fault (well yes, in this case, it almost always is)
"I'm not genetically gifted with a superstar body and looks" - Your fault
"My friend turned to alcohol and drug abuse and died" - Your fault. (The Hell? I didn't make him
drink!)
"I lost my job due to the recession" - Your fault
Fault is NOT a synonym for responsibility. Fault is explicitly a blame word, used when you have
made a mistake, for the purpose of stimulating a feeling of guilt. I don't know who used the word
fault in the first place (maybe it was JP?), but he did a crime by substituting the word "fault" for
"responsibility".
In relationships it is a good way of blaming only the man and essentially absolving the woman of any
sense of responsibility. Not only does reinforces the lack of empathy for the suffering, it usually just
leads to anger and does not resolve the real problems.
A failure to distinguish between fault and responsibility can either lead a man to his awakening, or
send him down the slippery slope of toxic shame, guilt and self destruction.
Plus we can always break our head over who's fault it was that caused shit to hit the fan, and hold the
offender culpable, but no matter who did it, because it is happening in your life, you will be affected.
Dealing with the results of the fallout will inevitably fall on your head and setting things right will be
your responsibility. So you'll have to own it regardless of who's fault it was.
The thing that gets so misunderstood is this -- when it comes to life, we have little control over a lot
of things that happen to us. What we DO have control over (if we wake up and see) is the sense of
ownership and responsibility - looking at what we can do with what life throws at us.
It can sometimes be a very small window - say just letting yourself spend a few minutes silently
being a witness and allowing your thoughts and emotions flow out and dissipate, but it could make
the difference between getting up and back on track after a breakup vs a downward spiral of self
destruction.
Sometimes it can be a much bigger thing. Look at EVERYTHING that has been created and
invented. What did our ancestors have? Nothing. Nothing, but some rocks and trees and animals.
Starting from there, all of civilization has been created over time.
Let's just for argument's sake alone, consider that there's something called karma that caused you to
land up where you are. But still, karma is not a term to justify you being a victim of fate and things
not in your control. What it means is that you got here by what you were once responsible for. Your
fate is the result of distant past responsibility and your past choices became your present fate. Karma
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means that your life has always been your responsibility and it is only awakening your sense of
responsibility that can help you dig yourself out of the hole you've dug yourself into.
The term karma if you read it up, has never been used as an excuse to stay a victim who's merely
reactive, but ultimately to take responsibility, which leads to a solution to your mess.
This moment is the only moment where you can be truly responsible for what has happened, what is
happening and what is to come. Now is the moment of responsibility. Now is the time to be
responsible.
Responsibility is the quality that allows you to proactively own your life and open the door to
creating your life even from virtually nothing.
Being responsible awakens your inner creator and live consciously for once. Being reactive allows
you to remain a victim, driven by a clueless subconscious. If anything, this is the ONLY choice you
really have. Everything else flows from which frame you choose.
The more you come into the frame of "It's my responsibility", the more you get to live a conscious,
proactive life of your own making where you find your creative capabilities finding expression.
So next time any of this happens to you, reframe it a little differently, and suddenly many possibilites
open up. It is true, that necessity is the mother of invention, but only when you're responsible.
"My girfriend dumped me / Wife divorced me" - Your responsiblity. Kick depression, get healthier,
get new better relationships.
"My parents were abusive to me as a child" - Your responsibility. Find the tools to overcome your
past, come to the present moment, and live truly again. Be the father to your children your parents
never were.
"I'm wasting my life" - Your responsibility. This can really be fixed in so many ways.
"I'm not genetically gifted with a superstar body and looks" - Your responsibility. Find out what it
takes to improve yourself. You'll soon see that good looks are almost always about a fit body, body
language, good style and grooming. How did Joe Decker go from fatass to world's fittest man at one
point?
"My friend turned to alcohol and drug abuse and died" - Your responsibility. At least be the rock for
his family, or in the long run do something to help people get their shit back on track. I know of one
family who started a foundation and a hospital from seeing the death of their loved one.
"I lost my job due to the recession" - Your responsibility. Who knows, you could end up on a new,
better career path in a much better place (like me). You might even start your own venture maybe.
Of course, if you do sit down and honestly look back, you will realize that in many of these situations
lots of things were indeed due to your own mistakes and inexperience and you could certainly have
done better in hindsight. But many of these lessons aren't learnt without going through the whole
experience itself in the first place. However there are also many circumstances that simply aren't
under your control either. And other people do exist and have played their own roles in how things
turned out, for which they are accountable.
But FAULT is something different from RESPONSIBILITY. Fault is usually content with blaming
yourself ("I'm so bad") or someone else ("I'm so good) for everything. Neither of the two are realistic.
But it is responsibility that allows you to be real, own your life, grow and create from these moments,
and inspire others to be responsible in turn.
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Time to read Extreme Ownership again.
TL:DR - Responsibility is a much better word than fault. Your life is always your
responsibility.
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The cyclic nature of your instincts and why people are never
happy even after having it all in love and life. And what to do
about it.
106 upvotes | April 19, 2020 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link

TL:DR - One, you must be hungry to relish food. You can't do it while full. All human instincts
run in cycles, regardless of what you believe about love and life. In love, separation creates the
pull that brings union, and union soon creates a push towards separation for the next cycle.
You forget about the cyclic nature of love somewhere and end up killing it. If you don't realize
this, the next cycle of love might very well not involve you!
Two, you are a deeper problem -- forever needy, your instincts running without any sanity, and
your unhappiness a deep rooted chronic suffering that'll never go away till you face the
"unhappy me" that's never here and now. What "unhappy me" was really seeking, you can't
pursue that one thing, because it's not there, but here. This is not the usual happiness that
comes and goes in waves, this joy is freedom from slavery to happiness. You can't chase it, but
only bring it into your life and express it. Only that can cure deep suffering
This started out as a comment as to a poster talking about why women don't ever seem happy even
after they have the perfect life they've dreamt of and chased all their lives. They eventually initiate a
cycle of withdrawal, using every trick in the book (all these are well known moves now), that left to
itself will end the relationship. Sooner or later they just chase the next hot guy and often in the
process wreck their own lives and the lives of others around them. Why doesn't happily ever after
exist? How many times do we see that so and so is "Never happy?"
In the past, someone predicted that after machines take over all the jobs, we'll finally have time to
relax and enjoy life and its pleasures. Well, think about being jobless for just one week, soon you'll be
dealing with mass depression and suicide and unemployment and horror households. I am sure most
women would totally lose all their attraction for their ambiton-less lazy men. Why do we dread the
utopia?
Because everything in the physical universe runs in cycles.
There is a saying that wanting is better than having. Or that only a starving man knows the real taste
of food. Or the sweetest water in the world is water in a desert. The best sleep comes after a hard
day's work.
Your body can play tricks with your sense of perception, it will make you do fantastic things when its
survival is under threat. If you're very hungry or thirsty, you'd swear that food and water themselves
taste different, and like nothing they do on normal days. There was this guy (I think Joe Decker) who
ran in the Badwater Marathon and got severely dehydrated due to salt. His team saved the day with a
box of salt, and what when he got hold of it, he literally ate the salt right off the box. True story. I've
seen very hot summers, and you just want to keep eating salty food.
And then once you have eaten too much, your body actually changes its sense of taste so you don't
want to eat anymore. The same thing you devoured easily and effortlessly as a hungry guy might now
actually feel terrible to keep eating. You might even get upset or irritated when someone forces you
to eat more when you're full and just want to leave the table. Don't you see this with kids and even
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some grown ups all the time?
When loaded with adrenaline, you can exert yourself like pain doesn't exist. The next day though...
In old books on love, it is said that love burns stronger in separation than union. That's why you have
all these stories of separated lovers pining for each other. Separation is a driving force, creating the
pull between subject and object. Union quenches the thirst of separation, but eventually by corollary,
union will create the push that again drives you to another round of separation, which then brings you
back to enjoy the next union, and so on.
There could also be other things wrong - for one the women are always seeking the next adventure,
the next high, the next moment and aren't satisfied being in this moment. As a result they are ever
needy. Highs become an expectation, and the moment they do, one becomes unhappy.
No amount of anything in this moment that they can have now will satisfy them when they're always
looking for the next moment and the next thrill.
The idea that you can have it all and then be satisfied forever is a myth we all tell ourselves to
motivate our chase for the next big thing out there. In reality we are really just seeking drama of the
chase and the finish line the whole time. The biggest myth you can tell yourself is that if the chase
ends, you'll be happy ever after. Once separation ends, and the pain of seeking is gone, you'll be
happy and stay together forever.
No way.
That feeling will last for a short time, then it will be time to get back to normal, recharge and start the
next adventure. Any high of any kind will soon have to come down for a low or the baseline, any
wave will have to pass on for the next wave to come in. Without the cycle of union and separation,
love dies.
And that's also why in times of lockdown and home bound, not taking into account the impact on
jobs, the financial stress and the economic crash, all the people who claimed they always wanted to
spend more time at home sweet home with their families are getting restless and finding the other
intolerable. I know, it's happening in my own extended family. In some cases, they even get abusive
to each other in a matter of days. Domestic violence has indeed increased quite a bit in many places
around the world during the lockdown. Just look at people who've finally retired from whatever they
were doing, for a long time they can just be intolerable and forever upset and unhappy at home, like
an addict with withdrawal symptoms, and they won't even know why or what to do about it.
So there are 2 solutions. One, after people have had their fill, create hunger again. Most of your base
firmware instincts work only when there's a real need, not whenever you want it, and definitely
they don't work the way you believe they should. Love isn't anything what people believe it should
be logically - it is base firmware. This always works only in cycles, just like everything else in nature.
That's why dread and separation matter and why push and pull or sex-comfort-sex works. You have
to respect these facts about your instincts. Even breathing works only push and pull. Try and see what
happens if you hold your breath with your lungs full or your lungs empty. You won't last very long at
either end. You cannot be active 24 hours a day, nor can you sleep as long as you want. Sooner or
later your body will demand sleep or force you to get your ass out of bed. Sex too is cyclic. Even
muscle building totally needs you to nail the cycle of exercise vs recovery, or else it doesn't work.
Life leads to death, and death is ground for new life. If cycles are true for everything in existence,
why do you think a base instinct like love is an exception to the rule?
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Although you might think that union is forever, sooner or later, union is bound to create a pushing
force again. As bad or as angry as it makes us feel, this is actually natural. No really, your anger only
comes out of failing to realize that all emotional highs and lows are temporary and that love is not
what you believed it would be. There will be a push that creates separation and dread again, and this
is essential for the next round of attraction and union.
There is a reason why it is said, "Familiarity breeds contempt". Old proverbs, lots of experience
talking.
So your best bet is to create these cycles yourself. Don't overfill the tank or don't let it drain all the
way to empty. Treat love like a Lithium ion battery. Organize the cyclic nature of your own instincts,
or else they'll do it in a very reckless indiscriminate way and you'll screw up the life you've created.
Most men allow themselves to go beta simply because they don't realize the cyclic nature of human
needs and instincts. They think it's over once you're in a committed relationship. What they don't
know is that it's over for just a brief while. Then love needs to start off a fresh cycle, or else sooner or
later it will happen subconsciously. Women don't believe it either, but our bodies know better.
So the guy stops doing everything that made him attractive as a lover, he destroys the very cycle of
push and pull, union and separation. There're no cycles of love in being a provider, just a routine and
chores. He tries to empathize with her pain by trying to make her happy (rather than she empathizing
with his abundance), not realizing that she can't shine by her own light, but by his, and that's what is
lacking. He tries to do more of the filling her up with niceness and she gets sick of over-eating on
what he thinks is love. Eventually she pushes herself away for good, to feel hungry for love again and
jump into another cycle of push-pull that someone else gives.
Also, discipline is not natural to base instincts. In the past life was super hard enough on its own to
enforce its own discipline, but we are just not used to easy good times where we have to consciously
keep up the discipline. So in good times, people's minds and bodies just go awry. Just look at the
obesity epidemic these days! Left to itself, love, just like any base pleasure instinct, will try to keep
its cycle going in very disorganized and wild ways that can be destructive in modern times if left
undisciplined.
That is one essential skill we learn here in RP and MRP, is creating a healthy cycle of separation and
dread followed by sex and comfort. There are many of us who know first hand that if we don't
maintain healthy cycle ourselves, it will try to go by its own devices nevertheless, and we might very
well not be a part of the next cycle!!
EDIT : Every time your relationship changes from one stage to another on the hierarchy ladder, the
old cycle of push-pull attraction changes or is broken. Marriage is the worst offender here, but it can
apply to all levels. Before an LTR or marriage dating came with a natural push and pull cycle, but
afterward you end up spending most of your time sharing space and time which can kill the old cycle.
Without starting off a new intimacy cycle and getting into a new rhythm, attraction can very quickly
plummet in the next stage of a relationship. A similar thing can happen in long running marriages
after retirement. The work-home division itself created a cycle of its own that most people don't pay
attention to and when it goes, it can come with a lot of issues.
That solution addresses the immediate problem - not allowing the cycle of love to flow naturally. Not
creating enough dread and separation to bring the hunger and attraction back for the next round.
Two, and this is the bigger, deeper problem here - is that regardless of which situation you find
yourself in, you're unhappy one way or the other. You chase love because you're unhappy and then
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you push it away because you're not happy having got everything you wanted. You're not at ease in
any situation really. This problem is purely internal and you are doing this to yourself. It is this that
has been referred to by some wise guys as the root of suffering. This is an illness. If it was a
situational issue, changing the situation should have solved it. When you've made all the changes and
you / she is still not happy, it's high time to recognize you have a deeper problem -- with yourself.
Satiation is like the mid point between need and abundance. Problem and Solution #1 can help you
stay managing the cycle of need <-> satisfying said need. But Problem #2 is about the deeper issue of
not knowing abundance of life, and always living in a needy dependent state.
Real needs run in cycles or they're a one time thing. When needs are met, they become satisfied. One
time needs don't come back. Suffering however, is a bottomless pit of neediness, no matter how much
you try to fill it, it just gets worse. It's like the social media news feed.
You try to solve this suffering through any number of means. You think if you just find that one ideal
thing missing in your life, it could be love or money or power or that perfect car or job or woman --
that will be happily ever after, and you are very disappointed and angry when you find that the thing
you sought wasn't anything like what you believed it was, and even more disappointed when it did
not solve the root of your misery.
Ever observed that over time Valentine's Day has become "Expectations Day to be loved" rather than
a "Day for love"? That's what happens when highs become an expectation rather than a gift. I joke
with my cousins' husbands that they're just dreading Valentine's Day, and they laugh. What went
wrong?
The solution needs a bit of spirituality -- stop resisting this moment. Need is always looking to the
future for fulfillment. Your dysfunctional patterns with a proven history of failure are stuck in the
memory of the past. Abundance however is only in this moment. Your mind is never here, it's always
looking for the grass on the other side. That will help you achieve your goals and chase your dreams,
but it will lock into a pattern of perpetual seeking if it becomes an addiction and you forget that life is
only ever happening here and now. You will never find fulfillment you seek in the end, because
abundance doesn't come from outside, it's actually generated from within.
Your addiction to pleasure is not a journey to happiness - it is a journey of misery trying to
numb itself, unable to face the truth of itself or life. That's why those who fill their lives up with
every pleasure the world can offer turn out to be the most broken and depressed, messed up
individuals you can find. Binge on YT and netflix for hours together, and you wonder why you feel
so depressed at the end of the day. If you look too far into the future for your salvation, you'll only
see death, not life, because life is now. All those people around you who're pursuing the dream of
happiness? Nah, they're really just running away from their own suffering.
The secret of lasting happiness is this - you will never find as long as you seek. Unhappy people
seek happiness, and the more you try to seek it, the more you convince yourself that you are unhappy,
and the unhappier you become. Lasting happiness doesn't exist until you are free from this incessant
need to be happy, caused by the root of your own suffering. Pleasure and pain are two sides of the
same coin. Of late your quest for happiness has become so bad, you can't even focus on a task for a
few minutes because your brain's too addicted to dopamine. You must become free from the grip of
happiness itself to find abundance and fulfillment.
Actually it can't even be called happiness, it is abundance beyond happiness, or freedom. Freedom
from the whole pleasure-pain trap. Happiness is just a wave on the surface of the water comparison, it
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throws you up to a high, and then you crash back down to a low / baseline. That forever comes and
goes, no point in getting upset over it and trying to hang on to a high - that is futile - don't resist its
flow. Lasting abundance comes from the depth of the ocean, which is ever there regardless of what
waves are doing on the surface. When you're ok with this fact, you start experiencing freedom to
create the life you've wanted, because now you're no longer afraid of discomfort or growth, or the
waves of life, or facing the truth. That's freedom.
That inner freedom / abundance is what deep down you really want, and it is that which frees you of
your chronic inner neediness and suffering. Every other thing in this universe you can chase and
pursue, but this one thing you can't pursue, because it's already here and now. The more you
chase it, the more you'll lose it, and the more your life gets fucked up.
It took me 12 damned years of breaking my head over the happiness problem - whether I'll find
happiness or not, or whether this will make me happy or not in the future, to why people were still
unhappy despite having it all, to why I was becoming increasingly unhappier and depressed, to finally
realize my mistake. A simple, but dreadful mistake -- my frame was a fucked up one. My idea of
happiness was fundamentally fucked up.
You cannot really pursue true happiness or abundance. You can only express it and bring it into your
life. The more you pursue it, the less you will find. Every other thing - goals, achievements, things,
people - can be pursued in this universe, but this can't. Abundance can only be brought in. That's
the secret.
If you ever in your life want to know the nature of abundant love, you'll have to stop trying to escape
this moment. So long as the root of suffering exists, you'll keep sabotaging your life by any number
of means. Your "unhappy me" wants to live just like everything else, and it will keep doing anything
to fuck up its life so it can feel the pleasure of unfucking itself up. It's a disorder - where you want to
make yourself sick because you are wondering if the medicine still works and because the process of
getting well is more important than actually staying naturally healthy.
What that unhappy me doesn't realize (or doesn't want to face) is that it itself is the root cause of the
problem that doesn't let it stay happy for long in any situation. Pretty much everything you do in this
state is driven only by suffering. There's no abundance in the suffering condition. What you normally
call as love is just the sweetest most acceptable form of psychopathy. Almost everything you do,
every distracted moment, every unhappy thought, every dissatisfied emotion, every attempt at trying
to escape the misery in this moment with drugs or alcohol or games or sex or suicide, all originates
from a chronic malaise to escape the moment of experience (this moment) and then try to recapture
your lost abundance chasing it elsewhere, but not where it really is - here.
This behavior is not unlike a black hole - no matter how much you throw at it, it doesn't seem to go
away, but only get bigger. And it's not going to go away till you realize what you're really doing. You
have to have the balls to face this, that it is indeed your fault and responsibility to face this and deal
with this. If every thing is always a problem, then perhaps you are the problem.
Why does your unhappy self resist this moment so much? Because it knows the solution to suffering
will finish the ego. So it will do anything to keep up the drama of being unhappy and then seeking the
next solution, the next high, the next lover, the next big thing. Deep down, unhappy me,
subconsciously knows that it is the problem, and when it becomes too unhappy it tries to take itself
out by trying to kill itself in many ways on the outside - suicide, addictions, depression, violence,
abusive relationships, you name it. But those are not solutions. The real solution is mindful awareness
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of unhappy me itself, knowing that it is there and observing it in this moment, catching it as it arises -
- that will take the air out of it, deflate and dissolve it.
Well, so if women are never happy no matter what, maybe they should look inside for the answer... in
the meantime, you better too. After all, regardless of whose fault it is, it's going to fall on your head,
and only you are responsible for your life and salvation.
Ok, if you don't like the word spirituality, at least learn the word discipline. If love could be seen as
food, virtually every other person you meet is either starving like a famine victim or has some kind of
eating disorder, and has absolutely no consistency or discipline maintaining even their mealtimes, let
alone their calorific balance. Healthy eating with a bit of discipline isn't as hard as it seems, in a
matter of time your mind and body will get used to it as the benefits begin to show. The brain is very
flexible and can indeed be trained consciously. You gotta to be fine both bulking and cutting if you
want to stay lean and build muscle. And now you need a similar approach with love -- it's high time
to go on a healthy love diet. At least do this much.
So putting both together, You'll have to train yourself to be ok both in the chase and the peace
afterward. Regardless of weather you're chasing your dreams or just being content, if you can be at
ease with yourself, then whatever happens, you can use it to your advantage rather than suffering
every single thing that happens to you and making others suffer around you as well. You'll have to
know when to play and when to stop and be happy in both. Most are usually one or the other. This is
far more challenging than it looks - most people's biggest problem is that they will seldom
acknowledge that much of their suffering today is what they're doing this to themselves. Very few
people solve this, reconciling two seemingly opposing forces and getting them to dance together.
You've got to fulfill your needy side but also allow your abundant side to flow in to your life.
You've gotta learn to be at ease in both - if you succeed, you're free. You can do whatever you want.
The root of suffering is finished. Now what happens is driven not because you're always unhappy, but
by awareness and abundance seeking to express its potential. You've become closer to a white hole
now. Your needs are actually needs now - they're not a bottomless pit that can never be filled - there's
a difference between the two. Your energy is abundant and infectious in a good way and inspires
others too. The real reason for your suffering is that the abundant and capable life that is you
has never found expression. You have been trying to fill a needy you up with pleasures to numb the
pain, and it just made it worse, because at the end of the day, your life was suppressed and just
became even unhappier.
An aware life will actually bring you a lot more abundance and life than the needy guy who operates
from a point of origin of pain and suffering. That's the ultimate challenge you'll ever face in your life.
Very few people ever reached this kind of mastery where they live this way.
You cannot remain "high" forever. And you shouldn't. In fact once you realize life goes in waves and
cycles, it's actually best to run them optimally as they were meant to be. But you can always be
present, and once you look closely at it, you'll see you're always present, it's only the mind that
always wants an escape. Then the highs become gifts you are grateful for, not expectations that
ultimately disappoint you, and the lows become moments to bring in abundance. Life goes from
running entirely on reactive mode to a more proactive and responsible mode. You go from being
victim to channeling your inner creator. That is freedom, freedom from the very need to escape to
freedom.
The utopia of your bluepilled dreams does not exist. And that's actually a good thing to know. It sets
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you free.
So here's a powerful exercise for your mind and self. Identify a few things that give you that rush of
happiness and dopamine, that always keep distracting you or making you addicted and deliberately
avoid them for sometime. Don't resist the reality of being free of them. Just spend sometime away
and witness all the garbage inside your mind rise to the surface. If this happens, sit down and be fully
present and aware of the one who's mind is bothering them, you, the living life in you. Your mind
will trouble you for a while, but then it will begin to settle down. It might feel like dying for a while,
the burden of time that you were trying to kill might start to hurt you hard, but stay present - in times
of suffering, your mind narrows down and naturally comes back to this moment as this is the only
place where there's really no stress. But that's the whole point -- you have to come to ease with
yourself. Then you may go back to doing those things -- but always remember to withdraw and
withdraw completely - don't just do it half way, go all the way. Push and pull.
You might initially feel strangely empty not filling up that void inside yourself, or having a lot of
time that you can't kill somehow, but don't do it. Soon you'll realize it isn't emptiness but freedom,
like a load of compulsion lifted off your mind. That freedom contains way more possibilities for you
to create your life as you should have. Once you start coming to ease being present, the dreaded
burden of time will start coming down a lot - this is a sign that suffering or the unhappy me is losing
its grip at last. The need to kill time by any means begins to vanish when you find the one timeless
thing there is. Time is no longer stressful or restless - it is now an opportunity.
Sometime after knowing this, you may find a new original idea, a fresh inspiration, or you might just
go back to your usual life, but that peace of being unburdened will now come into whatever you're
doing.
This will strengthen your inner muscle of mindfulness to be present with whatever situation that
presents itself, and stop resisting what is needed for your growth. You have to be at ease with the fact
that everything is a wave and everything comes in cycles and everything comes and goes. When
you're fully present here, you don't hang on or resist the facts of life. Remove the friction and life
feels lubricated. In time you will find you can be inspired to do things you never imagined you could
do. You will stop being "never happy", by being free of this incessant quest for happiness itself. Then
you can just surf the waves of life. If a high comes, enjoy it. It it goes, you come back to normal, be
grateful and be at peace. Nothing is forever, but you now accept it for what it is and realize it's indeed
for the best. Inner peace and living presence will always be there no matter what you're surfing - that
alone is ever.
The next step is important. Once you feel this, stay in it for a while, and then when you have to
get going, actively bring some of that mindful presence / peace / abundance / awareness
(whatever you call it) into your every activity. Bring this awareness in whenever unhappy me
raises its head, when the voice in your head talks too loudly, when you're feeling both high and low.
Your pain will soon start losing its grip. Soon even simple things will become surprisingly fulfilling
once this incessant need to find happiness comes down. Bring it in, intensely.
It even changes the way you want and desire. The "If only I have that one thing, I'll be happily ever
after" - the victim's script goes down. Now you will find yourselves desiring to do something or get
something directly (a simple "I want this"), or you may find yourselves driven to address something
needed, and above all, now you're willing to embrace pain and discomfort if need be. You own the
consequences of your desires. You desire more like a great achiever and less like a needy guy.
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What we've done in society is we've given ourselves too much freedom without the consciousness to
handle so much freedom safely. Our biology simply can't keep up with our pace of evolution. We've
made ourselves too comfy, too technologically advanced, eliminated outside suffering, kept nature far
away (or so we think, Coronavirus has made us think again), but our instincts work like they're still in
the wild, and unhappy me is big as ever. We've given children loaded guns. The way we are right
now, we are way too needy still, and therefore we're compulsively and indiscriminately creating push
pull cycles subconsciously without any thought for the consequences. Until we evolve consciously,
and learn how to handle ourselves in the good times sensibly, we'll always be unhappy and make our
lives a mess no matter what happens. It's time to bring in a better consciousness.
So to sum it up - life and love works in cycles. In love matters, separation creates the attractive pull
that leads to union, but sooner or later union is going to create a new push, leading to another round
of separation and the start of another cycle. If you are not alert, that next cycle might not even happen
with you. Part of why that happens is due to the cyclic nature of our physical instincts and needs, but
beyond that, the deeper reasons for perpetually "not happy" is due to a perpetual unease and
unhappiness with this moment, that just guarantees you'll suffer in any scenario. The first one can be
solved with a proper dose of dread and separation, the second one is a disease that runs deep and is
never going to be solved from the outside. If you are not really happy in any situation, the problem is
you alone. That will only go away when your unhappy me that forever struggles against this moment
is gone.
Hopefully poor cheated husband might one day wake up, find this place and read this. This applies to
women too and well, everyone.
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The one fundamental flaw in the question - "What do women
want?"
154 upvotes | April 22, 2020 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link

TL:DR : You're seeking to operate in a woman's virtually nonexistent frame. This subtle
mistake, the original sin, can persist deep into your RP journey. First find out who YOU are as
a man, observe women and then decide what YOU want. Water flows till it meets land, and it
will not stay bound to land that it erodes. Everything we know of women and men and RP
relationships happened only when a man snapped out of being in a woman's frame and started
living in his own frame for once.
In the beginning was the word, says the Bible. Well, in the beginning (of every man's journey to
awakening) -- there was THE question.
You are all here because you all have the same question raging in your minds in one variant or the
other.
"What do women want?"
You have this question because you have faced difficulties in your relationships with women. You
hope that you can just find and give her those few things, you can please her highness and be granted
the boons of sex and the happily ever after Disney life you want.
Think again.
Many of you might have bent over backwards being Mr. Nice Guy, doing everything what she said
she wants, or doing everything her way in every aspect of life to try and please her, sacrificing your
ideas and goals and hobbies and friendships because she complained and then hoping she'll
appreciate your sacrifices.
You know where that eventually ended up. Why?
One thing we have to learn, the most important RP lesson -- is that there is a fundamental flaw in this
question - "What do women want?"
A very subtle, but insidious flaw. The first of all flaws. And the last of all flaws to go. First in, last
out.
The flaw is this -- Every single man who ever asked this question is operating in a woman's frame,
with her as the goddess whom he's trying to learn to please. And as we know, women don't have
much of a frame at all - it changes faster than the weather. That is the source of the confusion. You
are seeking something that doesn't really exist.
It may be called "The Original Sin" of RP truth. (The word sin originally meant to miss the mark, and
you have indeed missed the point).
Men have tried again and again to figure out a woman's frame and try to fit into it, and every single
time they've ultimately failed, along with their relationship. They have asked women and are usually
told what never works, or they are told something that changes in the next moment. The only ever
long term outcome of this exercise is that neither the man and the woman finds an answer to what
they're seeking, which in turn leads to the woman losing attraction for the man, his betaization and
the end of the relationship -- and one frustrated, unhappy man.
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As for the much more useful question "Who am I, the man?", it never occurs to the average man to
ask himself that, let alone answer it. His self awareness is limited to the knowledge that he's got a
dick that has begun to work for more than just pissing, that his heart rate is a little higher and maybe
his navel's tingling. I doubt if the thought even arose that yes, he is indeed a man...
Which doesn't help him have a frame of a man in the least, let alone a life worthy of a man.
It takes men a long way down the road to realize that even if they are doing everything else right --
they lift, learn game, say the right things, make the right moves, create a great life, etc... But they are
still not operating in their own authentic frame yet, but trying to find hers and live in it.
That is more subtle stuff, not as easy to spot as skin and bones or a pot belly, or that you don't even
know how to talk to a girl -- but it's the root of the problem. It takes even more experience to learn all
the ways in which we're still subconsciously doing it. Eliminating the more subtle levels of the career
beta operating in women's frames needs time and experience, lots of practice and deep observation.
Fortunately we can learn this lesson more easily now than before. I was just looking at some of the
field reports/asktrp/askmrp and OYS threads. It struck me how deep and persistent and universal the
problem of the man's frame was in almost every single one of them. In most cases it was blatant, in
others more subtle, and yet most people were unaware just how bad it was. If you find yourself doing
any of the things in those posts, then you're still committing the original sin.
A simple test to know if you're operating in her ever changing frame is to just ask yourself from time
to time, "Why am I really doing all this? What do I really want?" Search your instinctive emotions
and your body's response for the right answer, don't hamster. Your mind lies, but your body never
lies.
If a woman is the ultimate prize at the end of the tunnel, if you hope that she will finally acknowledge
your growth and respond, then it means woman still controls you deep down.
If you ultimately desire to lift, learn game, improve your style, build a better life, etc. etc -- not for
you, not for its own merit, not because that is what you really want, but for the women, then you are
not the prize. Your real desire is not to build a better man. You are indirectly becoming a better man
to please women, rather than becoming a man they want to please.
If you have properly gone through the trp school, when you come out the other end of the line, you
should have an honest answer to "Who am I as a man?" and "What kind of woman do I want? "
Look at any good book on the topic. They all start with the question, and the answer ends with the
man, that is -- you. (Case in point, "The Manual", by W Anton - despite the extended title, it really is
indeed about you. You think it is about what women want, but they aren't 10% of the book. It's really
about how an attractive man should be).
Don't ask the women for answers (that's the second most important flaw), they don't know much
about themselves even. While you are looking up to them, they are looking up to you, or at least
looking up hoping to see you there. They don't know the answer. They are seeking it themselves.
Don't ask them THE question. Observe them for long and then look at yourself, within yourself. The
answers are really within you alone. Know the man that you are truly capable of being and you will
find your answer to THE question.
If you have come here to understand feminine and masculine nature, you will find enough insight
with the resources and shared experience here and on mrp, more so than what anyone ever knew at
any point in human history.
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Now the most important point - All this knowledge was only found because a man finally snapped
due to endless frustration trying to find a woman's frame, woke up, began to live in his own frame,
depend on himself for once, use his own eyes, and his own brains to see what was really going on --
not because any woman answered it.
So in you are all the answers to your difficulties with women.
So the real first question is -- Who are you?
And when you know the answer to that, you know the answer to the 2nd question, "What do you
want?
As for the question "What do women ultimately want?", i.e. What's their ultimate frame in the
context of a relationship? What is the end game of feminine strategy? -- That has no answer.
Because such a thing does not exist!
Women are really creatures of the waves of the moment. That goes double for what they want in a
relationship. Observe them and their thoughts and emotions long enough, for months to years, to
decades, observe the patterns of masculine and feminine primary paradigms in the cycle of rise and
fall of societies and civilizations, and you'll see that women are ever changing, partially a herd animal
with a hive mind, not knowing what they ultimately want and clueless of large scale consequences of
their changes. Their ever changing fluid nature is something that has mystified women as much as it
has baffled men. But only because they're searching for what doesn't exist.
Actually to be more accurate, women do know what they want, but only in the moment. Change the
frame, change the feelz and thoughts, change the collective influence and who they are changes
completely, what to speak of what they want!
Change is ever the nature of the feminine, just like water. Both from moment to moment and also in
the long run, what women want keeps changing again and again, often diametrically opposite to what
it used to be before, with no final conclusion you can really settle upon, though biology doesn't
change. Beyond biology, the feminine frame is ever changing from moment to moment, and in the
long run, there is no ultimate frame as such.
Why can't women answer the question to what they want? Why do they become frustrated and
deceive the man who asks them? Because they do not know either. They feel first and their frame
follows their feelings. They think one thing, but feel another, and are a mystery to themselves.
Women are really seeking the answer to the question of what they want themselves. Everything about
their actions in a relationship is subconsciously seeking the answer, and they will continue doing
what they do until made to find it.
Asking the question "What do women really want?" is like asking, "Where does water ultimately
want to flow?" The answer to that is -- Water will continue to flow till it meets land.
When it finally meets land, it will follow the way of the land and be held within its features. If it
ever erodes the land it flows on, destroying the features that channelled it's flow, it will no
longer be held to it, and will flow on.
And that is frame in a nutshell.
However, regardless of how much the feminine changes from moment to moment and over time, a
man's required response to it has never changed. A man simply needs to be the awakened, actualized
man who knows what masculinity is about and be in his own frame as the rock amongst the waves.
This saves him a lifetime of endless trouble trying to understand what happens in her head. He just
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needs to deal with it in the same masculine way every time.
The time tested principles of masculinity that have proven themselves before and which have proven
themselves again especially in current times have never changed. And that's the answer to the
mystery of the feminine really. If a man realizes his own masculine nature and its gifts, he knows
how to handle the nature of the feminine.
You will soon see that men began to understand the feminine and the masculine only when they
snapped and stopped living in her frame, no longer listening to what she says or settling for her
favours, and instead started observing women for real and using their own brains and staying in their
own frames. All that RP knows of women today comes men from being in their own frame for
once. The answer was only ever within us.
It was our frame.
So in the end you realize that you really do not have to break your head over THE question. What
you really need to ask is not "What women want?" and hope to give them that and get your needs
met, but actually, "Who am I and why am I having so many issues with women?" Finding your frame
and living in it, will eventually tell you what you need to know.
In the beginning everyone starts out with the motivation of becoming a man for the prize of a woman,
with her response the barometer of your worth. This is not without its benefits at first. It can be highly
motivating, but eventually it becomes the last cage you must become free from. Somewhere along the
journey, the point of origin of your journey to a man has to change from her to you. Otherwise you
have treated the symptoms, but not the root cause.
If you don't address that, you will still try to live in her frame, seeking her validation, as she is still
the ultimate prize. Your initial successes may conceal the fact that you are still in her frame, but
sooner or later this is going to get exposed. You would have thought that all you need to do is make a
few improvements and women will desire you ever after, but something's still not right - it's not
working as it should. That's the warning sign.
That is the last trap to get out of before you are in truly your own frame by default. The original sin is
very subtle but insidious - most of us fall into it again and again before finally realising it. It might
take someone much more experienced than you to finally knock this awareness in to you. Your best
resource is to observe and learn from the mistakes of others, and then examine yourself from afar. In
the process the real truth and authenticity of your relationship will finally emerge.
Then you see that the "light of your life" was really the moon. You are the sun that really lights up the
place, and one of the moons may reflect it, or not, but your life is not in a dark place either way.
In the end, you will see that fixing your issues with women fixes only one problem in your life - lack
of sex and love. The rest of your life needs you, the man to take care of it. Women are not the
ultimate fix for the darkness in you. You are.
Only when you realize that your life as a man is indeed bigger than than the woman in it, and that is
why she wants to be a part of your life, will you begin to address and fix The Original Sin that is at
the root of your misery.
Once you have found and established your authentic frame, the question of what women want ceases
to be the most important one in your life. Instead the question changes to - "Which woman or women
should belong in my life?" Authenticity becomes the most important question once you stop living in
a woman's frame at the expense of your own integrity.
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Once you are in your frame, the question is only about what's authentic and what's not, and
who all fit into it, and who don't. Being in your frame will expose the truth about you and the truth
of all your relationships. If your old relationships really were in your frame, they will improve
massively. If they never did, then those relationships are not really authentic, and they will either
have to transform totally or come to an end. That is the actual answer to THE question.
It's a bitter pill to swallow. You have to follow through with what's real, but you realize that's what
being a man is about and the best outcome is the honest one - As a man you can't afford to sacrifice
truth for neediness. That is what being in your frame is about.
And even then, growth and learning never end even for the best of us, the story of the man is a
journey with many milestones. We just learn to find our own way and make our own contribution
from there.
EDIT : Since some of you wrote to me about lack of clarity in my earlier statements, I have given
them another look, edited the post and added more paragraphs. I have now found the right words to
describe the importance of the man's frame in the post. I mean this question specifically in the context
of relationships, where operating in a woman's frame only ever leads to confusion, betaization,
decline of attraction and the end of the relationship. And also in the long term evolution of societies,
where a feminized society that weakens its masculine ever further eventually declines becomes
internally weak and gets taken over. This is not a deliberate end game, it all happens subconsciously.
These will tell you that women ultimately aren't really aware of what they want in the long run of
relationship strategy and are seeking the answer.
EDIT 2 : For those of you who don't get the point, the exact words in the question are not as
important as the original problem that lies behind it.
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The impact of a man's past on him is very different from the
impact of a woman's past on her - and the difference can be day
and night when the man has the tools to deal with his past.
401 upvotes | April 24, 2020 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link

TL : DR - What doesn't kill a man makes him stronger, once he recovers from it. What doesn't
kill a woman damages and enslaves her for life, with recovery a rare exception.
We're specifically talking about past experiences here.
As tomes of RP posts and reports coming from direct experience would have told you by know, a
woman's past does matter a lot. Even a guy like Roosh who had sex with hundreds of women when
he retired admitted he'd only want women with zero or low n counts. A man who is sexually very
successful is seen as extra attractive despite his reputation while a woman who is too loose is slut
shamed or considered washed up especially after she's spent her prime years riding the CC. On
Tinder it couldn't be more blatant that 80-90% of the women want to fuck the top 10% of men. A
man who fails sexually is an object of ridicule by both women and other men while a woman who
saves her body for the best man / men is appreciated for her taste. Instinctively our standards for men
and women are opposites.
While a feminine dominant society tries to shame men for taking her past into consideration, and
shames men for the expectation of wanting either virgins or women with a low n count, while
simultaneously encouraging her to be "sexually liberated", make "her choice" and on top of that later
down the road, tries to convince a man that she has "matured" or is "over it" or "now knows what she
wants" (lol the irony), we observe the actual scenario and know far better what's really up. Of course,
there is always a set of women especially in more conservative countries who are 1-2 generations
behind the current state of the West to try to play the "I want a virgin too or a good man with a low n
count card" in the name of "equal logic and equal standards".
Whatever the strategy used by different societies, discussions of one's past bring up fierce debates on
unfairness and equality. However life doesn't run on machine logic.
A man's past is a problem for him when it injures him deeply - either physically, or emotionally or
mentally, and when he has neither the tools nor the awareness nor the frame to deal with it. If he
doesn't find the tools, the results can be catastrophic. One only needs to look at what kind of shit men
can land up into - violent crime, abusive relationships, suicides, drugs, alcohol, oneitis-- and every
one of this is due to past trauma that never found space and consciousness to heal.
To add to the challenge, men often do not have support systems, those whom he needs in his low
moments ditch him for the good times and he is ridiculed for trying to seek help. Man is ridiculed for
even saying he has a problem. Even in effective support systems meant to help him, he has to face at
least 50 people all calling him a faggot for every mistake and has to earn his respect (MRP, I'm
looking at you...and respect you). A man learns soon that there is no substitute for strength and being
proactive.
Let's make the exception for lasting physical trauma. Soldiers who come back with PTSD and worse
from wars have often been found to have suffered lasting brain injuries and lesions, which are
responsible for the symptoms. Some people with an altered personality have been known to have had
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a brain tumor in a particular part of their brain. So, physical damage is the one thing a man might
totally not recover from. But that hasn't stopped them from trying.
But when a man does have the tools and cultivates some awareness and frame, the mental and
emotional scars can soon be overcome, and except severe injuries that caused permanent damage to
the body, many injuries and diseases can also be fixed medically today. Everyone who has ever
contributed to RP awareness has shared their own tools from their toolbox for this purpose (for those
who ask). I too found some really powerful tools for me, which I have shared.
Once a man has somehow found the space he needs to make even a little peace with his past, his
problem solving mind gets to work, learning lessons from the experience, developing a new mindset
and approach, looking at what went wrong and how to improve his results. Recognizing that there is
no support granted to him, but the need must still be addressed nevertheless, a man decides to create
what is missing in life himself, walking the hard path. It is a long an arduous road to create what has
not existed before.
If needed, man seeks out discomfort in planned doses, gains additional experiences, works on himself
and gets better and better every time with each additional experience, every failure and success until
he masters the challenges that once seemed impossible to him. As every rep he does stimulates more
muscle to grow afterward, men simply improve with experience. Men use their past to attain mastery
in the present. Man essentially runs on the paradigm "What doesn't kill you makes you stronger".
Of course let's be practical and add this line - "Once he recovers from it. "
This is also and especially true for sex. A man who has embraced his sexuality gets better at the game
with every experience.
A man once awakened, doesn't mind systematically annihilating his past dysfunctional self to become
a more evolved being.
A bad past however has a much worse impact on a woman, given her much greater sensitivity. It
creates a self perpetuating trauma pattern in her that keeps her locked in it. If her past was abusive,
expect her to have a much greater tendency to pair up with the abusive assholes and suffer all her life,
even if it means her children suffer at times. 10 minutes of sex god and she is alpha widowed for life
and can't enjoy sex that way with other men again. 10 years of riding the cock carousel before settling
down with a nice provider means it's only a matter of time before she gets bored with marriage and
aspires for the thrill of the chase again -- once unstable relationships, always unstable relationships.
Or if she gets violated against her will, she can feel horrible, ashamed, dirty, even defiled and this can
make it impossible for her to let go and enjoy herself with a future lover. There is no end to those
complications and all the forms past unresolved emotions can take.
In matters involving any significant intensity of emotion, a woman essentially becomes the
victim of her past pleasure and pain.
Bitter experiences can force women to wear the pants, man up and step up to the challenges,
especially if her mama mode is activated. But these usually leave her still scarred bitterly at the
emotional level. A woman who has to wear the pants in the house invariably develops contempt for
the man who doesn't. Behind every feminist champion, you can always find a woman emotionally
scarred to some degree or the other. Tough women especially carry boat loads of unresolved
emotional pain. There are many such women who have manned up only to lose faith in men and carry
bitterness and contempt towards men for not having the manliness that a woman was capable of
summoning.
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Unresolved past sexual trauma can subconsciously force a woman to make herself unattractive and
unhealthy, which is what we see in many feminists, as a way to avoid the possibility of a repeat of
that experience and getting hurt again. By comparison, men who are hurt try to avoid relationships.
The tendency of the feminine ego to seek refuge in the feeling of victim hood does not help in this - it
helps keep her past alive in her. A bad past just gives the victim tendency a first class ticket.
The fact that women tend to be a herd animal with a significant collective hive mind component to
their existence makes it worse. In one room, all that one woman has to do is to bring out her past
emotions and you can be sure that within minutes, even seconds, that all the women are feeling the
same thing. The impact of past experiences on a woman is simply deeper and bigger already due to
their sensitive nature, and it only gets multiplied further by the collective pain body of the feminine.
We even see this any time she's in a bad mood -- they remember past miseries and mistakes in
excruciating detail don't they? Not all of a woman's pain or emotion is hers alone, it's the pain and
emotion of womankind.
Let's not even get started on bad habits. Women who get into drinking and drug abuse wreck their
lives and the lives of their families and children in spectacularly horrible ways. And once it starts it
becomes near impossible for them to stop. I see a lot of men in mrp in the OYS threads working on
their addictions from alcohol to the smartphone and porn, but I don't get to see many woman come
out of deep shit by themselves. They'll need help, if they are capable of being helped at that point that
is.
While a man can get to enjoy the feeling of mastery at the end of his struggles and suffering and
victory, a woman is still left with a bitter taste in her psyche and lots of unresolved pain even if she
ends up succeeding. Even success doesn't seem to fill up a woman's emotional holes - you can see
this with any successful woman who had to wear the pants to get there. There is some unhappiness in
their tone, as though they regret the impact it had on their femininity.
As for a history of crazy sexual behaviour, when I see the stories of many of these women, with notch
counts that would have been impossible without contraception, their troubling past prior to that, along
all the thoughts and emotions that these women admit to having over time swinging across the entire
spectrum, and add the impact of powerful sexual memory on their system, all I can say is that it's a
case of absolutely fucked up, both inside and out. The fuck up outside just reflects the fuck up on the
inside, and makes it worse. The biggest mistake is to assume and believe what they say as if the
impact of such powerful emotions and experiences can simply be wished away by rationalization.
A lifetime spent running full throttle in one direction will never magically fix itself overnight.
As I wrote in my post on the irony of "Choice", it is stupid to think you are choosing when your mind
has this much grip over you. These women may claim they are over it, but deep down their minds are
still in the same deep turmoil of thoughts and emotions as ever and they have never addressed that.
That software runs freely on the inside, just hidden. That won't stay quiet for long. Sooner or later
their unhappy selves are going to emerge for the next round of seeking salvation elsewhere, or they
are going to go crazy.
And that's why you should never listen to their claims that they've overcome their past. That as you
will read below, requires exceptional work, the honesty to face oneself and take responsibility for
once, and they should have clearly done it and have results to show for it. You cannot practice
instability all your life and then hope to stay stable and committed one fine day. How in the world did
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men start believing that shit and even white knighting for it by any logic is beyond me.
So for all but the most spiritual of women, a woman essentially runs on the paradigm of being a
victim of her past -- "What doesn't kill her enslaves her". Recovery? Oh God...
Why I said all but the most spiritual women was that there are some women who do find tools to
work on themselves, a few do end up recovering from their past experiences, but if you've ever read
some of the books written by them on the subject, you can tell that the recovery process is a battle,
involving massive emotional releases, moments of very altered moods and the like - it's like 4th of
July. The key difficulty is that women being more emotional, find the way of awareness and inner
peace inherently more difficult, and have a lot of extra pain to resolve. Usually devotion, service,
nurturing others and emotional methods work much easier with them (which is why more women
than men go seek religion). But it is not impossible, and the tools can also work extremely well with
them.
In fact most of the tools will work on anyone who is serious about using them.
Trouble is, many of these women are too deep into the grip of their own past patterns to get to the
start line even. It takes women years of work to get to a point where a lot of their traumatic patterns
are dissolved and we're back on a clean slate, though by then, they might not even be physically in
their prime. Biologically women have a shorter prime than men to bear healthy children and then be
healthy enough to raise them to adulthood. Men on the other hand, can keep their physical and
reproductive prime up for longer.
The task of "annihilating their past unhappy self" is therefore much harder for a woman and needs
more work. A man would find it easier to help himself or recruit help where he doesn't find help by
default, but women really do need far more hand holding when dealing with deep inner pain.
Sometimes absolute dominance is probably the only way to force them to start to work on
themselves.
Biologically a woman who has a bad past or a history of bad habits, or even a very stressed history
has a much greater chance of hurting the physical and mental health of an unborn child. In old school
societies, lots of care is taken to see to it that pregnant women are kept emotionally "well fed". Just a
history of lots of stresses, irregular hours of food, diet and rest can damage their fertility and
reproductive health. No one mentions the impact of abortions and contraception on reproductive
health and hormonal balance. A woman's body is a significant biological investment, and men are
biologically wired to be repelled by women with a history of destructive habits and behavior.
Do keep in mind though that a man's bad habits like smoking and drinking and sedentary living also
damage his reproductive health and T levels, but again, good habits, lifting and diet can go a long
long way to correcting this. Fitness also has equally positive effects on a woman's health, but most
unhealthy women I tell you also come with a significant degree of mental and emotional illness and
are too far in a hell hole to even turn up at the gym. Most women who are unhealthy today are
actually so because of an underlying emotional or mental problem, while most men are just
plain lazy. In my world, women will have to lift, do yogic practices and meditate. For their own
good. I won't accept those not willing.
Amidst all this, anything a woman gains in technical skill from her sexual experiences can easily
become irrelevant. Besides, a skilled man can always train a willing woman (go to mrp and see that
latest post), leaving her free to concentrate on the seduction part of her game.
I honestly feel sadness and pity for many of these women whom I see, broken wrecks of what could
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have been. I couldn't stay cold about it if it happened to any of the women in my family or life, but
honestly, they're doing it to themselves and save-a-hoe is just stupid -- the foolish nice guy who
wants to save them and change them just gets swept into that shit and realizes too late that this is way
beyond his power to solve, and he might not even be able to get out safely from crazy.
In the case of woman and the impact of her past on her psyche, prevention was always far better than
cure. Let's be real about that. That's why old societies were always so strict with their women.
So in the end, a man's past can end up making him stronger and wiser and he can look back at it
honestly without toxic shame, with a degree of pride and gratitude even -- as a very harsh teacher, but
the one he needed, that taught him permanent lessons. Women on the other hand, are often left with
permanent or lasting physical and psychological damage from their pasts far more than lessons
learned. Men become responsible for themselves over their past, women become victims of their past.
And that's why a man's past and a woman's past are simply not comparable. We're not denying
that men too get damaged from their past, but unless its a serious physical injury, it is indeed easier to
recover from that and emerge stronger than it is for a woman. A man's biggest problem is oneitis. A
woman's biggest problem is alpha widowing and loss of pair bonding.
What doesn't kill a man makes him stronger once he recovers from it. What doesn't kill a woman
tortures her for the rest of her life. And that is how it goes for all but the most exceptional cases.
PS : When I used the word "past", it wasn't in the context of reputation, but past experiences. Now
about reputation -- A woman's reputation did matter enormously in societies of the past, and I myself
know that my grandmother would have preferred death to shame and loss of reputation. But in a
feminine primary society, the sisterhood will defend her in public, encourage her in private and bitch
about her behind her back. Yes, that last part is true.
A man's reputation however is everything, especially in this kind of society. It is more vulnerable than
the most delicate and sensitive woman, and as easy to shatter as glass, and easier to damage forever.
A woman will cast allegations on you, even and especially false ones if it benefits her, her sisters will
vilify you as a monster, your rival men, her orbiters, and envious betas will rush to her aid, glad to
see your downfall, the white knights and SJWs will attack you, and the justice system exists for the
sole purpose of screwing you forever, you'll be abused and raped in prison hell, you're out of the job
market, the feminist dominated media will write any shit on you if it sells, society treats you in ways
they didn't treat slaves or untouchables, and your best hope is to actually STFU and fight to the end -
- rape of a man is the rape of his reputation and freedom. Once raped, it will never recover to the
way it was formerly. Only God alone can save you if truth is on your side TBH. So remember Law #5
always -- So much depends on reputation, guard it with your life!
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What holding frame in the middle of her emotional states is and
why it's vitally important.
318 upvotes | May 17, 2020 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link

TL:DR - Emotions have frames and generate energy to which others in turn will react. In a
battle of emotional frames, one emotion will eventually yield to the inertia of the other and that
emotion will drive the rest of the interaction. That's how sexual attraction itself works.
This is a vital skill to master to overcome the pain body test, when the deepest shit within her
and you surfaces.

EMOTIONS, EMOTIONAL ENERGY AND EMOTIONAL
FRAME

This started out as another comment to Vanguard u/bsutansalt 's post on women mirroring a man's
emotional state. There was this line in his post "... This is why women don't want Mr Fix-It, but rather
a man who will just listen, pat them on the proverbial head, and tell them everything will be ok..."
A very good example is in the MRP subreddit, the post "Unstoppable Emotional Inertia" where OP
snaps his wife out of getting sucked into a black hole by holding frame and then coming up with
something really creative to change the mood of the moment altogether (He's also pretty strong to do
that move btw).
Emotion happens where the mind meets the body. Emotions are primarily reactive states and unlike
thoughts, which may be considered "thin and gaseous", they're dense "liquids" - they have an inertia
about them so they just can't switch instantly from one thought to the next like your mind. The more
intense the emotion, the more time and energy is required before they change flavor. They also arise
in parallel - you can feel many conflicting emotions at once. But thoughts are linear -- with thoughts
you have to jump from one thought to the next. There's no point reasoning with emotions once they
arise as they are reactions to things that have already happened.
But you do have control over how you respond to that situation. You are not a victim even when it
feels like you're helpless. You also have the power to change the emotions by changing the situations
and actions or words that create emotions - i.e. by changing the emotional frame instead.
Frame is not just a rational set of beliefs. Emotions have their own frame, even if they do not come
from a place where you can describe that frame in words. Introspect enough, and you can find the
underlying story behind every emotional frame.
Emotions generate their own energy. It's a powerful burst of "flavored" consciousness - so it has
power - the power of one mind and body to influence another. Emotions are also capable of operating
at a collective level like a hive mind, which is why protests often flare up the way they do and why
the best way to disburse the energy is to break up the protest. You see this in any pack animal as well.
The specific flavour of emotional energy generated decides the emotional frame of the moment and
vice versa. Emotional frame is therefore never fixed in a state of pure reactivity - by default it is as
fluid as water. It has to be held by your ability to hold presence and stay on top of your own
emotions. It can be consciously created or changed by inspiring different emotions in others, but this
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is an art, a skill that needs to be mastered. The most influential people in society are masters of this
art.
The key is this -- In any interaction between 2 people, there are always 2 emotional frames
pushing on each other at all times These emotions may change from time to time, but there is never
an interaction without an emotional frame involved. There are always 2 or more energies trying to
influence the emotional environment at all times in any interaction. If you do not set the frame
beforehand, whichever reactive emotion of the moment arises will set the frame instead. Eventually
one of them will yield to the power of other, and that frame will then go on to shape the next
stage of interaction.
This is especially true in sexual emotions. You can visibly, palpably feel it. It's why we get aroused
seeing others do anything remotely sexy. Sexual arousal is one of the strongest reactive emotions.
One of the few where the actual physical impact can be easily seen. This is how the entire process of
sexual attraction works. The whole process of attraction is simply generating enough sexual energy to
override all other thoughts and emotions. Much more than physical, it's the emotional arousal that
leads to orgasms, without that touching your dick or touching her won't do much on its own.
Ultimately your success or failure at game and relationships all comes down to what kind of energy
you're putting out and what emotions you trigger in women.
There are also other situations where emotions are not so cooperative and you have 2 people in two
totally different states. Each of them is generating their own energy. In a situation where intense
emotions of various types are involved, emotions are literally fighting frame vs frame. One of them
will eventually yield to the inertia of the other, and that person will enter the others' frame. That
emotional energy will gain dominance over the interaction.

WHAT EMOTIONAL FRAME INVOLVES

There are three elements involved in emotional frame - One is creating the emotional frame you
need in the first place. The second element is holding on to your frame at moments where it is
tested. The third is to persuade others to enter into your emotional frame.
While we cannot control or guarantee the kind of emotions in others or the way others will react to
us, we DO have the power over creating and holding the emotional frame. We can influence the
emotional environment, in fact we are subconsciously doing so ALL the time. But we cannot do this
by directly trying to wrestle or reason with reactive emotions - remember, emotions are reactions,
reactions to something else that triggered them. That's what we need to work on.
What kind of emotional frame we create comes from what energy we put out at all levels - physical,
emotional, mental, our actions, our words, our clothes, tone, our track record, the way we react to
situation, our relationships, our consciousness, our presence.
Every dimension of ourselves generates energy to which others react emotionally. These are all the
emotional triggers and it is these that we can directly work upon By working on some or all of these
triggers, we can set a particular type of frame.
Too many people are far too unconsciously reactive and therefore have no control over their setting
or holding emotional frame. Their emotions are like horses without a driver, going wherever their
own momentum takes them. Their minds just hang on for the ride and their hamsters come up with
explanations to support their emotions. Their bodies suffer from the indiscipline arising out of
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compulsive unconscious behaviour. Such people will lose frame (and their shit) very easily when
their emotional frame collides with another's frame. Therefore they remain helpless victims, full of
resentment over their powerlessness. That resentment eventually brings their pain body to life, and
when it awakens it can result in destructive behaviour.
Their real source of powerlessness lies in their own lack of power over their own frames,
especially the emotional frame. These people are victims of themselves beneath it all.
If you want to see emotional frames at work, just watch sports where mind matters more than
technique. You can visibly feel the frame shift back and forth over the course of the contest. When
two opponents are almost at equal skill, the side that wins will be the one that held up mentally where
it mattered. You can then observe relationships and see for yourself very obviously whose emotional
frame is ruling the relationship.

WOMEN'S EMOTIONS NEED A PLACE TO EARTH
THEMSELVES

Women's (and children's) frames are primarily emotional, so they change as fast as their emotional
state.
Women are by nature more reactive and even their normal emotions are intense. Their emotions turn
them into a live wire that can short circuit often - so they're searching for something to earth them to
the ground.
By nature women carry a burden of their own emotions that needs purging from time to time. Hence
the reputation for catharsis.
I think that apart from catharsis, the female mind and body really looks for something it cannot offer
to itself at that moment that is beyond it's own mind. Especially if the "pain" side of her comes out --
it needs a strong presence to ground it back to normal.
Women are more about communicating emotions and purged up shit than about actual content,
especially at these moments. They're more powerful because they come from a place of emotion
more than thought - the liquid state is denser and feels more real than the vapor state. She wants to be
snapped out of the trap of her own mind even if that is not what she says or will ever admit.
Women want attention from you because in a way, attention is connected to presence - the
consciousness / aliveness that is present always no matter what the mental state may be. This is a
deep form of holding frame, the highest and most natural form of stoicism, because it can never be
broken at that level. Why? Because it doesn't resist the moment, but works with it. In fact, it's like
space, there's nothing to break. That holds the key to dissolving and grounding her mind, especially
pain.
At that point, once the inner stoic has established ground, it'll be good to knock your own state into
hers and get her emotions into your frame.
Note though, that being a good listener can quickly lead to a pattern where she just gets habituated to
the kick of pain because she knows you'll entertain it. In that case, you have to spot it and break the
pattern or put a boundary to that - being present means being aware of reality. Women have a bad
habit of enjoying the kick of feeling the release of snapping out more than staying that way. Just
because it happened once, doesn't mean it won't happen again, in fact it'll happen more if it sees itself
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getting rewarded.
Most betas think they're doing the right thing by giving in to what she wants every time, or even
empathizing with her emotions and taking on her emotional state, but you don't give in to what your
inner devil wants. In fact in that state the person isn't even themselves, so its quite a mistake to think
that what she says she wants is really what she needs. Once they snap out of it, they might regain
some self awareness and realize what happened. And that's when they'll respect you, or not - depends
on which emotional frame entered which.

A SEXUAL FRAME IS A POWERFUL FRAME, WITH
TIMELY DOSES OF COMFORT

Which is where the importance of attractiveness and sex comes in. If your energy inspires very strong
feelings of sexual attraction, that can totally override her need for comfort seeking with you and
instead turn her on. It's where the alpha succeeds where the beta fails, simply because he can afford to
skip the comfort step entirely. Sex can be powerful enough to override pain, what with all those
hormones and orgasms and intensity.
Women totally don't bother about the issue of her emotions when she has a strong source of sexual
emotion. You hardly ever see women indulging in the emotional shit exercises with their alpha lovers
in the short term or the honeymoon phase, these issues usually show up only in the long run as
familiarity increases and comfort becomes more important. Sex is that powerful. A sexual frame
should be your most powerful tool in the kit.
Women have many passive aggressive ways of indicating lack of attraction or sexual frustration
which aren't obvious until you realize just how powerful good sex is on them and how their moods
indeed change with their menstrual cycle. She might be bitchy or upset or frustrated or keep shit
testing you more than usual or start a fight just to feel for no reason, you can tell something's off.
Women themselves can't say it explicitly because often they themselves don't know what exactly they
need and how much they needed it until they actually get it.
I'll be more blunt -- virtually all the problems in your relationships apart from lack of sex - disrespect,
contempt, shaming, passive aggression, avoidance, excuses, constant disagreement, she's never
happy, depression and eventual cheating -- are all one and the same problem only - lack of
attraction. Women don't have a neutral gear. The choice is between attraction, or revulsion - you
choose which. Fix the root, and the rest of the tree just miraculously recovers.
Sex is quite powerful at getting her out of her head and even giving her comfort later on. So when
you are in a sexual relationship, it should be your weapon of choice.
Comfort does have a place. Sometimes it might not be possible for women to turn on or get into sex if
her mind is all over the place. In that case, it's better to ground those circuits and then start a new
cycle of escalation - if you don't start a new cycle, then all that you've done is platonic.
In all probability, the more beta you are and the longer your relationship lasts, the more she will use
you for comfort. It's your job to own the cycles of love and push-pull. Otherwise, as I wrote earlier,
she'll subconsciously kick off her own cycle, and after your relationship has been betaized and
attraction has gone all the way down, you might not be in the game for the next cycle...
But you might still be used (only) for comfort.
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So just be aware when a woman is using you only for comfort - in a sexual relationship you don't
want to only end up as her big brother or father. Alpha fucks, beta comforts.
If you want the sex to last, you must make sure to generate enough sexual energy to sexually aroused
her and create the cycles of sex and intimacy (the push pull dynamic).
But while sexual arousal needs to really escalate to a point where you can't control yourself anymore
for it to rule, painful emotions can override your conscious mind much more easily, and last much
longer. Ask any man in a committed relationship which is easier to achieve, becoming sexy and
holding frame or getting upset and going to a dark place. Pain and negative emotions come up easily.
Sex is not so easy, and LTR's are hard mode. I mean if it was so easy, none of us would be here on
TRP or MRP.

THE PAIN BODY AND THE PAIN BODY TEST

The thing is, sooner or later, dealing with her other emotions or pain will be inevitable. These
situations are going to be found in all relationships with women in your life whether it's your mum or
a plate or a wife or your kids. It will also be found with every other human being on earth, but it is
most noticeable in intimate relationships.
Now what is loss of emotional frame? Basically whenever you get sucked into to her emotional field,
you lose your own self awareness and emotional state and your rational thought, when you become a
victim and lose touch with your inner creator -- that is what loss of frame means. Her pain has now
taken over you too, and left it to its own devices, it will simply do whatever it needs to fuck up your
life and sabotage your relationship in the longer run. Every time you yield to it, you lose frame and
every single time you do that, it's like shooting yourself.
When pain arises, the only thing it wants at that moment is to create more pain - so reasoning or
arguing or DEERing absolutely does not work, and only leads to more insults, more nasty questions
and remarks and more shit. Write it down somewhere that pain only desires more pain, till it's
gone. This is why winning the argument is pointless - you're trying to satisfy play her game, a game
rigged to ensure you'll always lose, a game rigged to ensure that regardless of what you do, it will
only be used to create more pain to you. Till it has fed enough and satiated itself. Until next time,
when a new "Pain cycle" will begin, often without warning. Don't play that game.
I literally call these events as pain body tests and would recommend you add this new term to
the lingo. They're not just shit tests or comfort tests or compliance tests, although they can very well
be. This is fundamentally something else -- the fourth member of the dark quartet of tests.
Considering all the crazies and messed up cases we see these days, I think it's actually overdue to
recognize this.
Most of this pain is not due to what happened this moment, it's mostly the past pain or pain from
elsewhere that hasn't worked itself out. But from time to time this shit has a chance to emerge, and
generate its energy and try to own the emotional frame till it has exhausted itself.
A pain body test need not come from a woman, it can also come from your own mind. Lots of guys
on the self improvement path find themselves suddenly going through a second phase of anger and
resentment over the past suffering they faced, especially when they compare the new dynamic to the
old ones. That's past pain, needing to be consciously dissolved in your new frame.
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NOT LOSING THE EMOTIONAL FRAME WHEN TESTED
BY HER MOODS

These are moments where you simply can't change according to her moods, because you're trying to
be in her frame, and if that wasn't worse -- said frame is made of paper and does not really exist
beyond the moment. Avoid playing the devil on its terms and stay on yours.
I'll tell you that when you lose your shit, anything that she's feeling is going to get much, much
worse. There are times where you can be the cause of the upset. You just had to ruin a perfectly good
moment because you're just butthurt about something and soon it infects everyone around you. Even
after you've snapped out of it, don't expect others to get back to normal right away. And every time
you do that, you just lost some more respect. If you knew how powerful your own inner state was,
you'd realize it can do permanent damage in these moments and treat yourself with more respect.
Quite literally the only thing a woman can do is to react to your shit, or break off. There are times
when she can stay down while you rage on, but it'll just let her know you can't own your shit.
You have to be good at catching it right when it appears, it usually seeks the moments where you're
most vulnerable. Those places are also the exact same places where there're holes in your frame,
places where you can fuck up big time, so its also a mirror to you. If you've not learned to spot your
own moods, there's no way you can spot it when hers comes out.
It takes a moment of self awareness in that split second between the stimulus and the response to snap
out of being entirely in a reactive state. That's the difference between responsive and reactive. You
can't work with emotions directly, but you sure can control the source of the reactions - which is
frame. Eventually with enough momentum, your own emotions, and then usually the emotions of
others -- will swing around.
Also, if you want to punish bad behaviour, never do this when the state is all pain. Wait for it to calm
down or snap back to normal, and THEN take action for violation of your boundaries. Or else it just
escalates. It's a terrible way to handle a pain body test.
And this is also why Mr. Fix It never works -- men are usually upset when they are unable to find a
solution to a problem. They're usually looking for a solution after which they'll be ok. Women are
upset because of raw emotion or physical pain. It needs to ground itself. Even if there is indeed a
genuine problem that triggered the emotion, once a woman's emotions take over, that isn't the time
for solutions. The emotions have to be dealt with first. Usually women will think of solutions later on
once they're calm.
Mr. Fix It fails the pain body test or comfort test every single time. The guy who can't hold awareness
or emotional frame will fail the pain body test.
If there is indeed a genuine problem, the source of what triggers these negative emotions needs to be
found and fixed - that can only be fixed by action, and only AFTER the mind itself has calmed down
enough to get out of reactive mode back into proactive action. There are indeed situations where
emotions can be triggered by very real problems. But if the mind itself IS the problem, then holding
frame is the only solution.
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HANDLING YOUR OWN EMOTIONS WHEN THE GOING
GETS TOUGH

This goes double for us men. In the event we're not able to find a solution, a good thing to do is to let
go of the problem and come back to it after a while, something new will come up from a place deeper
than the thinking mind in that time - sometimes sleeping over it is a powerful tool for the creative
mind to work. Or alternatively, one could fully involve themselves deeply into their work till their
mind gets into a zone or a flow state, then answers may come. Either way, the usual reactive mind
just surrendered itself to something even more powerful than itself. That is how every single creative
invention or solution or improvement or new idea has ever come about.
A man losing his emotions does absolutely nothing constructive - it's like an engine revving with no
gear selected, or often reverse gear. Focused and intense emotions driven towards goals by willpower
are a man's best friend, agitated out of control reactive emotions are not. All you're doing is making
as much friction with the moment as possible, and your emotions aren't going to cause magic to
happen and cause your car keys to come flying to you. Worse, all that emitted toxic energy fouls up
the very air of the place - and it fouls up other people's minds around you. That will screw you in
ways you can't comprehend.
The absolute worst thing you can do is to lose your own mind to a negative emotional trigger. When
this happens, the kind of energy you generate becomes toxic, and it doesn't take any effort for her
mind to fall in to that. If she's in full pain mode already, then then your pain bodies are going to
merge and have a feast feeding each other. After sometime when they're done, the original people re-
appear and wonder just WTF happened. I've seen people change emotional state so much that it really
isn't the same person you're dealing with anymore.

YOUR INNER STATE IS MORE POWERFUL THAN YOU
THINK

This actually happened to my parents when days of pent up emotions just burst out in a very very
nasty argument - mom was just out of control and dad lost his frame as well. Dad drove out in a rage
to get some space. He ended up crashing into the back of another car, which slammed on the brakes
and lost control when some animals suddenly crossed the road, veering straight into my dad's lane.
Cursed destiny? Nah, my folks were just asking for disaster to happen. You just can't do anything in
that kind of terrible inner state and not expect the inevitable. Fortunately he was ok, he slammed on
the brakes himself and it wasn't nearly as bad as what I feared. It looked like the accident ate up all
the nasty energy and snapped both my parents back to normal, but you see, that was a costly repair
bill and insurance hell. The damage was done, literally.
It's happened to me too, somehow the day when you're absolutely in a mad rush to get to work is the
day and losing your shit being a victim of rush hour is the day when all that can go wrong will go
wrong - when you finally get to work, that will be the day where if shit can happen some way or the
other, it will. Ever noticed that the most tense days are also the days where everything feels jinxed or
cursed? Yes, it's a reflection of what's on the inside.
Every time I've lost my frame, I've ended up screwing up, often in worse shit than I bargained for.
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One day I just realized the universe doesn't want me to lose my shit ever. Every day it mercilessly
finds a new hole in my frame, but it also lets me know there was always a better solution.
It took a long time for me to realize that I was really bringing these really shitty cursed days on
myself the whole time. The outside was just reacting to my own inner state.
Seriously, your inner state of consciousness has so much power that if you lose awareness and frame,
it can really attract a disaster into your life, making you fuck yourself royally in your ass.
The reverse is also true. When you hold awareness, presence and a good emotional frame, then you
will find many days where you're somehow extremely lucky and something just comes in time to
help you when you most need it. When you are no longer a victim, you will see creative answers even
in otherwise impossible situations. People will be attracted to you in ways you couldn't have
imagined earlier. Our inner state is that powerful because it is the door to your inner creator.
If you look at the all time greats vs the merely very good, the biggest differentiating factor is their
mind and mental strength more than just technique or raw talent. That's why they're so clutch in
impossible situations.

GETTING YOUR BODY AND ACTIONS TO SET THE
EMOTIONAL FRAME

Emotional impact can happen in more physical ways. Body language and just the presence of the
body is a powerful emotional trigger.
The physical body is "solid". If emotions are liquid, thoughts are gases and inner presence and
awareness / presence is "space", the body is solid. To change the body takes years and years of
transformation, cell by cell. But by being solid, the body becomes the most obvious and direct
influence on emotional frame at first sight without having to do anything directly.
Earlier I spoke about the importance of awareness and its power over the frame when dealing with
painful emotions and the power of your inner state to impact your life for real. But awareness is very
subtle, invisible and works from the inside.
The body however is most obvious and works directly from the outside - it makes the first, most
visible impression. Therefore emotional frame begins with the body, before going on to the emotions,
thoughts and then deep presence.
I've observed people long enough to realize that the energy and body language of most beta men just
screams all these --- laziness, lifeless, victim, reactive, incompetent, no intensity childish, awkward,
totally unmotivated, resigned, insecure, addicted to pleasure (and therefore unhappy within),
arrogant, entitled, manipulative, dishonest, no situational awareness, emotionally moody, no real
mission, no standards, unsexy, DEER, wanting mommy -- hell just the way some of them get up from
bed or even walk around, that body language can be utterly demotivating to anyone who's more
energetic or cheerful than they are. As a man, I just feel myself getting restless and sometimes
frustrated around people like that. I can't fathom how women would react to that kind of utterly
unattractive energy.
Now just substitute the strong sexy guy with iron frame there and check out his body language. I
swear these guys can fix women's shitty moods on the sheer strength of body language alone. And
anything else that still lingers, good sex will do the rest. As I said earlier, a lot of women's shitty
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moods are her way of indirectly communicating sexual frustration. Sex and attraction is powerful
stuff.
Just the presence of a strong body and its posture and silent body language makes quite an
impression. Others automatically respect you and give you far less shit. Attractiveness is much easier
compared to an obese guy or a skinny guy with a rounded back and shoulders and stilts for legs.
Finally clothes and style further take the impact of your emotional frame to the next level - they tailor
it to a context (pun intended), sending a message of intent. Very muscular and lean bodies can wear
their own skin and muscles for clothes.
We suffer from not being able to see ourselves from the outside, as a result we're unable to see just
how our own emotional frame in action. If we could, we could see how it fails to generate the kind of
energy needed for us to get the sex and relationships we want, or how our emotional frame is all
wrong to begin with because it is based on the completely wrong energy.
Too many of us just don't realize how unattractive we are and how much more we could be without
some way to observe ourselves, or someone observing us and giving feedback. The result is that she
fails to enter into an attractive emotional frame. Or the frame is lost in the long run and we didn't
realize where we slacked off.

VERBAL COMMUNICATION IS NO MATCH FOR THE
COMMUNICATION AT THE LEVEL OF FRAME

This is also why the much touted BP notion of "Communication" as the answer to all problems
seldom works in practice. Your psychologist may recommend you talk to her about it. The fool
doesn't realize that words are a very small part of communication. What is being ignored is the much
more powerful and subtle communication between the emotional and physical energies involved, and
the frames that are invisibly communicating and trying to own the moment ALL the time. When there
are serious issues at that level, no amount of rational discussion or "understanding" Is going to work.
The body is always more powerful than logic.
Women naturally do not communicate content verbally like men do- they're really communicating
emotions and frames first. If that's not ok, the cause is always deeper than it looks and it cannot be
fixed by cerebral logic alone. When women say they don't feel communication or connection, they
really mean is, "We are not communicating any attractive emotions, I am not feeling attraction and
I'm not able to connect with an attractive emotional frame".
What really happens in moments of deep communication is the shift of emotional frame, deep
releases of pain, sexual attraction, a new awareness, the change of physical energy and intimacy at
the level of presence or oneness. It is this that actually makes any "communication" look like its
working at all. The actual words themselves don't matter. Without these deep shifts, the whole
exercise of "communication" is merely a parody of itself -- it's actually much funnier and more
realistic to make a stand up comedy act parodying it. Simply talking about it will never change the
frame the way deep physical and inner transformation does.
What we are really doing here at RP is fixing this energy through our bodies and mindset to set the
emotional frame we seek. We're creating the energy we know creates attraction in women, we're
creating the energy that allows us to become the men we're meant to be, we're creating the energy
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that will take us out of being victim of fate to being the owner of our lives. This will set the frame
with which we interact with the world. The world in turn will respond accordingly. This is deep
communication, the other 93% beyond words.
This is also why "Talking about fight club" Or calling yourself "Alpha" Never works. It makes
people laugh at you because your body and emotional frame and actions and your track record are
telling the whole world all they really need to know about you without a single word spoken. Your
words don't have any power over the frame when your state of being is completely the opposite of
what you say it should be. Even a child can sniff you out instantly. Subtle communication at the level
of your energy is far more powerful. Your words only have power when your entire being can back
them up. That is what really shapes the emotional frame. The deepest and most powerful form of
communication is at the level of your being and your actions. - not words, definitely not
reasoning. Definitely not "communication" as mainstream society fools itself into believing.
In the absence of an emotional frame of attraction, other emotional frames will take over the
dynamics and dominate the interaction. The results are obvious. We may not be aware of this, and
foolishly assume all is well, but anyone else not us can see it from a mile away.

WOMEN AND THEIR FEELINGS ARE NOT ALWAYS ON
YOUR SIDE

Sometimes they're just going to give you the shit. There will be moments where she's best friend and
other moments where she's your worst enemy. In the case of her emotions, truth be told, a woman
isn't always your friend. The only true and lasting alliance of a woman is to her feelings. If pain
takes over, it won't care if that's her friend, parent, child or her partner. I'd say just internalize this one
line in your frame so that you aren't shocked or butt hurt or lose frame when the painful truth of
emotions and solipsism can hit you harshly with a pain body test. Even relationships really exist only
because of the sexual attraction and the feeling of being in love, and all the other good emotions -- or
else they wouldn't. That's why owning the emotional frame and having her in your frame is so
important. If you have her emotions in your emotional frame, she will enter into your frame.
When her feelings calm and focused, they can be devoted, intuitive, and think about you, even be
selfless, but agitate those emotions, and then it's all her and her mind and feelings - the more her
emotions are agitated, the deeper she is in her own mind. That is true for all of us btw. That's just the
solipsistic nature of reactive emotion. Sex is one case where its mutually beneficial.
Instead of believing that love is happily ever after, I recommend you consciously recognize that yes,
such moments of shit tests, comfort tests and pain body tests WILL come and you should actively
practice holding frame so that when those tests do come, you know what's going on and are in a much
better position to handle it. Love fluctuates up and down and it also runs in cycles. You will get better
with time and experience as you get out of blind reactivity start responding more consciously and
actively.
Don't get insecure about it like a scared little boy. Fear will show up in your emotional frame and
crack it. It won't let you engage at your best.
The good news is, once you know what you need to do (i.e. hold frame and actively respond), who
cares what she says or thinks or feels? Why do we even need to break our head over it?
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Women's frames are emotional. Such "frames" are made of water and change quickly by the
emotions of the moment -- while our goal is to develop a frame of iron, that doesn't buckle when
tested. We wouldn't consider anything so fickle as "frame". Sometimes her frame is on our side,
sometimes it's in direct opposition. That is part of being feminine, so get used to it and stop getting
upset that your BP soulmate fantasy doesn't exist.
Now there are some women who are too deeply damaged that its not worth wasting your time and
energy playing Mr. Nice Guy. If you gain a bit of maturity, you'll see that best thing for both of you is
to just not waste your time with these cases - being with too crazy can cost you dearly. By denying
her a chance to fuck up some more, you're doing her a favour. Acceptance means acceptance of the
truth, and sometimes that IS the truth.

BUT WHAT ABOUT MY EMOTIONAL BURDEN?

PS : And what about you tough guy? What about your feelings? Sure, you're being used as a
dumpster by women and others to dump their shit on you because you're the stoic one, the one
owning his life. As a man you can't dump your emotional shit on the road and expect someone else to
burn the garbage. The world keeps testing you to be more "vulnerable", but they have no idea what
the hell they're blabbering or even what masculine displays of emotions are.
Women won't support you emotionally nearly as you think. All that soulmate poetry vanishes the
instant they have to take any responsibility for your emotions. Besides, it's handing over your frame,
and your balls to mommy.
I'll be honest, sometimes it gets exhausting having to deal with these emotions and being tested all the
time. It does drain your reserves out on some days. Where are you gonna find catharsis? What's your
recovery plan to get some rest, burn up all that negative energy often sent in your direction and come
back refreshed? What about your pain body? What are you going to do to own your own dark moods
when they come?
You've got to own your shit. You never get a break from being the oak, you never get a break from
ownership of your life without falling back into being a victim. And the sooner you stop resisting this
truth, the sooner you can start seeing the advantages.
Number one, have guy friends, have guys who're further up the road than you are and who totally
won't mind screwing your head back on your shoulders, even if that means a dozen responses
beginning with f@gg&t.
Second, hit the gym. Burn it all up against those weights - the body excels at burning down shitty
moods. The burst of T will also focus emotions more and reduce agitation.
Go spend some time with nature, natural light, open spaces, woods, the sea, fresh air, whatever. Take
a break from the mind and its madness for a while, just observing and being in the moment. Try to
find the state of rest while you're awake.
Most importantly, remember your awareness frame, the one so critical to deal with her shit? The
stoicism, the presence, the awareness, the place from where all creative ideas come from, the zone,
the flow, the place from where you are never a victim, the place that accepts everything and is at
peace with the past? That's equally powerful at dealing with your own shit. Women purge their shit
on the outside, usually on the man nearest to them. Men purge it on the inside. That is your inner man
cave and it is your true best friend. That place is the only thing that is forever here and always on
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your side. Woman or no woman - they may not always be there, or even on your side, but this is
forever here to help you through any difficulty.
When shitty thoughts or moods arise, first take a moment to be aware of them like you're aware of
your breathing - that will shift you out of being reactive. Be honest with yourself and recognize them
as such. Face them. Allow them to come up and begone. Do not try to drown or run away from it by
burying under some kind of pleasure or drug or alcohol, the TV or the internet -- that will leave the
pain unresolved. In turn it will lead to an addiction and a cycle of forever trying to numb your pain.
Your pain body will use that to control you and fuck up your life through the pleasure route instead of
the more direct nasty painful route. The moment you remove the anesthesia, you'll see what's really
behind the scenes of your so called search for happiness. They're both the same - overt and covert
manifestations of misery.
You must deal with your pain honestly and directly, and get free of the incessant itch to feel happy or
stay emotionally high all the time - emotions come and go like waves and that's OK. That's when you
know freedom - that's what you really want. Then you use your emotions and mind, rather than the
other way around. You can now embrace the discomfort and commit to your mission like never
before.
I'd recommend a meditation routine just as you have your gym routine. Once your mind calms down
and you put some space between you and your thoughts and emotions, hang on to that peaceful
mindful feeling and bringing it into your work, even small things can become pretty intense over
time. Catch your pain body whenever it arises and burn it up in mindfulness of this moment and
realize the past is merely a memory replaying itself. This exercise might even make you physically
sick for sometime, but then you'll feel a load lifted off yourself. As old patterns dissolve, you just get
better and better at dealing with your own shit. Your inner state changes, your emotional frame
changes, and the new you uncovers so many possibilities that your old self couldn't imagine.
Finally, prevention is always better than cure. Don't get into sick relationships, and if your
relationship is FUBAR, leave. In the long run, it'll be the best thing you ever did.
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The nature of covert goals and why they keep you outcome
enslaved -- No, you do not actually do every single thing in your
life to win the ultimate prize of a woman and get laid.
179 upvotes | August 1, 2020 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link

TLDR : There's faking it and then there's making it. And then there's BEING it. The more
direct your goals are, the less they serve as a tool to meet some other covert goal, the more
authentic they will be, and so will you. Most of our goals in life were direct, for their own
reward, and not tied to sex as the prize. Covert goals lead to loss of frame and authentic being,
and ultimately precipitate a life crisis.
We've been sold on the idea that every single thing we've ever done and wanted to achieve in history
was because of the ultimate reward of women and sex.
The reality is that sex is just the biggest thing on your mind right now. You believe that everything in
the universe just wants to get laid because a) You're raging with hormones as your body seeks women
for sex, companionship and kids, b) Sex is lacking in your life, which is usually a symptom of many
other things lacking in your manly self, c) You felt a burst of extra feel good (courtesy your own
endocrine system) when she noticed and gave you validation or sex and that boosted your motivation
d) A breakup or a disillusionment can hurt and sap you of your motivation in other areas, which may
make you conclude your motivation was all for sex and finally e) You're suffering from pain
disguised as pleasure addictions.
The idea that sex is the ultimate prize of all endeavors and goals is a clear example of a covert goal -
a goal where you say you want one thing, but in reality what you really want is covert and hidden.
The overt, direct goal is merely in the service of the covert goal and your passion for it is entirely
outcome dependent on whether your covert goal is ultimately met or not.
So "Duh, but what's the point of any all this? We do everything just to get laid man!" is a seriously
flawed statement.
This is essentially a covert contract between you and your own goals. And it stops you from being
direct and authentic with both your other goals and your goals of getting the sex and women you
need.
Let's say you wanted to become an astronaut, a doctor, a sportsman, race cars or build cars, make
musical instruments or fly planes, build muscles, become a scientist, run your own business, or just
make a lot of money, build a big house and travel the word -- you can trace many of these goals right
back to when you were a kid and you were just fascinated and attracted to these things as they were,
for their own sake.
Those goals were then free of any covert contracts. Many of your most authentic goals came from the
discovery of innate gifts, or ideas or something that really impacted your life.
No you did not do ANY of these things just to ultimately get laid. You did all these things because
you liked them. And in the long run, they allowed your self to express its true potential. The actual
reward of achieving your goals is in the very fulfilling experience of achieving them itself and the
lessons and experiences gained in the journey.
Had you made a woman the ultimate prize for any of these goals, your motivation would have
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evaporated the instant you were rejected by her, and back down the slippery slope to beta valley of
stagnation you would have gone. You would end up doing things that weren't authentic to yourself
for her sake, to please her emotions, and eventually something within you just builds up resentment
and screams at you for deceiving yourself and making covert contracts in your life.
And when you do learn the game of attraction, you realize it is actually a very indirect, dependent and
inefficient way to get sex met through covert means and goals. You could just do what it takes
directly and it would instantly have so much more of an impact.
This pedestalization of sex as the ultimate goal not only makes your whole point of living into a
covert goal, it also leads to one other thing -- pedestalization of women.
Followed by abdication of your own frame and ceasing to love yourself and then expecting a woman
to fill the void in you. Literally the moment you fall in love without recognizing what's going on for
what it is, you instantly turn your life into a covert contract for the goal of sex. It's a long climb out of
that valley back after that.
I'll admit, men have been really, really motivated by the prize of a woman and sex. Love and the thrill
of the chase can bring out an insane intensity within you that didn't seem to exist a while ago. This is
where, if you aren't mindful and honest about what's going on within you, in one moment of
unawareness, things can slide down the beta slope. The whole beta indoctrination we do to ourselves
is built on the covert goal of obtaining a woman as the prize for all our growth, endeavors and
achievements. Eventually we start hamstering to ourselves that "All goals lead to sex!"
A reward is a great motivator, but our emotional minds are simple and fail to realize the difference
between a goal, an outcome and the side effect of achieving a goal.
So people go the gym, lose weight, groom and style up, develop gaming skills, practice the Sex God
Method, and the entire list. The problem is at the point of origin which hasn't yet been fixed by
authentic frame -- they're doing all this not out of genuine desire for themselves and the things they
work on, only for her validation. Her response is a barometer of their own self worth, and so their
own frames are a slave of her moods and choices. In their own minds, they and their goals and their
lives as men are all still worthless unless they gain the prize of a woman - so they remain needy and
do not develop the genuine abundance that women are really attracted to. THAT is the subtle sin that
must go in the end.
It is precisely the lack of honesty and authenticity in covert goals that force you to abandon your own
frame and try to fit into a woman's tenous and ever changing one, to the ultimate frustration of both
of you.
In other words, your frame at the point of origin is your innermost conditioning, and that is what
really ends up creating your life even if you have seemingly done everything else right. That is what
determines what actually ends up happening. For e.g. Why fear and insecurity are such self fulfilling
prophecies. Life only responds to what is at your point of origin, at the level of your being. If that
hasn't been fixed, it isn't over yet.
Instead, try to recognize the intrinsic worth of your goals and what you gain truly from achieving
them. Try to recognize the worth of being a man in itself. Don't be an attractive man just to get laid.
Be an attractive high value man because that is who you are and that is the best expression of your
potential. Simple. Don't restrict your reward to just one outcome, who knows what might happen
when the outcome is left free to go beyond your imagination?
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Don't make a covert contract with your goals and desires by asking "What's the point?". This
"What's the point?" has become a disease of nihilism amongst way too many people and the
root cause of it is covert, unspoken and unrecognized goals being met indirectly, by those who
have not attempted to truly face themselves. The moment you've asked that question, it means
what you want is really something else. This lack of genuine desire will not only not allow you to
give your best towards your goals, it'll guarantee you won't learn to love what you do and it'll
sabotage you from meeting both your overt and covert goals.
Ultimately you won't truly love yourself or anything or anyone in your life with covert contracts and
covert goals. And no woman is going to plug in that hole you've built in yourself. Covert goals will
keep you feeling that something's still not right or missing and eventually you'll feel so empty you'll
suffer a mid life crisis. You might then end up dropping your goals as you could no longer live with
the feeling that what you wanted was something else and you were just creating resistance within
yourself the whole time. Sometimes it takes life unravelling to force you to finally face what's really
in your point of origin.
Recognize that sex and women are a need within you and bring them honestly out in the open.
Becoming attractive starts out as a means to an end, but down the road it trickles down deep enough
that it changes to being the expression of your best self as a way of being. And that is when it
becomes truly powerful to actually transform your life and attracting what you needed. A counter
intuitive way of getting what you want, but its the authentic one.
Once you are at this level where your new life is now a way of being and not just a step up to get
women and sex, and your goals are direct ones instead of tools to serve some other covertly hidden
end, you are truly outcome independent. You have gained the awareness to realize why you do what
you do and what you need to do, and now others are in your frame rather than you trying to fit into
others' frames. You don't see yourself as merely a tool to obtain someone else or something else (and
therefore ultimately worthless), but recognize that you are really the prize and the one who is worthy
of the best of what you can offer. You do not stop loving yourself and abdicate self responsibility
when you fall in love and hope that the other person will then fill up the hole in yourself.
When you do not value yourself, you will seek validation and the rest of the world to give you that
value instead. And that is the root of why you're ultimately not authentic at the deepest level of your
being, and why you cannot value anyone else either. And that is why you fail to get what you need.
Instead of the one becoming more than one, you're acting as though you're zero and want the world to
make you more than zero. And you are doing this to yourself. Therefore you also can take
responsibility for yourself.
Now you truly value yourself and all aspects of yourself and can see yourself honestly in the mirror.
Your goals are now simpler, more direct and more authentic. You are not tortured by constantly
second guessing yourself "Why am I doing this ultimately?", so your motivation is again pure and
simple. You actually truly honor your goals and what you're doing to achieve them right now, and by
doing so you truly value yourself.
You see how everyone is busy chasing their real covert goals indirectly underneath all that they say
and believe and why that pretty much ensures a mid life crisis and burnout or disillusionment sooner
or later. It is actually necessary so that they may truly find the opportunity to confront themselves
honestly. These people have always been looking to the next moment for their fulfillment instead of
this one, so even when they achieved their goals, they still weren't happy and still looked elsewhere
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for that elusive something. When every goal only exists for the next one, it was ultimately worthless
in this moment. Sooner or later this pattern of worthlessness in the moment was just begging time for
a hard knock and reality check.
It's absolutely fulfilling in itself when you achieve the goals you dreamed of achieving - whatever
they are. When I look back at my best achievements those were complete in themselves and did not
need sex as a prize to ultimately validate them or the journey. I'm pretty sure getting that rocket to
land automatically on a droneship was completely fulfilling and amazing in itself - why enslave it to
something else? Had they done it only for sex, they'd have given up a long time ago after realizing its
a horribly inefficient and indirect way to get sex, despite the extra value it adds. Sex is fulfilling in
itself as well, why enslave it for something else?
Just like every other desire, sexual desire too arises in the moment. We just rationalize and hamster
ourselves into believing it was the one thing for which we did everything else for. In doing so, we've
been totally dishonest with ourselves.
You have done most of the things you wanted for their own sake and their own worth, not for some
other, more elusive, covert goal. You have certainly not become a scientist, or a doctor, or bought
that car, or built that house, or gone to space, read that book, or played that sport, or invented most of
the things in the world for the sole purpose of getting laid ultimately -- all these things have been
done because we genuinely wanted to do them or because they were absolutely needed in that
moment. Of course, people do find a way to use them to satisfy their needs for sex later on, but that is
a later consequence down the road. Most goals in history have always been very direct.
It is true that women and sex and a good relationship might have given you the much needed kick
start to becoming the man you were meant to be, and might have boosted your motivation, given you
that extra feel good factor and helped you do a few incredible things, while a bad relationship might
have really hurt and sapped your drive --- you have to be ultimately grateful for the lesson, but
ultimately you must flip the frame the other way round and be the man you were meant to be as your
natural way of being, to actually get the life you wanted, and beyond.
Merely being reactive and having your frame at the mercy of success and failure will not help you
ultimately fix your point of origin. It will have a powerful impact on you, but you must not rest until
it has gone as deep as it must go.
That's the difference between faking it vs making it, and then going further beyond to BEING it. The
distinction is in how deep it has gone in to you. When the point of origin has been fixed you are truly
at the level of being it. Accordingly, you will act and the world will respond to who you are.
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Back to basics -- To stop living in her frame and stop setting
covert contracts, you must be willing to not just fake it or make
it, but BE it and embrace any authentic outcome, whatever that
is.
356 upvotes | August 26, 2020 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link

TL:DR - The Same Old Basic Mistakes (SOBMs) might be a small list, but they're are the most
insiduous and most deeply rooted ones. To fix them is the hard part -- everything else is well
understood. You can't revise the basics enough.
You can go over to mrp and check out the latest post (can't link - it's called The Dread Contract and
Scoreboard - How to frame improvement for YOU) on this topic. It's a high quality, "hit the nail on
the head" article on a growing problem seen with many wannabes. It's also one of the most common
ways by which people misunderstand everything we try to say, or even use against us.
Of late, I notice more and more posts (over there and here) increasingly boiling down to talking about
doing everything seemingly right (seemingly...) but still committing the most basic mistakes, things
that were talked about way back in NMMNG or in your first few days or weeks of being struck by a
bolt of Red Lighting and rudely being awakened from the Blue Pilled fantasy you were dreaming out,
usually by a woman...
Now we have lots of guys figuring this out for the first time in their lives, so it's expected that every
man who ever lived is going to learn at least some of the same lessons in their own way, so we'll keep
seeing more of the same basic posts. But this is not about that. Somewhere along the way to being the
man we want to be and get the life we want, we do everything else right, and it looks like when it
comes to the skills and game, we've figured out almost everything we need. Except...
We still haven't fixed some basic mistakes. Such as:

Too many "she she she" statements. Your very point of origin begins with a "She". If you're
asked to tell me something about yourself, you might start with "She says..."
Losing frame at the slightest shit test or discomfort
Losing frame at the slightest dose of pleasure and comfort -- yeah, pleasure is the more evil
twin. Pain's honest. Pleasure lies.
Telling yourself you aren't butt hurt when things don't go your way when you clearly are
seething inside.
Still talking to her to try and negotiate desire
Still living in her frame.
Going rambo and dropping a nuke where a scissor would have sufficed.
You're still suffering from what I call Blue Pilled Bipolar Disorder (BPBPD). In two forms :

Doing everything right (are you?) and then asking some variant of "Why doesn't she, the
goddess, grant me the prize of sex?" followed by "#&!@(#@ those $%#$@ devils!"
You were totally Beta fanboying over the men who taught your how to be a man, then
like a child you get butthurt and make a rage post worthy of a 2 year old with a full range
of vocabulary when you realize they're not gods on your pedestals.

Covert Contracts & Contracts with outcomes -- i.e. All the stuff that's not really in your control
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- reactions, emotions, consequences. Being a man is a conditional covert contract for you.
And acting in her frame as a result of outcome dependence

Using dread like an emotional covert contract and guaranteeing you still stay in her frame
(again...).

And then realizing the hard way it'll never have the same effect as pure natural desire
does.
And THEN realizing you were really just taking your life and masculinity back into your
own hands, and dread was the consequence of that.

She is the prize.
Sex is the prize for being the man you were meant to be.
Oneitis - women, results, sex, and all of life.
Shit that you knew and said you'd fix years back, is still the way as it was then.
You're still unhappy

Either you still haven't managed to get what you want.
Something else happened outside your limited range of idealized outcomes.
Or you got all that you wanted and still feel depressed like a pleasure (pain) addiction.
No, you were the problem all along.

These are what I call the Same Old Basic Mistakes (SOBMs). More appropriately, they can be
called SOB mistakes. It's a small list -- not being attractive, no standards, ignoring and denying
reality, losing your frame, enslaved by pain & pleasure, still living in her frame (she-itis), trying to
negotiate desire, covert contracts, outcome dependence, one-itis in love and life, lack of abundance,
you not being the prize mentally, neglecting and not really loving yourself, not owning your shit, not
being the captain leading your life, blue pilled bipolar disorder, going rambo when you read this list,
and you being the root of all your problems (the original SOBM).
We could copy that paragraph, maybe in bullet points, out on a small notepad or a sticky note or two
and paste it up somewhere where we can see it, and chances are, even years later, they'll still be the
most important things you'll ever have to watch out for.
If you have ever tried your hand at mastering a skill or a musical instrument, one thing you quickly
learn is that the basic stuff is the most underrated thing there is, and you can never take that lightly.
As soon as you get complacent, not practicing, the first thing to start declining is the basics. Don't
practice one day, you know it. Don't practice for two days, your peers know it. Don't practice for 3
days, the audience knows it -- quotes like these are almost religion in the music world.
In fact, our man Dr. Glover recently read his book all over again, and was shocked to realize he'd
forgotten almost half of it. It must have been quite an eye opener for him.
The same old basic mistakes are also the most deeply rooted. They have spent the maximum amount
of time (maybe the vast majority of your life) digging into your subconscious, shaping your very
neural networks and you aren't going to uproot them overnight.
SOBMs may look simple, but the difficulty in recognizing them and weeding them out and getting
the new mindset into the very basic stuff is harder than it looks -- you will find yourself coming up
with more fitting acronyms for SOB mistakes when you realize just how powerful they really are and
just how much they end up creating your personal sob story. They are the first to come in, and the
last to go out. And they'll come back in at the first opportunity when you drop your guard and
get lazy. They're very well known at this point, and still for many of us, even years later, they're not
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yet fixed.
The SOB mistakes account for almost 80% of all your problems or maybe even 100% of your
problems. One thing is for sure -- they describe 100% of the post apocalyptic wasteland that is
AskTRP.
All other issues either fit underneath one of these SOB mistakes or are just matters of mastering
nuances.
The most insiduous of them, and the one you might struggle most with, is probably the covert
contract, which goes hand in hand with outcome dependence. The root cause for not eliminating these
is that you have one fixed outcome on your mind. That one outcome however is irrevocably in her
hands. You have a contract with something that you can never truly own. Therefore you continue to
operate in her frame and surrender your personal power to her.
Of all the SOB mistakes, living in her frame has got to take the cake for being the most stubborn
pattern you'll ever have to overwrite in your life. And the covert contract is pretty much the easiest
way to do it.
There's a reason why I keep coming back to NMMNG, because it just nailed this SOBM. Too many
people go up the improvement road and fail to realize they're still stuck in a big covert contract.
If you want these covert contracts to go away, you should be willing to let go of onetis for stuff that
you really have no control over. You have to stop seeing your entire journey to manhood as Clause
1,2 and god knows what number of a rather gigantic covert contract.
As I wrote in my last post, covert contracts are also the result of covert goals, aka your actual
motivation for doing anything. Dig that out of the ground as soon as you spot it.
Just remember, your growth is supposed to fix your problems for real, and in the process you've got
to be willing to face the authentic truth, whatever that is. This won't necessarily fix problems the way
you imagine them fixed, especially when your idealized solution is deeply flawed to begin with.
Whatever that was created from a dysfunctional point of origin isn't going to survive once you fix
yourself. So you have to remain outcome independent and keep yourself open to things happening
beyond your ideas. Only then will you truly do this for you, and your growth story will actually be in
your frame.
Not surprisingly, the more committed you are in a relationship, the more you have at stake and
therefore the more prone you will be to chronically suffer from making the same old basic mistakes.
You can only work on actions, not reactions. You can only work on goals, not consequences. You
can only make yourself into the man you are meant to be, but you cannot determine how exactly the
world will react to it.
And yes, we all start out with sex as the prize (even if it isn't that one woman, it's still sex). Changing
this mentality to "I am the prize" with authenticity is the thing is the thing that's hardest to truly get
and internalize. Sex isn't the ultimate prize, it's just one thing most missing in your life right now (and
which your body craves).
The only issue with "Sex as the prize" mentality is that women (and anyone not yourself) can spot it a
mile away and it will force you to live in the frame of whoever controls your access to sex. She
knows she can just give you duty / dread sex and pretend to like it or react with hysterical bonding
and that's all it takes to stop you from a becoming truly authentic man. And if it works, it quickly
becomes a pattern. This won't really put your personal power and masculinity back into your frame.
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Too many people play the game only to realize much later that Sex as the Prize meant that they were
still playing in her frame and her reaction had become a barometer of their own masculinity. And
TBH, dread isn't any match for pure, unegotiated, natural attraction.
"Sex as the prize" is actually a beginner's mentality. It is born out of scarcity. It keeps you stuck
in loss of frame and covert contracts. Somewhere it must change to "I am the prize" with sex as
one of your biological drives. Sex is something you want as a man, it's not the ultimate reward for
being the man you were meant to be (that is a much bigger reward in itself, sex being only one aspect
to it). We figure this out some years down the road once we realized women were far more clever
than they let on, and it wasn't the same as the pure, natural desire that existed in the beginning.
Passing shit tests is standard stuff, lines can be rehearsed, a gym routine can be worked out in a
month, a sense of humor takes a few months, getting good at sex is an art, changing your style can
take a lot of trial and error and etc..etc.. -- but all those things are skills. They can be nailed down to a
T with enough practice.
But doing this authentically as a way of life? Not just faking it and making it, but BEING it, that
takes more. I am sure some people take the 1 month for every year of BP rule way too seriously and
feel entitled to the results on the 31st of December or whatever date they set because the author of the
book said so and and aren't very happy on New Year's day when faced with the reality. Guys, facing
the truth is what being an authentic man is about. Making it isn't the point, it's still temporary and
conditional. Being it is what matters.
Instead, as painful as it might sound, get into accepting whatever be the authentic outcome that arises
out of living as the man in your life. When you have broken the oneitis for an outcome, you are now
open to allow many other possibilities beyond your imagination to enter instead.
This gives you a new found inner strength to deal with shit (that's probably something you'll be
grateful for in the long run). That paradoxically makes you more attractive in the bigger picture.
If I had to sum up a man's RP journey, it's that when women are no longer the salvation you
dreamed of, you go back (or start now, if you never did) to being the man you were supposed to
be and take full responsibility of your life back in your hands step by step. It's the only thing
you could ever do or ever did. The rest was a consequence.
Outcomes can't be controlled. Only choices can. Reactions can't be controlled or guaranteed. Actions
can. Consequences can't be controlled, but goals can. A man's who honestly accepts any authentic
outcome at the end of the finish line is more attractive than the one who isn't because he can deal with
anything. Unless you're ready for anything, you're not really ready.
Most of the BS articles you'll read about "Red Pill" on the internet just take the examples of
people doing exactly these SOB mistakes and try to present them as if that's what RP tells guys to
do. It's deliberate.
Think of everything that's inherently attractive or beautiful or profound in your life. The most
authentically attractive things aren't doing it for your approval. They've gone beyond fake it or make
it, or never had to deal with that -- that's just the way there are. They don't fade away the instant
you're looking somewhere else. That's the energy they put out, and we just fall in love with what they
are. That is the art of BEING it.
Red Pilled Living is a paradox of sorts - the more you seek, the less you find, because the more you
keep telling yourself how needy you are. The more you find, the less you seek. Ultimately it's what's
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within you that's just reflecting back to you.
There is no prize bigger than being the man you are meant to be. Sex is one part of that.
PS : For further info, just go read this post in mrp titled "The dread contract and scoreboard. How to
frame improvement for you" - the post, and the thread below, is one of the better ones yet. It is a
detailed look at the most stubborn SOBM in marriages and LTRs and the inspiration for this post.
There is nothing more fundamental than the basics. True in art, true in life.
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Planning your finances is mostly common sense and time tested
advice. Money matters.
350 upvotes | February 18, 2021 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link

TL:DR - Finances and Investing are not magic. It's following common sense and well known
time and tested advice. Read up, get the basics right, manage money well, see how humanity's
evolving and where it's going to end up down the road, that's where the money goes. At least
get to a point where your income from multiple other sources equals or exceeds your paycheck.
That's financial independence.
I made it a point that the day I earned my first paycheck, I'd start investing. And before that, when i
was still a kid my financially sensible parents (who've made it up from being dirt broke when they
were in college and who now are very well off) had enough extra to invest for me. Starting as early as
possible was a huge advantage as it's already making huge gains when I still have a long shelf life
ahead. I had enough cushion to survive a marriage and the divorce (about which I've ranted aplenty, if
you search my history) and still meet my investment targets (though I was set back by several years).
Since then, after switching careers, I've doubled down on the investing. I didn't even stop when the
pandemic hit, because I had enough in the bank and I knew the economy will bounce back as soon as
the lockdowns slow and the vaccines come out.
Most financial advice is basic common sense and its all out on the internet now in case. There are
basically 4 things you do with money. You earn it, you spend it, you save it and you invest it.
You might have even known the order in which to do that. And yet you'll be shocked at how many
people are so short sighted for instant gratification that they totally fail basic personal finance 101. So
allow me to reiterate the basics. This is 80% of good financial advice. The remaining tricks and hacks
which you'll find out there that no one ever knew or thought about might sound fantastic, but it's still
the remaining 20%.
Get a good newspaper that is all about finances, business and investing, not just the market, but also
personal financial advice. It's the only newspaper worth buying in the country. As for the ones that
focus on shit like what what celebrity A's latest lipstick or cleavage looks like as she fought
depression reading a post on Twitter about Coronavirus when the power went out. Seriously, burn all
that tabloid trash and keep yourself warm in this harsh winter.
Pay all your bills asap and clear debt - unlike a lot of people, I feel if you need to use credit for the
basic necessities of life, you're poor, not rich or middle class. Learn to count every dollar and cent. It
all adds up. To me loans for housing, cars (for tax benefits ultimately) or education in STEM, Law,
MBA or Finance are ok. Anything else, and you're financially in the deep end and not really well off.
Credit cards have sky high interest rates, and come with a whole host of fees and charges in fine
print, so choose wisely and never pay EMI or minimum payments on them as far as possible. Settle
the bills fully and use the reward points down the road. Compound interest is not just the 8th wonder
of the world for investing gains, if you don't understand it, it can also destroy you.
Save up and Prepay your EMIs in bulk, even if there's a prepayment penalty. Just find an EMI
calculator somewhere on the internet, put in the numbers see how much money you'll save by cutting
the interest down by bulk prepayment. You will be shocked at how much of a difference it makes. On
long term loans you'd have been essentially paying double for everything had you not preclosed
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them. My parents saved a lifetime's fortune paying off all their loans in half the time and never
getting into more debt than they could risk.
Paying off existing loans, especially that pesky education loan also improves your credit score and
your net income. EMIs are by far the biggest hit on you eligible limits. Way too many people are
hamstrung by their existing education loan EMIs (like my best friend) to invest in worthier prospects.
When I found out, I just asked him why he didn't prepay it off by this point. He took the advice better
late than never.
And for God's sake, don't miss installments even on your credit card. Learn what credit scores are.
All it takes is a default or two on an extremely insubstantial payment, and bang, it's on your credit
report and your score takes a nose dive, which in turn either gets you turned down or higher interest
rates or the like. And it will be quite a while before your score improves.
Reduce costs by cutting down or cutting out the booze and eating out (seriously never buy food at an
airport, or take coffee at Starbucks, or even most packaged food when you could get it from a
farmer's market whole). Cooking at home is vastly cheaper than eating out, by an order of magnitude.
So learn to cook for your own sake, cause diet is 80% of fitness and because the average overweight
Western woman is not only incapable of it these days, expecting it from her makes you part of the
"evil patriarchy".
And you can save a ton of money just avoiding paying for her spa and haircut and an upscale
restaurant on the first date. Seriously, girls are a pocket drain, even if they can pay for it themselves
these days. All feminism and rising incomes has done is only make them raise their expectations of
the guy to earn and pay more than he ever did, or could afford. You could spend less money and get
some good protein shakes and protein rich food, which will help you in the gym. And maybe a better
wardrobe, it'll help with your style.
HVAC is usually the biggest source of domestic bills, all the appliances in your house put together
don't consume half the power of that of your AC or heating. Get acclimatized to some heat (yes, lift
and play sports) in summer and stay physically active (yes, lift and play sports!!) in winter and spend
on good winter clothing and blankets to stay warmer instead of reaching for the air con or the
thermostat. Fix bad insulation and leaky gaps around the house. Where I live, HVAC is 75% of my
entire electricity consumption. I am not making this one up. Comfort is as much the enemy of the
pocket as it is that of health. And you'll make a much greater positive impact on planet earth than any
Greta Thunberg -esque activist or "Nobel P(l)ease Prize" winner could ever do.
Maximize income by maybe shifting to a better paying job at the very least. I took a big leap into the
unknown, but I've shifted career tracks totally to a much better paying job where the perks pay for
almost everything I spend, leaving my paycheck free for investing.
Investing surplus income in whatever avenues are in your country, moving up to Mutual funds and
then stocks (it's not all that difficult if you read a good business newspaper that tells you which way
each part of the economy is moving, that'll tell you where they're gonna pump in or suck out the
money). A good portfolio needs to have a mix of secure investments vs more aggressive ones. Your
call on how exactly you manage this, but you'd first go ahead with time tested advice before trying
for more innovative ideas.
Also equities (stocks and MFs) are only going to give you reliable gains in the long term, say
anywhere from 3 to 10 years and more beyond that. In the short term, they fluctuate a lot. Basically
they're just money trading. Buyers put in money, and sellers get money. So the only way for everyone
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to gain is for more and more people to keep investing more money in equities. And that takes time.
So if you're ready to invest in them, you better have a decent amount of money parked up in secure
low risk (but also lower return) investments first (that is if your country's interest rates are worth it.
Mine still are) or fixed assets (aka real estate w/ rental income). Then when you go into equities,
always invest only the money which you know you won't need to touch for quite some time, a 5-15
year horizon or even longer if you can. Gold is just a buffer for the bad days.
Learn how to plot a cash flow plan in Excel and what NPV and IRR are at the least. Do it for every
investment you make of any kind - insurance, fixed or guaranteed return schemes, MF, stocks, real
estate, rents. Not only will it tell you how the money flows in and out and when, but it will also tell
you when your investment will pay off and how much inflation it can beat.
The golden rule is to aim for a point where your income from other sources equals or exceeds
your paycheck. That will take care of you if the inevitable recession hits and top management
decides it's easier to let you go than cut down their bonuses for making bad decisions at the top.
Don't time the market to sell and make gains. Buy when you can, and sell when you've met or
exceeded your target profit margins. Then redistribute your investment portfolio. As you get smarter,
you can get more aggressive. Just note, in the long run, it will go up. Cause all the money created by
bank credit eventually somehow finds its way into the stock market ultimately. For this reason,
everyone who invested in Tesla years back now made a small fortune, because those guys fought
their way out into profit despite staring at almost certain doom. Find companies like that, figure out
what they do, how they get over their challenges and see where they'll be down the road. It's worth
investing in them.
Buying when the market is down and the economy appears to be returning to normal is the best time
to buy. All the investments I made just after the lockdown battered the markets are now cash cows. If
you've missed the initial rocket propelled bull run of a stock, still buy it, because there's still a lot of
growth left before it tapers out. The next best time to buy is when everyone knows a boom is coming
due to rapidly growing demand. Get on the wagon early as soon as you see its beginning.
Buy a good second hand car, a popular model that's been used well by its last owner and not so old
you can't get insurance on it for much longer. A new car is an investment bomb. Seriously, I sent
mine for a complete overhaul and many upgrades from one end to the other after buying it, and in the
end I still totally only shelled out 1/3rd of what I would have had I bought that model brand new, and
it drives and looks great. If you work out the costs and depreciation, you'll see the shocking truth.
Don't buy a new one just for the infotainment, because touchscreens in cars are dangerous
distractions while driving. None of them are as good as your phone and they all get outdated fast. Or
if you can, go get a Tesla or a Toyota Prius and you can save massively on the gas bill. And do not
crash your car, rule 0 of car ownership. Buy a new car only when the savings in taxes outweigh the
cost of depreciation.
Don't get into a mortgage trap when the housing bubble is inflating to dangerous levels. You'll sell 30
years of your life to a bank for a house you can't afford. And it'll probably blow again. See, the
economy runs in cycles. In general prices are determined by demand and supply, and wherever
people pump in a lot of money, where there's a lot of investment going on, that's where prices rise.
That's true even for sex and relationships.
My dad was shrewd enough to see a real estate boom coming before it did. He realized that mass
emigration into cities due to the rise and rise of software industry will stir up housing demand
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massively and send prices soaring in cities. He put his foot down and took out a couple of mortages
(at this point he already had rental income, and it was well within his limits). To say the least, all
those who didn't listen to him and bought a house 6 years later had to shell out over double or even
triple when they wanted to buy that house. His rental income also went up massively as rents
increased with demand as well. The prices have never declined where I live since then.
Demographics and jobs are the biggest predictor of real estate growth. And if you want to know when
the bubble will burst, just beware of banks indulging in shady sub prime lending practices and a wave
of people beginning to default on debts. If you have banker friends, they'll tell you the beginning of
the burst before it happens. You can always buy after the prices have dropped.
But for the same reason, don't waste your money buying a house in New York. Totally not worth it.
You could build 5 huge homes out in a smaller town for the price of one apartment. Location matters.
Don't get sick. Seriously. Most good health is prevention, not cure. And get enough medical
insurance, which is easier if you're already in great shape, young and are among the sensible few who
haven't ruined your health yet. Medicine in the US is a scandal, a financial nuclear bomb, a rip
off, a destroyer of wealth, a killer of dreams, a financial suicide trap that makes dying feel
better. It would be far cheaper to fly to a country where medical facilities and healthcare are very
good and costs are low and fly back. Even Canada is way better off. Just check out the costs of basic
stuff in the US vs other countries. It's a conspiracy.
Seriously, don't lend your money to your self-entitled friends or relatives because they're terrible at
their own finances and have no sense of responsibility or even gratitude. Not only will your money
never come back, you'll also find, like my dad did the hard way, that money can break the best
of relationships. If you wanna bail them out, once and once only. Stand up for yourself and get the
courage to say "No" to an obvious rip off. You're not a bank. Why would you lend to anyone where a
bank refuses to issue them even a standard credit card?
Don't get married to the typical "empowered, stronger, crazier, needier, more expensive than ever"
Western woman. And if you do think marriage a good idea, because you want kids (the only motive
worth it), or because your country or society is still so conservative it'll kill you for having a
girlfriend, no expensive weddings. Please. That's a hard boundary. You are not going to please her at
the expense of all common sense. And definitely not the hypocrites that are collectively called
"Society". No point in shelling out five figure budgets to treat booze to people whom you've never
seen before and who probably don't like you anyway. You'll be surprised at how low budget it can be
once you've stopped giving two fucks for all the social fakery and just get to the essentials that are
really needed for you.
They say divorce is the future tense of marriage. It's a statistically significant truth now. And just to
remind you, divorces are costly, very very costly. Lawyers want you to divorce for their own gain
and she has everything to gain alright. Better save on the marriage so you don't shell out on both the
marriage AND divorce. If you are getting married, there's no excuse for not reading and following
mrp. Always have a friend in your circles who's a lawyer.
And if you've got kids, start investing for them from the day they're born, if you can. I can't tell you
just how long it is before they start earning for themselves. The investment gains in that period will
always be more than anything invested later down the road, because of the power of compounding.
I should tell you, just the basics alone make a world of difference. See, I just made a 125% killing on
my last MF investment, I had a great fund manager who managed to absorb the shock of the
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pandemic and then minted money when the market boomed back. Those guys sweat it out and you
just outsource the dirty work of investing in stocks to them. These days you can examine and fund
and invest in it from your phone, and its convenient as you just need to monitor your long term
progress.
Over time, it will pay off. Just the interest I get out of my portfolio is enough to make 2 more
investments down the road. And I must say, I've already worked up to my investments and other
sources of income fetching me over 2/3rd of my income now. A couple of years more, and my other
sources will totally match my paycheck, with all the perks.
Study taxes. Know how they'll try to tax every last dollar out of the money that's yours and what you
can do to save as much as possible. At some stage you will have to keep investing your gains
elsewhere or invest in long haul ventures where your money is locked up to save on the taxes, but
wait till you're financially sound and well placed before going more aggressive to save on taxes. At
least be wary of short term capital gain taxes, that is totally avoidable!
Speaking of taxes, find out every possible avenue to get a tax rebate of any kind. Study your tax
policies and watch out for budgets. Your trusty economics newspaper will anyway do most of the
dirty work for you in telling you where and how you can gain. In countries with tax brackets, if you
somehow fall into a lower tax bracket, you can save massively by staying in a lower tax bracket as
long as possible. Money saved is money earned.
Study the long term performance of a fund, where it invests the money and just where that sector of
the economy looks to be heading a few years down the road, and whether the listed companies in that
particular sector have sound business practices, financials and are sustainably profitable or at least on
the right track to being profitable. Most of the time, this is enough. Past performance is not always
indicative of the future, but most of the time, stocks and funds that do well over a long period of time
even weathering technical and economic changes do so because of good decision making, so it's
almost always a safe bet.
Play close attention to government policy, political and technological changes. In a high interest rate
market, its safer to go for fixed interest rate investments and save more. When interest rates are
down, its better to go for more aggressive, variable rate returns or plan that mortgage. Beware of
interest rate fluctuations, don't plan so far on the edge of your finances that you have no buffer for the
inevitable changes in the larger economic picture.
Government policies also decide which industries and economic sectors get the boost they need to
take off and for more people to invest in them. They also might tell you which industries will become
outdated in the long run. So get out of those while you still can and don't cry that you didn't see the
writing on the wall - it's far more likely every source you know would have been trying to warn you
repeatedly well in advance. For e.g. I don't think anyone could have seen the smartphone coming and
most people I know failed to realize the value of investing in Apple and Samsung stock in 2006. But
in just a couple of years, everyone with half a brain and a phone in hand could see what was coming,
and still most of them failed to invest in new tech stocks.
Where I am now is the result of over 15 years of investing so far, reading a little bit more and trying
things out every other day, and its only now that all of it is paying off. Most people want to get rich
quick without even getting the basics right, and just like fitness, they're not in it for the long haul and
so they end up spending all their money when the plant has not yet grown into a huge tree. A wise
man learns not just from his own mistakes, but the mistakes of others.
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And I should tell you, heard of Warren Buffet? Investing guru? Once the 2nd richest guy? His growth
rate over the years was only a compounded 19.5%. Where I live, just investing in a passive index
fund for 20 years would give me 15% every year. And he wasn't perfect, he missed many
opportunities being too conservative and not seeing how things might evolve.
No one is a perfect investor and not all plans succeed. At least try to the 80:20 rule for investment hits
and misses. Investments aren't marriages. As you would not stay in a FUBAR marriage, you don't
stay in investments that don't show any signs of anything other than a loss. Get out as soon as you see
the first signs of the ship sinking. You totally must have that abundance mentality down to a T.
If you feel all this is already out there, you'd be right. But the point is -- you need to follow it for your
own sake. Investing is 80% common sense and compound interest. The rest is all about not being
dumb and willing to take a few risks and a few tricks and hacks that are known only to a few, but
which you'll find in plenty on the internet. Warren Buffet's big secret is not really a secret, he's just
invested long term in the right places and given a huge amount of time for his investments to grow
and grow and grow and grow some more and compound interest did the rest.
My parents were no Buffet, it was just personal finances for them, but what they did in just 25 years,
going from where they were to where they are now, is no joke either. It all came down to basic
common sense and I know for a fact they could have done even better, a LOT better, if they'd just
bought that one newspaper focusing on all matters money from personal finance to taxes to the
money markets a lot earlier. They missed a lot of opportunities to invest in stocks and funds that
returned tremendously since 2008, when the market bounced back from the crisis, because they didn't
read finance every day. If they did, they'd not have missed the smartphone and electric car revolution.
I'm making up for that now and have no regrets, there's always a new opportunity every day.
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Why double standards exist -- It's the emotional mind at work
241 upvotes | March 28, 2021 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link

"Equality" is only ever about double standards - as you are all
well aware by now

There is good news for men in the coming years. RP channels for men are taking off massively these
days. There are plenty of them coming up on Youtube (just search for "Men marriage" and you'll be
surprised). And it's clear in the comments section that almost every man is very well aware of what is
going on. Out of all the responses, the phrase "double standards" is trending everywhere in comments
sections on any YT video attempting to enlighten men to RP truths. The bold, independent, woman
has no problems with continuously increasing her standards for men on every parameter imaginable.
She feels feeling entitled to everything while claiming to owe nothing to anyone (except nastiness of
course...). Gender equalists have no problems making sure the man loses most of his money and his
kids in family court. Of course, we all know who initiates the majority of divorces, and for what
reason. After she makes her "choice", he is blamed for making her a "victim".
Not to mention who pays on the dates, choreplay, and "our money" vs "her money", the "I want an
open marriage, but damn if you even dare", women wanting the hottest looking muscular guy while
causing global outrage over "fat shaming", and expecting to be unconditionally loved while clearly
loving extremely conditionally. Divorcing the guy because he doesn't satisfy her sexually, but
claiming cruelty when he wants her to please him. He does everything hoping to make her happy,
often sacrificing the attractive man he once was, but she's never satisfied, nor returns the effort, but
always makes it look like she's the one giving far more. Expecting everyone to understand her
feelings, but unable to even grasp that others too have feelings.
If you mess up it's your fault, if I mess up, it IS your fault only. And last but not the least, claiming to
be making "choices", but being unable to comprehend that choices come with "responsibilities" and
"consequences".
The whole gender equality thing is THE ultimate irony.
A lot of men get disturbed and angry at what are clearly double standards, coming especially from the
people who are very fond of advocating "equality" and getting likes on social media. So let's clear the
air on this once and for all.

Human beings are emotional far more than rational

Especially in relationship matters. Your brain works well most of the time, except when it's drunk or
in love. When emotions take over, rationality shuts down. The truth is, true EQUALITY is a 100%
logical construct. The reality is that it is the EMOTIONAL MIND that is at work in relationships,
with intelligence just playing a secondary hand to help the emotional mind get what it wants. Lesson
#1.
In yoga, the emotional mind is termed as "manas", while the intellect is termed as "buddhi", and it
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shows we humans have been aware of the difference between the two for a long time.

The emotional mind doesn't really know "virtues" or
"principles" the way the logical mind does. It is amoral.

We get upset over the double standards thing for two reasons - a) because we are at the receiving end
of the bad side of it and b) Because our awareness mind has a hard time accepting that the emotional
mind is amoral.
The emotional mind is lower level firmware that evolved from the animal kingdom, where only
Darwinism rules -- it runs on a very simple script -- maximize what it FEELS will most benefit it at
any particular moment. The emotional mind is built to help you fulfill anything that you desire by any
means necessary.
The emotional mind's main concern is to foster your survival at any cost, no matter what. It therefore
uses a virtue as a card when it helps it play the game better, and it abandons it when it feels its a
liability. What the emotional mind truly seeks is power, to make up for what the ego believes it has
lost and is needy for.
It's not that the emotional mind really has double standards, rather the problem is that the
emotional mind is completely amoral.

The emotional mind is entirely self centered, occasionally
somewhat extended. It only knows win-lose.

One of the wisest, oldest statements on love was made thousands of years ago by a wise sage. He
says "It is only for the sake of the self, that everything is dear"
In other words, sollipsism and emotions are two sides of the same coin. The emotional mind at the
most is extended towards loving one's family or children or close friends or possessions. But all this
is essentially just "extended selfishness". These are all the things and ones we love because they are
extensions of ourselves.
Ultimately the emotional mind is totally centered on whatever it believes to be the self or the most
important part of the self. It's why mother and mother in law can be found in the same person.
The emotional mind will always act partial to the self and cannot, without some conscious moral
compass, extend this to whatever it considers to be other than the self. If that image of "self" becomes
too narrow that absolutely no one else is included in it, that person becomes a narcissist.

The emotional mind has a very limited range of awareness.
Especially of consequences.

And some people have a much smaller range of awareness than others.
The emotional mind has a poor sense of time, as it is mainly programmed to work only for the
moment. It is incapable of seeing life in the larger frame of things.
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The whole point of your emotional mind is to try benefit you according to its simplistic firmware at
any cost, even if that is not actually beneficial in the larger scheme of things.
It doesn't realize that actions come with consequences, and usually lives in denial even when the
rational side of the mind (the awareness mind) tries to warn it. It doesn't realize that others too
experience love, happiness and pain like itself. That by itself would explain almost all of humanity's
mistakes throughout history in a nutshell.
This is why most people, in a fit of rage or fear or some other extreme emotion, usually do something
that ends in regret (or death). It's why emotional mastery is essential in serious situations.
This is also why some people seem shocked when faced with real consequences of their words and
actions.
At a physiological level, the emotional brain is reptilian. It is located above the primal structure that
handles your basic functions like breathing and heartbeat and digestion, but the awareness and
sophistication of the human mind really comes from the frontal cortex, which evolved to where it is
much later in evolutionary history. All the rules and virtues and the whole concept of "equality" is a
construct of your frontal cortex, not your reptilian emotional brain.

All emotional brains have Dark Triad traits - it's only a
question of degree.

As a corollary to the above points, your emotional mind is a narcissist by default. It is also
Machiavelian. And when your level of consciousness is too low, too narrow and egoistic, it
transforms to psychopathy. The emotional mind of the modern woman is really just saying whatever
it needs to convince your logical mind, but otherwise it never cared about principles in itself. If
equality is what appeals to the logical mind, that is exactly what you'll be brainwashed to believe.
The emotional mind is sees everything beyond its limited range of "self" as tools to be used to meet
its desires. It is only when it expands a little (if it does) that it is capable of actually loving anybody.
What we call as "relationships" these days are just blatant shopping for sex and resources at
any cost. Life itself is going to make sure they don't last.

Your emotional brain's survival toolkit is too simple and
primitive for facing yourself and the consequences of your
actions

Your emotional mind runs on a flight or fight response suited for the animal kingdom. Furthermore, it
is not something really capable of self honesty or introspection. Therefore when you are in trouble,
you will find yourself reverting to your emotional brain and it's limited range of tactics -- blame
someone else, avoid responsibility, throw tantrums and fits, resort to violence, try to commit suicide
to avoid facing its karma.
The emotional mind is therefore, seldom truly sorry. It only wants to get itself out of trouble. It's the
awareness side of your frontal cortex that can truly understand the impact of what you've done.
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Lacking true discrimination, the emotional mind seeks pleasure
and avoids pain

While not knowing that both are really two sides of the same coin. It's why addicts and pleasure
seekers of all kinds destroy themselves. And relationships as they are increasingly becoming now, are
just addictions to sex and resources. The quest for pleasure is the direct consequence of an inner
dialogue that is convinced it is miserable, and it is this inner pain that rules the pattern of their lives.

The emotional mind uses logic only as far as it needs to support
itself, not for truth

It's called hamstering.

The subconscious emotional mind runs only on patterns. Hence
your past matters. And emotional patterns run deep.

This is why we all say one thing, but do the exact opposite.
Etching new patterns into the mind is the job of the conscious mind. The subconscious, reactive,
emotional mind runs only the same repetitive patterns it has become used to for a lifetime. Therefore,
women who always have a history of pump and dump relationships aren't going to magically wise up
after their party years, attain enlightenment like a buddha and marry a "good man" and love him
forever. Sooner or later, after the emotional mind has met it's survival needs, it's going to go back to
its old ways.
It's why no matter how much RP you read, many of you men will again and again fall back into your
old dysfunctional BP patterns. This may even resurface even after years after doing everything right,
usually by some kind of traumatic event. Not unless you are willing to carve your old self out of
existence consciously, is there any chance at all to get out of the hole you've dug yourselves into.
So don't believe anyone who says they've overcome their past, not unless their entire life reflects it.
Your new lean muscular body in the mirror is far more truthful to you than you'll ever be.
Overcoming your past is earned only by an entire lifetime of trust and commitment. So save the
praise for the very end.

Many issues with the emotional mind start almost naturally in
childhood

Children can be innocent and wonderful, in many ways more beautiful and joyful human beings than
adults. But they can also be needy and can be mean and ignorant of the impact of their words and
actions on others. Many deep emotional issues start in childhood based on how a child's undeveloped
mind, mostly emotion driven, tries to interpret what happens to it.
No one has a perfect childhood, no two children will respond similarly, but without them knowing it,
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these impressions make quite an impact on their subconscious minds. Every child also has intrinsic
differences which can cause them to respond very differently.
The problem however goes to another level if the lack of awareness isn't fixed by adulthood. Many
many cases of healing old wounds involve failure of a person's mind to accept and resolve issues
faced as a child.
Lack of healthy masculine energy in a child's formative years leads to men become either overly nice
guys (raised by women) or often violent criminals (no concept of boundaries) and it almost always
leads to daughters becoming unstable and turning into modern unfeminine feminists, even turning
bisexual or lesbian in that crowd even though they weren't born that way. It is the feminine within
them seeking the masculinity it needed, but never got.

The gender equality thing was never really out of logic or
awareness ultimately. Neither is being "liberal".

It might have been well intentioned in the beginning. But today the whole equality thing is humanity's
greatest irony because in the end it was only ever an emotional game for power.
The same thing for "liberal". The word actually refers to people who are capable of accepting ans
handling differences. If you've ever disagreed with a liberal though, you'd know the truth. Liberalism
was just the emotional mind wanting to finally become free. Now you know why liberals are
ironically the most outraged generation ever.
Ultimately whether liberal or conservative, the emotional mind doesn't behave any differently
in terms of its flight or fight response. And ultimately that's what it is really about.

Being a victim allows your dysfunctional ego to survive

The ego is never more dangerous than when it is right. Religion, politics and gender are 3 strongholds
of the ego. And one of the best ways to be right is to be the victim - because it justifies you being
stuck forever. Your subconscious mind wants to survive just like you, because it IS your old self, and
being victim allows it the perfect opportunity to avoid facing itself and discover true empowerment.
Therefore, the strong, empowered, independent woman will instantly pull out the victim card if that is
what she feels will benefit her prospects in that moment.

A narcisstic emotional mind can never digest a taste of its own
medicine

If anything ever has to convince you that the emotional mind cannot even grasp principles or is even
aware of what's beyond itself, it's this. Just watch what happens to people when it does, when the
cheater gets cheated, when the ones who boasted that they don't owe anything aren't owed anything in
return either. The one who spent a whole lifetime rejecting starts to get rejected. The women who had
nothing to offer but felt entitled to no less than the Prince of Gods are shocked and outraged to find
men have standards too and they in fact need some abundance at all to be attractive. All of a sudden,
they just turn into wrecks and suffer nuclear meltdowns, the utter insecurity inside their minds now
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starkly exposed.
This is not a bad thing. It's life, the great big daddy teaching you what no father ever did. If you're
humble enough it's a good chance to reflect and understand this is exactly what you've been doing all
this time, but sadly, this is usually not enough for many narcissistic characters to learn.
Of late the level of female narcissism in relationships seems to be crossing what was preciously
considered insanity. We now have vaccines for the Corona virus, but we really need a solution for the
"Karenavirus", which only seems to be spreading ever more rapidly.

Your emotional mind is not all evil, but right now it's driving
you as its slave

Emotions can be used for good or evil. Emotions are what fuel desires and thoughts into action and
make you more than just a robotic machine. You can't experience love or happiness or fulfillment
without it. Without them, you are a head without a body. You will have no motivation to do anything.
If you don't harness it you can't even transform you.
The problem is not that you use your emotions, actually they are using you almost all the time. As I
wrote before, I consider it laughable when the media talks about "choice", when feminists say
"choice". How can you choose if only your impulses and compulsions are doing the choosing? They
are free of the patriarchy, but not themselves!
But if you can stay on top of your mind, your emotions can give you immense strength and power.
All great achievements in history didn't happen because everyone knew what to do, they happened
due to focusing their emotional energy. You also become extremely lively and full of vitality only if
your emotions are by nature strong and healthy.
But...

Emotional Freedom without awareness is an invitation to
disaster

The emotional mind is like a headless body. It lacks the discrimination, but has all the energy.
In our society, we've given women more freedom than they ever had at any point at any time in
human history, which is mostly due to the advancement of technology and the economy. But
unfortunately that hasn't come with anywhere near the awareness needed to handle such freedom
properly, and in essence is giving guns to a child.

Power of a man, privilege of a woman, emotional IQ of a child,
accountability of a baby, awareness of a rock.

That's what your emotional mind really wants. And that's increasingly becoming the case in modern
relationships. I have been around actual tribes of monkeys in the jungle that are far more evolved.
I'm telling you guys, don't cry if your relationship failed for this reason. Life itself saved you from a
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bullet. If anything, it's a reminder that while you need women for sex, women aren't your salvation
from your self created, needy, miserable existence. Rather, they are a reminder that the solution to
your problems lies within yourself, and the world is a reflection responding to your deepest inner
frame.
I'm borrowing this comment from one of those YT channels by men, for men. Once upon a time, they
said "Behind every successful man, there is a woman". Today that is still true, in a different context --
"Behind every successful man, there is a failed relationship!!"

Karma's a bitch they say. But actually, karma is Father Time,
the toughest teacher to the mind.

I've seen it and it's real, we just don't know another person that well that we can see when, where or
how it comes for them, but if you do, you'll soon see for yourself that there is no escape from time in
the long run. Time has always been compared to a father because it is in fact the most
uncompromising father ever.
So many of these women living with more privilege than ever before are also unhappier and more
unfulfilled than they've ever been, wondering why despite all that they believed, they're still
miserable.
Far too many of them have faced mental illnesses and depression and many of them are addicted to
antidepressants and drugs than they would admit. They wonder where all the good men have gone
and why feminism failed to give them the utopia it promised. They hate the world and men because
they felt they were owed the world but no one gave it to them. They wonder why "Happily Ever
After" didn't come and have a hard time facing the truth, harder than many men do. They do not
realize it is their own needy egoic nature of forever seeking elsewhere and never able to find
abundance within that is really the true cause of their persistent misery.
The BP men sold on porn, drugs, alcohol and games are one day going to either kill themselves or
take others along if they hate their existence and everyone's existence that much.
Ultimately, inner pain (and all pain) is a sign that something is wrong, and till that something is never
admitted to and faced with honesty, there's no way out of it. Time is most masculine thing in this
universe, the father of all fathers, never giving you a free hand to escape the consequences of what
you've done to yourself and others. The best teacher to the mind is indeed time itself.
Time itself does everything it can to expose the reality of modern relationships by any means
necessarily, if you can call them that.
As father time forces more and more men to swallow the red pill hopefully become aware of the
harsh truths of life, down the road, women too will have to fit into the frame and get back into
balance, whether they admit it or not. Men have already begun the process of facing themselves,
women will resist it for much longer, till father time forces them to swallow their own Red Pills and
it's not a choice anymore.
At least the good news is that the truth can no longer be hidden anymore. It's now all out in the open,
and it's not even subtle.
What you throw at the world, is what comes back to you, whether that is neediness, or
abundance.
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"She's not happy!" - The pattern of chronic intrinsic misery
that will betaize you and destroy your life if you're not paying
attention
324 upvotes | September 19, 2021 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link

TL:DR - You believe her unhappiness is situational and solvable, but it is actually intrinsic
misery, which can only be fixed by finding true abundance within.

She's never happy

It's the greatest, deadliest weapon in the female armoury.
One that has emasculated and betaized billions of men, and destroyed billions of relationships. The
dreaded "I'm not happy!"
If you haven't experienced it at least once in your life, you probably wouldn't be here. Yes, it's the
problem you're going to face sooner or later in your relationships -- she's not happy. She's gonna
blame you, guilt trip or shame you -- you feel inadequate.
Go to YouTube or read any news article - women at every age, every stage of life, in every situation
all over the world complain "I'm not happy!" And of course "It's all men's fault!"
Strong, independent, empowered, victims!
You know the usual drill - you talk it out, give up the gym, help out with the chores more, do what
she says, you try "Communication" (cough, cough), maybe give up those hobbies and passions of
yours, maybe propose marriage, get into deep debt to buy that diamond ring, or work two jobs to buy
that house, do the blue pill remedies to try and make her happy.
And none of it worked. Now she's unhapppy about the new situation. And the sex and
attraction....don't ask.
And wait. It's getting worse. Now she nitpicks at you for every single thing - no matter what you do,
no matter how much you wipe her shoes, you're never good enough. Your fate ends in one of the
following ways - you live a loveless relationship devoid of respect, or you get cheated on (and maybe
find out it started right when she started complaining she's not happy) or you get dumped or much
worse, divorced.
Of course, here and on mrp you will of course have to face yourself and see just how much you've
contributed to the situation, but there's one subtlety that is rarely spoken about, the devil in the room -
- intrinsic misery

Misery comes in two forms - situational (solvable), and intrinsic
(chronic)

Situational miseries are caused by problems that arise purely out of a particular situation. Once
identified, the problem can be fixed, the situation may be changed and with that, whatever that made
you unhappy is gone and you're back to your good old self. Situational miseries are temporary,
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fixable, and come and go.
Intrinsic misery is a whole other game. It arises because of deep seated patterns of negative thinking
and feeling, and fundamentally a continuous dissatisfaction and unease with the present moment. It is
a lack of honest acceptance and a failure to work through the moment, a constant need to escape
elsewhere, fueled by feelings of chronic fear and feelings of lack and neediness. When misery
becomes chronic, it becomes an entity of sorts, slowly altering the way you think, feel and even your
body chemistry. Think of it as something that wants to survive and grow, and create more misery in
some form of the other. It's a void, a black hole within you that eats you away until you are willing to
honestly face it for real.

The biggest lie women and society have told you is that their
misery is situational, when it is really intrinsic

This is the basis of most Blue Pilled behavior in us, because we as men are natural problem solvers.
We assume by default (and also based on what she says), that the problem is situational and can be
fixed by the usual means. What we fail to realize is that misery in women is often far more intrinsic
and chronic. And even if it didn't start that way, it goes there soon enough.
Intrinsic misery is caused by something feeling a perpetual lack within oneself. A good test is to take
a look at people who seemingly have it all, but are unhappier than ever before. Such people do not
possess abundance within themselves. They are extremely needy, get into one sided relationships
where they demand it all, but offer little, even to themselves.
Whatever we do not find within ourselves is exactly what we expect others to fill from the outside.
We love for our needs - sexual, emotional, companionship, chores, our dreams.
Love that is born out of pure neediness with no element of devotion anywhere is not really loving the
other person at all, but just using them to love oneself. We say "I love you", but in reality it's a
giant covert contract where the real T&C is "I actually love me".
The most fundamental RP truth is that for the above reason, most love is actually fundamentally
dishonest -- and that not only explains most of the behaviour we see, that's also why such "love" will
never survive the truth down the road. It didn't become dishonest when you were cheated on, or made
into an orbiter - it was dishonest from the very first moment, the whole time. Eventually the truth
just came out.
Combined with a sense of narcissism, the fine print is "I am entitled to feel complete, but since I can't
find abundance within, or offer it, YOU are going to make me feel complete. Or else my neediness
will show its real face".
In the beginning, the intrinsically miserable person may find themselves over the moon when they
fall in love as something (mostly your own hormones) happened to make you forget your constant
sense of lack and feel complete -- an escape from the boring reality you've been longing for.
However, romance is like a flower and truth is the root of love. Eventually the truth must take root,
and that will decide if love lasts or not. Reality soon ensues, and soon your old patterns of pain and
resistance to reality are going to come out.
At that point, we all have a choice to look at ourselves and identify the real problem, but most people,
especially women, do not. Soon she blames the situation, kids, hormones, your job, the way you do
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chores, everything on the outside. As the neediness and narcissism emerge, she becomes
contemptuous of your failure to make her feel complete. Eventually the misery drives her to a pattern
of destructive behavior where she sabotages the relationship and leaves a wrecked man and home one
way or another.
You can read many stories like this on other reddits, and on many YT videos dedicated for men these
days (SSM, 33 secrets, Better Bachelor, Enterpreneurs in Cars, etc. There're way too many now).
Often these women are extremely privileged, life a seemingly perfect life, and yet they destroy it all
and then sleep in the bed of misery they've made for themselves. And even therapy can't tell them
why.

Inner misery thrives on the pleasure-pain cycle

Pleasure and pain are in fact the two sides of the same coin -- the two faces of intrinsic, chronic,
misery. Pleasure is the nice looking side, pain the overtly horrible looking one. Inner misery utilizes
first one, then the other -- and it works both ways.
As an example of pleasure followed by pain, look at the story of Rich Roll (Finding Ultra) - the
alcohol first made him feel super good for a while, then it leaves him empty and sick in the morning,
and the way these addictions affect your brain is -- they target the parts responsible for feeling hunger
and pleasure and create a craving for more. He was able to quit it for good only after clearing the
deep seated pain within himself.
As an example of pain followed by pleasure, it's when people may suffer a traumatic event of some
sort in their life, and then try to hide or numb the pain - for which food, alcohol, drugs, porn, etc. may
temporarily suffice. Another example is the women who have it all, but still feel mysteriously
unsatisfied. They then start acting out that misery, increasingly getting dissatisfied, wrecking their
lives and relationships, and then suddenly feeling overwhelming guilt and fear and toxic shame.
People who come with low self esteem and self hate may overcompensate by acting overly bold and
reckless and dominating in order to feel empowered and may get a kick of ego looking down on
others, or may pursue extreme success or do anything to seek attention to feel worthy and be
validated by others. This is an example of pain followed by the pleasure. However such an ego is full
of fear and hate within, no matter how confident it looks. Such people often have little to offer
beyond flaunting what life can take away very quickly, and when they do fall, their actual inner pain
and fear is exposed as pathetic.
Others who start from the pain end might end up doing a lot of destructive stuff to themselves and to
others, get a sadistic feeling of pleasure in being convinced and justified in their actions, and then
once they snap out and realize what they've done - their inner misery then has a field day as they
drown in the guilt and misery they've created, hating themselves with toxic shame, and then seeking
yet another pleasure outlet by drinking, trying to harm oneself and then enjoying the pain that comes
after the chemical cocktail wears off and filling you with even more guilt for the next round.
Either way, it is only inner misery that's having a field day, growing within, using the P-P cycle
endlessly to keep itself alive and stopping you from living the life you were actually meant to be.
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Intrinsic Misery is always seeking elsewhere

For ever never here, always rejecting this, forever seeking fulfilment elsewhere is another defining
characteristic of deep inner misery. This doesn't arise out of any actual need that's based in reality. It's
perpetual dissatisfaction, an addiction to seeking that never allows a stable foundation that can be
trusted. You can give it the entire universe, and it will still seek that elusive something that it can't
ever put its finger on.
Plenty of rationalizations and justifications can and will be given. Often they find the next hot
romantic partner that seems to have made them complete and desired and young again, only to find
the same frustrations appearing after some amount of time has passed. Intrinsic misery seeks and
seeks and seeks, but never finds.
The grass always looks green on the other side, even if its the same grass on this side. As a result,
deeply miserable people will never be able to build relationships of any kind of depth. They will
always be seeking the next thrill, the next man or woman, the next happily ever after ending that
never comes.
For the simple reason that it was never there, but here.

Intrinsic Misery will drive you to self sabotage

This type of chronic pain also revels in deep rooted feelings of unworthiness and undeserving of the
good abundant things in life. It will then drive you to self sabotaging behaviors, negative belief
systems and bad habits, keeping you stuck in destructive patterns and feeding on the misery that
ensues as your life falls apart. Your health, career, relationships, finances, integrity and your internal
state will all be progressively wrecked by it, and then it enjoys watching you suffer. The only thing
intrinsic misery wants is more pain.
Whichever end it begins from, in the long run, intrinsic misery will, WILL destroy your life. The
truth of your life is the proof of whether you're really happy or really miserable. Your deepest inner
state at your point of origin is what reflects outwardly in your life, and your deeds the witness
to your state of being.

Outside situations can trigger misery, which then becomes
chronic. But fixing the situation won't fix inner pain

Women are half right -- it is possible that situations that exhausted or traumatized them could have
affected the way they felt about themselves and you and their relationships. The problem is, in
women, misery becomes chronic with ease. And it's certainly not helped by the fact that women
have a certain collective consciousness of a herd mind that loves company and a poor sense of
personal agency and accountability.
That is why fixing the situation fails more often than not -- the problem is now within. And it is going
to find a way to make itself miserable in any situation once it goes that deep. You fix the situation,
she'll find a new reason to get upset about.
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Intrinsic misery will reduce you to a fraction of the man you
can be and suck you in to her misery

Fear, control, misery, toxic shame -- these things are just sapping the life out of you. And it will
betaize you into making you do what it wants to keep itself numb to its own pain. Using every dirty
trick in the book, intrinsic misery stops you from living fully. In the end you will be reduced to far
less than what you were before, which in turn kills the attraction even further. You will be miserable
living in the shadow of her misery, and that is what the pain body wants, to spread the virus of
chronic pain and fear and misery.

Deadly mental illnesses are advanced forms of intrinsic misery
crystallized in the body

Even a normal person is suffering within to some extent. Just as the best way to be healthy is
prevention and not cure, so too it is for the mind. Extremely developed forms of intrinsic misery have
gone beyond the mind and actually altered the physical brain and body, the way some people are
wired --- so the anger problems, Narcissism, Psychopathy, the Bipolar Disorder, Paranoid,
Schizophrenia, Suicidal Depression, Borderline Personality Disorder, etc etc... by the time you get
this far, it is now physically living within these people.
Your best bet is never to get into a relationship with crazy. Or else get out before its too late.

Intrinsic misery runs on patterns that show up all the time

There is a saying that insanity is doing the same things the same way and expecting different results.
Everything that you call as "You" is made up of familiar patterns.
Patterns arise due to memory, and memory drives us into repetitive and rather predictable patterns of
behaviour in our relationship. Take damaged women as an example. They keep getting into abusive
relationships. Or Nice Guys. Or the Abusers. Many who were abused young end up becoming
abusers themselves. Sometimes anger problems and depression run in the genes much like diabetes
and heart problems. For better or worse, we seek partners who were similar in many ways to our
family growing up.
The emotional mind runs on patterns. The body runs on genetic patterns and muscle memory.
Your actions run on habit. 99% of all the thousands of thoughts and compulsions that cross
your mind are repetitive junk.
It is also why chronically unhappy relationships often run on the same patterns of "She's not happy".
It's why AWALT is even a thing. It's why her past matters, no matter how much she says she's over
it. It's why we say one thing, but default to doing what we always do.

In boot camp, there's a term called "Getting smoked". Women
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have their own version of it for men they don't like

I think the term "Getting Smoked" should be added to the RP glossary, seriously. It's more insidious
than shaming tactics.
Ok, for those who don't know and didn't google, it's the ways in which Drill Sergeants in the military
keep finding ever new ways to keep punishing you into compliance to break you down. Your DS will
find any and every reason to punish you, for those who've been there and seen it. Look up videos on
YT and read the comments - they're hilarious in hindsight reads. It's deliberate. They find something
wrong all the time, just to find an excuse to make the class pay. Sometimes they'll even do it if
nothing was wrong, because they were unhappy they couldn't find someone to punish you know, so
you didn't let them do their job...
Sounds familiar? Guess what? Women also use this tactic, more subconsciously, driven by how they
feel about you, and much more venomously in relationships. She's never happy and always finds
something wrong with you? Well once you've taken a hard look at yourself and eliminated the worst
of your sins, maybe you should consider the possibility that you're getting smoked.
If you ever get smoked by a woman all the time, feel free to assume her hate for you is now
chronic and intrinsic and it's only a matter of time. It is seldom wrong. My BPD ex made my very
existence an infraction. I was apologizing for things that never needed an apology and didn't know it
then. No DS in their right mind is anything close to the toxic hate of a woman you're close to.

Compare women who're never happy to spoiled entitled kids

Children who respect and love their parents aren't entitled spoiled brats who always complain about
what their parents couldn't provide. The entitled egoistic ones are often needy, intrinsically miserable
and never happy no matter how much their parents do or sacrifice for them. But the children who're
closest to their parents are those who were set healthy boundaries, understood and accepted their
families for who they were, were grateful for whatever they got and loved them beyond those
limitations and went beyond neediness to actually reciprocate the love with their own actions. That is
completely unknown to the entitled brats.
This kind of love only flows in the direction of giving and needs abundance as a point of origin. No
amount of entitlement is going to bring about love and no amount of endless consuming is ever going
to give you the satisfaction of a true producer mentality.
In other words, it's your frame, how you choose to interpret and respond to what happens to
you, that decides how happy you will be, and what you will do with your life, far beyond
external factors.
Even after we grow up, this entitlement borne out of neediness can still persist in relationships, with
very similar patterns. It's often the partner, the boyfriend, the husband, or even the kids. I mean what's
the difference between mom and mother in law? Abundance vs neediness.
The reason I compare women to children is rather obvious. Both are emotion driven and often the
emotional patterns can be very similar, with adults adding additional complexities and dimensions,
but still the emotional mind runs on pretty much the same principles.
Often this neediness isn't present in her other relationships, but it has somehow (I'm not surprised
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though) made it's way into yours. Therefore you'll observe that she has no other issues in any of her
other relationships, but somehow there's always something wrong with you alone.
So you're not gonna be able to fix her by fueling her entitlements or trying to fix her or trying to fix
the situation men. The only solution is for her to fix her frame find abundance within herself and get
out of her toxic chronic emotional patterns. Left to herself, doing what she says, trying to please her
miserable patterns, she'll just grow her misery until it destroys her life and yours.

Recognition of intrinsic misery is the beginning of its end, and
the beginning of freedom

Your misery doesn't want to be found out -- exposing it to the truth will snap you out of its grip, give
you a choice on how you choose to react to it, and ensure its demise like a fan that's just lost its power
supply.
Once you are aware of it, it is like being aware of your breathing. You do have a choice, to escape the
repeating pain-pleasure patterns and choose another way, a better way of your own conscious
making.
Becoming aware of the problem of intrinsic misery with full honesty, having the courage to face
inner pain and recognize it for what it is -- acknowledging that this is indeed your responsibility and
that you've been doing this to yourself and playing victim all along -- this is really where
transformation begins. The only way out is to own your shit.
This is something I began to observe after reading the Power of Now, and over time I've reached a
point where I rarely lose my cool even in traffic or when I'm faced with tough situations or even
situations where I have no answers. I've been learning to be grateful for the small things we take for
granted -- I'm sure Covid would have taught you that you ought to be grateful for just breathing.

Deep down in your awareness, your intrinsically miserable self
is seeking an end

Not that kind of end where you shoot yourself or die of drugs or take a few others with you. Deep
down you know that you're more than just a hole of neediness and misery. The call for dying is really
a call to come back to life as what you truly were meant to be.
The only kind of death you need is when your intrinsic misery that has become you is exposed and
recognized for what it is and meets a natural end in the light of your abundance. There is no need to
try the tragic stuff -- just recognize that the only thing that wants to die is the pain. And that is
all you need to come back to life.

Real happiness is about how you are on the inside and what
kind of frame you use to handle the outside

I have seen people completely unhappy despite being surrounded by lavish first world privileges that
people in poor parts of the world would die for and be grateful for a fraction of such facilities. I have
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seen many poor places where people are grateful for the smallest things. I have met the happiest
smiles in infants and young children, who have nothing but their own joy. Especially infants. They
give joy to others without even trying, simply by being blissful themselves. They pull others into
their emotional frames just so easily, right?
That is natural state of abundance. It is the very opposite of chronic neediness. Possessing inner
wealth that cannot be bought or filled up from the outside.
In contrast, neediness is an addiction - it is never fulfilled, wants more and more while being satisfies
less and less and only leaves you more miserable in the end, because that which originates from
deep intrinsic pain, only wants more pain and will only create more pain in the end.
It all comes down to how you are on the inside - physically, mentally, emotionally, spiritually. And
what kind of frame you've being using to face the outside. The people who're never happy live in
their own stories in their own heads, never grateful for anything and never having anything of
abundance to offer.

When you're faced with intrinsic misery, your road ahead is
gonna be hard and the solution only ever lies within you

Face it, you're up against a force of nature that isn't going to be solved by the usual problem solving
BP solutions. Even most therapists might refuse to recognize that this kind of deep rooted misery is a
thing. But left unchecked, this is going to destroy your hard earned life. She won't really know what
she's doing or saying -- and even if she does, if she let it slip down this far, she probably doesn't have
the awareness or accountability or the will to face herself. Emotions and patterns are going to trounce
logic.
Your only route forward when faced with intrinsic misery is to turn back towards finding abundance
within yourself. You must take responsibility for loving and respecting yourself. You must set the
emotional frame and set healthy boundaries and not hesitate to call out what is really going on. You
must slowly take back your power step by step and reset the point of origin to yourself.
In a way, the entire RP journey to being the best version of yourself, the man you are capable of
being, is also a journey out of inner pain. At this point, you know what to do -- bazillions of posts,
articles, books, videos and threads here and mrp have already told you all you need to know. And an
ounce of experience will teach you a lot more.
Your relationship is either going to be a case of you caving in to her eternally miserable ever
changing frame, leaving you like a ball bouncing between two opposite facing walls with "I'M NOT
HAPPY" written in big bold letters, or else you take control over yourself.
Then the relationship will either eventually break down into your frame and recover, or it's going to
bounce off your frame and end. If she's too keen to sink into darkness, the least you could do is not to
let her take you with her. Either you transform it by transforming yourself, or put it out of its misery.
Both aren't the easy way out.
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Just as neediness looks to the outside to fill up the hole within
itself, abundance looks inward to find the creator within where
the world cannot offer it

Your only choice when faced with a powerful case of deep intrinsic misery is to turn back to yourself.
Now only you are the solution. Those 12 levels of dread (yeah covert contract) ? Really its 12 stages
of reclaiming yourself, going back to the man you were, or becoming that man you weren't ever. You
bring the point of origin back to you, build your power, become authentically what you were meant to
be.
Think about it, where were we just a few tens of thousands of years ago in the Stone Age? We're not
the strongest or the fastest, we don't have the sharpest senses, our infants are helpless. How did we
make all this progress? Ok, just a few years ago you were Billy Beta, scorned, dumped, disrespected.
How did you turn it around?
We found the creative energy within and brought abundance into our lives where none existed.
Neediness and intrinsic misery stop us from knowing who we truly are and what we can do, but once
we get out of their grip, everything begins to change. One can very quickly move on to a much
better, more conscious, and truly joyful life if one is able to free themselves out of the pain-
pleasure cycle.
And if she has any amount of self awareness left, eventually she'll have to realize she needs to get out
of neediness, her own pain-pleasure addictions, hold herself accountable, take responsibility for
loving herself truthfully, and find some abundance within herself, or else she isn't gonna bring
anything positive to the relationship.
As you grow in your power, it is a threat to her patterns of misery and it is indeed the naked
uncensored core of pure fear and misery -- what has really been hiding within her that comes out
during the main event, when it can't cover itself up any more. If she can't, eventually your own
growth will make it clear that a toxic miserable relationship has no more business in your life and is
only a liability, and out is the only way, even if it means having to renounce your old life and all you
built, behind.
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About her "High Standards" - Standards of neediness aren't
standards of being. And even after having it all, she still won't
be happy.
188 upvotes | September 27, 2021 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link

TL:DR - Don't give two hoots about it. High standards of neediness are never worth the
struggle in the end.

When she says she has high standards, observe the fine print on
if she brings anything to the relationship at all

Where exactly does she have high standards?
Almost always these standards are only standards of neediness and expectation. There will never be a
single standard related to what she has to offer. I need not get into the lists of expectations, I think
they are well known and ever growing and ever more ridiculous. Out of all the rings, the most
important ring they wear is the suffering.
Also the list of qualities she claims about herself being strong, political, opinionated and honest
(yeesh) -- they are really just screaming "I make an extremely poor team player". In the best teams,
like the military, the first thing they do is cut this very attitude down to size zero and then rebuild you
as a proper team player. Real teams win and lose together, celebrate and suffer together.
Their idea of being strong is about as immature as the bully who goes around beating others up to feel
strong you know....
And no, just adding a footnote at the bottom "And of course, I'll be good to them too" doesn't mean
horses***t. It shows how much energy has been devoted to that part compared to the rest of the list.
And that's exactly how it will unfold.

Standards of expectation aren't standards of being. Standards
of living aren't standards of life

And certainly not standards of abundance. Such people are usually narcissistic with huge egos and
have no awareness of what they're like to be with for any extended period of time. That's a question
that's best answered by looking at whoever is with them.
It's important to see if people have any kind of standards of being -- by which I mean, do they ever
offer a single moment of real happiness or responsibility or abundance to themselves first? Let alone
others? Do they ever live in a way that makes you want to be with them?
Is the only thing they're offering to others are one sided relationships, neediness and miseries?
Chances are, you'll eliminate a huge percentage of the population on this simple question alone. I
mean I would add loyalty to that equation, but these days given the way things are -- that is a standard
which I can only enforce alone by myself, for myself, as a boundary. Chances are, more often than
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not, that a lot of such people with high expectations are awful people to be with.
Fact is, most of us spend a lot of time on everything else expect looking at ourselves honestly in the
mirror and asking ourselves the question of just how we want to be. Because that would mean having
to own our s**t.

The needier you get, the more unhappy you'll become

I spent my entire last post just on that part. Of course we have needs, but then there is a difference
between needs and neediness. Those who have no idea of the joy of giving, or the joy of abundance,
those are the ones who need more and more and more from the world just to fill themselves up and
stop feeling worthless and miserable. And it fails, because it's just like an addiction.
We expect the world to fill up precisely what's missing within ourselves. The most miserable
people demand the most that the world should make them happy. And the bigger that list gets,
the less we have to offer. The bigger the consumer mentality, the lesser the producer mentality.
Don't feed the black hole. It only grows bigger.

Don't think for one second that she'll be happy if all her
expectations are met

When has that ever worked? As long as she's stays in her own frame of "high standards", you're never
good enough, she's going to spend her whole life consuming, resisting, making herself miserable and
offering little if nothing.
And if you can't live up to her "standards", you're anyway going to be looked down upon. Horribly
so. Why do you want that to happen to yourself.
It's a myth that great standards of neediness can produce great happiness. And yet more and more
people buy that lie.
One can have the entire universe, have it all, and still be unhappy. There are plenty of people
who have it all and then complain of the burden of carrying it all. There are dominant women who
want to rule the house and then hate the fact they need to own it all. I know way too many people
who are privileged in ways that most poor people in poor countries can't dream of, and still - they're
not happy.
Such people lack gratitude and can't recognize the worth of even simple things they take for granted.
There is no question of being happy without gratitude.
And you believe her if she says she'll be happy in the end? Nope, seek those who are happy now.
Just look at the way they live and end up down the road. Their life reflects who they really are. The
real problem was within themselves all along. If you're constantly unhappy in any situation, just
remember the one constant in all situations is only yourself.
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The things she fills her life with are not necessarily what she
brings to the relationship

This is kind of clear from the list of who she says she is and what she brings to a relationship.
Her high paying job, "independence", educational qualification, social status and unsustainably
expensive tastes aren't what men look for in the end (if they're being authentic). Those are things she
does for herself. It won't mean anything if she has not a moment or joy or love on offer.
Ok, the student debt might be brought in on your head. Or someone else's illegitimate kid.
There is a video on one of those channels for men about how an architect guy making $130 k a year
broke up with his tech girlfriend making $200 k a year after hearing her disrespect him to her sister.
And towards the end, what she really thought about him was bared open. So yeah, as the top rated
comment on that video put it "Money can help you buy a condo in New York, but love, respect and
humility are priceless"...
Plus -- the things the modern woman boasts about are actually the things that make MEN
attractive to women. I've seen way too many women wonder why they have it all apparently and it
isn't enough to attract good men. Men of dignity and self respect don't live off someone else's wealth
for a start.

These days her expectations have devolved from shit test to
actual delusion

These days I see the issue of her expectations turning into something else that it wasn't even a couple
of decades back. The degree of entitlement is just crazy. Her "high standards" thing is no longer just a
shit test which you can laugh off, but in modern days, with the way modern women are brainwashed
and an oversupply of low quality attention everywhere, it has devolved into actual delusion and
narcissism. Women actually have ended up with impossible fantasies believing they deserve it all and
don't owe anything. Maybe the wall might bring them down to reality, but you'd do yourself a favor
by filtering such people out at the beginning.

Those with delusional expectations are pretty much incapable
of offering anything of worth or facing challenges

The emptier they are, the more outrageous the expectations. The greater the narcissism, the more the
delusion.
Going by the theory that we expect from the world what we can't offer to ourselves (and by
extension, anyone else). You can bet that these women aren't going to bring one beautiful moment in
your life.
Guys, if there's one thing we've learned, it's that we need to embrace the suck and the discomfort as
much as the pleasant. The best partnerships are forged among those who embraced the difficulties
together, those who suffered together, those who faced adversity together, because adversity demands
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unity to be overcome.
These characters aren't gonna last a single moment outside their comfort zone. They'll never grow,
never have much of worth to offer. They just love making victims of themselves because the world
and men just wasn't good enough for them.
They aren't worth your time.

You want to know who people really are? Wait for life to bring
them back down to earth

Outwardly extremely prideful people looking down on others are often deeply insecure and fearful
within themselves. They have used the stuff of their expectations and filled themselves up with a lot
of things to outwardly look confident, beautiful, sexy, independent, secure, rich, famous, and look
down on others. But what if life takes a sudden turn and throws them a serious test by taking away
the very things they used to conceal their true selves?
For e.g. People who fill themselves up with only the things money can buy probably don't have much
of what no amount of money can't buy. In that sense, they've cheapened themselves big time.
Just look the lives of celebrities -- I mean, they wear their issues and destructive life stories behind
the scenes like some badge of honor.
I'm not saying money, fame, looks, status, adoration, etc. are a bad thing, They're fantastic, far better
to be rich than to be poor, those who piss on the rich hate themselves -- but let's be real when it comes
to some qualities that money and your outward possessions can't buy. The people around them who
have to put up with their crap will never remember them for their bank account balance, nor will
those people take anything money can buy with them to the beyond when their time's up.
This bringing down to earth event need not be life shattering. Just getting a little older and not so
youthful anymore....and....
For a lot of them, the bare core of fear and suffering is going to be starkly exposed. And that is why
they have little to bring to a relationship.

Even some of these women can be cracked open by shrugging
off the shit tests

I know plenty of women in my extended family and circles. When they were younger, I knew how
they used to be. But even their armor cracked up eventually and then it turns out they're really far
more vulnerable and easy than it looks. For some of them, their intimidating appearance is a shit test.
You won't believe how much some of them crack up when you simply walk off and aren't bothered to
be afraid of her.
This doesn't apply to the true narcissists or the crazies though. I wouldn't touch those with a barge
pole. Just the ones who're keeping up the defenses.
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Feminism made women independent, apparently, but not
abundant

What it really did was make them needier in the end.
One thing that feminism will never do is to actually address the problem of neediness and the
intrinsic misery it brings. It's increased the standards of neediness a lot more though. I mean when
have you ever heard them talk of the word abundance? That involves actually offering something to
others (gasp, shock, outrage!). Right?
And no, they're not nearly as independent as they sound. I know one girl who acts that way as long as
her dad pays for her bills. And beyond that, actual independence is a myth -- it's often won at the
price of debt and corporate slavery. We may come out of codependency, but the world is always
interconnected, and no one can really live in a vacuum.
Interdependence is the only reality. All those boasting of independence are just chest beating their
narcissism.

I don't owe anything to anyone....expect my nastiness?

We are always offering something in every single interaction, even something simple as eye contact.
There's no avoiding it. Thing is, if we aren't offering something pleasant, we are almost certainly
offering the unpleasant. When goodness is 100% conditional, nastiness is 100% unconditional.
Observe for yourself.
It is a sad world where people only offer their good side when they're in debt right?
That's textbook narcissism.

At the end of fulfilling her mile long list, what she has to offer is
seldom worth it

If I had to make an iron rule for myself, this would be the one. It should have been clear if you saw
the way she wrote it. Ultimately if expectation is the only thing we sincerely practiced over a lifetime,
when it's time to give, we have no idea what to do.

The happiest people are those who have what no amount of
expectations can buy

I look at the happiest faces in the world, the people who live the most meaningful lives, the people
whom others want to be with. And in all of them, I find one quality -- they have that which no mile
long list of expectations can finally get in the end. They offer their gifts to themselves first and it
soon overflows to others. They are producers. Their lives aren't built around accumulating
expectations to hide their toxic misery within. That's why other people want them in their lives. Their
standards are actually authentically high. And as a result, they often end up getting far beyond their
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expectations. And they're grateful for it too.

At this point, you should know what your actual masculine
standards are

Someone down below made it look like I'm looking at women's standards for validation. Nope, I'm
just talking about how BS her whole idea even is, and why there's no need to play by her rule book or
her mile long demand list.
Honestly at this point you don't need to even listen to what she wants as standards anymore. You
have been here for a while, read all you can, worked on improving yourself, understanding actual
human behaviours. You should be having your own, very good standards and your own style. You
know what matters on the basics, you know what objective standards masculinity demands of you in
being your authentic best self, and over and top of that you know what standards are uniquely yours.
You should be meeting your own high bar. Then it's only a matter of who is compatible enough with
that, or not.
Just remember, women make the rules for guys they don't like and break every rule for guys they are
hopelessly attracted to. It is true that when push comes to shove most of them will forget that a list
like that even existed.
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On fanboism, destroying your idols and growing out of the
fanboi into a man
193 upvotes | January 13, 2022 | /r/TheRedPill | Link | Reddit Link

Fanboyism is the ultimate beta disease

The fanboy is the final stage in the devolution of man to boy, the ultimate form of the beta.
Sooner or later on your journey, you are bound to encounter the fanboy and the phenomenon of
fanboyism. Social media has greatly amplified the problem by bringing out virtually every thought
and word and emotion in the minds of many people and in doing so it is absolutely astonishing how
big the fanboy problem really is. And I admit it, I too have guilty of it more often than I can count.
We all have been fanboys.
You find them everywhere. And they're all more easy to offend than a short tempered rattlesnake.
One can't even talk about what you ate for breakfast without running into a diet fanboy these days.
And then there are sports fanboys, religious fanboys, fighter jet fanboys, musician fanboys, actor
fanboys, car fanboys and these days even vaccine fanboys and anti fanboys.
Name something or someone where fanboyism can't sprout. It's everywhere.

Fanboyism is the easy way out - live through your idols

The fanboy is unwilling to take the pain and responsibility and risk involved in making a man out of
himself and so finds it pretty convenient to identify with a party, a person, a cause, a religion, an ideal
or an ism -- and feel like he's living through them. It's the way of the beta and its destination is to
settle at the very bottom of the beta valley. Now his emotions rise and fall with the fate of whatever
or whoever he's chosen to experience pseudo oneness with. His hero is challenged on Twitter? God
he'll make the world pay, maybe in the comments section.
Many other fanboys have done far worse acts thanks to their excess obsession.

What's at the core of a fanboy? A child who never grew up

The common man has always been a fool, a dependent child at heart who won't admit it, waiting for
the day the messiah comes to save him not knowing that power is already within himself, and which
he has been giving away to others way too much to be exploited and deceived.
Fanboyism is what happens when love is reduced to mere emotion, with the awareness and
wisdom part lost. There's just enough rationality left to support the emotional mind in fulfilling its
fanboy fantasies.
Since a fanboy operates primarily out of emotion, with his rational consciousness mostly reduced to a
hamster, a fanboy is pretty much a child at heart, and that part of their minds never caught up with the
rest of themselves. And that isn't a good thing.
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Your fanboyism is setting you up for exploitation

To be honest, only the rare few in the world who actually know what's in your best interests and and
actually care a damn about you want you to realize your own personal power for your own benefit.
For thousands of years, pretty much everyone from your toddlers (yes) all the way to your presidents
and religious messengers have been using this ignorance to benefit themselves. They all know that
the only way to keep you asleep and ignorant of your own personal power is to keep you trapped in
codependency, stop you from ever truly growing up.
As a fanboy, you're not free from your overlords, because you're not free from yourself.

Fanboyism is turning you into a monster

It doesn't end with loss of your personal power alone. Fanboyism in extreme leads to such loss of
intuition, personal frame and basic sense that it turns you into a brainwashed, even depraved,
degenerate individual in short order. At their most benign, a fanboy is no more emotionally intelligent
than a toddler. But it can also get dangerous when it takes on more complex forms.
For eg. Look at the people who don't mind waging wars and killing others - many of them are really
fanboys of some ideal to the extreme. Cults, extremists, political gangs, terrorists, people sending
death threats because their team lost a match. All of them are fanboys - it's just a question of degree.

And of course, a fanboy is not complete without fighting with
other fanboys

With the most noble intentions of course, the worst quarrels and wars are waged. The path to hell is
paved with the best intentions and terrible acts of idols, ideals and their fanboys.
A fanboy's biggest problem is his absolute conviction that he is right. In only a couple of short steps,
he goes from well intentioned white knight, to looking down on others, and then to an actual agent of
war, committing violence against anyone who disagrees, and feeling absolutely justified in his
monstrosity.
If you look closely, a lot of individual and collective violence in the world all boils down to some
kind of fanboy behaviour or the other. Nearly all arguments on social media are certainly just
different fanboys colliding online with each other. Even World Wars and terrorism if you look at it,
are really overblown forms of fanboyism at their heart, yes.
The definition of the term fanboy is grossly incomplete if it doesn't speak about their primal lust for
fighting against other fanboys. If you aren't eager to start a fight, you're not a true fanboy yet.
It may be race, nation, religion, movie star, sport, belief, some-ism, ideal, politics, etc. etc. but the
strongest fanboys are always found in times of war.

There are three ways of becoming a fanboy

Self inflicted - The vast majority of fanboys turn themselves into one. They just fall in obsessive love
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with someone or something they admire and with that, their rational mind and intuition is packed off,
locked and exiled away.
Socially conditioned from childhood - Your parents, teachers, society and other authority figures on
whom you have to depend on as a kid actively push you into staying infantile and blue pilled, which
in turn causes you to put others on a pedestal, or drag others into the gutter.
Reverse aged by malicious influencers -- The only thing worse than the above two causes of fanboy-
itis is when you're influenced and reverse aged from an intelligent, sensible man into a zombie of a
co-dependent boy -- in some cases, such as certain cults or fundamentalist movements, this is an
actual control tactic. Of course, maybe academia and social justice movements should be included in
this category of fanboy factories.
For the most part, your fanboy problems are really your own damned fault. Especially as we grow
older and we can think and observe for ourselves.

The solution lies in destroying your idols and your compulsion
for idolatory

Your journey to being a man isn't complete until you've realized this side of yourself and how much
you do it unconsciously, and how much it negatively impacts your life.
Destroy your idols the day you realize what you truly are. Then see them exactly as they are as far as
you can and keep them exactly where they need to be (or not) in your life. Living through your idols
is the easy way out. For once turn all that time and energy and emotion to the one who really needs it
- you.
Your idols need not be a certain person or made of stone. Pretty much anything that turns you into a
degenerate fanboy fuels idolatory.
We're not talking about turning anti-fanboy, that's just fanboyism from the other end. The opposite of
crazy is still crazy and because you went from a fierce devotee to a rabid hater doesn't mean you've
outgrown the fanboy - you're just suffering from a type of artificially induced bipolar disorder.
Otherwise emotionally you're exactly the same as before.
We even had a few fanboys of some of our veterans here, and many of them have since then probably
turned anti fanboys after knowing a little more about their idols, but I wonder how many actually got
the message that life was trying to teach them.

You, fanboy, are your own biggest barrier to growth

A fanboy's biggest obstacle to his own growth and facing the truth is his own brainwashed conviction
in his absolute rightness and the hair trigger reactivity of his emotional mind that shuts down his
objective awareness.
As an extreme example, one of the things we've learned from interrogating captured terrorists /
extremists is how absolutely convinced they are that they're doing the right thing or that they've been
promised heaven in the end for their "devotion" or some other belief that controls their entire
behavior. Their belief in their own righteousness blocks off their conscience.
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Only by consciously recognizing his own dysfunction and cracking open his subconscious beliefs and
toxic emotional traits can this initial barrier be dissolved. After that transformation is a lot easier.
Getting there is the hard part.

Growing from boy to man is just like learning to walk

At first you fall many times, get hurt even. But either you hold someone's hand and lift yourself up or
something else for support until you can stand unaided. Once you learn to walk, walk on your own,
because you can and should.
Listen to others, look at their success and failures and mistakes, but filter out what works for you and
what you want. Your life, your choices, your consequences, your ownership. Don't forget the last
two.
Ultimately as a man, once you've grown out of the dependent boy, even your idols are just other men
with their own successes and their own issues just like you. Knowing this kind of levels the field in a
way and at some point you realize that you're where your father or father figure was once upon a time
and that we're not all that different.

You will soon recognize the snake oil salesmen who need you to
remain in fanboy valley

You will soon meet many people of no real integrity in the "Save the world" and "Good intentions"
movements, and you may safely forget the existence of most of them. The frauds may go on to fool
and make plenty of bucks out of the fools, without offering anything of honest, actual worth in return,
but you no longer have to be among that crowd.
Snake oil is sold in many bottles - pretty much anything and everything where fanboyism is possible,
there's a peddler there minting off of collective ignorance, promising to be your Lord and Savior in
some form or the other and then laughing at your foolishness behind the scenes, at your expenses.
Politicians do it, religions do it, ideologies do it, institutions do it, social media does it, the news
media do it, these days even diets do it.
Pretty much all future utopia peddlers of any form do it. I mean you have to actually wonder who
doesn't do it.
All of them need you to remain fanboys and you need them to remain as your idols. Or else it's the
end of both identities.
The good news is you as an individual, with this new level of awareness, are free from their influence
to a great extent compared to before. You can now focus more on the actual issues in your life that
really need all that attention.
You will also see how so many desperate people pin their hopes on these false messiahs like the
needy children they still are -- not having gone through the same painful awakening process as
yourself and still not having learnt how to recognize their own worth. But really the snake oil
salesmen are just other human beings like all of us. Their rot runs deep, but if anything -- their rot is
only a mirror that reflects our own rot and compliments it. Cheaters and the cheated need each
other for the pattern to survive - they both thrive off each other.
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Either one can choose to end the game, but in the end your life has always been your responsibility,
so get proactive for a change, instead of being a fanboy living in reactivity.
The whole idolatory game needs fanboys for the idols to exist, and vice versa.

Over time, everything and everyone starts to settle down where
they really belong in your life

People are no longer all on the pedestal or totally in the gutter. Life is not just black and white. There
is much more nuance and deeper understanding. Over time you withdraw from giving your personal
power away so cheaply and start putting all those things and people you fanboy-ed over in their
proper place in your life and universe.
It's an art just like anything else. But it begins with honestly accepting everything about your idols,
both the good and the bad and the ugly.

Of course all this is true for girls too, often even more so

Madam, I know what's on your mind. You didn't see a single female noun or pronoun so far and you
can feel the outrage building, starting from a point where you seemingly feel unloved. You just
HAVE to be included in this too of course. It feels like dying when it isn't about you, and doesn't
include you. You, just like all women, want to prove yourself the exception (the irony...) and want to
point out men aren't that different. Maybe in the distant past rejection meant death in the wild, but be
present in the reality of this moment.
I sense the feeling of rightenousness fueling your rage hearing my advice. How dare I tell you the
truth! Se***t creep! I tell you this isn't a big issue. No! It's worse than the universe ending. I tell you
that you could be wrong? Blasphemy! I dare disrespect your mighty feelings? Gather the sisterhood
and demand my head! Down with the evil patriarchy!
I would say in your knee jerk reaction as a fangirl of the feminine, you're actually missing a
wonderful opportunity to dissolve that ego and pain and awaken to better consciousness. This is a
man's sub, all male pronouns here. No apologies.
But guys, do expect girls and women to be even more irrational and extreme about it than you
bargained for. I mean just see what identifying with a certain -ism did to them. That too is
another form of fan madness. I am sure a topic like this can't really be discussed in this analytical
manner with most of the girls I know. And even if you did, it will only last till some emotion gets
triggered, usually caused by an attack on something she's a fangirl of.
And for women it can get even more collectively crazy, given that some part of every woman is
really a collective consciousness of the feminine herd.

You can be a fan of others, but don't be a fanboy

Fanboyism of anyone or anything, even the real deal who walk their talk, is the ultimate beta trait. It's
often one of those lingering bad habits that only goes away much further down the road, because
recognizing it and all the forms it takes isn't easy. Most fanboys do not actually want to end their
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fanboyism, because there is a huge sense of being right over others attached to it. A lot of time
and energy was invested into that identity, and now it resists facing itself in the mirror.
There's nothing wrong in admiring others, watching them do the impossible and cheering for
someone you like, or fighting for a cause. But hey, in loving them, don't lose sight of reality, don't
forget to love yourself, don't forget to see what's actually happening to you.
Admire them all you want, experience the triumps and heartbreaks if you wish, but don't descend
back down into becoming a fanboy. You're a man now.
EDIT : Fixed the spelling of fanboi to fanboy instead. These days I see more and more of the former
doing the rounds. The title cannot be changed once created though.
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